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chapter 1

what is public

administration?

As Owight Waldo has said

The immediale «««! ol>" one->enle~e ot one peregtaph delmihon!
The immeaia

naraivsis rather than enlightenment artd

pphhc
O, ,he .e™ ,n..,»b„

iPmelalion ^ „ phmaes In short compass these abstract

contains
„pla.nctl onlg by other abstract words and

Zhts’es^and in the process the teal,, and rmportanc. of « ' become

fogged and lost
’

u e«r.*nti<- tlifficuliies ts the fact that the boundaries

, ,h 7etd'^:vVnr,er^
delimited and tha, they have ,n

of the held have
,„c,easing)V indeterminate as both practitioners and

recerrt years
constderaWy their concept of what public ad-

scholacs have
p,„p„,a)ay students gel a substantially different vet-

ministraMn c
teachers, the literature, and public officials

'n°" d ^ttosXho look the hrst courses, read the first books, attended

rnffint mrSungs of the American Socrety for Public Administration, and

lI;tenSm"ne pioneering practitioners who sough, recognition for the

J



THE NATURE OF THE FIELD

'new field of administration " Although such change has taken place in

many fields of study and action, it has been particularly true of public

administration As we shall see later in this chapter, new formulations of

the purpose of public administration are now being made, renewing de-

bate about the nature of the field

Our approach will be to delay giving a definition until we have

explored several different considerations thatbear upon the determination

of the proper scope of public administration The advantage of this proce-

dure IS that It will be clear, when we come to the definition, why we
include some things and exclude others

THE ROLE OF THE THREE BRANCHES

One approach is to identify public administration as it relates to the three

traditional branches of government executive, legislative, and judicial

Legislative and Administrative Powers

In this conception, administration is execution, that is, carrying out the

laws passed by the legislature There is a clear disimaion between legista

tive and administrative powers The legislature possesses the former, but

when It passes a law, what the executive branch does with that law

becomes "administration " Although the legislative and executive

branches are not completely separate entities, still it is the latter that has

the administrative power, so it follows that public administration is "what

the executive branch does " The judiciary stands apart from administra-

tion, deciding cases between private parties but also restraining public

administrators from unconstitutional, illegal, and arbitrary acts

This kind of definition emphasizes "who does what," but as the

hearings several years ago of the Senate Subcommittee on Separation of

Powers make very clear, the Constitution makes no statement of differ-

ences between legislative and administrative powers * This Subcommittee,
whose reports are recommended reading for ail serious students of Ameri-

can government, has been investigaung "the extent, if any. to which any
branch or branches of the Government may have encroached upon the

powers, functions, and duties vested in any other branch by the Constitu
lion of the United Slates

One of Its particular concerns has been the dispute between the

wtaifcifeccittycCtcfcrtitvaVfty anAwisdom
of soolled legislative vetoes that require some form of prior approval in

Congress, either by committee or by one or both houses, before adminis
trative agencies can take certain action The legislative veto has developed
largely since 1 950 and has been written into quite a few statutes, such as
the Small Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Act of 1954, which
in 1 967 became a major issue between President Johnson and Congress
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/ohfison o6)ected s(fongty to a requirement in this act that no appropriation
could be made for projects to which the federal government would con-
tribute construction funds in excess of $250,000 or which would provide
more than 2500 acre-feet of total capacity, without prior approval of

designated committees in the House and Senate Heannounced that in the

future he would disregard this provision and proposed instead an amend-
ment that would require protect plans to be filed with the Congress, with

a waiting period of 30 days before federal participation in the project could
begin *

The argument of his Administration, ably stated by its Assistant Attor-

ney General, was essentially that the selection of particular projects was
an executive act with which Congress, if it held to the Constitution, should

not interfere * Subcommittee Chairman Sam ) £rvin, }r , of North Carolina

repeatedly aslred why, if Congress could make the coming inlo-effect of

legislation contingent upon conditions to be determined by the executive

branch, could it not in other cases make one of its committees the agent

for this purpose^ Representatives of the Johrsson Administration answered

basically that such action by Congress would not be “legislative," although

obviously Congress had the right to check up later on what kinds of

decisions the executive branch had made on particular projects and to

pass new legislation canceling or authorizing certain projects

Ervin and others did not accept this interpretation of the limits of

legislative power in relation to project approval They saw no provision in

the Constitution as to where legislative power ends, to them this put the

burden of proof on the executive branch to demonstrate that its re^sal to

observe a commg-into-effect provision was not a witifut violation of the

Constitution

Thus the interpretation that "administration" is execution, and that

there is a clear distinction between legislative and administrative powers,

breaks down One can side with the President or with Congress, but the

Ervin Subcommittee hearings make plam that Congress does not consider

Itself limited to criticism, after the act, of decisions in the implementation

of legislation It views «s role m some cases as codirection with the ad-

ministrative agencies concerned of the particular programs, not simply

legislative authorization, appropriation, and postreview ‘ This is one im-

portant reason why any definition of public administration cannot leave

out the legislature, but there are also other reasons

Other Involvement of Legislatures m Administration

It IS frequently overlooked that legislatures directly oversee the activities

of some administrative agencies, examples at the national level are the

Government Printing Office, the library of Congress, and the General

Accounting Office ^ Thus not all law-implementing agencies are in the

executive branch, which is further evidence that "administration” is not
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all contained within that branch More importantly, in the American

scheme of government, legislatures are responsible for maintaining a close

watch on what goes on in the administrative agencies under the chief

executive, whether President, governor, or mayor This is the function

known as legislilive oversight, now very crucial because of the great

growth of the executive branch and the expansion of the powers of the

presidency

Many citizens are concerned that Congress, under present condi

tions, can do very little to make the critical examination that should be

made, in the public interest, of the functioning of the executive agencies,

a problem discussed in detail in Part VI of this book However effective

legislative postreview of entire programs or activities, the individual con-

gressmen and their staffs spend considerable time making contacts with

agency officials on behalf of their constituents, whether it be to speed up

a pension check, get an answer to a letter, or otherwise obtain action in

countless situations where the citizen understandably goes to his repre-

sentative for help Known as congressional “casework," the result is that

every day's work in an administrative agency ts characterized by very

close relationships between the executive and legislative branches, a pat

tern of continuous executive4egislative interaction that is also found m
state and local governments * To photograph the executive branch m
action would capture the faces of many legislators beside those of the
' bureaucrats,” and ivjt particularly »n the background, either

Considering administration as a process—that is, as a body of knowl

edge and techniCjues for the effective management of any enterprise—it

IS needed in legislatures just as m other entities Legislatures should be
properly organized For example, the number of committees should not

be excessive, and their respective jurisdictions should be clearly defined

The committees and the individual legislators should have the staff re

quired for doing the best possible job, satisfactory space, equipment, and
other housekeeping services should be provided In short, if they are to

funaion satisfactorily, legislatures must constantly improve their own in

ternal organization and procedures, their failure to do so accounts for

much of today's dissatisfaction with lawmakers Thus, looking at the legis-

lature from the "inside,” we find that it needs good administration

The ludiciary

^arr bum sTaTnIirng apart, Vne judiciary Vias ^ong 'oeen a powerful force in

shaping public administration, and is increasingly so m present times as

members of the general public, government employees, prison inmates,
and others press their rights m court When the courts pass upon the
constitutionality of legislative enactments and administrative acts, they are
determining what kinds of public servicescan be rendered and under what
conditions The federal courts established the requirement for school
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desegregation, declared unconstilutionat numerous attempts to get around
It and are seeing to it that the schools are kept open on a desegregated
basis There are limitations to their enforcement authority, as indicated by
the need on several occasions to send federal troops But the courts'

interpretation of the United States Constitution stands, notwithstanding
any conflicting provisions in state constitutions and statutes and any con
trary views of federal, state, and local government officials

Currently there is concern that court decisions hamper law enforce
ment Whether the charge is true or not, it is clear from such controversies

that the daily activities of policemen and other public employees are

greatly influenced by court decisions Besides ruling on constitutional re-

quirements, the courts also protect agaiiKt we/ acts, that is, when
officials exceed their authority under the statutes Legislators, civic organi

zations, and individual citizens are increasingly instituting court actions to

force public officials to take action requir^ by law or to desist from

incorrect interpretations of ibeir resportsibilities under the law As only one
recent example, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), complying with a

federal appeals court ruling announced that its decisions on applications

for permits and operating licersses for nuclear plants would be based on
all environrnencal factors, not just radiological hazards, as had been its

previous policy The court had found the original AEC policy on the matter

completely at variance with the provisions of the National Environmental

Policy Act of 1 970 ’ This, of course, was a victory for those concerned

over the effects of thermal pollution from nuclear plants

Long neglected, the need to improve the administration of the courts

IS now more generally recognized, m the past few years important steps

m this direction have been taken, with Chief justice Warren E Burger doing

much of the urging He stresses that courts * perform complex administra-

tive functions involving the coordination of large numbers of people,"

being responsible for such functions as "mamage counseling, child cus

tody claims, adoptions debt cottectioo, estate administration, criminal

probation supervision, and myriad other tasks not purely judicial In-

credibly congested court dockets and agonizing delays »n hearing and

deciding cases clearly attest lo the poor administration of the judicial

function Itself AsTomC Clark, director of the Federal Judicial Center, has

said the judges have been saddled with "huge administrative loads for

which they are not trained in management skills nor furnished modern

tools with which to work
The profession of court manager is now emerging some 35 states

and at least 46 metropolitan districts now have court executives ” The

Administrative Office of the United States Courts has existed since 1 939,”

and the Federal Judicial Center, a research and training agency for the

federal judiciary, was established m 1968 ” In early 1971, President

Nixon signed legislation providing for court administrators in each of the
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1 1 federal circuit courts Sponsored jointly by the American Bar Associa-

tion the American Judicature Society, and the Institute of Judicial Admmis

tralion the first comprehensive program to prepare court administrators

began in 1 970 at Aspen, Colorado, in a new Institute ^or Court Manage-

ment ’* Still another development was the establishment in 1971 of the

National Center of Slate Courts, financed by the Justice Department's Law

Enforcement Assistance Administration and private foundations, which

provides a variety of research, training, and clearinghouse services to

improve the administration of justice in state and loc^l courts

Thus the obvious conclusion is that all three branches of government

are a part of the study and practice of public administration

POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION

The admmistration-policy dichotomy is the basis for another attempt at

definition Policy is made by the legislature in the form of laws and is

carried out by the executive branch At first glance this interpretation may
seem idenlical with the attempted distinction between legislative and ad-

ministrative powers The Johnson Administration did not say that it had no

role in policymaking, rather, it insisted that once the Congress had passed

a statute, the lawmakers had no right to exercise a veto over administrative

discretion in carrying out the law

Congress has the initial choice of legislating in terms of broad statements of

policy to be implemented by the executive or with such particularity that

little discretion is left to the execubve Once the Congress has legislated

however it is for the executive branch—not the Congress-^o implement

the legislation ”

In our complicated, problem ridden society, the executive branch

has developed so much power that it would be ludicrous for any admmis
tration to tell the legislators that all administrative officials do is simply

carry out policies made by Congress Yet the early writers in public ad

ministration did make a distinction between policy and administration

One reason is that they were anxious to keep "politics" out of administra-

tion the legislators represented politics, and, with theif allies m the party

organizations and their mflueixre on the administration in power, they

could prevent the professionalization of the public service Accordingly,

the concept of a neutral nonpoficy making bureaucracy was developed
The ' separateness" of administration was stressed m the effort to gam
acceptance of it as a new, untarnished field essential for proper, efficient

management ofthegovernment'sbusiness '•Furthermore, although Wood
row Wilson stressed the growing complexily of American society when in

1 887 he wrote his famous essay 'The Study of Administration,"'’ the
policy rote of the executive branch, while it existed, was hardly as great
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as it IS today The policy-admmistration dichotomy was always fiction, but
not an outright absurdity in the period when legislatures still retained strong
initiatives in policy making and the executive branch, while growing, was
much smaller than it is today

The Growth of Administrative Discretion

Execution of the law always requires some discretion Leonard D White
in his book The Federalists shows how attempts to keep administrative

discretion to a minimum during the Administrations of George Washington
and John Adams were unsuccessful even in the relatively simple society
of the first years of the new Republic For example, when Congress de-
cided to raise money by taxing carnages, it wrestled with the problem of

establishing a uniform classification of the carriages but in the end had to

“recognize a substantial degree of administrative leeway " The problem
was how to differentiate between chariots, coaches, four-wheeled car-

nages, and similar vehicles, with the unstandardized structural features

characteristic of the times Congress did the best it could to describe each
class of carriage m the law, “but added that m cases of doubt any carriage

should be deemed to belong in that class to which it bore the greatest

resemblance “ Exercising this discretion, the New Jersey collector applied

the tax to wagons of farmers going to market

As long as the great ma<ofity of Americans lived in rural areas and
economic and social relations did not require much regulation by govern-

ment, the discretionary powers of public officials could be kept relatively

modest At the same time, while f>ew laws and new policies were recom-
mended to the Congress by the executive branch, it was not possible to

say, as It IS today, that “the bulk of public legislation passed by Congress

does not originate there, but rather m the particular administrative agency
or agencies concerned with the legislation Congress, and state and
local governing bodies as well, now find it necessary to legislate in highly

complicated areas where expert knowledge of the programs concerned is

essential, and this usually is best supplied by the administrative officials

who specialize in such programs

Undoubtedly the developments m physical and social technology,

which, beginning with the latter part of the nineteenth century, have

created a highly interdeperrdent economy, largely account for the greatly

enhanced role of administrative officials The regulatory commissions are

frequently cited as examples, because of iheir powers to fix charges, set

standards of service, and otherwise contrtJ m the public interest the activi-

ties of gas, electric, telephone, and other utilities *’ It is correctly stated

that the policy decisions of these commissions have a greater effect on
citizens and their pocketbooks than those of many of the nonregulatory

agencies, but the latter have also accumulated very significant policy roles

In such departments as Agriculture, Interior, and Health, Education, and
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Welfare couniless decisions are made every day on applications for pen

Sion payments, grants, loans, and permits to use government facilities, as

well as on many other requests The Defense Department lets contracts

for billions of dollars and in the process makes determinations that affect

economic conditions in numerous communities throughout the country

With the development of new inventions and technologies, a subject

explored in detail m Chapter 2, the scope of the discretion of existing

agencies increases Thus the Federal Communications Commission now

regulates television as well as radio, and it has complex decisions to make

on equal time for political opponents, pay television, cable television, and

the noise decibels of commercials New agencies, like the Environmental

Protection Agency, are given extensive policy roles as old problems inten-

sify, in this case pollution of the environment

The Latest Phase of Administrative Policy Making

As the 1970s progress, administrative policy making clearly is becoming

even more important The I960s were exoting but also frustrating, and,

as It has become clear that solutions to social problems are no easier to

find m the seventies than m the sixties, disillusionment with government

has increased, with some people flatly saying that public administration is

a failure The war against poverty has fallen far short of the expectations

of millions, the cities continue to deteriorate, dissatisfaction with the tax

system intensifies, and progress in controlling pollution seems very small

The need for administrative officials to be creative, in both their

policy-recommending and policy implementing capacities, has become
greater than at any previous lime in American history Already quite a few

programs, usually announced with high hopes, have failed to achieve

enough towards attaining Such goals as residential desegregation, a more

adequate supply of good housing units for lower income families, reduc

tion of teen age unemployment in the inner cities, rehabilitation of mass
transit, and restoration of the vitality of the rural areas

Ventures in social planning must take into account many different

faaors and be based on deep understanding of the human element Con
gress can cnticue, make suggestions, and give additional financial support,

but as a practical matter its policy making function cannot extend to many
of the most crucial decisions in program implementation This was illus-

trated in the community action programs of the Office of Economic Op-
portunity, the money appropnated was much too little, but it was obvious

that the problem was so difficult to deal with effeawely that many more
billions could have been spent—and wasted ** To many, the record of the

Department ol Housing and Urban Devrfopment (HUD) is a sorrowful

illustration of this danger, because of numerous foreclosures on housing
units It helped build, it has become or>e of the biggest owners of aban
doned and other (ailing housing in the inner cities ** Furthermore, the
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intended beneficiaries of these programs, and the taxpayers who pay the
bill, expect relatively quick results Whatever the exact reasons, the levels

of expectations of many citizerjs have risen sharply They want a better life,

as quickly as possible, and this is as characteristic of a young white trade

unionist as it is of a low-irKome black, although the economic deprivation
of the latter usually creates a more intense feeling against the existing

order Public administration today must deal effectively with problems of

social disorganization and intense citrzen desires (or satisfaction of needs
that are felt to be legitimate at>d within the power of an affluent society

to meet

New Challenges for Administrative Discretion

The classroom examples that used to be given of admu^istrative discretion

were how the postal clerk used his ludgmeoi in deciding to weigh a letter

and how the public health sanitarian used his in recommending the closing

of a restaurant These are still valid examples, but such decisions do not

tax ingenuity as do persuading people to accept family planning, slop

smoking cigarettes, move back to the rural communities, shed their racial

and other prejudices, and be effective ambassadors for the United States

when on vacation abroad These used to be considered purely personal

matters, and certainly they should be dealt with on ihe basis of persuasion

rather than coercion, actually, it is improbable that these new outlooks and

altitudes could be imposed on the people anyway

The police officer on duly m the ghettos must be intelligent and

sensitive, as well as physically strong and agile, there »s very little margin

for mistakes, as riot records demonstrate ** Laws can be passed to help

remedy the deficit in the balance of payments, but they cannot, except

under a system of rigid government conuols, be expected to deal with all

facets of the problem In our highly interrelated society one problem

impinges upon another, and coordinated actiort «s necessary on numerous

different fronts, with public officials playing an important role in such

coordination Private groups and individuals must be persuaded to cooper-

ate With the government under conditions where such cooperation may

entail real sacrifices The vast area for administrative policy making and its

great impact on individual citizens were seen in the numerous difficult

decisions of the Cost of living Comal, the Price Commission, the Pay

Board, and associated machinery under the economic stabilization plan

initialed by President Nixon m late 1971 The legislative guidelines were

very broad, and much of the enforcement responsibility rested with the

regulated interests

The Administrative Branch and Coal Conflicts

As new programs are created and assigned to existing agencies, the policy

responsibilities of officials put them at the center of controversies legisla-
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tufes cannot, of would rather not, resolve Public lands, parks, and forests

can be used for several different purposes, but an increase m one emphasis

usually means a decrease m anothef An expansion in tourist facilities often

IS at the expense of nature lovers, currently there is constant pressure to

provide more recreational outlets for a rapidlY growing, leisure-conscious

population "The way out for the fegtslature is to mention m the authorizing

statutes the different uses of the particular resources and then leave it to

the administrators to try to satisfy all the various segments of the population

clamoring for attention to their needs

The legislative matTdates ate often vague and even contradictory

Note this statement in the California Wildlife Conservation Act of 1947

‘The preservation, protection, and restoration of wildlife is an insepara-

ble part of providing adequate recreation for our people in the interest of

public welfare But tecrealion for the bird watcher is not the same as

that for the hunter and fisherman, and consequently it is no wonder that

the California Department of Fish and Came has been bewildered as it has

"listened to a multitude of voices urging it to act in many different and at

times contradictory ways

Two Recent Developments

Two very recent developments affecting administrative policy making

should be mentioned planning programming budgeting (PPB) and colleC'

tive bargaining between public agencies and employee organizations

(These are dealt with m detail in Chapters 1 6 and ^ b. lespectively ) The

purpose of PPB is to define program goals, establish priorities, and achieve

maximum work results at the least cost Over (he years new responsibilities

have been added to old ones, to the point where many administrative

agencies are not sure just which aaivitres they should be emphasizing PPB
calls for continuous companson of the merits of all agency programs, old,

new, and proposed, thus, it requires pokey (banning on a comprehensive,

rigorous basis If PPB succeeds, admmistrativepolicy making will be more
rational, the decisions sounder, and consequently the role of the adminis-

trators even more significant Even if it fails, as some people believe is

happening, stiU it does as a trummum require administrators to study the

enabling statutes and past record of the agency and thus clarify their

concepts of their responsibilities and the policy choices

Rarely in the past have organized employees been able to participate

in the formulation of agency poliaes Now, in such fields as leaching and
public welfare, collective agreements are being negotiated that provide for

joint decision making in program areas such as special client services and
work load It is one thing for administrators to decide agency policies, it

IS another for them to work them out jointly with the employees Policy

determination over (he bargaining t^e is a very new development for

which public management was not at all prepared The bargaining require-
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ment may be unsettling not only to administrative officials but also to

scholars who have stressed rationality as the basts for decision making Yet
the employee organizations claim that sounder, fairer, and therefore more
rational policies will result from bargaining than from unilateral decrees by
management

Limitations of Legislation

The present period also provides convincing examples of how legislatures

cannot solve certain problems with laws, any more than administrators can
With regulations and edicts Perhaps the best example is public employee
strikes, which are occurring despite the laws against them (see pp 321-
323) Theodore W Kheel, one of the most highly regarded labor media-
tors, has said “In the end, labor relations must depend on the human
factor The most elaborate machinery is no better than the people who run
It It cannot function automatically With skillful and responsible negotia-

tors, no machinery, no outsiders, and no fixed rules are needed to settle

disputes

If negotiations break down, governments can supply skilled media*
tors and otherwise try to get the collective bargaining process to function,

the administrative branch must flexibly employ all available techniques for

resolving the dispute and innovate with new methods Laws do not come
packaged with sure, automatic enforcement features

Abuse of Policy Powers

Although allegations that administrative officials disregard legislative intent

have long been made, they have become much more frequent in recent

years The complaint is that if the bureaucrats do not agree with a policy

statement in the law, they simf^y pay no attention to it, further, if they find

a statute too restrictive, they simply issue administrative regulations that

permit them to proceed at will Charges of this kind were heard by the

Ervin Subcommittee, the entire problem is discussed m detail in Part VI

Suffice It to say here that the question m the minds of some people is not

whether administrative oflicials have pohcy powers, but whether they

have far too much, to the point where they even ignore the legislature or,

for that matter, anyone or anything that stands in their way

ADMINISTRATION AND POLITICS

It follows from the foregoing discussion that there is no separation between

administration and politics As Wallace S Sayre states, "The exercise of

discretionary power, the making of value choices, is a characteristic and

increasing function of administrators and bureaucrats, they are thus impor-

tantly engaged in politics AnypartiCfpationin the formulation of public

policies means, ipso facto, involvemMit in politics, it is a political act when



an administrator recommends legislation and when he makes policy deci-

sions in carrying out a law Funhermore, since poltltcs is "the process by

which power and influence are acquired and exercised,"*® public officials

move in this environment, because, for one thing they seek power and

influence with legislators and pressure groups, in support of the programs

they administer

Social scientists do not limit the use of the term politics to political

party activity or even to governmental affairs Policy making and power

struggles take place in many areas of human activity A political approach

—which, in everyday usage, means being shrewd and engaging in horse

trading—can take place m any kind of organization Under merit systems

(see Chapter 13) partisan politics cannot dictate the filling of positions,

only in this sense is administration separate from politics

The decisions of the Pay Board and Price Commission, referred to

above, obviously had important political ramifications Business, labor for

a lime, and the public, all important political forces, were represented on

the Pay Board and were much cortcerned with the decisions of its full

membership on requested wage increases From the very start, it was clear

that if the economic stabilization program failed, the political conse*

quences for the administration in power would be very great

Decisions of the United States Forest Service to increase private

timber cutting in the national forests aroused strong protest from environ-

mental groups that the Nixon Administration was disregarding the legal

requirement for balanced use of the forest resources in the public interest

Governor Rockefeller's refusal to visit the scene of the Attica prison not,

and the decision to use massive force to end the uprising, certainly had

numerous political consequences of an enduring nature When a police

chief like Patrick Murphy in New York City takes strong action against

corruption in the ranks, he is angrily denounced by some groups and
praised by others, with those on each side mobilizing their political

strength in the confrontation These examples can be multiplied many
Pmes over, every day s reading of a good newspaper should supply some
new illustrations

PRIVATE AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Any definition of public administration most deal with the question of how
It fs similar to or different from pnvate administration The simifanties are
great, for administration as a process is by no means limited to the public
sector Factories, hospitals, labor unions, foundations, charitable agencies,
churches—in all these and every other kind of human organization, the
key to successful operationsislheeffectiveuti)ization of human and physi
cal resources This is the work of administration or, as it is also frequently
called, management Another way of expressing this is that administration
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IS cooperative group effort, in a public or private setting While the com-
mon factor IS the element of cooperation, ttie purposes or goals of human
organizations naturally vary, as is evident from the preceding examples
Furthermore, the problems of all public organizations are not the same, just

as the problems of private ones vary from company to company Each
organization, public or private, must meet the challenges of its particular

environment The risk element, for example, m a private atomic energy
plant has been greater than that m a telephone company The military

regiments the individual soldier in ways that would be considered intoler-

able in Civilian public agerxries The exact form of administration varies,

depending upon the kind of undertaking

From the standpoint of organization planning, Harvey Sherman of

the New York Port Authority argues that the difference between public and

private entities has been greatly exaggerated Far more meaningful to him

are "the specific differences «n objectives among or between different

enterprises, whether they be government agencies, private companies, or

a mixture of both Yet he notes that "the organization of many govern-

ment agencies is set by legislation and is not subject to major changes by

the agency head,"** which creates undesirable rigidity

Because the legislature and the general public are directly con-

cerned, no public organization can ever be exactly the same as a private

one The peculiar element in public ^dmirtistr^tton is that everything a

government agency does is the public's business Tax money is being used,

so every citizen has the right to know bow «t is spent and to criticize public

officials with whose decisions they do not agree As has often been said,

the public official operates m a goldfish bowl, he is subject to searching

and constant outside scrutiny In fact, it is a cardinal principle of demo-

cratic government that civil servants be guided by public opinion A1

though the officials of a private company also have important public

contacts, they are not operating m a goldfish bowl Companies want

satisfied clients, and they are also increasingly subject to government

regulation, all of which makes public relations an important element in

business success Nevertheless, companies still remain private m charac-

ter, and their interna) operations are to a large extent their own business

and not that of the general jjublic

lames Forrestal once said that "the difficulty of government work is

that It not only has to be well done, but the public has to be convinced

that It IS being well done In other words, there is a necessity both for

competence and exposition, and I hold it is extremely difficult to combine

the two in the same person This is why some businessmen fail in

government positions Impatierrt over the need to justify their decisions to

the public, and accustomed in theircompanies to giving orders that quickly

produce action, they complain that in the government they are thwarted

by red tape Yet it is the public that insists on this paperwork because it
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the»r twiney that « being ipeni Gvd service, conflict-of-interest, and

numerous other laws and regulations must be observed This is what

creates the red tape so exasperating to the typical businessman Some of

the red tape may safely be eliminated, but a sizeable residue will always

be necessary to protect the public interest

It IS sometimes bluntly stated that a public official needs a thicW sWin

Criticism of government workers has been so intense from time to time that

Senator Jacob Javiis of New York once suggested creation of a new con-

gressional committee to function as a kind of public defender for maligned

federal employees ** Along with other members of the Senate Subcommit-

tee on National Policy Machinery, he had listened to numerous witnesses

testify that the government was handicapped in its efforts to recruit scien-

tific and other valuable personnel because of the savage attacks on public

employees Such concern by a legislator for the feelings of administrative

officials 1$ rare, so It IS not surprising that such a "public defender" commit-

tee has not been established

Government is different also because no private company can equal

It in size and diversity of activities federal employment has been close to

three million for some time, no one firm, including even such giants as

General Motors and the American Telephone & Telegraph Company,
employs anywhere near this figure

Even more important is the great KOpe of governmental aaivilies,

affecting the entire economic and social structure of society Furthermore,

the comparison t^eed not be made with the federal goverrtment atone,

indeed, in recent years state and local government budgets have shown
a far greater percentage increase Their vastly expanded aaivities range

from much bigger educational systems and multimillion-dollar superhigh-

ways to comprehensive air and water pollution control programs, urban

redevelopment, manpower training and retraining, educational television,

airports, heliports, public and other subsidized housing and many other

programs The billion-dollar mark in some state, county, and muniapal
budgets was passed some time ago At the same time, for reasons dis-

cussed in the next chapter, the outlook for the future is for a continued
increase in the load on government at all levels The variety of skills

required in public employment in stale and local governments is usually

much wider than that found In private business, except for a few multipur-

pose corporations such as General Electnc

THE PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP
Whenever comparisons are made between public and pnvate administra-
tion, the impression may be given that each ts opposed to the other and
occupies a separate, distinct field Actually, much of what takes place in

public administration is accomplished with the collaboration of numerous
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private groups and individuals, indeed, the line between "private” and
‘ public" has now become so blurred that it is difficult to tell where
government leaves off and private business begins

Covernment-by-Contract

One important reason for the difficulty in separating government and
private business is the great use made by the federal government of private

contractors These contractors spend billions of tax dollars and employ
millions of workers who, while technically not government employees, are
really part of its work force In any one year a few large corporations, as

contractors, will each spend more than a billion dollars in federal tax funds,

which IS more than some of the cabinet-level departments expend The
controversy in 1971 over the big loan guarantee finally granted one of

these contractors—Lockheed—drew attention to the increasingly close

relationship between government and business

The federal government has itself been responsible for the creation

of a large number of contractors who. although privately incorporated, are

firtanced entirely or in part with federal fur^ds Best defined as quasi-

nongovernmental organizations, they include the several dozen "not for

profit" corporations, such as Rand, providing advisory and other services

to the Department of Defense, the Atomic Energy Commission, and the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, a small number of agen-
cies associated with the State Department and the Agency for International

Development, providing educational, informational, cultural, and techni-

cal assistance services overseas, numerous regional educational laborato-

ries sustained by the United States Office of Education, and most of the

hundreds of community-action agencies, which are financed mostly by the

Office of Economic Opportunity * These corporations were deemed es-

sential "to meet government's need for speaalized services not elsewhere

available, to provide it with independent lud^ent, and to offer it the kind

of flexibility required for fresh solutions to complex and novel prob-

lems

State and local governments are also making increasing use of private

contractors, witness the controversy over the use by school systems of

performance contractors to improve pupil reading and other achievement

There not only is concern about the military-industrial complex and a

cryptosocialism in which much of industry works for government,*' but

also about a possible educational industrial complex

At the same time, the problems and events of the post-World War
II period have made it clearer than ever before that a public-private

partnership is essential for progress in achieving social goals All over the

country new arrangements between government and local groups are

being fashioned, such as the numerous programs with businessmen to

make investments tn slum neighborhoods, tram and employ the hard-core
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unemployed, and find jobs for Vietnam War veterans In the cities the

network of community organizations is expanding, for example, in

Chicago there is a multiplicity of private neighborhood groups with paid

staffs that urge local governments to improve public services and them-

selves take the initiative m getting programs of different kinds started

Without this grassroots support, it would be much more difficult for public

officials to deal with many pressing problems These, however, are only

more recent examples of the public-pnvate partnership, it has long existed

in functions such as health protectiort and recreation

DEFINITION OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

We have traveled a long way m the search for a satisfactory definition of

public administration, but why we had to do so can now be appreciated

No condensed definition can encompass all of the preceding points They

can, however, be presented m the form of a brief summary that will

constitute the definition

Public administration

1 Is cooperative group effort m a public setting

2 Covers all three branches—executive, legislative, and judicial

—

and their interrelattofsships

3 Has an important role m the formulation of public policy and is

thus a part of the political process

4 Is different in signiftcant ways from private administration

5 Is closely associated with numerous private groups and indtvidu

als in providing services to the community

THE STUDY OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
In closing this chapter, an explanation will be given of the statement made
earlier that public administration as a field of study is substantially different

today from what it was at its irKcption This difference involves not only

the offerings at academic institutions but also the subjects dealt with in the

literature of the field and discussed at meetings of the professional soci

eties

The Early Period

The study of administraUon is as old as history, but in its modern phase
It begins in the late nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth
The change from a predominantly rural to a complicated urban civiliza

tion, the rapid developments in physical technology, and the consequent
need for more orderly processes in both the private and the public sectors
were all factors in the emergence of administration "as a self-conscious
study"**
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The mentat climate in America came to emphasize efficiency and
the scientific approach, symbolized in the scientific management move-
ment This movement was pioneered by Frederick W Taylor, who be-
lieved that in any undertaking scientific analysis would lead to discovery
of the “one best way" of carrying out each operation ” Originally applied
to shops in private establishments at the turn of the century, the Taylor

techniques were later, from about 1910 on, introduced in government
New philosophical approaches look hold that gave impetus and a more
realistic character to political and administrative reform, pragmatism em-
phasized the study of government as it actually worked and led to

thorough analyses of the facts of polmcat life and public administration

Summarizing these developments, Waldo writes, "The rise of public ad-

ministration IS an attempt to rnake government work under the new
and more demanding conditions, by increasing the amount of systematic
study of the problems of government and the competence and training of

those entering government service

In the universities political science developed "as a separate and
substantial area of academic research and teaching,"*’ and it was in the

political science departments that the first courses m public administration

were taught These courses, and the first textbooks,** described the struc-

ture of administrative organization in government and placed a great deal

of emphasis on management services such as personnel and financial

administration Some attention was given to intergovernmental relations,

regulatory functions, the rote of the chief executive, relationships of ad-

ministrative agencies with legislators and the general public, and the nature

of the programs carried out by the executive branch The stress on the

administrative housekeeping functions not only responded to the need at

that time to strengthen them ir> governnwni but also served to pave the

way for careers in the public service for college students with general

backgrounds Administrative policy making was given little attention, in-

deed, It generally was left out, as part of the separate field of politics

Problems of organization were treated within the scientific management
mold, and attempts were made to formulate "pnnciples" as to the best

way of structuring and managing administrative agencies

In retrospect, the contribution of this early period was to focus

attention on the administrative function as such and on improving organi-

zation, procedures, and the quality of public service personnel The suc-

cesses were many, because public administration did achieve recognition

as a new field, and the public service was improved Graduates of public

administration programs were among the large numbers of college-trained

people entering the federal service and state and local governments during

the New Deal period In 1 939 the Amertcan Society for Public Administra-

tion (ASPA) was established, its purpose is to "advance the science, pro-

cesses, and art of public admruslration/' and its membership includes
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public employees from all levels of government, teachers, researchers,

consultants, civic leaders, and others united in this objective

The Period Since World War if

After World War II the whole concept of public administration expanded

The administratiorv-policy splitwas rejected, thusopening a large new area

for study administrative policy making The value judgments of adminis-

trators, goal conflicts, power struggles, and the relationships with pressure

groups and legislators became essential elements to administrative study

New dimensions were added to administration as a process, m particular

the analysis of decision making and communications The preoccupation

with organization charts and formal lines of authority was replaced by a

much broader focus, namely, the consideration of organizations as social

systems m which the workers interact »n many different ways, frequently

at variance with the directives and conceptions of those in official charge

So many questions were raised about the “principles" approach to

administration that the word itself came into disrepute ** Although the best

of the management experts had been careful to condition the application

of the principles to the special facts of each case, some had confidently

defined certain ' universals" of administration Generally, these universal

were presented as discovered through personal experiences, or as desir

able models to follow in any case They were not based on empirical

research, and they rested on premises of organizational logic rather than

on documented facts of human behavior in o^amzalions The repudiation

of the principles approach did not, however, signify the abandonment of

the search for a true administrative science This quest was resumed on

a new basis behavioral research testing various hypotheses in different

kinds of organizations** As yet, there is no agreement upon such an

administrative science, but the new approach is generally regarded as

much sounder than the previous one
As the examination of the human factor became a principal concern,

public administration dropped its original stance of separateness, to the

point where it now applies the knowledge and insights of the social

sciences, particularly sociology, soaal jJsychology, psychology, and an

ihropology References to findings m these fields are now commonplace,
both in the theoretical works and in discussions of practical problems in

administration Both the scholars and the practitioners are primarily con
cerned with the substantive prc^smst^government, not the tod sufcyerts

like personnel and finance It is not diat the latter are no longer considered
important, indeed they are viewed more broadly, reflect the human rela-

tions emphasis, and take into account important new developments

The "New Public Administration"

During the past few years, a number of scholars, particularly younger ones,
have advocated a ' New Public Adminislrauon," to make the study and
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practice of government relevant to the needs of the emerging postindustrial

society joined by some of the senior scholars and some practitioners of
all ages, they have contributed various wntings** and become influential

participants in the activities of ASPA and other professional societies

There is no doctrine to which they subscribe in all particulars, but
many of them indict public administration as an instrument of the status

quo, which denies social justice to the less pnvileged groups The New Left

strand in the movement argues that public administration is "an impersonal

bureaucratic conglomerate that ministers to special rather than general

interests It appears to be devoted to the public good, to civic improve-
ment and true democracy, but it operates quite to the contrary "*r While
most leaders of the New Public Administration are not known as New
Lefters, they do emphasize the principle of social equity

—

the realization

of which to them should be the purpose of public administration

Social equity, of course, is a normative consideration, and emphasis

upon the normative, more than anything else, characterizes this new fer-

ment The charge is that in the past public administration has neglected the

question of values, m the vital area of the social purposes of government
In implementing programs authorized by the legislators, public administra-

tors have emphasized efficiency and economy in the execution of these

programs, often at the expense ofsooat equity Also, administrators are

viewed as sometimes insincere and slippery, because, while professing

neutrality, they have, as the quotation above indicates, m fact often ca-

tered to special interests

Administrators, it is charged, have not been sufficiently interested in

the human needs of the recipients of government services, thus client-

focused administration is a major goal of the New Public Administration,

along with movement toward debureaucratization, democratic decision

making, and decentralization of administrative processes, in the interests

of more effective and humane delivery of public services Bureaucracy is

discussed in Chapter 5 of this book, us elimination or substantial modifica-

tion isatenet of the new movement Decentralization and decision making

are dealt with in Chapters 7 and 9, respectively, the New Public Adminis-

tration's desires here are old themes, but voiced with great urgency and

woven into a demand for an end to so called administrator neutrality

Complex questions are raised by these views If the pursuit of social

equity means an independent role for public administrators, in defiance of

the desires and indeed the prescnptions of the legislature and the majority

of the public, would this not be undemocratic, the rule of a new adminis-

trative elite representing a mioority vnterest, rio matter how humane or

wise? Can social equity really be defined and measured precisely? Is it

likely that the general public would tolerate deemphasis of the principles

of efficiency and economy in a ume in which government is much criti-

cized for failing to deliver these? Can we be sure that the substitutes for

the hierarchic principle of bureaucracy will work, and has « not been
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demonstrated that m some cases centralization better promotes social

equity than decentralization^

That public admmistratiort has iwA devdoped the adaptability to deal

effectively with the constantly changingenvironment ofour times is readily

granted, although Waldo reminds that "many, perhaps most of the tech-

niques, technologies, and even ideaswhich are integral to modern civiliza-

tion have been created in or at the direct behest of bureaucratic organiza-

tions "* The advocates of the New Public Administration have

undoubtedly stimulated a constructive debate While their views can be

challenged, their sharp and blunt criticisms, and, above all, their emphasis

on the purposive, moral goals of administration should have a lasting

impact
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chapter 2

the environment of

public administration in

the united states

As changes take place in the physical and human environment, efforts

must be made to reorient government programs accordingly There is

always some lag in governmental response to new conditions, but a com

panson of the programs, actual and proposed, most widely discussed in

Uie t970s vvith those stressed a decade eadier shows some definite new

emphases A distinguishing characteristic of the 1 970s has been the wide-

spread concern over pollution of the physical environment and the grow-

ing sentiment for a reordenng of national priorities to arrest deterioration

in the quality of life

While the environment did, with the deescalation of the Vietnam

War, attract public attention in the late 1960s, by the early 1970s rt

unmistakably had become a principal domestic issue—certainly no fad

The 1970s may mark a watershed m American history Previously,

It had been little questiorred that mcieased economic growth, measured
by such cntena as gross national product and per capita income, was
beneficial Now the view, even d as yet expressed imperfectiy in govern-

ment policies, IS growing that the cntena for measuring growth has to be
widened to include the impact of economic activity on all aspects of the

environment This does not mean an end to economic growth but rather

a weighing of the social costs andiheadoptionofanew policy of bafanced
growth to guide government atvd business policy, with the realization that

the future history of the nation depends upon the wisdom shown in the

26
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individual decisions made to impteinent this concept of balanced growth
Much of the recent public debate has concentrated on which economic
activities and technologies to restnct or control more effectively and how
to do so without creating conditions that in the long run may make the

situation worse for the general public ’

What are the outstanding characteristics of American society today,

and how do they affect public administration? No exhaustive treatment

will be attempted, but several of the most important factors will be dis-

cussed Some of the phenomena to be noted have long been a part of the

American scene, others are relatively new

POPULATION CHANCES
The 1970 census showed that the total population of the United States was

203.185.000, as compared with 179,323,000 m I960 In 1950, if was

151.326.000, in 1910, 91,972.000 * A large increase in the number of

women of childbearing age bad led the Bureau of the Census to predict

a continuation of the population explosion, but the birth rate has declined

in the past few years Although more numerous, women of childbearing

age are having fewer children, and many more women are remaining

single, thus, the fertility rate m mid-1971 had dropped almost to the level

required to produce zero population growth in 70 years

Demographers disagree as to whether this decline will continue,

assuming that it does, the population in the year 2000 will be 30 million

less than the 300 million widely predicted previously The Commission on

Population Growth and the American Future, established by Congress in

March of 1 970, points out that small differences in family size translate into

large differences in population If immigration continues at the same level,

an average of two children per family will mean a population of 266 million

by the year 2000, compared with 321 million if the average were three

children ^

Changes in Composition

The 1970 census revealed also that the median age had dropped from 29 5

in 1960 to 27 6 in 1970 Youth—those 14 to 24 years old—constituted

20 percent of the population in 1970, as against 15 percent in 1960 The

percentage of those over 65 increased from 9 2 to 9 9

In 1970 blacks constituted 11 2 percent of the population, compared

with 1 0 6 in 1 960 While the black growth rate continued greater than that

of the whites, it was not so high as to alter significantly the relative propor-

tions of both races, it was estimated that by the year 2000 blacks might

make up 13 percent of the population

From an ethnic siandpoini, the most significant change was the much
higher percentage of population increase attributable to immigration—
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one-fifth in recent years, by compansorr with one-tet'tb m the previous

decade Of the 3 9 milliorx persons who entered the country in the 1 960s

as the result of liberalization of the immigration laws <n 1965, nearly 14

percent were nonwhite Filipinos, Italians, Chinese, Portugese, Indians,

and others came in large numbers, while immigration from such countries

as Ireland, France, Holland, Russia, Sweden, and Norway declined greatly

Incomes, Education, and the Labor Market

Average family income in 1970 was S9870, corrected for inflation, this

was $6100 in 1950 dollars, or twice the real income of families in 1950

Median family income of blacksand other cninortty groups averaged about

$6520 or 50 percent higher than in 1960 Incomes of northern black

couples under age 35, with children and both parents present in the family,

were 91 percent of the corresponding figure for whites, but many more

black than white wives tn this group were employed Other black families

showed modest gams or none at all

In 1970 the nation's poor (based on a poverty threshold of $3968

for an urban family of four) totaled 2S 5 million, 30 percent ofwhom were

black and 9 percent of Spanish speaking background Of all blacks, 34

percent were poor, of all Spanish speaking 24 percent In 1970 12 6

percent of the total population was poor, compared wth 22 4 percent in

1959

The proportion of young adults with college degrees had almost

tripled since 1940, going from 6 percent to 16 percent, and the proportion

of those with at least high school diplomas had increased from 38 percent

to 75 percent The educational gap between whites and blacks continued

to narrow By 1970 about 17 percent of young adult blacks from 25 to 29

years old had at leastone year of college and S6 percent had finished high

school

As to employment, the U S Department of Labor predicted that the

labor force would number 100 million by 1980, growing by 15 million in

the 1970s By 1980 the proportion of working women would be 37

percent, twice the figure m 1950, with married women accounting for

most of the increase Also by 1980 whue-collarworkers would outnumber

blue-collar workers by more than 50 percent, and for the first time there

would be as many professional and technical as blue-collar employees
Employment in state and local governments would record the greatest

increase between 1968 and 1980—52 percent
The black unemployment rate in 1968 was the same as it had been

in 1960, about twice that for v^ictes During the 1960s, the proportion of

blacks in white-collar and skilled jobs increased, but they still held a

disproportionately large share ofthe less skilled jobs ^Teen age unemploy-
ment continued alarmingly high forboth whiles and blacks, but particularly
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for blacks, during the second half of 1971, the overall black teen-age
unemployment rate was 34 9 percent *

Changes In Geographic DIstribudon

The 1970 census showed that the urbanization of the population con-
tinued, during the 1960s nearly 84 percent of the increase in population
and 76 percent of the increase in new housing units took place in met-
ropolitan areas, most of this growth being in the suburbs Two of every
three Americans now hve in the suburbs Significantly, 70 percent of the

increase in metropolitan population was attributable to natural increase,

net migration not being the principal factor The National Coals Research

Staff, established by President Nixon in My 1969, predicted that most of

the population growth in the next few decades would be concentrated in

the 1 3 largest metropolitan areas (occupying one tenth of the nation's land

space, they would contain over 70 percent of its population) ^

During the 1960s southern blacks migrated to the northern cities at

about the same high level as during the two previous decades, and whites

continued to move from the core cities to the suburbs Nearly half the

nation's black population is now concentrated m 50 cities, with a third in

15 cities The black proportion of the total suburban population did rise

from 4 2 percent to 4 5 percent, but the cities continued to become
increasingly black and the suburbs increasingly white Poverty actually

increased in the suburbs, another indication that suburbs no longer are as

prosperous as they used to be

Finally, the farm population continues its precipitous decline, having

dropped to less than 10 million for the first lime in modern history it is

now but 4 6 percent of the total population and may fall to 6 million, or

only 2 percent, by the year 2000 Mechanization of the farms explains the

decline, as it does the mass migration of the blacks from the South to other

parts of the country and, in the South, from the rural areas to the cities

in the future, farms, rural villages, and towns under 1 0,000 population are

expected to show the lowest growth rate ^

Impact on Public Administration

Citizens and government officials are studying, as never before, the im-

plications of these populatiorr changes for public policy Is there a popula-

tion problem? If so, what is it and what should government do about it?

It IS generally agreed that there is no Malthusian problem that is, the

country can feed and otherwise provide for future population, even assum-

ing that the highest protections maienafize European countries, it is noted,

are much more densely populated than the United States *

The relation of population growth to pollution is in dispute Some

people equate further population increase in and of itself with deadly

effects on the environment, others believe improper uses of new technoh-
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gies and failure to provide adequately for disposal of wastes are the real

causes of pollution Still others principally blame the consumption patterns

of an affluent society for the ecological damage The Commission on

Population Growth and the American Future, while recognamg that popu-

lation growth by itself is "clearly not the sole culprit,' ’ believes that it has

aggravated many of the nation's problems and made their solution more

difficult. It points out that the total gross national product, "which is the

principal source of the demand for resources and the production of pollu-

tants," will increase far more if the population grows at a three-child,

rather than a two-<diitd, rate The Commission concluded "From an

environmental and resource point of view, there are no advantages from

further growth of population beyond the level to which our past rapid

growth has already committed us This is particularly true with regard

to problems of water, agricultural land, and outdoor recreation

The relatively quick change in the attitudes of the Presidents reflects

the increased concern with population growth Whereas President Eisen

hower emphatically rejected the rtoiion of a positive government birth

control policy, an important begmmrjg was made dunng the Kennedy

Administration with the use of federal funds for research on human repro-

duction and fertility control Under Lyndon B Johnson, government spon-

sored and funded birth control programs were started, for the benefit of

more than 400,000 disadvantaged women On July tS, 1969, President

Nixon sent the first Presidential message on population to Congress and

proposed the establishment of the Commission on Population Croiwth

mentioned above Its legisUuve mandate was to "conduct and sponsor

such studies and research and make such recommendations as may be

necessary to provide information and education regarding a broad

range of problems associated with population growth and their implica-

tions for America's future In late 1971 Nixon signed into law a $382
million legislative authorization to expand fertility research and services to

families wanting to control births

In Its final reports, issued m March 1972, The Commission on Popu-
lation Growth and the American Future, stating that it had found "no
convincing argument for continued national population growth," recom-
mended that the nation adopt a policy of stowing down such growth and
"eventually stopping it altogether With respect to birth control it ar-

gued that "all Amencans, regardless of age, marital status or income
shouldbe enabled toavoid\KW<an'.wlbwdvs " Specd-ica'Ay,rtpTi3posedthat

women be free to determine their own fertility, present state laws respect-
ing abortion be liberalized, federal, state, and local governments make
funds available to support abortion services in states with liberalized stat-

utes, and birth control information and services be made available to

teenagers Although the Commission justified its proposals as leaving the
choice to individuals and helping them avoid unwanted births. President
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places streets and roads are congested with countless vehicles, parking

space IS very limited, and traffic control is a bewildering problem that

produces many frustrations (or both local officials and private citizens

With all levels of government trying to cope with the multiple effects

of the automobile, the federal role has, as in so many other areas, ex

panded The newly created Environmental Protection Agency, in accord-

ance with recent legislation such as the Oean Air Act Amendments of

1970, IS applying increasingly strict regulations for reducing dangerous

automobile exhaust fumes The Department of Transportation issues and

enforces safety standards for motor vehicles under the National Traffic and

Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, as amended

In late 1969, President Nixon signed legislation authorizing the ex

penditure over a 12'year period of JIO billion to improve mass transit

systems in urban areas A principal objective was to reduce use of the

automobile and thus help control pollution and relieve traffic congestion

In cities like Atlanta, public officials struggled hard to prepare and obtain

voter approval of comprehensive plans (or the construction of extensive

rapid transit facilities

Proposals were made that receipts from the Highway Trust Fund

(which firtances the interstate system) be diverted to other forms of bans

poitation, but these were not enacted by the 92nd Congress The construc-

tion of new freeways is being bitterly resisted, both by homeowners in the

suburbs anxious to protect the residential surroundings and by lower in

come groups in the cities angered by the previous record of displacement

of the poor without provision of adequate housing elsewhere

The Airplane

The jet plane has greatly reduced flying time over great distances and led

to 3 big expansion in the commercial aviation mdustry, facilitating the trips

of businessmen, government officials, and private individuals Together

With the automobile, it has caused a great reduction in intercity railroad

passenger service and contributed to both air and noise pollution

Government s concern is to assist the development of the commer-
cial airlines, regulate rates and conditions of service, and protect air safety

The Gvil Aeronautics Board (CABl performs the economic regulatory task

in interstate commerce, functioning just like the Interstate Commerce
Commission IICO for the railroads The Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) allocates airspace and controls air traffic, provides navigation aids,

and issues and enforces safety rules The National Transportation Safety
Board IS responsible (or investigating civil aviationandmajor surface trans-

portation accidents State aeronautics commissions regulate small airlines

and private aircraft operating within the particular state Airport manage-
ment IS an indisputably major local government service, as cities and
counties endeavor to improve and expand their publicly owned airport
build ngs and facilities
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Pilots and others have long cnticized Congress and the FAA for

failing to provide adequate navigation, safety, and other facilities The
congestion at the airports, long delays m flight departures, frequent circling

over airports before being able to land, and constant reports of near

collisions in midair led Congress in 1970 to pass legislation providing for

a targe expansion in aviation facilities After trying sky marshals and other

methods, policy makers in government are still far from successful in

coping with the problem of hijacking of planes

In 1 970 Congress also enacted legislation establishing a semipublic,

profit-seeking corporation lAmirak) to provide intercity rail passenger ser-

vice The railroad network subsequenify established by (he Department of

Transportation has beert criticized as inadequate, and the profit-making

principle behind Amtrak has been challenged as impractical under modern
conditions As the airlines succeed in obtaining the discontinuance of

passenger service to and from small cities, or in raising the fares, the

traveling public often is forced to use the private automobile

The Communications Revolution

When in August 1967, President Johnson sent a message devoted entirely

to communications policy, he "looked toward the day when telephone

calls would be earned routinely by satellite to every pan of the world,

when schools in all lands could be connected by television, and when
global consultations with voice and pictures could summon specialists in

any field anywhere in the world Transmission of live television pro-

grams from abroad are now commonplace, and Johnson's other predic-

tions are closer to realization

Comsat (Communications Satellite Corporation) was established by

Congress in 1962 after a long debate over the issue of public as against

private ownership, it is privately owned but with some stock sold to the

general public It develops and operates commercial communications sat

ellite services, represents the United Slates in Intelsat, a multination con-

sortium created to develop an mternationai system, and also manages

Intelsat Comsat and such private companies as the International Tele-

phone and Telegraph Company, the American Telephone and Telegraph

Company, and the Radio Corporation of America all have their points of

view on what national communKations policies for domestic transmission

should be approved, such as m the use of satellites for educational televi-

sion The Corporation for Public Broadcasting, established by Congress in

1967 to aid noncommerciafeducational telewsionand radio broadcasting,

has already played a significant role m the development of educational

programs

Concern has continued over monopolistic control in (he communi-
cations industry, a problem area for the Federal Communications Commis-
sion (FCCl and the Justice Department License renewal is no longer auto-

matic, and the FCC has been criticized ftK its interpretations of the
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equal time rule for political cartdidates Some people urge that Congress

repeal the rule outright, but many have been much mote concerned about

the huge bills for television lime dunng political campaigns, a powerful

indication of the importance of money in elections The availability of

quick, dramatic television news reporting worries some people, they be-

lieve, for example, that this might be a contributing cause to the spread

of riots A Surgeon General's report issued in early 1972 found that televi

sion programs did not encourage violence in viewers except for a small

number already so predisposed However, many parents and others

remain concerned about the prominent emphasis on violence in the pro-

gramming Television advertising for cigarettes, a subject discussed m
some detail in Chapter 11, is a controversial issue In general, communica

tions are more abundant and faster than ever before, but there are many

unresolved questions of government policy

The Agricultural Revolution

At the beginning of the century a farm worker could produce enough food

for 7 people By 1 935 he could feed about 10—and today the figure is over

50 This indicates the continued rapid pace of the improved farm technolo-

gies Tractors and electric energy have replaced horse and mule power,

and improvements are constantly being made in fertilizers, hybrid seeds,

and scientific methods of cultivation The large capital investment required

for such extensive mechanization has made small farms unprofitable, and

they have been disappearing with the developmeni of farming corpora

lions Many people believe that agribusiness is detrimental to the national

interest because it has displaced far too many farmers who end up in rural

or urban slums Small farmers, environmentalists, and others claim that the

corporate farms receive millions in govwnmenl subsidies as well as mas-
sive lax credits, that many crops are best (armed on small acreages, and
that the quality of life in communities with small scale farming operations

IS superior ’*

Another cause for concern has been the big increase in the cost of

processing and markeimgfood, anauonalcommissionauihonzed by Con-
gress recommended strong action to control further concentration in the

food processing industry Hunger »s st»W a serious problem for many mil-

lions of Americans, and there is much debate about the adequacy of

various programs administered by the new Food and Nutrition Service in

Venips, vdiiodi 'luncVies,

commodity distribution National, state, and local governments continue
much concerned about the piteous corKfiiion of migrant farm laborers and
their families nnally, collective bargaining to enable farmers to obtain
better prices from processors remains an tssue, a National Farm Bargaining
Board With much the same furscuons as the National Labor Relations
Board has been proposed
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Automation and the Computer Revolution

Auiomalion has largely been r^ponsible for the shih to a predominantly

while-collar work force, and it has made necessary extensive gavem-
menial manpower retraining programs

Rapid advances in computer technoiogy have contributed to the

“mfoimation revolution " Computers are being used on paperwork such
as issuance of pay checks, preparation of utility bills, storage and retrieval

of data about persons on welfare, inventory control, and finance and
personnel records The use of magnetic tape makes possible the quick

convenient storage and retrieval of vast amounts of information m data

banks Interagency and intergovernmental systems for sharing and ex-

changing data are being developed, arwl increasingly external data is being

stored (that is, data relating to the society served by governments, such as

information about housing and family conditions of citizens) Computers

monitor both an agency's internal operations and the environment, "ob

serving and tabulating reported events and alerting management when
some variation from a preesiablished norm occurs," such as "a third fire

in a single location or a person's repeated applicahon for public assistance

in different counties

Simulation—recreating within the computer a "fairly accurate image

of what happens m the outside world"—is being used to experiment with

solutions to such problems as traffic control "The computer found that

cars should not be allowed to enter the Holland Tunnel as quickly as the

toll booths could process them", if (hey were "held up periodically for a

short time, the total flow through the tunnel increased'"*® In such simula-

tion, the computer's ability to make complicated mathematical calcula-

tions with great speed permits the testing of numerous variables, so that

"within one week of computer simulation we could acquire the equivalent

of five years' experience Countless possible uses of computers to aid

m decision making have been proiected, aldiough it is realized that hu-

mans will have to make the decisions and that the quality of the advice

given by the computers will depend on how they are programmed by

other humans
Computer based analyses are criticized for measuring only those

aspects of problems that are quantifiable and then claiming to have the

total solution Witness the following sutement

The qualify of thought afx>ui the quality of urban life also has been

depressed more than elevated by most of the research organizations mush

rooming around'thai leciinoibgKai'spore, the computer They tend' to ex-

clude from any description of what megacentropohs is or ought to be what

ever cannot be photographed front a piano, rung up on a cash register,

measured by automatic counting devices, or included on a survey question

naire, if 't can t be punched onto a data card it doesn't exist
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from Ihe standpoir^t of ihe puWtc, however, controversy over com-

puters has centered around fear of invasion of privacy With public and

other agencies constantly adding to the number of names and the informa

tion in the proliferating data banks, there is great concern that innocent

persons may be damaged by the access of so many individuals and organi

zations to the computer printouts **

Atomic Energy

Atomic energy has had an immediate and direct impact on government

The atomic bomb itself was developed by the War Department, but the

pnnciple of civilian control was established with the creation in 1 946 of

the Atomic Energy Commission fAEO Within the AEC there is a Military

baison Committee through which the Commission advises the Defense

Department on matters related to the military application of atomic en

ergy This arrangement seems to have worked out well, and the issue of

civil versus military control has faded into the background

In early 1 972 the AEC announced plans for building the nation’s first

large fast breeder nuclear power plant, fast breeders produce more nuclear

fuel than they consume and should make it possible to meet the nation's

energy needs until well into the next century Since they produce less

waste heal than the existing reaaors, thermal pollution should be lessened

The environmental issue has hung over the AEC for many years

because of its role >n nuclear testing, its decisions in licensing and approv-

ing the location of new nuclear plants, and concern over the disposal of

radioactive wastes from peacetime uses Many more plants are needed to

meet the rapidly expanding eleclnc power needs of the country, but most

people do not want them erected in or near the communities where they

live To many, the AEC is suspect, because it is responsible for promoting

the development of nuclear energy and at the same time for protecting the

public against hazards to health and the environment It is argued that the

regulatory function should be assigned to a neutral agency

The Proposal for Technology Assessment

The obvious fact that much of the damage to the environment has resulted

from failure to give enough consideration to possible adverse side effects

of new technologies has led to growing demands for technology sssea
ment. These demands predate by a few years the surge of public interest

in the environment, the term "lechnologxcal assessment" was fust used by
the Science, Research, and Development Subcommittee of the House
Science and Astronautics Committee ** It is now broadly defined to mean
' a systematic planning or forecasting process that delineates options and
costs, encompassing economic, environmental, and social considerations
(both external and internal) and with special focus on technology related

'bad,' as well as ’good,’ effects "** Private business, along with goverrv
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merit, is seen as having an important role in technology assessment The

"new consumerism ' is basically a demand for badly-needed technical

assistance to buyers in determining the qualities of the constant stream o

new products added to the markets by technological refinements Busi-

ness, It IS argued, should provide this technical assistance, under govern

ment mandate and control **

The goal is not to hold back technology, as Emilio Q Daddario,

Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Devel

opment, has said, "technological advance rs itself an irreversible trend

Rather, the obiectivc is to predict and control, to the extent possible, the

second-order effects of new technologies Daddario and many others

believe that mankind can avert catastrophe only by maintaining a "steady-

state environment’ —which is achieved only when all forces acting upon

a system are in balance—and that unrestrained technology has ^ many

cases dangerously upset this balance As the result of the efforts of Uao-

dano and others. Congress passed at>d President Nixon signed the Tech-

nology Assessment Act of t972. n provides for a Congressional Office ot

Technology Assessment to "provide early indications of the Probable

beneficial and adverse effects of the application of tec no ogv

develop other coordinate information which may assist l e

The National Environmental Policy Act of ’970 require that all

federal agencies develop methods and procedures to

enily unquantified environmental amenities and values 8
,

propnate consideration m decision making along with

meal considerations " Furthermore, each agency must i

recommendation or report orr proposals for l^islation
onviron-

Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of I e u

ment, a detailed statement" (1 ) evaluating the '"^Priema
proposed action, including any unavoidable effects.!

short-
tives to the proposal, (3) explaining the relation

term" uses of the environment and the "maintenance an
^1 j

of lons,e™ p,od.c,.v,.v-, and M, P»r^^o'„,7.he be
irretrievable commitments of resources s

.ka filmc of these
adopted .. Numerousco„tro.eB.es have nccuned over >hel.tagoJlhe^^^

environmental impact statements, it being ^

cies as well as the Council on Environmental ^

^ |gd ,o

Executive Office of the President by the same legislation) have failed

follow the legislative intent
, p

.

.
Ajministra-

At Daddario's request, the National
J that branch

lion made a study of the administrative arrang
duality have gov-
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cal assessment to the most semor level m its central planning program

ming budgeting organization

Obviously, state and local governments also are vitally concerned

with technological assessment, m view of their numerous responsibilities

in such areas as resource use and consumer protection What is new m
America is that, whereas it once was advanc«J primarily by social critics

outs/de government, technology assessment is now being institutionalized

within government

ADVANCES IN SOCIAL INVENTIONS

The American environment has been radically transformed by advances

in soaaf as well as physical technology Man invents not only physical

devices but also social ones, and the latter have a great impact on public

administration The alornic bomb and manned flights to the moon were

achievements in human cooperation as much as m physical science

Government itself is an example of social invention, but we will

concentrate instead on the institutions and devices that have grown up in

the environment that surrounds it A list of social inventions could be

endless, it might range from double-entry bookkeeping to international

organizations such as the United Nations Therefore only a few of the more
important ones will be mentioned

The Corporation

The corporation is, of course, no recent social invention Max Lerner

comments

A discerning anthropologist studying characteristic American inven

tions such as the dating pattern, the success system and judicial review

might seize on the corporation as the most important of all Reaching into

every area of life il has become the instrument by which Americans organ-

ize and project demanding group effort, impersonality, continuity beyond

the individual life and limited liability It is sinking that a highly individualistic

people should accept a Iran^ormaiion of its life wrought by so impersonal

a social invention ”

The nation has long been plagued by the dilemma of how to retain

the advantages of large-scale operations and at the same time preserve

competition, protect the smaller businessman and the consumer, and a
void regulatory policies that unjustifiaUy slow up economic expansion
There always has been concern about corporate power, but now, with the

domination of the economy by a relatively small number of giant compa
rues there is fear of the “corporate state “ These companies are viewed
as having become so powerful that they are shaping the “future in which
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the whole society will have to live", they ‘'manage'' the market and
persuade the consumer to buy essentially whatever products they choose

to put on the market

Relations between the government and the big corporations have
become so close that doubt is now expressed as to the validity of Lerner's

evaluation made in 1957 He wrote "The American corporation as a

power bloc while it may sometimes control and even cow specific

officials or agencies of the government, is not m itself the government
Along with the other power irtslilutions, ii presents on the American land-

scape a plurality of power groupings which are the better for their disper-

sal In the opinion of Harvard economistJohn Kenneth Galbraith, some
of the big companies are becoming so dependent on government orders

and planning that they 'wiH eventually become a part of the adininistrative

complex within the state," and he predicts that ' in time the line between

the two will disappear " He points out that the officers of a "firm which

does all its business with the United Stales Government are not more likely

in public to speak critically, oreven candidly," of ihegovernmertt agency

on which they depend "than is the head of a Soviet combine of the

ministry to which he reports '** As an editorial writer concludes, "the

danger would appear to be that, given the economic lies that bind, the

countervailing power of government and business can no longer be

counted on to hold each other m check It « a situation that bears watch

mg "»

Labor Unions

The union is another social invention now very prominent on the American

Scene Significantly, it is defined by a laborexpeaas a political corporation

that "engages in the paficcaf struggle over the division of nghts and

riches Previously weak in companson with corporate power, the un-

ions received a great boost with the passage m 1935 of the Wagner Act,

which required employers lo bargain collectively with the workers Union

power grew so great that in 1947 Congress passed the Taft Hanley law,

which sought to restore the balance and to curb certain labor abuses

The scandals of the International Teamsters and certain other unions

led to the Landrum Griffin Act of 1 959, whidi introduces government into

unprecedented supervision of the internal affairs of the unions Under this

act, unions must submit reports to the Labor Department on their constitu-

tions, bylaws, officers, loans, investments, and financial status The gov-

ernment's role, however, goes beyond the mere processing of reports

Under a ' bill of rights" provision, union members may complain to the

Labor Department if they feel that their pnvileges to vote, to run for office,

and to speak up at meetings have not been respected by union officers,

the law also requires periodic election of union officers by secret ballot
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The purpose of these requirements is to curtj such abuses as rigging of

union ejections and punishmeril of rnembers who defy dictatorial or cor

rupt leaders This brings the government directly into the management of

union activities, |ust as it has been drawn into the vital role of making

deastons affecting the corporations In general, government today 's as

much concerned with the unions as a "power cluster" as it is with busi

ness

The labor movement is, however, beset with serious problems The

collective bargaining process is being strained greatly fay the numerous

rejections by the rank and file membership of contracts negotiated by the

union leaders Stnkes m transportation and other essential services have

increased the pressures for more effective legislation in this area While the

leaders of the international unions generally support equal employment

opportunity, some constituent local unmns have been sued by the govern

ment (or pursuing ractally discnmioatory apprenticeship and other poli-

cies The rapid growth of the union movement in government poses new

problems for chief executives, legislators, and public administrators Wit

ness this title ofa recent book Managing LocalCovernment Under Union

Pressure

Pressure Groups

Both business and labor are examples of pressure groups, the last itself

constituting an important social invention Pressure groups are of many
different types~-economic, social, professional, and philanthropic But in

every case they bring together individuals with a common interest who
want to influence public policy accordingly Frequently a tripartite alliance

15 formed between an administrative agency, a pressure group, and sympa

thetic legislators If the agency and the interest group are powerful and the

legislators in question highly influential such an alliance can wield tremen

dous power The agencies themselves are pressure groups since m their

fight to survive and expand they develop all the power they can with

legislators economic and other groups, and the public

As stressed in Chapter administrative officials have much discre-

tion in their actions Thus representatives of pressure groups often spend

more time with them than with legislators At^e same time, administrators

use these representatives as communication links for determining reaction

to both existing atwl proposed new policies As a social invention, the

pressure group is now highly sophisticated and well organized Forward

looking policy makers in both the legislative and the executive branches

face the problem of how to piece together the public interest out of a

welter of frequently conflicting private pressures For the general public the

problem is to be sure that the "regulated ' interests do not take over the

government agency, a charge that has often been leveled against regula

tory commissions, unfortunatdy with swne substantiation **
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Technical Assistance Programs

Turning to inl&rnalionaf relatrans, a social invention now much used is

technical assistance Throughout history, nations have borrowed from
one another, taking advantage of significant discoveries and advances in

other lands Since World War II numerous bilateral and multilateral pro-
grams have been developed for the interchange of skills and knowledge
between the peoples of the world The Untied States has sent many experts

to help the underdeveloped coumries and has provided training in the

United States for thousands of foreign nationals The Soviet Union and
China have conducted their own programs in the competition to win the

support of the uncommitted natior^s, and many other governments, small

as well as large, have entered this held The developed nations realize that

the deep and widening gap between Iheir affluence and the poverty of the

underdeveloped world could, as the hjstonan Arnold Toynbee has pre-

dicted, lead to a catastrophic collision Multilateral technical assistance

IS a major activity of the United Nations and of specialized international

agencies such as the World Health Organization and the International

Labor Organization, as well as of regional agencies such as the Organiza-

tion of American States

The next chapter. Administration and Culture, discusses the chal-

lenges in offering effective assistance of this kind to sovereign nations, for

more than two decades now, intensive efforts have been made to improve

techniques and to perfect what has become one of the most important

areas in international cooperation Undoubtedly, public administration will

be concerned with this problem for the foreseeable future, the need for

such programs and theif improvement continues to be great

THE IDEOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT
The ideological environment consists of the ideas and beliefs of the

American people Government is what a people Iwing in a particular place,

with certain traditions and points of view, decide to make it If this seems

an overly simple statement, remember that people do not develop physical

or social inventions unless they want them The factors of human aspira-

tions and preferences have thus been present in all of the developments

already mentioned in this chapter

Individualism

The American tradition of individualism has always been a principal ele-

ment in Ibis ideological background During the colonial period, "govern-

ment" was associated with British rule and "executive power" wnh the

tyranny of the British Crown When independence was achieved, those

who drafted the state constitutions were anxious to protect the nation

against abuses of government power Although by the time of the Constitu-
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tional Convention in 1 787 a counterreaction had developed and there was

much support for a stronger national union, the writers of the Constitution

were in general, believers in limited government American individualism

IS derived not only from the ideology of the Revolutionary War but also

from the thinking of the frontier penod, when everyone was supposed to

help himself rather than rely on the government

Political leaders in both mator parlies still find it necessary to disavow

any belief in ' big
'
government This term generally refers to the building

up of governmental power, particularlym Washington, presumably just to

make government big Amencans do not want that kind of government

But the real question ts whether the expansion of governmental power is,

in fact, the result of a conspiracy of the bureaucrats The frontier has long

passed from the American scene, and in practice it is increasingly recog

nized—even rf still grudgingly by some—that under conditions of modern
Irving many people cannot be expeaed to help themselves The mythology

of individualism and self help still persists, however No matter how big

we have found it necessary to make government we do not believe m big

government. Extracts from an interview with John Kenneth Galbraith when
he was economic adviser to President-elect John F Kennedy are very

revealing

Question Ooesn t this all mean a larger role for the federal government'

Answer Yes it could mean that One tendency—m some ways t think, the

most unhappy tendency of the last 20 years—has been to Uke an ideological

view of the role of the federal government and to say that we must, by all

odds and by any possible devices minimize that role

This in turn leads others to defend the federal governinent for any and

allfunctions Theaigoment then isnotov^lhedesirabilityof Iheindividual

foncbons of government but over government per se

Question Does it not comedovvn to a question of how big the government

should be'

Answer No We must think of the issue m practical terms If we re going

to produce automobiles we must produce roads and we will get roads as

we have learned only widi a substantial federal subsidy

tf we re going to have better oties and fewer slums, then we must tear

down the slums and redevdop the land and we have learned that this

happens only with federal finaricid assistance and federal leadership

And so ft goes I regard these not as questions of ideology, not as

matters of religion but as essentially practical problems How do we know
what must be done'! m constantly sho(J«d that a nation which regards itself

as inherently practical should endeavor lo decide so many questions on such

essentially theological grounds ••

Despite his belief in mdnndual responsibility and strong local govern
ment. President Nixon has on rrxsre than one occasion recommended or
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supported new federal government programs His approach has been to

try to increase the participation of state and local governments in the

administration of federal programs Many people feel that individualism

and "localism" are enduring values that federal administrators have failed

to take into account sufficiently

Our Business Civilization

Our business civilization and its values have also greatly influenced our

thinking about government The example of business, with its machines
and Its efficiency, is constantly held up to the government official So
admired is the business example that, as Dwtght Waldo believes, "proba-

bly the most pervasive and important model in American administrative

study in the Twentieth Century is the machrne model In his words,

"Achieving efficiency m administration is conceived analagously to

achieving efficiency in machine performance There must be good design

—organization charts equal blueprints—parts most be adjusted properly to

one another, friction must be reduced, power loss prevented, and so

forth The practical—rather than theoretical—nature of Americans

leads them to want to imitate the corporate executive

One reason for the speed with which the bureaucraiizadon of social

life proceeds is chat to the modern mind no other way of looking at organiza

tion seems sensible For example, a close correlation exists between the

pragmatic attitude of Americans toward organization and their propensity

for bureaucratizing social relatiortships for bureaucracy is above all a tn

umph for the deliberate, calculated, conscious attempt to adapt means to

ends in the most rational manner **

While many businessmen have long supported efforts to make gov-

ernment more efficient—for example, by contributing funds to municipal

research bureaus—all too often business organizations have opposed new
government programs, both state and federal, "on the ground that the best

government was the least government However, in 1967 the United

States Chamber of Commerce and the National Association of Manufac-

turers joined with the Committee for Economic Development in a new
policy of urging the business community to support the strengthening and

modernization of state and local government and the use of tax resources

to "deal effectively with emerging problems "**

The cooperation of business groups has been an important element

in many of government's current high pnonty programs such as the war
against poverty, employment of hard-core unemployed, manpower re-

training, urban renewal, rehabilitation of mass transit, and housing deseg-

regation Even retired executives are contributing their efforts—for exam-
ple, as consultants to private companies under the State Technical Services

Act of 1965 and as techmcaJ assistance experts overseas
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Business, however, also drains laleot away from government To

date. It has been the business career that has been preferred by college

graduates and others with marketable stalls or potentialities Although this

IS dealt with in greater detail in Part IV, it is mentioned here as one of the

negative consequences, for government, of our business civilization

Peculiarities of the Potitical System

Certain peculiarities of the United States constitutional and political system

have shaped public administration in different ways Since they reflect

Amencan thinking about government, they constitute an important part of

the ideological environment

There is, for example, the long standing rivalry between the execu

tive and legislative branches As irtdicated in Chapter 1, it is never clear

just what the exact dividing line between the two branches really is Both

strive to lead—and frequently department heads and employees of the

executive establishments in general are caught in the middle They have

not one boss but two—in fact, three, if we count also the element in the

general public that seeks expression There is nothing wrong in having so

many bosses, provided they speak with one voice, but often they do not

One consequence is that a chief executive cannot possibly maintain the

same control over his subordinates as the general manager of a pnvate

company is able to do The gam in responsibility to the public may, m the

long run, offset the damaging effect on administrative leadership, but the

latter consequence is a very real one nonetheless

If we compare our system with that of the British, we will readily see

the differences in the framework m which public administration operates

in each country In England the legislative and executive powers are fused,

while the Cabinet, as an inner committee of the Parfiament, clearly exer

cises the leadership m defining pubhc policies Political parties, unlike

those in the United States, are tightly disciplined and generally do what
their leaders have first decided As DaH and Lmdblom state

The governmental policy » so organized that in so far as the cabinet

Itself can be coordinated, governmental policy can be coordinated and

against a unified cabinet there »s sJ ghl opportunity for mmonty leaders to

obstruct cabinet policy, exercise a veto cw compel bargains that senous’y

conflict with important cabinet pol oes •*

It should be no surprise, then, that m England the reverse cnticism
IS frequently heard The Cabinet leads too much and parliamentary control

IS too weak.

The divided leadership that is characteristic of the Amencan system
greatly faalitates the operation of pressure groups If chief executives
controlled disciplined party representatives in the legislatures, interest
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groups would not be able to exert influence at so many different points

Instead of being able to operate simultaneously on legislators, department

heads, and lesser administrative officials, they would have to concentrate

their attention on the chief executiveaiH) his principal advisers This would
not necessarily make them any less powerful, but it certainly would radi-

cally change their mode of operations

The Great Burdens on Chief Executives

The great burdens placed upon chief executives in the United States,

particularly upon the President, are another important aspect of our politi-

cal system Ceremonial, poUtica), executive, and other responsibilities are

combined in one office, whereas in other countries some of the load is

carried by other officials and groups The British Prime Minister is generally

relieved of ceremonial duties by the Crown, and is greatly aided in political

policy making by the other members of the Cabinet It is no wonder, then,

that an appreciable part of the literature of public administration m the

United Slates is devoted to the chief executive and his problems

A Unique American ContTibution->Federalism

The influence of another peculiarly American mstiluUon, judicial review,

has already been discussed m Chapter 1 federalism, however, has not

been discussed as such, although the discussion of individualism neces-

sarily included some reference to localism In the past, the system of

division of powers between the national government and the states has

worked so well that scholars have singled out federalism as the unique

American contribution to the science of government "Cooperative feder-

alism," whereby administrative officials at all levels of government have

pooled their efforts, seemed to be working very well, but the unprece-

dented strains of the past few years are sub/ecung the federal system to

its severest test in the present century As the Advisory Commission on

Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR) states

Through the Nation s history a distinguishing feature of the federal

system has been its remarkable capacity—with but one failure—to adapt to

changing circumstances and shifting demands But now the rate at which

circumstances and demands shift and change is of a totally different magm
tude and imposes a new dimension

Despite this new dimensron many sates and localities still ding to

policies and practices that hardly satisfied the modest requirements of a

bygone era and are grossly unsuited to cope with today s urgent challenge

Despite this new d mensioo, some policies and attitudes of the Federal

establishment continue more attuned to the problems and solutions of the

thirties and forties than to the honzon of the seventies and eighties ''
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Under the ' layer cake" concept of federalism, certain functions are

performed by the federal government and different ones entirely by the

states and localities, under the "marble cake ' theory, all levels of govern

ment share responsibility for carrying out domestic programs The ACIR’s

analysis is that the 1960s began with diswichantmenl with layer-cake

federalism and with the "laggard responseof State government to escalat

ing urban needs " By the middle of the 1 9605, the belief was widespread

that "only national action was sufficient or appropriate to meet the chal

lenges of poverty, civil rights, and urban decay " But the decade ended

with “a strong flow of power back to the States and localities, a growing

disillusionment with 'marble cake' federalism and substantial sentiment m
support of a 'New Federalism' championed by the Nixon Administration

by which increased reliance is placed upon State and local governments

to make the multitude of public decisions required in the pursuit of domes-

tic goals "**

As can be seen from this description of some of the principal ele-

ments—physical, social, and ideological—in the environment of public

administration in the United States, physical change comes quickly, but

against a background of certain enduring ideas and traditions Certainly no

one can doubt that public administration has an extremely important role

to play in modern American society
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chapter 3
administration

and culture

Culture IS "that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, ad,

morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by

man as a member of society"' This chapter will take up in detail the

relation between administration and culture, a subject given intensive

attention in recent years largely because of the development of the techni

cal assistance programs referred to in Chapter 2 While developing coun-

tries generally want to modernize their economies and to utilize the tech-

niques of the developed world, they frequently find it extremely difficult

because of the persistence of lime honored traditions that resist sharp

changes The first part of the present chapter will deal with this problem,

referring to the experience under different technical assistance projects

and related programs

Important as international relations are, understanding of the cultural

faaor IS essential also in the formulation and execution of programs for

different subcultures within a particular country These internal aspects will

be the concern of the second part of this chapter Cultural barners create

numerous problems in relations between public officials and such groups

as the American Indians, the Mexican and Spanish Americans, the Puerto

Ricans, and the new streams of immigrants from abroad referred to in

Chapter 2 In order to serve them effectively, public employees who have
contaa with them should understand why and how they are m some
respects different from other persons We also include the culture of

so
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poverty in this discussion, because much of fhe government's efforts must

be, and increasingly are, directed towards understanding the needs of the

poor of all ethnic backgrounds and providing for those needs more elfec-

lively than in the past

CULTURE AND PUBLIC HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

The problems in persuading traditional societi« to accept modernization

are well illustrated by programs in the held of public healt

Examples from Latin America

in 1950, alter eight years of cooperative health programs m L.tm Amencl

the institute of Inter-American Affairs requested '’“I'l''

““Hlfshed
to make a thoroughgoing evaluation of what had been

Cultural anthropologists were tncluded tn the survey '«rn beHU e oUhe

conviction that "knowledge of the people ts los as

science
"*

aspects of a public health program as is
'

'Xral
The section of the final repon containing the findings of these cultural

anthropologists certainly bears out this thesis

Preventive and Curative Medicine

It was discovered from thts suorey that many

telucunttopresentthemselyeslorpettodiccheckupsinthehealthc^^^^^^^^

jointly mainiamed by the Inshtute and the 1-“
7,5

tore, consulting a physician was rare
although

before one became stck dehnttely broke wtth loca habit Thus, a^mo 8

the health centers offered both p.m.ent.»e and curative

team found that the average latm
American health

centers, "not primarily to keepwell, ®
, aHvantaees of oreven

technicians, trained
significantly, H was found

tive medicine, could not understand ths L ig
. . ^

thatmthose countries where the centers weteopetated with

nition that for a long time to
7o^s' between staff members

part of any public health program the
„,rativp services were

and the public were good In those P
^ he cooperative health

provided only grudgingly, this was not the case ana me co m

programs were far less successful

'"''^tmTlncansclingtcnaaou*^^^^^^^
health center, with its physicians and

^ distinct

one, must compete with
'T^^J^^TTheSople respect the curandero

edge in the esteem of the tol
of the magical and other

because they are impressed with his knowieag
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causes of illness as contained in the country's folklore He knows just

which herbal teas and other folk-cure remedies to prescribe, and the

people do not blame him if, as often happens, he fails to save the patient

They reason simply that the cunndero was impotent against certain evil

forces The professionally trained doctor operates under a great handicap

in such societies because the patients who do finally consult him are often

in such advanced stages of illness that nothing can be done for them

When these patients die, the people become all the more convinced that

the modern doctor is incompetent by comparison with the revered curan

deto

Yet there are ways of utilising folk beliefs for the purposes of modern

medicine For example, in Chile the health center doctors had to treat

many cases of infant diarrhea Although they knew that the cause of these

outbreaks was a contaminated water supply, they knew also that the

mothers probably would r\ot heed instruciions to give iheir babies boiled

water to drink As a solution, they decided to use the slralagem of prescrib-

ing herbal teas Since this was a familiar remedy, the mothers gained

confidence in the doctors at the same time, some of the cases of infant

diarrhea were cured

Another example can be found in Mexico, where isolation of the sick

IS well established m the culture Usually the fear is that visitors might make

the sick person's condition worse, a visitor might carry with him the evil

effects of "aire ' (bad air), of "strong body humors " or of "strong blood
"

The real source of contagion, the patient himself who coughs up germs and

can infect someone in the same room, i$ given little thought As the authors

of the evaluation report write, "The nurse need riol remark on the potential

danger of 'aire,' but if she simply says that visitors are undesirable the

chances are that the family will respect her recommendation, even though

she IS thinking in terms of contagion and they in terms of magic
These are happy examples, because if was possible to persuade the

people lo (ollow the treatments indicated by medical science However,
the impression should not be left that it is always possible to find a formula
for converting folk beliefs into instruments of modern medicine Yet much
more progress is usually made when the health technicians—whether they

are United States advisers or Latin Amencans—understand the intricacies

of folk medicine and the nature of the remedies that make sense to the

people

A recent study of Puerto Rican families living in the South Bronx
section of New York City has revealed that they hold firmly to the "hot-
cold ' theory of disease widely accepted in Latin America * Foods and
medicines are classified as hot or cold, although the distinction is not made
m terms of actual temperatures, hot diseases should be treated with cold
remedies, and vice versa When thar babies developed rashes, a hot
ailment, the mothers would not give them evaporated milk, a hot food.
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instead, disregarding the advice of local center personnel, they put

the babies on whole bottled milk or added to the hot formula a cool

substance, such as barley water, magnesium carbonate, or mannitol The
magnesium is a laxative, which can cause mild diarrhea, mannitol, a sugar,

can result in a dangerous dehydration and disturbance of the body's

chemical balance

The author of this study makes the same recommendation as the

doctors in South and Centra) America, namely, that doctors prescribe

beneficial substances that are also consistent with folk medicine beliefs

Specifically, barley water could be recommerxled as the cold, neutralizing

agent for the infant formula, cool ntedtcmes like fruit juices and herbal teas

could be prescribed instead of vitamins, which are regarded as hot in

folklore

Social Traditions and Medicine

Knowledge of the social organization of the family in a particular

environment is another key to obtaining acceptance of modern health

programs In Xochimilco, Mexico, the bnde typically lives in the home of

her husband’s family, where she is closely controlled by her mother-in-

law The health center staff in this town noted that some of the pregnant

women who visited the center either were not following iheir recommen-
dations or were experiencing some difficulty in trying to do so When they

investigated, they found that the patient's mother in Jaw was telling her to

disregard the advice received at the health center Obviously, in such a

situation, there may be nothing that any outsider can do, so we can

understand (he quiet comment that "recognition of these and similar prob-

lems makes more intelligibfe the response of the patients

Compromise in India

The change agents are not always foreigners, the (alter usually collaborate

with local nationals who very much want their countries to modernize

National leaders such as the Prime Ministers of India have made strong

efforts to reduce the resistance to changes, and again health and medicine

are a good example (although, of course, only one) In India, within the

Ministry of Public Health, an adviser on indigenous medicine has func-

tioned as a kind of mediator between modem doctors and practitioners of

the two indigenous systems, krrown as ayurveda and unani Ayurveda

began about the tenth century b c ,
unani goes back to early Greek medi-

cine, and in the tenth century AD it was introduced in India by the

Moslems Practitioners of one or the other of these two indigenous systems

are found in India's some half million villages, few modern physicians are

willing to go into these villages*

Dr Chandragin Dwarkanath, serving in the advisory position when
Shastn was Prime Minister, stated that 80 percent of the traditional practi-
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ttoner? were quids but thjl. notwithsUnd nn. there W4S a
’ vjIujWr core

of setence m both of the tracf t*onjI syMcrm, which should be proiecied

"What good would we do if wedfaveouHhcquactsa'TKinRlhem wrlhout

bringing in somebody better? tven the qaicVs have at least some

Rhmmeririgof VnowSedge, oftefnnhe»rtcd(tomlheif(4lhr‘fv who were also

praaitioners They're brtter thin nothin}; " He pomtetf out that 38 000

trad tion.ll practitioners had already been trained m governmr nt col’eges

and were doing very good worV in the villaRcs ^ t4ere, too. we see a

pragmatic solution, a compromise between the modern arsd the iradi

tional evidence that (olV medicsrwj can be ' right ' is sesm in the fact that

kainic acid now a standard medical treatment for worms in the far East,

was discovered in a red seaweed long recommended for the same ailment

by lapanese folk doctors

CULTURAL DlfFERENCES IN
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION PROGRAMS
Another area in which technical assistance has br-en given for some lime

now IS public administration nscM Ai the vety start of the foreign aid

programs, it became evident that the countries receiving such help could

not effectively utilise it unless they were also assisted m improving the

quality of their public services The governments of these countries d red

economic development and similar programs n is important that iheif

administrative agencies be organiccd properly and that they function in an

efficient manner Yet m practice, this has not been easy to accomplish,

even when local nationals, inside and outside the government, have

pressed hard for administrative reforms

People are efficiency conscious only if their environment and tradi-

tions require them to be An industnalired civilization creates the need for

time schedules, elimination of waste, and everything experts from the

developed countries associate with efficiency Since the developing coun
tries are, by definition, nomndustnalized. it is natural that they do not think

in these same terms Amencaers believe that the government should cm
ploy only that number of persons actually needed to get the work done
properly Naturally, we do sometimes |»jt too many on the payrolls, but

It IS significant how violently the public reacts when this happens In the

developing countries the situation is very different A large part of the

population may eke out a bare existence by tilling the so'l, but thousands

of others congregate in the cities and towns where jobs are very hard to

get The solution has been to pot as many of the lobless as possible on the

government payrolls This is long-esiabitshed practice in the Near East.

Asia, and Latin America, and, of course, it rneans that the public agencies

are often grossly overstaffed

In Iran there are thousands of surplus employees, many of whom
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work only on payday • In Egypt the "avil service corps seems to grow,
rather than improve",* in Turkey, "there are always supernumeraries in

excess—door-openers. tea-makers, and errand-runners "'® Officials in

some Indonesian ministries were recently considering forcing half the

employees to slay home and simply draw their salaries, they reasoned that

this might increase efficiency by SO percent, since it would eliminate "half

the hands through which papers are shuffled Many other examples
could be given, including those from Africa where the newly independent

states have also had to firtd jobs m the government for those without other

employment possibilities

While many of the political leaders have been critical of the over-

sized bureaucracies, in general this practice is justified as, in effect, a form
of the welfare state Conceptions of the government's responsibilities are

also colored by traditional altitudes toward private employment, in some
Asian countries the workers consider it the obhgaiton of the company to

provide them jobs and pay them wages unrelated to performance, "much
as an American parent is responsible for meeting the expenses of bis

adolescent son

The Intense Competifiorr for Government /obs

Administrative experts from the developed countries are accustomed to

the full employment that exists m their home environments, and they

expect government jobs to be hard to fill Yet it is common in the develop-

ing countries to have a large oversupply of manpower, even among profes-

sional and other white-collar workers Furthermore, members of the edu-

cated classes compete, sometimes desperately, for government jobs In

the United States many college-trained jjersons prefer industry However,

private employment is actually looked down upon in many foreign coun-

tries For example, one of the major problems India has had to face in its

indusfnaliaation program >s how to combat the prejudice among those

with formal education agatnsl any kind of job associated with using one’s

hands

Every year m India the colleges graduate thousands of youths, pre-

pared in political theory and English literatufe, who covet government

service so much that they compete for jobs as 6a6us (clerks with very

limited responsibilities) So longas they are unwilling to train in such fields

as engineering, chemistry, physics, and automotive mechanics, the "major

alternative is unemployment As to the private sector in India, Saul

Cellerman states. "For the typical Indian employee, the overriding fact of

life IS the specter of unemployment"**

There is nothing wrong vinth public service having high prestige in

these countries, but the mere extstence of numerous applicants for govern-

ment jobs does not ensure the establishment of a merit system Unfortu-

nately, the pressures m some countries are to make job security, rather
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than merit, the central consideration Recruit and promote people solely
on the basis of their ability and performance? Give equal pay for equal
work How can this be done if local traditions require strong deference to
age, seniority, and social position—as rs true in Asia?

The Familistic Orientation

What Philip Hauser calls the /ami/ut/cor/erttat/on'*—the practice of help
g one s relativ^is deeply entrenched m traditional societies, leading
nepo ism, in toth private and public employment, and to what many
ericans would consider disproportionate attention to family matters by

one's
workers The family comes first, throughout

people spend their formative years within

seoaratJ
o attaining maturity generally leave it to lead a

remain, .n t

Contrast, m Latin America and Asia the individual

circumstan*^
association With his relatives throughout his life In these

the evil many of us consider it

<ievelopment of the human personality When the

Why this familistic orientation should be so strong

The Role of Friendships

''''
o'

a? m m r ’>'> "O' play Ihe aame roleas in many other socieites

he works' It

^ h'sprenrls nest door and among Those with whom

ms,7, 0 k^‘
" ''' P“P''W qmcki, and dmp them

oe'so, S' '“"qd donng schooldays will

oblrsai'tons f'

f well-defined rules governing the

from man ih''

'"' PPPPdimism or pressure from above In this we differ

fr'endl™f "» «P™™' -trie m foreign countries

tfeeoer L I '°'T^
“ >J"«ed States but go muchdeeper, last longer, anri involve real obligatmns

ance dia,™' ?d L'Tri'’ I'"™*
frld^mZr,

“ “• «.,e. We do no, use our

aheacf-or
as we do as a means of gemng

by means of H 1

The United States systems work

where Ihev will ri^.h
obligations carefully doled out

The opposite is the case in lnd» where the friend s role is to • sense '
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a person s need and do something about it The idea oi reaprtxily as we
Icnow It IS unheard of An Americanm India will have difficulty if he attempts

to follow American friendship patterns He gams nothing by extending him-

self in behalf of others, least of all gratitude, because the Indian assumes that

what he does for others be does (or the good of his own psyche '*

The consequence is that one is expected to help his friends, which
means making decisions on a personal rather than a busmess basis The
Tagalog word pakikisama expresses one of the basic ethics of the Filipinos

It "refers to friendships that have a sort of all-or-nothing quality To
be the friend of a Filipino is to become, as it were, a member of his family

to have no secrets from him, to withhold no aid, to share his other friend-

ships and his eT)niilies

Accordingly, despite certain admiration for American managers,

Filipinos frequently find them "impersonal, not entirely trustworthy be-

cause they value efficiency above friendship, and even somewhat ruthless

in their insistence on performance "*• Within organizations, pakikisama

encourages division into cliques. Peace Corps volunteers were advised m
training sessions that "Filipmos develop long-lasting mutual assistance al-

liances based on rectprocaf obligations, which often override personal

consequences, and often 'get m the wa/ of accomplishing specific tech

nological or managerial tasks As recounted by one volunteer, the

difficulty IS that the trainee must be able to accept these points emotionaDy

as well as intellectually, and loo often he is unprepared to do so emotion-

ally Although Peace Corps workers are "doers"—nurses, teachers, auto

mechanics—rather than advisers ortly. the record of their experiences is

exceedingly useful for an understanding of cross-cultural work

CULTURAL DIFFERENCES AND
ADMINISTRATIVE RELATIONSHIPS

Whatever the kind of technical assistance offered, difficulties often arise

in the personal relationships between representatives of the cooperating

governments Friction of this sort can anse in any relationship, public or

private, calling for frequent contacts between rtationals of different coun-

tries The problem is not one that arisesoolyro the context of aid programs,

the expansion of these programs has simply served to bring to the fore

many of the points of conflict

TdwatdT VAa'A abwA an ATnencan expertswA to Veacb

modern agricultural methods to the farmers of that country This expert

requested his interpreter to ask an Egyptian farmer how much be expected

his field to yield that year The farmerbecame very angry The interpreter,

anxious to smooth over the srtuatwn, tc^ the Amencan that the farmer

had simply said he did not know The real explanation was that the "Arabs
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he

BLINDNESS OF ETHNOCENTRICITY
In thi5 area of differing national diaraaenstics, it is easy to malce dangerous
generalizations and to be unaware of one's own preiudices A common
blindness is to feel sure that the best attitudes and practices in one's own
cu ure represent its national standards and to assume that the worst cases
in a foreign country are typical of that country's standards This ethnocen-
trie thinking, as it is called by the sociologists, clouds many discussions of
administration and culture Fortunately, much ethnocentric thinking is

bOTw
b' different countries gel to know one another

cool S"
of frankness, anyone who has had really close

contacts with nationals of other countries knows that they can, in time, be

h?i wh 1

' *’'““""8 Their critical faculties may be held in reserve,

olmn S'^'ghtforward expressions of

nremai
0 y given to friends, are not as rare as some outsiders all too

malTrmndt
°"o "hoc says that in India one sign of

fm* I!
'>»“i'Be's the American who

more crnicauf fc

I good deal nf hi ' 1

Becoming real friends is exposure to

somehm^exa
however, ihal while some of ihe dissimilartties are

world over For insta

’
'

i*
behavior of men is noi ihe same the

entlv from one of
2!' ^ '"suited, might behave differ

more concerned abom '“sing^aSlI^JS"' '"h
only becau^p >h«> at » .

® Cultures differ profoundly, but

cha^S^rmsthaUmre :™lr,h^“"

rtualiry 1, far from nonexisten, m oZ^t^'r^ of';" wodd
“

the cultural factor in domestic programs

«muneS Nixon in effect con-

on the American Indians and S'di^H''^
'"’P”' white norms

them The Nixon AdrnisiratmnZ?"*
"" “Bat was best for

in charge of ,heir affaTrl".“ nS asj^r"”’
'B' '"B'a™ themselves

Resolution fOS.passedinlqst r.

^"^tess to repeal House Concurrenf

of the trustee relationship betw™iZ''''f '°”B' “"’'"“b"
ans b™"“<ederal government and the Indi

The Pres,Hem h.,,e,ed Indians themselves should make the dec.
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sions about their relation with the government, and that they should be
allowed, if they so requested, to take over the adrninislration of Indian

schools, economic enterprises, and other activities Louis R Bruce, an

Onondaga appointed by Nixon as Commissioner of Indian Affairs, reor-

ganized the administrative structure of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (B)A)

so as to make it provide basically advisory services to the Indians, who
would administer the reservations themselves Most of the key admimstra

live jobs in the BJA are now held by Ind/arrs, and, although there has been
a struggle between the older Indrans and the younger and more militant

ones, the Nrxon Administration clearly went beyond the initiatives of the

Kennedy and Johnson Administrations to returrt to approaches oriented to

Indian culture

Such approaches had been stressed earlier by the late john Collier

when he was Commissioner of Indian Affairs (1933-1945) Under Collier

prominence was given to the Indian Personality and Administration Re-

search program This was a fong-range undertaking of the Office of Indian

Affairs and the University of Chicago's Committee on Human Develop-

ment (the fatter being succeededby the Society for Applied Anthropology).

It produced valuable materials for both goverrtment officials and scholars

The failures to understand the cultures of the different Indian tribes studied

are analyzed in Laura Thompson's outstanding book, Culture in Crisis A
Study of the Hopi Indians Since they illustrate so wed the relationships

between administration and culture. Miss Thompson’s findings are sum-

marized below

A Culture in Crisis

The Hopi, a tribe of several thousand Pueblo Indians inhabiting and lands

of the northern Arizona highland, have a culture that is neatly balanced

both internally and in its relations with the external environment This

balance, however, had been upset by patterns of conduct imposed on the

Hopi by private groups such as the Mennomte missionaries, as well as by

the Indian Service itself The Hop* were suffering a crisis as the result of

this imbalance, which could only be corrected by allowing them to find

their own solutions to their problems through the unhampered functioning

of their own culture Miss Thompson explains

Exot'C, arbitrarily imposed types of administration may be expected,

in the long run, to be unsuccessful and psychologically unhealthy m human

terms because they attempt to supentnpose arbitrary, rigid, and foreign

culture structures on thecommunity and tend therefore to dislocate critically

indigenous structures and to engender culture crisis

The Hopi lived for centuries m a desert environment in which they

had to struggle hard to survive As a result they developed a highly cooper-

ative form of social organization in %vhfch each individual clearly accepted
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the need to join efforts in the interests of the group Far from finding
individualism a virtue, the Hopi actually frown upon iL Unaware of this,

st^oolteachers and other white Amencan personnel made appeals to the
individualisuc. competitive spirit that they assumed the Hopi would have
One teacher sent a group of Hc^i children to the blackboard to do anth-
rnetjc problems In order to stimulate them to do good work, she asked
them to turn their backs to the board as soon as they had finished To her
surprw. the child who finished first waited and looked around furtively
He did not turn his back until one of the other children had done so The
teacher was forced to abandon this practice, just as she had to stop
designating the bright children as leaders of the classroom They just would
not accept this "honor " Hopi children are not competitive—to the point
that they do not even keep score when playing basketball or other games

Miss Thompson's essenual thesis is that "each society molds the
potentialities of its constiluenu. but it can do so to their full potentialities
only If allowed cultural autonomy Because the policy of assimilation
oy to^e was the direct opposite of permitting such cultural autonomy.
Miss Thom^n and her colleagues believed that the Indian Service had
a harmful effect on the Hopi Forced assimilation was wrong, because if
the ^pi were not allowed to "remain essentially themselves," they could

tSI. H
« individuals and as a group

"
ms did not mean that the Hop. should not change their ways at all In

m^tadjuslto new conditions However, "every

JaW ^ ^ (1 ) It must have survival

m r^rlc r u
^ and (2) .t must be reconciled or rationalized

in terms of Hopi traditional values and world view '’»r

^me Problems of Mexican and Spanish Americans

numlnSllv
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ArIgiS
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Saund^'^di'lfhLT!!'^
Cuftwa/ Differences and Medical Care, Lyle

willinsness of Snan h
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on 1^1 BcivefnL.n!^
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that emphasizes self 13
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the Eovernmem
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relationships in which asking help from others, and expecting to receive

It, IS the accepted mode of condirct For centuries they lived in isolated,

self-contained communities in %vhich the members were drawn together

by close family and personal ties Almost everyone had frequent face-to-

face contact with his neighbors, there was no institution of government as

we know it today, with its welfare services, hospitals, and the (ike When
someone was in trouble or need, he sought and received the protection

and help of his relatives and fnends Many of the Mexican and Spanish

Americans continue to live in relatively isolated communities where this

same pattern of conduct is preserved Even those who have moved to the

urban centers still maintain some of these same attitudes Thus when
government services of various kinds are made available to them today,

they will accept such help in ways that indicate they see nothing wrong
in doing so To the Anglo who has no knowledge of their customs, this is

peculiar behavior To the Anglo who understands their traditions, it is just

as normal as the typical American's uneasiness over accepting such help

Saunders tells the story of the failure of efforts to establish and keep

in operation a cooperative health association in Taos County Despite the

great need for this association, »i failed, largely because the members were

not accustomed to the responsibilities of participation in a formal organiza-

tion Membership in itself entailed the onerous obligations of attending

meetings, electing officers, and being exposed to impersonal machinery

With which they were not familiar In the villages where their people had

lived for so many years, almost everything was done on a personal basis

Formal organizations, such as the civic groups and associations that typi-

cally sprout up in an Anglo community, simply did not exist It is therefore

not surprising that they should find all of this uninviting and too demanding

of their time and effort When the costs of participation were low because

of subsidies from the Farm Security Administration, they remained in the

association, but when these subsidies were no longer available, they were

not interested enough to want to continue their memberships A similar

health association failed in Costilla County for about the same reasons

Saunders drew the conclusion that prepayment for medical services,

which IS acceptable to Anglos, Is not feasible for Mexican and Spanish

Amencans, at least in the early stages of such programs *' His basic

reasoning is that these Americans, unlike the Anglos, are not much con-

cerned with planning for the future Speofically, Saunders recommended

programs offering limited medical services instead of the whole battery of

specialized medical and clinical care characteristic of the Anglo approach

Patienis requiring foe services tfi^3*CT^ciScs-«udrtli’oetdKentofoe cities ior

such consultations, and hospitalization would be kept to a minimum, thus

conserving the time of the physiaans The greatest possible use would be

made of members of the family and of friends m caring for sick persons

Clinics would be kept small, with nurses—not doctors—treating minor
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ailments, similarly, maximum usewould be made ofvistling nurses to make

home calls to check up on the palreni's condition or to give follow-up

treatments as recommended by the physicwn In uncomplicated obstetrics

cases trained midwives licensed by Ihe Slate Department of Public Health

would make home deliveries The people would not have to attend meet-

ings or otherwise take an active part in the health program as a pnor

condition for their qualifying for medical care

Above all, more personal relationships vwjold be established with the

patients Rigid time schedules for appomiments would not be followed,

and, if possible, all matters relating to a single illness would be taken care

of during one visit Doctors and nurses would be chosen, not only on the

basis of professional qualifications, but also for their personal qualities and

ability to establish rapport with the patients While "in the treatment of

disease there can be no compromise with the highest professional stand-

ards in the treatment of people there mayhave to be more compromise

if the treatment relationship is to be accepted

These recommendations were iit the nature of a compromise, and

they suggest how some improvement can be made—rather than none al

all if the Anglos insist on complete acceptance of their values Saunders's

"minimum program" actually was a maximum one in terms of apprecia-

tion of the cultural faaor

THE CULTURE OF POVERTY
While sociologists and others disagree as to the existence of a culture of

poverty, they are in general agreement that lower class persons are char-

acterized by

1 Labor-Force Participation long periods of unemployment
and/or intermittent employment Public assistance is frequently

a maior source of income for extended periods

2 Occupational Participation When employed, persons hold jobs

at the lowest levels of skills, for example, domestic service, un
skilled labor, menial service jobs, and farm labor

3 Familyand Interpersonal Relations High rates of marital instabil

ity (desertion, divorce, separation), high incidence of households
headed by females, high rates of illegitimacy, unstable and su

perficiai interpersonal relationships characterized by consider-
able suspicion of persons outside the immediate household

4 Community CharactenstKS Residential areas with very poorly
developed voluntary associations and low levels of participation

in such local voluntary associations as exist

5 Relationship (a LargerSocieiy Little interest in, or knowledge of,

the larger society and its events, some degree of alienation from
the larger society
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does, however, find the concept of a lower class subculture useful if it

refers to a "distinctive pattern of existential and evaluative elements, a

pattern distinctive to a particular group rn a larger collectivity and conse-

quential for the way their behavior differs from that of others m the

collectivity

Lewis’ analysis is hopeful because he gives a low estimate of the

number of those in a poverty subculture in the United States, it is pessimis

tic because of his conviction that improved economic opportunities would

be insufficient to eliminate this subculture He thought this would taVe

more than a generation "even under the best of circumstances, including

a socialist revolution

Acceptance of the contrary view—namdy, that substantial improve-

ment in income will permit the poor to start living by the norms of the

larger society and enable most of them to escape from physical poverty

—does not necessarily bring agreement on the specific programs govern

ment should sponsor The problem is much too complicated for that

One approach is to provide the poor with opportunities through job

training, counseling, and other special assistance to help them climb above

the poverty line Rainwater believes this was the "perspective that in

formed much of the war on poverty as it was imtated"** and that it failed

because the poor distrust or find unattractive the proffered programs His

remedy is to make economic resources direaly available to the poor and,

specifically, over a period of time to change income distribution so that

no family has an income below the average for all families He reasons that

what causes "lower<lass pathologies" is not the "abso/ure deprivation of

living below some minimum standard, but the re/at/ve deprivation of

being so far removed from the average American standard that one cannot

feel himself part of his society "** Of course. Rainwater's is only one of

many different proposals for government action lo improve the incomes

of the lower classes The recommendation dial government experiment

with different kinds of programs to test bow the poor react to changes m
their economic and other situations is a sound one **

The Moyttihan Report

This discussion would not be complete without some reference to the

Moynihan report,** prepared when he was Assistant Secretary of Labor in

•fra V2fr/?fiaa. TVie said 'friit Tne WiadK tamlry m
ghettos was "crumbling" and (hat the clue to making antipoverty programs
successful was to launch a national effort to establish a stable black family

structure

Nearly a quarter of urban black mamages were dissolved, nearly a

quarter of black births were illegitimate, and a similar proportion of black

families were headed by females As Moynihan saw ii, this had led lo

"deep-seated structural distortions in the life of the Negro American,"
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which in turn had created a "langlc of patholo}?v Unable to provide
decently (or their families, the husbands leave, forcinj? the black commu-
nity "into a mjifiarchaJ struflure which, because it is so out of line with
the rest of American society, seriously retards the progress of the group
as a whole, and imposes a crushing burden on the Negro male and, in

consequence, on a great many Negro women as wet( Moymhan cited

research showing that black youths with fathers in the home score higher
on intelligence tests than those from broken homes, he quoted delin-

quency statistics relating the high incidence of black delinquency to the

same (actor, and he referred to Of>e study that concludes that delinquent

behavior resufts from the need ofchtidten in faihcrfess homes to compen-
sate by seeking immediate lal/sfact/on of ihnr desires *"

With regard to cmstirtg programs to help the poor, Moymhan on
previous occasions had expressed strong doubts about ihcir wisdom In his

opinion, not only the long established welfare programs but also the com-
munity-action projects of the recently launched war against poverty

missed the mark, because they made available ''surrogate family services"

that are much better provided through the ''traditional family arrange-

ment He believed the government should develop policies and pro-

grams to strengthen the family structure of the pooh conceniraiing on

employment, income mainier»ance, education, arid better housing Moyni-

han had studied (he social programs of other induiim^ democracies and

found that most of (hem emphasized the family rather thart the individual

"Such measures as family allowances, differential unemployment benefits

depending on family responsibilities, differential wages depending on the

family status of the wage earner, tax policies that lake family sue more

realistically into account" were characteristic of their efforts **

Much of the press coverage of the Moymhan report stressed the

"deterioration" of the black family without adequately explaining the rea-

sons given by Moynihan for the picture as he saw it Some accounts

interpreted the repod 10 mean that the black should "do more for him-

self," leading to the impheaUon that he was largely responsible for his

Situation Black sensitivities were injured, civil rights leaders feared that any

redirection of efforts to concenlrate on family structure would slow down
the campaign to end segregation and discnmmafion, and, within the gov-

ernment, those responsible for existing programs felt they were being

blamed for inadequacies Moymhan saw In those programs The /ohnson

Administration became absorbed wuh the Vietnam war, and although a

White House Conference, "To Fulfill These Rights," was held m Novem-
ber 1965, only one agenda session was devoted to the family question as

such because of the numerous cntiasrm of the Moynihan report

The reader will remember that poor families, both while and black,

are characterized by high rates of marital instability, households headed

by females, and illegitimacy The bureau of the Census reported in mid-
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1971 that nearly 29 percent of notnvhrte families were fatherless, com
pared with 9 percent of white families, however, among poor families the
figures were 58 percent of black families and 29 percent of white families

Black scholars do not deny that matriarchal families are vulnerable
to economic and social ills, but they believe that the instability of the black
family has been greatly exaggerated Robert B Hill, a researcher for the
National Urban League, stresses that 71 percent of black families are father
dominated and hard working, furthermore, he believes the evidence does
not support the belief that fatherless families are consistently socially path-
ological He points to the strong kinship ties among blacks and the fact that
in 1969 about 90 percent of black babies born out of wedlock were kept
by the parent and kin in existing families He also notes that 67 percent
of illegititnate white babies were put up for adoption, compared with 7
percent o black illegitimate babies What if the percentage had been as
igh for the black babies? H.1I concludes that the way to strengthen the

black family is to recognize its present strengths and build from them «*

The relationship between fatherless families in the ghettos and crime
® emphasized by the National Advisory Commission

on Civil Disorders

With the father absent and ihe mother working many ghetto children
spend the bulk of their time on the streets-ihe streets of a cnme-ndden
violence prone and poverty stnken world The image of success in this
world IS not that of the ‘ solid citizen." the responsible husband and father,

otherr*

psychologist Kenneth B Clark has written of the

Even his presence would not be significantly different from his ab-

u
^ present and unable to fH-otect his wife and child there

wou psychological torment and the inevitable explosion into aggres
rograms designed (o end poverty, no matter how enthusiastically

' fail unless they acknowledge the realities of the interrelation

wiihtho
^*1 'he psychological damage associated

ti

**^*“*°^*^^^®*^'*'^« as well as the effects of these uponthe stability of the Negro family M

emphallz^^^^*
rf«cnmf/iatron is what the blacks want

Comparison of New and Old Migrants

"r P'dk up from poverty

en there was an aburrrjatrce of unslilted jobs, the
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new migrants find few such jobs available Since their skins are black, their

social mobility is much rrvore restncted, and they are denied the escape
from poverty available to the original immigrants The latter allied them-
selves with powerful political machirtes that gave them /obs and other

benefits in return for their votes, indeed, "ethnic groups often dominated
one or more of the municipal services—police and fi re protection, sanita

lion, and even public education Most of these old-style political organ-

izations have long since disappeared, and in recent years the patronage

jobs have been scarce

Stforrg family units, with many wage earners, were also a source of

strength to the old immigrants Since they had come from societies with

very low standards of living, they "sensed little deprivation in being forced

to take dirty and poorly paid jobs," and the "men found satisfaction

in family life that helped compensate for the bad jobs they had to take and

the hard work they had to endure

Furthermore, they developed communal organizations "for the satis-

faction of common social and cultural needs," such as mutual aid soci-

eties, churches, and fraternal societies** "Folly functioning ethnic com-

munities" were created that furnished the "individual with a medium
through which he could understand the difficulties of the strange society

around him and relate himself meaningfully to it
"** By contrast, blacks

and Puerto Ricans in New Vork City "have not developed the integrated

pattern of voluntary organizations that gave their predecessors under-

standing of the problems of metropolitan life and aid in dealing with

them A principal explanation is that Puerto Ricans and blacks have not

felt as "strange" in their new environment as the European immigrant who
"knew that he had decisively severed ha ties with his old home, that he

wtjufol not return, and that fiis future ixraientifelyrn the United States " For

the Puerto Ricans and blacks, migration is not the "decisive break it had

been for the Europeans " They move * back and forth between the old

home and the new", not feeling the "complete and total sense of foreign-

ness that overwhelmed the Eurojwan immigrants," they have not found it

necessary to "create the insPiuIions whichw«e the response to the shock

of separation Above all, for them any stance of "separateness" could

be construed as willingness to accept segregation and racial inferiority
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lance because it i^ throuRh effective organi/atiOMl efforts ibal many socul

values are realized, but the core issues in administration are problems of

ends and means as values In and of themselves

tn one writer's words, * Values invtdve deep emotional commit-

ments to certain coRniiive views of value objects they stand behind ra

tional social action and are the enRines of human activity insofar as that

activity 15 social The values that Rwde administrative purposes and

influence the selection of otRsniiational metlsods are therefore, (orsda-

mental and deeply roolctl elements of viriuiUy all admimstMtise activities

When they are translated into action, values can and do have a significant

and sometimes critical impact on ihc future and quality of ouf physical,

psycholoRical. and social life As Richard I Means writes, "In short, values

are real because they have real consequences "*

Our society is now heavily orRani/aiional m character The past

eighty years have seen the number and size ol formal orRanualions in

crease remarkably, and there has been an incredible intensification of the

power and influence evened by the ofRamzaiional vector of society ' Not

only are there many more organizations and many more kinds of organi-

zations, than a century previous, but the orgtnizations themselves are

larger, better organized, more closely knit more efficient in the arts of

attracting members and funds and in pursuing iheif multitudinous ends
"*

Accordingly, the values rcOocted in organizational ends and means are

very pervasive in American society

THE FiatON OF VALUE NEUTRALITY

The administration-poliCy dichotomy mentioned m Chapter 1 falsely as-

sumed a role of value neutrality for the administrator Since the laws

policies and judicial interpretations transmitted to public administration

represent value commitments and normative choices, it was assumed that

they constitute the efiectivc values upon which administrative activities

are based The conception wasihat the only values guidmg administrators

are professional detachment and obedience to political authority It was
supposed that administrative discretion is restricted to the making of intelli-

gent interpretations of legislative and judicul intent and to the selection of

appropriate means Yel the terms * intelligent'* and "appropriate" are im-

bued With value implications public administrators bring individual sets of

values and ways of seeing the world to their positions in government, their

veiws are almost cenamly expressed to some degree in the actions they

take

Specific value orientations are the products of unique combinations
of the social and psychological experiences of individuals In many cases,

however, the behavior of administrators can best be understood in terms

of their cultural and social backgrounds, as indicated in Chapter 3
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Mary deeply held value commitments and assumptions are learned

early in life from parents, teachers, and mernbers rjl peer grrrups ^nce

pubic administrators have generally reflect^ middle-class ''a'"®' ™
^

of them really have not understood the culture of poverty d»cr,bed in

Chapter 3 > Programsfor employment training and career development of

the hard core unemployed, for example, cannot succeed wh'"
;

trators lack this insight Too often, the tendency is to h as 'he tol

of the individual if he comes from an envrtonment that does not

middle-class values ‘
.

Not all values are acquired eariy m ^fe

throughout the lifetime of the individual The socia

environments within which administrators function a ""T

a strong influence on the pattern of values they W'''

“

tions New values are learned and r,ld ones «engthened
“
^^ed m

interactions with friends, professional ^
. _o,gnt social and

sons in the environment Orgarrizauons are
'*“„X"3Xhav.

cultural systems that tend to
administrative deci-

'rnram^dralarnsratrc^Cdofr^^^^
tional, and general social norms and values

r!"rshould^emd^^«^^JSir^
?e=w5^»onofc^
can be life and death making process thab in

the context of a complex ad
, 30- to 50- percent risk of

President Kennedy's estimation, mwlved a 30- to ;>u p

nuclear war with
by prudent Kennedy was a

The response op o
des.gled to destroy the Russian missile instal-

surpnse surgical air sirix ^ massive bombing, proposed by

lahons The dangers ass
advisers, were great The President

some
/"‘'f^ bombing alternative in favor of a naval block-

finally decided „ake a move that was irreversible and

ade because he did "
, by the Soviet leadership However,

likely to
'"““'f'A „b the in^sile sites was also at least panially the

the decision no “ “
3^3, bobbing made by then Attorney Cen-

SLtertTennedl who urged h.s bmther nor to rrrstigate a Pearl Harbor

in reverse

.h «nme trepidation I argued that thowever valid] the military and

1 1 1reuments werefor
an attack in i^eference to a blockade, American

'’‘"d rons and history would not permit such a course of action Whatever
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military reasons he (Dean Acheson) artd others could marshal they were,

nevertheless inihe lastartalysis advocating a surprise attack by a very large

nation against a very smalt one This I said could not be undertaken by the

US if we were to maintain our moral position at home and around the

globe *

Graham Allison believes that this moral consideration had a signifi-

cant effect on the President's decision He observes "The President

scarcely could have followed his initial preference without seeming to

become what RFK had condemned Thus the final decision reflected
moral values as well as strategic considerations

This IS a good example of how the wide discretion granted to ad
mmistraiive officials enables them to give expression to their value prefer
ences The second illustration is a proposal recently made by a Regional
Director of the Environmental Protection Agency To implement federal air

quality standards the administrator began work on developing policies
intended to set limits on the construction of sewers, sewage treatment
plants, and highways A newspaper report commented "So limiting con-
strut^on of sewers, sewage treatment plants and highways appears to be
an effettive if roundabout way of telling people, 'You may live »n some
p aces, but not others This administrator's recommendations embody
value preferences that, if translated into policy, would have revolutionary
consequences for the social, political, economic, and physical environ-
ment of the affected region

Several deep value conflicts were addressed and resolved in his
proposed policies First, there is the ideologically explosive conflict be-
tween government control and the ingrained tradition of individual free-
dom of choice in American culture Second, there is the conflict between
the economic rewards of concentrating people and industries in a small
area an t e ecological benefits associated with the balanced distribution
of population centers throughout the environment Third, the historical
issue of local versus sUte or natwnal control of policy in the environmental
area is also very much at issue The Regional Director favored (1) genera!
societal interests over those of specific mdiv«luals and industries, (2) eco-
logical over traditional economic values, and O) federal over state or local
control of air quality standards

interest croups and the force field of values

ausrthpv'TrB'lT
asenis in exercising their discretion, be-

want their val
' T'

^ by interest group representatives who

mihv« ? d
" '"-bor^hip beween legislators, political ex

eciitives, and career public administrators, m that order, then it would be
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logical to expect that interest groups seelang to control administrative

policy making would devote practically all their energies to influencing the

legislative process This is not the case because “the American system of

politics does not generate enough power at any focal point of leadership

to provide the conditions for an even partially successful divorce of politics

from administration''" The result is a clustering of concerned client

groups around the centers of administrative power
Consequently, public admmistrators work within a “force field" of

competing interests, values, and perceptions of reality The lack of a hierar-

chical power structure makes it necessary for them to forge a viable

working relationship with the maior interest groups operating within their

sphere of responsibility They frequently discover that is is only through the

cooperation and support of organized interests that they can muster the

power and authority necessary to maintain their position and to accom-
plish their agency's obiectives Both parties are, in many ways, locked into

a mutually required interdependency

Co’Optation and (($ Consequences

Philip Seiznick found that, in order to gam the support of certain influential

groups in the Tennessee River valley area, Tennessee Valley Authority

administrators resorted to the sirategem of unofficially bringing them into

the policy-determining mechanisms of the organization This Informal co-

optation/* as Seiznick calls it is rnuch used by administrators, but it has

serious consequences

The significance of co optaiion for orgaoizaliona) analysis is not sim-

ply that there is a change m or a broadening of leadership, and that this is

an adaptive response, but also that this rs corwequenfia/ for the character

and role of the organization or governingbody Co-opiation results in some

constriction of the field of choice available to the organization or leadership

in question The character of the co opted efemenis Will necessarily shape

the modes of action available to the group which has won adaptation at the

price of commitment to outside elements "

One of the most negative consequences of the pluralist framework

of public administration is rts tendency to create conditions wherein the

situational definitions and values advanced by a few powerful and deeply

entrenched interests are consistently favored >n administrative policies For

a'fl practical purposes, nitiTinfrJtntam yn xMtffi vcftiucmiliwi or even cap-

tured by a closed circle of tightly organized and disciplined private inter-

ests If the administrator's force field is seen as a va/ue pool from which

differing value related interests and sources of support for the organization

may be drawn, it becomesobviousthatthereisa very high probability that

in the end he finds himself workmgwitha limited range of alternatives The
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background against which administrative decisions are made and imple-
mented IS, as a result, biased in favor of certain values

The reality of bureaucratic insulation from the value orientations,
needs, and problems of individuals and members of politically weak or
unorganized communities of interest has been dramatically exposed in this

country during the past decade The efforts of racial and cultural minori
ties, women, consumer groups, environmentalists, and many others effec-
tively to inject their values into the processes of administrative policy
making have generated intense conflict and, at times, led to violence
A though most of the established interest groups have maintained their

ominant influence on the policies of public organizations, the picture has
c anged somewhat in a number of areas Recent examples of successful
e orts to influence public policies by previously excluded groups include
a irmative action programs for the hiring and promotion of minorities and
women, more active enforcement of consumer protection regulations, a
recent decision to all but ban the use of DOT in the United States, and
some concessions to prison inmates

orga

voice

Defense end Criticism of Enisling Pluielist Syslem
Supwners of ihe existing reletionsfiips between public agencies and
niaed interests aigue lliauhe system promoles slability while giving a voice
to many groups that otherwise would be excluded from Ihe policy-making
process They view with favor the adaptive-co^iplive strategy of public
admin,stralors and argue lhal ,i permits organising and lapping inlo the

w
''

c'
unrepiesenled groups, which can enter into

pitiable symbiotic lies wilb public organisalions ’ ‘ Crilics of the pluralist

Z’T ""‘“'"'I’''' “pahifing the circle of competing interests with

nfvalii»c
® IS no guarantee that the configuration

mterp<f f Ih
pubfic administrator will adequately represent the

interests of the society as a whole

DnwJ°,nH "'T development of a genuine hierarchy of

control of
and elected executives effective

basid In Lhpr H
administrative policies are

Ponfo a
~'eof law established onlthe founda

r^eni Tur administration - Propo-nenu of the New Public Administration (see pp 20-22) reiea both tl^

IratorTshS^ admimsiraiors and the idea that adminrs

than reactLe "Zt"
administrators should be proaef/ve rather

should function
arenas of government, and that they

sions and nra,-ti,-«xc IS ««/t. t_

" *®8'dative as well as administrative deci-

New PublicAdmn agrees with these views of the
dministration, public administrators definitely are funrtioning
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m an increasingly turbulent social and political environment that does not
offer the comfort of unchallenged value assumptions or the security of

politically expedient decisions This environment demands an unprece-
dented capacity for moral imagrnation, as (veil as technical innovativeness

on the pan of administrators

COAL DISPLACEMENT AND SUBOPTIMIZATION
No discussion of values would be complete without some account of the

tendency of the different subgroups m an organization to maximize their

own parochial values, regardless of the impaa on the organization as a

whole This form of goal displacement is frequently referred to as subop-

timization because it seeks to make the pari more important than the

whole

Public organizations are so large and functionally specialized that

their general purposes are often obscured by the more proximate and

tangible ertds of there smaller, more cohesive subunits The members of

these organizational subsystems interact much more with one another

than they do with people working in other parts of the organization The

functions, techniques, and procedures around which these groups are

formed lend to become the most meaningful aspects of their organization

"lifespace " Since the internal life of thegroup is keyed to tis particular set

of tasks and work processes, its members will frequently treat their im-

mediate environment as a closed system, thereby behaving as if their

responsibilities are ends m and of themselves Over time, these attitudes

are reinforced by the social and psychological rewards the members de-

rive from interacting with one another The general, diffuse, and psycho-

logically distant goals of the organization become meaningless abstrac-

tions, value orientations honored in theory more than m practice As a

result It IS not unusual to find that established bureaucracies are actually

made up of a rather loosely articulated multiplicity of tightly knit sub-

groups, each with its own narrow value premises and prionties

Fierce intergroup competition, such as for the control of financial,

personnel, and other resources, and self-serving attitudes characterize an

organization fragmented by such subsystem goal displacements From the

standpoint of the organization as a whole, it is irrational for one or more

of Its segments to seek and hold power at the expense of other equally

necessary activities However, because the functions assigned to these

subsystems have taken on the qualiUes of ultimate values to their members.

It IS not irrational from their perspective Where practiced, open discussion

and analysis of intergroup value conflicts can lead to integrative solutions

Yet too often the capacity of the total organization to carry out its mission

IS weakened by uncurbed goaf displacement of this type

The emphasis upon rules and regulations so characteristic of bureau-
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cratic organizations in effect makes instrumental values terminal values
Merton states

Discipline, readily inteipreiedasconformance with regulations, what
ever the situation, is seen rtoi as a measure designed for specific purposes
but becomes an immediate value in the life-organization of the bureaucrat
This emphasis resulting from the displacement of the onginal goals, devel
ops into ngidities and an inability to adjust readily Formalism, even ntualism,
ensues with an unchallenged insistence upon punctilious adherence to for

malized procedures This may be exaggerated to the point where primary
concern with conformity to the rules interferes with the achievement of the
purpose of the organization **

Merit systems (discussed in detail in Part IV of this book) have been
requeni y cited as an examfJe of the triumph of technique over purpose,
although. « discussed m Chapter 6. this is a charge leveled against all staff
agencies The contention is that the values promoted by merit systems are

1 f)i'

toward technical and professional criteria, which are ap-
ph^inflexibly. to the point where they actually defeat the merit principle

xamp e, by excluding minorities) However, suboptimizing behavior
IS by no means limited to staff agencies Line administrators in all kinds of
organizations tend to develop highly normative world views that place

Defense Department officials can be
fifforts to reallocate mihury funds to other agencies as

r»rrtL<
'"abonal State highway departments constantly oppose

revenues to mass transit programs The list of
examples is almost inexhaustible

atP rrlnH^*
case of public Organizations, the internal processes that gener*

strpnwtH h'°!u
° displacement and suboptimization are given added
Previously mentioned ties with clientele groups Defense

ecoloBistn a

construction firms, farmers, scientists, doctors, educators,

of va?omarf
^ ^ organized interests benefit from the efforts

Thra^nVi
28efK.es to max.m«e their power and autonomy

suDDort th*.v
turn, rewarded for this behavior by the political

WUES AND THE PRACTICE OF PUBLIC MANAGEMENT

SISSr'
'I''

'°™“' have come to play in

Douglas Mrrr«T«e .. .

erf rnan in organizations As the late

are assumptions about h
®**’‘™* ervery managerial decision or action

uman nature and human behavior A few of these
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are remarkably pervasive They are implicit m nnoit /he kKralure of

orBanizalion and in much current managerial policy
,

The erowing interest in the value assumptions
underlying managerial

practices comes from two different sources The first is

non s traditional commitment to upgrading the product v ly and

of public organizations From a pragmatic standpomt,

nonets of public administration are deeply " he
'n“T

alternative value orientations have
evTe„c^^

McGregor and many other, have ^u^Jha^h^
stronglysupponstheconcta^^^— they advance theories of management

based on different assumptions
c,im.ni«rative thought rejects

A second major normative thrust m trative tho^g

the notion that managerial ®°
g3r„2ational performance

pnmarilyonthebas.softhe|rcontr.b^

This position emphasizes that the va P
cMndards of conduct,

conform to generally ’
i^ents should have priority over

and that these broadly ^ Thus, for example,

the efficiency values
J^to mmHate and coerce employees,

It may be »'8an,zat.onal^ P-of taWe“^ be avoided even if thi, means

but such actions are unethical and
vicienlly Broadly stated,

thatthe otsanization do« not^unc^ ^s well as

than means
1'"®“";'"“' ent the value orientations of the two

Fortunately, although different,jt.^

approachK may h* i"'
evidence strongly suggests that hu-

to Tannenbaum and Dav *.
8

^ increasing number of people in

manistic values not only
consistent with the effective functioning

todays world, but a “
”o™an,c <non buteaucratic) model-

of organizations built on th
rnmolete fusion of individually cen-

Taken literally the assumptio
. 7 probably quite optimistic It

tered values and "
r^l^ce is often precatious There is a

should be
,b^ orientations that cannot be ignored

constant tension betwee
permitted to escape their respon

Administrators are,
^j,o „,ust at times make hard choices

sib,lines as moral
uvf.vrdual "goods

"

between organizational go<w

Theory X a"'’ 'I’""''

J , aniegies from the standpoint of values was

The analysis of tt^anage
The Human Sfde of enter-

given great imt^us wne ^ ^ opposing value systems concerning

fhe nam,ro' man, which he catted Theory X and Theory V A bnet
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summary of these two iheones, in addition to being germane to the subject

matter of this chapter, will set the stage for some of the discussion in the

next chapter, "Organization Theory " Theory X values assume that man
needs to be controlled and coerced, they have consequences that McGre-
gor believed work against organizational effectiveness Theory Y values,

on the other hand, project a positive image of man and, when used as the

basis for managerial strategies, lead to high levels of performance
The distinctnre features of Theory X value onentations are

1 A deep-seated mistrust of the average human being that is re-

flected in the assumption that man finds work distasteful and will

avoid It if permitted to do so
2 The consequent justification of managenal structures and meth-

ods that are designed to extract performance through direct and
indirect coercion, control, and threats of punishmenL

3 The profound although seldom explicitly stated belief that the

average employee wants to be closely supervised, does not want
to assume meaningful responsibilities, and is satisfied with a rea

sonable degree of economic secunty

The significant characteristics of the Theory Y value system are

1 A genuine and sincere trust in the average man's potential for

8®®^ related assumption that, if given the opportunity,
human beings will actually seek work and responsibility

2 The belief that high levels of performance and commitment are
rutural to humans tf they are rewarded by being given the free-

dom and trust they need to express ihetr individual capabilities
and creativity

3 The confiderKe that the needs and goals of the individual are not
inherently in conflia with those of the organization and that it is

possible to create corxiitions under which members of the organi-
zation can "achieve their own goals best by directing their efforts
toward the success of the enterpnse

Tannebaum and Davis comment.

oof view, ^^cCregor was overly cautious and tematrvein ca'IingtSe
nec^ Y tenets assumptions ' and in limiTu'g them to being his "mterpreta-

n trying to be soenufic,' he seemed retucurwmhfs writing to assert

^ h
** •‘aments finclud ng the Theory y assumpoom)

aPected his organiza’ional theory and practice He was not
alone in his retoctance ’*

f^w years, studensandpraaitioners of organizatKjnal

to deal wnh the substance of the
reject O' ignore This tendency can largely be ex-
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plained by the effort to treat management theory as a value-neutral science

dedicated to the explanation and prediction of cause-effect relationships

Management is considered to be the rational articulation of means to

achieve specified ends However, values are the generators of rational

action, and the hard and sometimes brutal fact is that rationality can only

be measured in terms of the values used as standards for judgment

Thus, One of the most important tasks facing all professional manag-

ers IS the continuous effort to gain a clear understanding of the values that

form the supporting foundation of the procedures and strategies they

employ to achieve the organization's objectives Only after they have

sharpened their understanding m this area can they make morally raiiomi

decisions and be conscious of the choices they are making To do other-

wise IS blindly to follow unquestioned assumptions and orders, like "the

mart who works on the basis ofwhat Sartre ca/l«f 'bad faith/ who can not

or will not believe that there is freedom m any of his own acts or any

responsibility he might take for them "*
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chapter 5
organization theory

Much cooperative human effort taVes pface in formal organizations, of

which government agencies are only one example Others are private

companies, trade associations, tabor unions, churches and synagogues,

the military, hospitals, political pan»es, foundations, parent-teacher as*

sociations, and patriotic societies Public admin»stratior» is concerned not

only with the nature of public agencies as organizations but also with the

relationships of these agencies with the numerous other organizations in

society Political and administrative theory merge Just as political theorists

are concerned about the threat of "government" to the rights of the

citizen, so are administrative theorists cntical of the constraints placed

upon individuals in the organizations where they earn their living and in

other organizations with which they are associated, like the political party

and the trade union

What IS included m organization theory depends upon the nature

and scope of the conceptualizations behind the particular theory As one
author states, "the complex problem of organization derives from the two
types of questions which must be treated What is related to what in

organizations^ and. What relations are desrable and how are they to be

achieved in organizations?"’

Tne'nrst question is'oasica'hy one rd perception Ixacfiy wnai consti-

tutes an organization? One observer sees certain phenomena as the princi-

pal elements in organizations, and he believes them to be related in certain

9 '
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ways Another discerns other features and relationships that he finds much

more important perhaps he reiecls completely the interpretations of the

other person The second question makes clear that, depending upon

moral and other values there can be many goal based theories While

organizations are inevitable in modem society, the particular form they

lake IS not, for this depends upon the wishes and preferences of the

humans who create and manage them

SPECIFIC THEORIES

Concepts of organization can be traced back to ancient history, with many

significant ideas revealed But it is only with thedevelopment of the factory

system and large-scale economic enterprise that we see the beginnings of

modern management science *

The Machine Model

Toward the errd of the nineteenth century scientific management, based

on the work of Frederick W Taylor and his followers, came into promi-

nence and relatively soon provided the rationale for a general approach

to organization frequently referred to as the ' machine model " So-called

trad tional or classical organizational theory derives m large part from the

scientific management movement Taylor did not himself attempt to study

the entire organization of a plant, rather, he concentrated on intensive

analysis of work processes at the level of the individual worker From his

experiments he developed the fundamental concept ol the ' one best

way,' a truly revolutionary one for his times

It IS well to explain Taylor's ideas in some detail, so as to make his

thinking cleat and explain why he has such an important position m the

history of management thought * Although his basic approach is generally

considered inadequate for today's problems when he enunciated his

principles ' he accelerated a movement that was to reorganize shop
management on radically rationalistic lines and replace haphazard prac

trees with the efficient ones we have long come tr> expect in modern
organizations

Absence of Real Marugemeni

Orderhneii was the keynote of Taylor's thought, he was reaamg to

the disorder he found in the typical plant of his day, where, he relates, the

workers themselves decided what work methods to follow and selected

their own tools for each operation They were not being managed they

were manag ng themselves Instead of standard work procedures discov-

ered and presenbed lor them by a mangement really fulfilling its role, each
workman used rule-of thumb methods developed over the years in hts

trade These constituted what Taylor called traditional knowledge as op-
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posed to true science The foremen and the superintendents basically did

not know enough to be able to tell the worker what precise methods to

follow, thus they could only urge him to use his
"

'initiative,' so as to yield

the largest possible return to his employer Tayfor's own words best
convey how he reacted to this

In almost all of the mechanic arts the scierice which underlies each

act of each workman is so great and amounts to so much that the workman
who IS best suited to actually doing the work Is incapable of fully understand

mg this science, without the guidance and help of those who are working

With him or over him, eitherihroughlacko/educafionorthrough insufficient

mental capacity Those in the management whose duty it is to develop

(his science should also guide and help the workman in working under it,

and should assume a much larger share of the responsibility for results than

under usual conditions is assumed by the management ’

Relationship Between Man arKi the System

Although Taylor did not ignore the human factor, be saw d in a

certain relationship To correct the absence of order, the system, not the

man, should come first « The man simpfy did not know enough, in his own
best interest, he should follow the management dictated "system " Taylor

IS severely criticized for viewing (he worker as an instrument of produc-

tion, a means rather than an end, and there are telltale references in his

writings supporting this interpretation Forexample "Now one of the very

first requirements for a man who »s /»f to handle pig iron as a regular

occupation is that he shall be so stupid and so phlegmatic that he more

nearly resembles in his mental make-up the ox than any other type Also,

describing his experiments to improve (be efficiency of female inspectors

in a bicycle ball factory, he quickly dismisses the possible objection that

the "girls were brutally treated" because they "were seated so far apart

that they could not conveniently talk while at work "* After all, their hours

of work had been shortened (from 10 1/2 to 6 1/2), and "we" had

provided the "most favorable working conditions", this "made it possible

for them to really work steadily instead of pretending to do so "*

Nonetheless, Taylor's attitude toward Uie worker is basically kindly,

indeed, friendly cooperation between management and the workers is one

of his basic principles However, since management determines the one

best way, it knows best, which of course means undiluted paternalism The

worker counts as a human being, but he is viewed as impelled by an

inexorable logic to adjust to management s requirements In effect, Taylor

did deflate the worker, because he thought the latter had far too much

freedom as an operative Taylor went to the other extreme and persua-

sively recommended a status of cfependency for the worker, which be

assumed the worker would not mind because of increased earnings
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Worker molivation was very srmple to Taylor, speaking Schmidt, "a

mentally sluggish type," he states unequivocally that it is "high wages

which he wants As to the btcycleball factory, his scientific procedures

would give the girls what "they most want, namely, high wages, and the

employers what they most want, isamely, the maximum output and best

quality of work—which means a fow tabor cost

Although he was against speeding up the work pace to the point of

injuring the individual s health, Taylor basically posited an economic man,

to be used to the limit of his physiological capacities He believed in the

existence of laws (he never precisely defines the term! which, when dis-

covered, fix the one best way not only for performing each work operation

but also for setting compensation Collective bargaining would have been

incomprehensible to him He wrote "What constitutes a fair day's work

will be a question for scientific investigation, instead of a subject to be

bargained and haggled over Indeed, he envisioned that scientific man
agement and differential piece rates would remove "almost all causes for

dispute and disagreement ' between workers and management

Scientific Management Applied to the Study of Organizations

The full implications of Taylorism are seen m his statement that "the

fundamental principles of scientific management are applicable to all kinds

of human activities, from our simplest individual acts to the work of our

great corporations, which call for the most elaborate cooperation The

logical conclusion from this is that there is a one best way of building

organizations, based on the discovery of certain laws or principles The

engineering, scientific approach could be expected to solve "all problems

facing man",’* understandably, the first real management writings were

published almost exclusively m engineenng journals

Gradually, in both the private and public sectors, "principles" of

organization were developed leading to a Wly developed machine model
impregnated with the basic Taylonan values These were the ruling beliefs,

handed down to students of both pnvateand public management and little

questioned through the first three decades of the present century

Those who developed these "principles" did not slavishly imitate

Taylor since they were makinga wider application of his precepts, but they
never departed from his fundamental assumptions The individual had to

adjust to the organization, the design of the physical structure—the

anatomy of the organization—came first and, indeed, was the principal

consideration This structure was the "organization," and efficiency de-
pended upon the proper initial arrangement and later readjustment of the

"parts, ' that is, the organization subdivisions Like Taylor, his followers
knew that the cooperation of the employees was essential, but like him
they assumed this cooperation would a by product of the scientific

approach, now carried to the level of structunng of the entire enterprise
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During the period when the machine model was being erected, it

had much to commend it because of the disorganization in the private and
public sectors Indeed, the scientific approach still has great application

Human imperfection being what it is, there is much room for tidying up

organization structure and processes In die case of government, there was
increasing citizen concern over ineffiaency and waste, and scientific man-
agement provided the intellectual apparatus for making government more
businesslike The administrative branches of governments were unwieldy

and illogical There were far too many agencies and their functions were
poorly defined, with consequent overlapping, duplication, and confusion

As the advocate of the scientific approach studied organizations, he

was as dismayed as Taylor at the lack of order and just as optimistic that

proper restructuring would correct the situation Historically, the contribu

tions ofscientificmanagemenlhavebeenconsiderable, without this "men-

tal revolution" modern society could never have progressed as it has

Organization theories respond to the needs of the times, they do not

necessarily meet all these needs effectively, but in retrospect they may
seem far more inadequate than they were when first developed

The "Principles"

The basic principles of the machine model are as follows

1 Division oHabor and specialization The functions of the organi-

zation are differentiated and placed in separate departments (departmen-

talization) Each department is subdivided into specialized parts (sections,

units, or whatever the nomenclature employed) The more specialization

in individual work assignments, the better As the organization grows, new
departments are added and existing ones may be further subdivided If an

organization is not functioning properly, the kkely reason is that the princi-

ple of division of labor has not been correctly applied and some rearrange-

ment of the parts is necessary

2 Unity of commandand centra/izatmn of decision making For

the "parts" to function correctly, there must be a unified command at the

top of the organization Similarly, the head of each organization subdivi-

sion must centrally direct all activities in that subdivision This is the same

bias as Taylor's To provide order, superior officials must direct and moni-

tor operations As Daniel Katz and Robert L Kahn state, although the

organization was viewed as a machine, it was not considered "self direct

ing Just as Taylor had found central controls Jacking in ihe shops, so

did the governmental reorganizers find an absence of coordinated direc-

tion oT the aoVnmistrative branch More ed'ective control' 6y the chier'

executive was considered essential

3 One-way authority As a corollary of the second principle, au-

thority flows down the line of command, from the top of the organization

to the bottom Basically this doctnne is authoricanan and paternalistic, but
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no Other app oach to developing efficient organization seemed feasible

The delegation of authonty ts not encouraged, for traditional theory "has

a marked bias toward the centralized pattern

4 Narrowspanofcorjtrof Therersalimittothenumberof immedi-

ate subordinates that any one individuaf can effectively supervise Since

supervision must be detailed, the number of such subordinates must be

kept small Sometimes this number was explicit, for example, a top figure

of five or SIX might be recommended The span of control should be

narrow, not broad A "flat" kind oforganization is to be avoided, the "tall

'

kind, characterized by various levels of supervision created to ensure a

narrow span, is much preferred The tall structure emphasizes the impor-

tance of hierarchy, for rt possesses symmetry and order The flat one is

sprawling and disorderly Many a consultant quickly seized upon an orga-

nization chart showing numerous units under one official as the probable

source of reponed difficulties in the organization

Other Taylor-derived or Taylor-related principles could be men-

tioned, but the real inadequacy of the machine model is its restricted focus

Since the humans m organization were assumed as givens, no attempt was

made to analyze interpersonal relationships, role concepts, communica-

tion flow, and the decision making process The relationship of the organi-

zation to Its external environment was not explored Its life and survival

were apparently considered to depend only upon the mechanical arrange-

ment of Its internal parts

Traditional Theory and Max Weber
Although his intention was not to prescribe forms of organization. Max
Weber, the famous German scholar, has become closely identified with

the machine model Using hi$ concept of an "ideal type," Weber "con
tnbuted the first fully developed theory of bureaucracy The ideal type

IS not intended to mirror reality perfectly, it extracts certain charactenstics

of given phenomena and accentuates them, in order to facilitate making
compansons As Don Martindale wntes, "die whole purpose of the type

IS to isolate configurations of facts which have causal influence on the

course of social events

Weber's ideal bureaucrauctypetscharaclenzed by the following

1 Division of labor, with specified spheres of competence legiti-

mized as officia) duties

2 Hierarchical arrangement of offices, that is, each lower office

under a higher one
3 Rules for carrying out the work, to be applied uniformly to indi-

vidual cases

4 Impersonality The official ts subject to an impersonal order and
established norms of conduct, and he acts objectively in his

contacts with individuals tnside and outside the or^nization
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5 Officials selected on the basis of competence, not irrelevant con-

siderations

So defined, bureaucracy existed "in large-scale private organiza-

tions, in parties and armies, as weH as in the state and the church (n

a fully developed bureaucracy "the office hierarchy is monocratically

organized (Italics ours ) In sum, bureaucracy was the "most rational

known means of carrying out imperative control over human beings
"

Weber wrote

It IS superior to any other form in precision, in stability, m the strin

gency of lU discipline, and in as reliability )l thus makes possible a panicu

larly high degree of cakrutability of results for the heads of the organization

and for those acting in relation to n It is finally superior both in intensive

efficiency and in the scope of ns operations, and is formady capable of

application to all kinds of admmisiralive tasks

Weber's bureaucratic model clearly resembled scieniific manage
ment in the emphasis upon rationality, predictability, impersonality, tech-

meal competence, and authoritarianism It did not inspire the scientific

management movement, which developed independently, but m recent

years students of orgamzalion have lended to lump together Weber's

writings with those of the other traditionalists Those who reject the ma-

chine model often express themselves as being against bureaucracy Actu-

ally, Weber himself eventually decried it ** He simply categorized, ably,

what many people have come to dislike

The Human Relations Approach

In the late 1 920s and early 1930$ the Harvard Business School, under the

leadership of Elton Mayo and his associates, conducted research at the

Hawthorne plant of the Western Electnc Company This research was to

"mark the beginning of an ideological revolution in organization the-

ory Described in detail in the landmark volume Management and the

Worker,^’’ these experiments led to the first systematic conception of

organizations as social systems and destroyed some of the basic assump-

tions of the machine model

In one experiment the activities of a small group of men engaged in

making parts of telephone switches were observed Following Taylor's

assumption of a mutuality of inferestr the management developed a piece-

rate system that it was sure would enable the workers to increase their

earnings without subjecting them to undue physical strain This stimulus

was supposed to produce a logical response worker recognition of indi-

vidual best interest and acceptance of the plan Instead, the men reacted

illog'cally, not at all like "economic men " They refused to increase their

output, agreeing among themselves to set it at a certain daily level which,

in their judgment, was entirely adequate They did not trust the manage-
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ment, fearing that if production went up, some jobs might be eliminated

or wage rates cut. Ahhough the manageinent assured them this would not

happen—and there was no evidence from past company practice that it

would—the workers remained unconvinced Investigating further, the re-

searchers discovered that the workers were members of a small, closely

knit group, governed by a code that rejected the "rate buster" (who does

loo much work), the "chiseler" (who does loo little), and the "squealer"

(who communicates detrimental information about others to the supervi-

sors)

In another experiment a group of gids engaged in assembling tele-

phone relays were placed in a special test roorrr, apart from all other

workers For a period of two years, changes were deliberately made in the

physical conditions under which they worked, in order to note the effect

on their production Sometimes the lighting was improved, sometimes

made worse; rest pauses were introduced aivi then eliminated Yet even

when working conditions were changed unfavorably, production did not

go down, in fact, it increased It seemed as though the company could

make almost any kind of change m the conditions under which the girls

worked without their reaamg negatively This was just the opposite of the

experience with the men working on the telephone switches, the men
seemed to react negatively to any new ideas of the management

Importance of the Informal Organization

It was only when the role of the informal organization in each group

had been accurately diagnosed that the situation became clear Because

the girls had been selected for an important experiment and had been

given special status by being placed in the test room, they felt much more
important, and they were glad to cooperate with a management that

treated them with such consideration Unlike the situation with the men,
the informal organization in this case had functioned in harmony vrith the

formal (offiaally prescribed) organization

It was clear that, in the future, management would have to weigh
proposed changes in terms not only of their technological soundness but

also of their impact on the informal organization Human relations were
important The plant was a social organization, charactenzed by intricate

patterns of interrelationships b^ween the workers, they did not respond
as isolated individuals

The Social Ethic

The human relations approach responded to certain changes in the

environment With the disappearance of the frontier, the cononued expan-
sion of large-scale economic enterprise, and the urbanization of the pojJu-

latjon, society has become incteasmglydwracterized by interdependence
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The new conditions have ted to an increasing emphasis on cooperation
and to a resultant social ethic that "affirms the value of human collabora-

tion and social solidarity

Taylorism emerged during the heyday of the •’'individualistic ethic,"

according to which the
"

'atomistic' person acting intelligently' in pursuit

of his own self interest will eventually contribute the most to the good of

the group This individualistic ethic has never been completely re-

jected, but It coexists with the social ethic that recognizes the need for

tempering individual action, including that of employers As William C
Scott observes, "the conditions existing in pre-20th century America

caused an ethic of individualism to make sense for management Equally,

the changed conditions in 20ih century America created a climate in

which the social ethic has progressively enlarged its role in management

philosophy "i'

The Attack on the "Principles"

Initially, the studies conducted at (he Hawthorne Western Electric plant

had little impact, until the erwJ of World War II the model was still very

strong In his classic study. The Administrative State (I948I, Dwight

Waldo noted some recent writings evidencing "a wholly new interest in

the massive emotional subslruciore of organizations and in the structure

of 'informal organization ' But his comment on the public administra-

tion literature as a whole was that "people and organization parts are

regarded more or less as though they were the interchangeable parts of

modern machinery "** The following excerpt reveals Waldo's effective-

ness in criticizing the principles approach

Thus Ufwick, in his ' Organization as a Technical Problem " confesses

that "personal factors intrude ' and that they "cannot be ignored ” Yet he

insists that "individuals are the raw maienal of organization '
' The idea that

organization should be built uparourrd and adjusted to individual idiosyncra

cies, rather than that individuals should be adapted to the requirements of

sound principles of organization, is as foolish as attempting to design an

engine to accord with the whimsies of ones maiden aunt rather than with

the laws of mechanicaf science " This is a truly remarkable statement Do

the lawsof mechamcafscience 'haveanexisJenceapart fiom the "idiosyn-

cracies of the metats, fuels, and lubncanls that constitute an engine^’*

The exponents of "principles" and ‘ laws," although they often

invoked tVie name scievice, dud wst come t.o wtig scierAibc

methods Their principles were derived from common sense and the col-

lection of facts, the assumption being that if enough data were ac-

cumulated, a science of administration would somehow emerge F S C
Nofthrop's distinction between "observed fact" and "described fact" was
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not understood TKe former ts noted without any relation to any theory,

the latter is "observed fact" interpreted in terms of some theory ’’ Waldo

wrote

To use the apocrypha! example of Newton and the apple, it was not

because Newton saw many apples—or anything else—fall that he was able

to formulate in his mechanics the laws of gravitation As Newton himself

stated the basic concepts of his system such as mass and momentum, are

not common sense notions at all, but theoretical concepts The heaping up

of facts with a blind faith that a science must eventually emerge if the pile

becomes large enough can only be characterized as naive

Waldo also emphasized that the organization theorists seemed to

consider that structure was properly divorced from purpose, whereas m
fact their recommendations refleaed definite value judgments as to goals

One form of organization facilitates a certain objective, another form may
thwart It The value element in organization proposals was always there,

and to pretend that it did not exist was bardJy "scientific

Another young scholar, Herbert A Simon, systematically attacked

the "principles”, he found them mutually contradictory For example,

the principle of a narrow spats of control was considered incontrovertible,

yet according to another maxim, efficiency required keeping to a minimum
the number of supervisory levels in the organization Simon uses the hypo-

thetical example of a smalt health department Under one plan, the health

officer has all 1 1 employees reporting directly to him (undesirably broad

span of control), under the second or "corrected ' plan, an intermediate

level of supervision is created, with the various program activities grouped
and placed, respectively, under p medical officer, chief inspector, and

head nurse Under the second plan, there are delays m obtaining the health

officer's approval on matters that must be referred to him by these inter

mediate supervisors, furthermore, the latter, good health technicians, must
spend much time on administrative duties ** Thus, to follow one maxim
IS to negate the others, and, devastatmgly, Simon pairs and shows the same
contradictions In other widely accepted "pnnciples "

As stated in Chapter 1 , the most competent administrative consult-

ants do not fall into this kind of trap, they do not need to be told that it

all depends on the circumstances m each case The extra level of supervi-

sion might be desirable in one organization but not m another, depending
on the competence and personal characteristics of the people concerned,
as well as on other faaors Yet the theoretical literature in public adminis-
tration had emphasized principles, ofl«i stated resoundingly, Simon
unquestionably performed a valuable service in calling aUention to the

need to develop an administrative science along much sounder lines

Incidentally, as Harvey Sherman has demonstrated, the principles ap-
proach IS still present, but it is generally considered outmoded Simon’s
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contribution was to reveal clearly the narrowness and sterility of the tradi-

tional approach and to demonstrate persuasively that "before we can
establish any immutable 'pnnapfes' of admrmsfration, we must be able Co

describe, in words, exactly how an administrative organization looks and

exactly how it works '«*

Criticisms of "Human Relations'*

The contributions of the human relations approach are not denied, but

recent reappraisals concur that it proceeded upon the mistaken assump-
tion that all would be solved if managers expertly applied human relations

skills in their dealings with workers As Wiiham F Whyte pointed out in

an appraisal made in the mid-1950s, if human relations skills were all that

mattered, how could it be explained that of two companies with equally

good supervision, one had much more labor strife than the other?** He
stressed that "the way you build your organization has a great influence

on Its pattern of human relations "**
It was found that Sears and other

companies were using a flat, rather than a tall, structure and achieving

good results, thus contradictmg two pillars of traditional theory narrow

span of control and close supervision Whyte said "Instead of theorizing

in a priori manner, we are beginning to carry on the empirical research

that may some day enable us to plan the structure of the company so as

to predetermine, in some degree, the nature of its human relations
"**

Basically, the Hawthorne firtdmgs were congenial to many manag-

ers There was nothing wrong with the baste organization of the work, all

that was necessary was to be aware of the informal organization and to

guide If in accordance with company-determirted goals As practiced,

"human relations" was management oriented and paternalistic Others

have charged that Elton Mayo's entire approach was wrong because he

sought to explain away human confhasand trusted in an elite of industrial

managers to maintain harmony Remhard Bendix and Lloyd H Fisher have

commented "The Goliath of industrial warfare cannot be slam by the

David of human relations "** Mayo and his associates on the Hawthorne

studies did not go into union relations, at that time the Hawthorne plant

had a company union only

The Coal of Man-Centered Organization

Recognition of the inadequacies of ihe human relations approach concur-

rently with the intensification of bureaucratic patterns led to a new school

that emphasized the need to redesign jobs and the work environment to

meet the needs of human personairty Referring to the private sector, Scotf

and Mitchell call this "industrial humanism,"** of which Douglas McGre-

gor,*^ Chris Argyris,** and Rensis Likert** have been leading exponents

In public administration, the term "man centered organization" also

gained many adherents
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The employee wants work that is inieresung and allows him some

discretion and the opportunity to help shape his work environment, but

traditionally construaed organizations prevent him from satisfying these

desires Minute task specialization makes the work repetitive and deaden

ing, narrow span of control and centralized deasion making practically

eliminate the opportunities for vrorker self-determination In the tradition

ally conceived organization, management is all powerful and the worker

very dependent and thus frustrated m bis psychological needs

Essentially, the "humanists" argue that fundamental changes in the

organization of the work are necessary and, fortunately, can be made Jobs

do not have to be broken down to the point where they are very repetitive

and require minimum training Better results, in terms of both production

and worker satisfaction, can beobtamedby making the individual respon-

sible for several operations rather than just one, job enlargement, as this

IS known, is not applicable to all fobs, but it is to many, not only in industrial

but also in clerical and administrative settings Efficiency does not require

close supervision, narrow span ol control, and centralized decision mak
ing The traditionalist notiort that to delegate to subordinates 15 to lose

power to them is fallacious When individual workers and supervisors are

given as much discretion as they can manage, their performance tends to

improve Both supervisor and subordinate gam in the process, actually, the

most re$p>ected supervisors are often those who give the workers much
freedom The flat form of organization leaves subordinate supervisors free

to develop their own solutions to problems, discourages them from passing

the buck upward, and encourages them to give more discretion to their

own subordinates (they have power to share) These, and other altera

tions in the typical bureaucratic organization of the work, should be ac-

companied by democratic, rather than authoritarian, approaches by man-
agement in dealing with the workers

ORGANIZATIONS IN A TEMPORARY SOCIETY
The great rapidity of change m modern society, making it imperative that

organizationsadaptquickly to meet new needs, has led to prediaions that

bureaucracy will disappear because iX is obsolescent In this view, human
ism and democracy are inevitable, and because bureaucracy is an impedi-
ment It must be discarded

Warren C Bennis argues that bureaucracy is eminently suitable for

managing efficiently "the routineand predictablem human affairs",* ' thus

ft nude a great contribution in carrying out the "routine tasks of the

nineteenth and eariy twentieth centuries " The distinctive characteristic of

the present era, however, ts that organizations are constantly dealing with
the unpredictable and the nonroutine Technological change is not new.
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but never before was it true that "a man's knowledge and approach can

become obsolete before he has even begun the career for which he was
trained

Organizations now must employ numerous different kinds of spe-

cialists competent in the new technologies, making for a much more
complex structure, which in turn makes larger units necessary When the

mass production industnes developed, growth look place by adding

"more and more people doirtg either simple or undifferentiated chores",**

today growth proceeds by employing persons of very specialized back-

grounds One-man direction of an enterprise is no longer possible because

no one person knows enough about the problems, furthermore, the mod-
ern organization can only function properly through the integrated efforts

of numerous managers and specialists Push-button direction from the top

IS an absurdity, and in fact corporate structure is increasingly characterized

by team direction

Democracy is mevitaWe, because "modern enterprises are, at base,

knowledge gathering, truth-requiring dilemmas," making necessary a

"spirit of inquiry," which can exist only m a democratic work environ-

ment ** Since bureaucracy prevents the free expression of opinion and

suppresses dissent, it lacks the democratic base essential for the effective

functioning of organizations in a science-based civilization

Because we are living m a fast changing, temporary society, organi-

zations of the future will be characterized by impermanent arrangements

to meet specific problems, such as teams consisting of "relative strangers

with diverse professional skills" brought together for a particular project

Instead of being a hierarchical supervisor, the executive will function in a

coordinating role, or as a
" 'linking pin' between various task forces " The

organization charts will show learns rather than "stratified functional

groups," which IS already the case in (he aerospace and construction

industries and in many professional and consulting firms **

Bennis' analysis is confirmed by such studies as that by Sayles and

Chandler of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,** NASA's

projects are planned and earned out by numerous scientists, engineers,

and other professional employees, both "in house" and in the employ of

NASA's many contractors and subcontractors Sayles and Chandler find

NASA an example of the "federal" kind of organization that may become

common m the future one not characterized by a decision-making chain

from top to bottom, as in bureaucracy, but rather by numerous linkages

between "diverse and far flung sub unrts"*'^ and different project teams

They write "People get shifted around and plans get changed in art envi-

ronment quite different from the tiresome monotony bemoaned by so

many in traditional institutions
"»
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Is Bureaucracy Dyingl

The fact that public agencies, whether or not making extensive use of

outside contractors, employ so many professionals has led some observers

to conclude that collegial, team type arrangements are inevitable Such

arrangements are, of course, congenial to professionals, but not every

government office is a laboratory or research and development installa

lion There are, however, prominent examples of special teams put to-

gether, asm lav# enforcement, to deal more effectively with problems with

which the existing bureaucratic structure has been unable to cope

The newer concepts of organization are influencing the recommen

dations of study groups m government Note the following statement from

the summary report of the Stale Department task forces that participated

in an unprecedented effort to reform the Department from within

Underlying all the u$k forces' recommendations on creativity is the

belief that, in an age of rapid change, creauvity—the ability to innovate

—

IS indispensable to managerial effectiveness The task forces were con-

vinced that greater stress on democracy, participation, and the use of tempo-

rary groupings IS necessary

Thus, they have urged that the Department s leadership make a con

certed effort to loosen the chain of command through greater use of adhoc

task forces staffed by personnel of all ranks, not only m the missions abroad

but in the Department as well The task forces believe that officers working

in the informal, unstructured setting of a task force, freed from constraints

of rank, express themselves with greater independence and onginality They

have also urged that, rn the formal presentation of policy recommendations

to senior levels offices from subordinate echelons be permitted to attend

and encouraged to stale their views, especially when different from those

of their immediate superiors

Although they believed that the traditional division of the overseas

missions into political, economic, consular, administrative, and public

affairs sections inhibited free exchange of opinion, the task forces thought
It unwise to reorganize along different lirses Instead they proposed the use
of "special cross mission groups, some temporary, some permanent
For continuing problems, they proposed three permanent management
coordination groups, one for information collecting and reporting, one for

budget, and the third for operations, temporary task forces would be used
forshort term problems Thecross-rnissionapproachwouldnotonlymake
for better communications between the traditional sections but also give

a greater voice to the younger officers

In t97t the State Depanmem announced the implementation of

numerous administrative reforms. irKluding arrangements to subject poli-

cies to adversary challenge at various levels and to use cross-organization
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problem solving groups Such changes r^resent the "modified bureau

cralic-organizalional forms ' recommended by proponents of the New
Public Administration ** Perhaps much of bureaucracy will not die but

rather be given new life through such modifications

OPEN SYSTEM THEORY
Because of the need to adapt to the rapidly changing environment, the

open system conceptualization of organiz^ions is increasingly preferred

fay contemporary organization theorists ** Tliis approach is fully compati-

ble with industrial humanism, man centered organization, and democ-

racy It represents an analytical framework believed to be the most effec-

tive for adequately describing what an organization is, how it functions,

and how it should function

In open systems, energy inputs are taken in from the external envi

ronmentand converted into outputs, these outputs then furnish the energy

requirements for repeating the cycle “ In a factory, the machinery,

materiel, and labor inputs enable the production of articles, from the sale

of these articles new inputs are financed, and so the process continues If

It IS a service that is provided as is frequently the case in government, the

tax money reenergizes the cycle, if it is a purely voluntary organization,

the intrinsic satisfaction of the participants provides the remvigoration

Comparison with Physical and Biological Systems

Organizations are socially contrived, which distinguishes them in impor-

tant ways from physical machines or the human organism In a biological

system, the relationship between the parts is stable, and these parts cannot

leave the organism Whereas the input requirements (for instance, caloric

intake) are clearly specified, they are much less so in the case of organiza

tions, not enough is known about the "motivations which will attract

people to a social system and keep them functioning in it

Organizations are much more open systems than machines and

biological organisms, a vital point missed fay the classicists They assumed

that the machinery, material, and work processes were the only variables,

and that the human factor remained constant Thus not only did they fail

to detect the constant "commerce" of the system with the externaf world,

they also did not discern that within the organization were subsystems,

patterns of relationships often loosely structured but essential for under

standing the whofe system It is no wonder that the traditionalists pre-

scrloeb TiEibT>crut.lure5, '<ney saw oriiy one aspect o'l fhe rea'iity

The Supersysfems

It should be clarified that organizations are parts of supersystems, for

example, the Department of the Army (system) is part of the Defense
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Department (supersystem) Definition of bodt the system and the supersys-

tem depends upon the vantage point Defense is part of another larger

system, the entire federal govemrnent It is the interaction within and

between systems and supersystems that constitutes organizational life

Survival and expansion are dependent upon the adaptive process in the

confrontation with the rapidly changing external environment

The Subsystems

Understanding of the system as a whole should be facilitated by briefly

explaining the subsystems, Katz and Kahn describe them as follows

1 Production or technical subsystems, which are the parts of the

organization that transform ihe input into the output (frequently

referred to as line operations)

2 Supportive structures of which there are two types, (a) procure-

ment of raw matenal inputs and disposal of prcxluct outputs, and

(h) developmervi and maintenance of good relationships with

external structures (as through marketing research, advertising,

and public relations)

3 Maintenance substructures, lo ensure the necessary inputs of

human energy—that is, the personnel funaion in all its ramifica-

tions (selection, mdoctnnation, and motivation) The purpose

here is to maintain stability artd predictability in the organization

A Adaptive structures, the fursctions of which are to meet the

changing needs of the environment <for instance, planning and
research and development groups)

5 Managerialsubsystems (the management), the role of which is lo

coordinate the other subsystems, resolve conflicts between hier-

archical levels, arxf relate external requirements to organizational

resources and needs **

Commentary on the Systems Concept

The systems concept, with the subsystems, provides an excellent social-

psychological framework for analyzing the behavior of organizations and
of the individuals in them Looking at the system or supersystem as a
totality, the role of group rsorms ar>d shared values can be analyzed,
concentrating on the individual, his input potential can be assessed and

ScirveyiTigifritTot^ environment, the successes and faftures ot

systems to cope with new externa! demands can be appraised
Academic institutions areone example They have been under great

stress m absorbing f>ew kirxis of inputs (students dissatisfied with the
existing society) and inadaptrngionewconceptsof their role in a troubled
urban society The quality of their processing of the input and the quality

of the resultant output (inadequaldy trained graduates) are both under
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sharp challenge Their managerial subsystem, the administration, is criti-

cized as withdrawn from reality and blirsdiy persisting m archaic ideas

about students, faculty, and the function of education in society Flexibility

and adaptability have often been in short supply when the internal and

external pressures for change were most intense In some cases futile

attempts are made to screen out undesirable inputs (students and faculty

who are too independent minded), in other cases the rest of the world is

told that the university will continue on the same basis as always (reiectmg

unwanted aspects of reality) The resultant closed character of the system

Invites disaster, because it gives exfema/ elements the excuse that the

whole structure must be torn down
Another example is school decentralization, pressure for which is

great in big cities where neighborhood groups and parents are convinced

that the existing centralized system is unresponsive to their needs This

demand for "debureaucratization"** reflects the lack of system openness

Criticisms of Pareto and Parsons Models

Under the human relations model, management’s role was viewed as "that

of maintaining the social system of (be industrial plant in a state of equifib*

rium such that both (he external and internal purposes of the enterprise are

realized The Hawthorne researcherswere influenced by Pareto in their

concept of "an interaction of sentiments and interests in a relation of

mutual dependence, resulting in a stale of equilibrium such that if that state

IS altered, forces tending to reestablish it come into play Contemporary

writers believe that the human relations concept of system »s much too

closed, they argue that Mayo valued stability above all and that conse-

quently any potential disruptive internal or external elements in the system

were disregarded Opposition to management was assumed to be irra-

tional. the possibility of basic conflicts of interest with the workers was

denied

Talcott Parsons is criticized by a new school of sociology that be

lieves his model has a "conserving orientation"” and does not adequately

provide for the rofe of change Walter Buckley argues that Parsons builds

on the dominant, institut/orwlized structures^ those that conform to role

expectations, and that he treats "deviance and strains of various kinds" as

residual and dysfunctional for the system "In sum, we note that the model

leads only to a consideration of such mechanisms as those of defense,

adjustment, and deviance control, all aimed at adaptation of the actor to

a given abrnmanfsinialiiw, «i(rt-iHTCi3»TOab>ai*H3iTgiveiTiunhf iVisttincaiiy

obvious mechanisms that adapt or change the system structure to accom-

modate the actor and maintain the total system suffice it to say that

contemporary writers emphasize the need for adequately conceptualizing

the role of change and conflict m organizations
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MODERN ORGANIZATION THEORY

Scott's statement in 1967 is still true, namely, that "modern organization

theory is m no way a unified body of thought"^* He found the most

' unifying thread is the effort to lookat the organization in its totality
"'*

Although there is disagreement as to the possibilities of obtaining genuinely

democratic arrangements in modern organizations/^ there appears to be

a general accord that, as brilliantly descnbed by SayleS m his Managerial

Behavior 11 964), contemporary large organizations are dynamic networks

of interdependent activities, characfenzed by lateral relationships rather

than top to-bottom command and decision channels Sayles writes

While overpowering force militarily imposed discipline, and unques

lioned authority can build pyramids and temples, it cannot manage a mod

ern interdependent agricultural or mdustnal complex

Thus Iterations, dynamic relationships rather tha'’ compaitmentalized

jobs are basic diaractenstics Cootirnniy ol hows art "frif tfajWivt.tfms

together the independent pans of the total operation that have been frac

tionaled by the need for specialists, departments, and organizational checks

and balances There are not the neat beginnings and ends, Ihe sharp demar*

cation lines between what is mside and what is outs'de between what is

past what is present, and what is future that are associated with essentially

legalistic static models of human groups '*

It is this conception of the ' organization as a tei^porary. constantly

adapting collection of human beings' that has been emphasized in such

training programs as those of the Federal Executive Institute Frank P

Sherwood, the Institute's first director, wrrtes "An organization capable

of changing itself to meet new environmental demands a learning organi-

zation It can receive new information, relate it to 'ts experience, and

design new behaviors in accord with its analysis Essentially, a learning

organization is composed of individuals who are leaders

While the dream of creating a "sciertce of organizational univer

sals"** has not been realized, these analyses give a realistic, up-to-date

description of contemporary organizations Meanwhile, theory building

and empirical research to test various hypotheses continue in the quest to

develop a "true science
"
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chapter 6

line and staff services

Q Glenn Stahl wrote iome v^^fs ago '7 (tod it convenient to think of

the work of an enterprise as a network, a gnd or a checkerboard in

which vertical program jt/bd<vu/oru are interlaced with horizontal sup-

porting activities
'

'

Traditionally, the terms used to describe these "verti-

cal program subdivisions" and 'horizontal supporting activities” have

been /me and staff, respectively

In classical organization theory, the distinction is maintained that line

commands whereas staff advises only, but in practice Staff frequently also

commands and, in general, can hardly be said to carry out functions purely

incidental to line Nonetheless, many organizations still preserve in their

rule books the myth of the command advice distinction, the actual prac-

tice is not admitted The command or advice myth persists because it is

needed to prop up traditional organization theory, which, as noted in

Chapter 5, emphasizes unity of command *

Stahl s analogy of the network or gnd with its "program" and "sus-

taining' activities IS realistic, both kinds of activities are essential, and

neither is more important than the other This will be brought out in the

following description of the creation of the organization framework for a

hypothetical city government, this example should make clear the origins

and nature of line and staff services

Let us assume that we have been asked to prepare the organization
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pijn for a braml nrw cily v\«h an anKipJtcd initial fwpulation of around

50 000 fn nosfy <rral«-<f aRwicwn, thp first act of dcU'jtation is the initia-

tion of the otRsniralMsnal structure itsHf We nvsy suppose thn the deci-

sion has Ixvn rrude to hire a city muuRer. arwl that the new city will be
offtam/rrj according} to a typraf fooncil-marsa/jer form of government
The rruirviRM. a protessK)n.iHytfairsedirKlivKJo.sl, is to develop phns for the

rest of the administrative or)(ani/a(ion. jrKi he is pivrn the power to ap-

point all deparimeni heads His first job ts to prepare an or|;jn(/af/on

ordinance for the approval of the city courKil. the purpose of this ordi-

rsance is to creale the deparimenls and the other major orj;ini/alion units

of the city Rovernrrwnt arsd to defirse Ihnr responsibilities The ordinance

must rale mio acccionf the d fferenr public services (he munic»p.ili{y rs

otpr-ctetl to provide Smee cities vary sorrsesvlul in the kinds of services

they m.iVe available to the cornmunity, rso standard blueprint can be

applierl However, certain liisds of activities are Reneratly considered es-

sential Th«*se can be divided into the two typ«*s of functions mentioned

above Ime anrJ staff

LINE SERVICES

lino M'fvices refer to those activities th.« are subifjnfive or direct in (heir

contribution to the city admimstratiors's objectives, such as police and fire

protc<tion The term /me ooRinated if» the military, where it refers to the

military commanders and other officers m direct charge of combat opera-

tions—m other words, those responsible for the substantive work of the

arrrwd forces The fine, or chain of command, exrcnds from fhe lop-

rankinfi officer down to the lowest ranlinp enlisted man

The police are responsible in this way for the maintenance of law and

order and for the enforcement of the relevant ordinances They will also

have to administer the city jails The fire deputment also furvctions sub-

stantively in a proRram of ptoveniion and (Ire fighting Officials in this

department are responsible for the enforcement of fire regulations and for

invesiigaling the causes of fires

Since the city manager—the executive head of the municipality—has

the responsibiJity for providing general direction of all functions of fhe city

government, ho is the chief lii>c officer Yet he has neither the time nor the

technical proficiency required for either police or fire work Therefore he

must delegate this fine responsibility to qualified subordinates

There are rnao.v wher fine services that must be instituted b.v the cij.v

manager if the administration is to be effective in the community For the

development of the physical facilities of the community, the city manager

provides for a Department of Public Works The responsibilities of this

department will include construction and maintenance of the streets and
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the sewer and storm dram system, garbageand trash collection, installation

and operation of street lighting and other murricipal electrical facilities,

er^forcement of building laws and regulations, maintenance and repair of

public buildings, and traffic engineering Similarly, to prevent outbreaks of

disease and otherwise to protect the health of the city's residents, a De-

partment of Public Health is essential Still another direct service to the

public IS provision of park and recreation facilities, which necessitates a

Department of Parks and Recreation Finally, since the city council has

decided that there will be a municipal library, the manager provides for

a Library Department All of these hoe departments are shown m Figorej]

You may have wondered if the city manager expects the population

to do without a water supply Indeed, he does rml, but since the city »s in

a large metropolitan bay area, the water is provided by a municipal utility

district serving all the cities in the area

STAFF SERVICES

Before the line units can begin to function, they need manpower, money,

equipment, rnaterials, buildings, and various services These services are

supportive in nature, or indirect m their contribution to the administra-

tion's obieclives Again, the city manager cannot personally undertake to

provide all of these indirect services, he must establish certain sfaf/ agen-

cies—to be manned by specialists—in the panicular fields concerned

First IS the task of finding qualified persons to Ml the positions tn the

administrative branch The basic employment policy will ^ outlined in a

civi/ service ordinance and approved by the city council A complete

personnel program consists of various elements and requires a good deal

of specialized knowledge Thus a Personnel Department is the first staff

agency to be instituted Its function will be to advise the city manager and
the council on personnel policies and to help the line officials to find and
retain good employees It will give competitive examinations, both for

original entrance into the service and for promotion, will plan and carry

out in service training programs, and will provide leadership in stimulating

the employees to contribute their best efforts

Nothing can be accomplished by the municipal government without

Figure 1 Line Departments City of X
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materials and supplies for all three other staff units as well as for itself and

the line agencies Because they make their services available to the entire

city government they are known as centra!stafiagencies Figure 2 shows

the proposed administrative organization for the municipality, with these

central staff agencies now added

Figure2 Proposed AdmimstrativeOrganiMtion GtyofX Top row staff agencies

bottom row line agencies

The city manager must organize his own immediate office m such a

way as to discharge his responsibilities wnth maximum efficiency He has

already delegated important line tesponsibihvef and provided for central

staff agencies that should give him invaluable help But he will also need

an assistant ciy manager—someone to represent him in conucts vnih all

depanment heads and act (or him in his absence Such a person will be

a full fledged deputy, empowered to give orders to the department heads

and to exercise any other powers delegated to him by the city manager
This does not mean that the department heads will always have to deal

with the manager through the deputy, but that the manager will designate

certain business that they normally should fiist take up with the assistant

city manager This will free the manager's time (or meetings with the city

council conferences with leaders of community organizations, negotia

tions with federal state and other local officials in the area, and similar

aaivmes Since the assistant city manager will be direaly in the chain of

command between the manager and the line department heads, he will

be the number two line officer

Having a deputy will be of great help to the manager, bat there will

be some tasks that neither he nor the assistant manager will have time to

perform Prepanngdrahsof speecbesisonesuch task Other tasks include

preparing press releases and keeping m touch with press representalives,

going over reports by the department heads and making preliminary com-
ments and looking up mformauon and cr^Iectmg data the manager needs
Sometimes the designation ' legrnan »s used to refer to aides who do such
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work This, however, should not be mterprefed to mean that the work itself

IS unimportant Whether or not the manager makes a good speech is

certainly not a minor matter So, in our hypothetical example, an adminis-

trative assistant to the city manager is also needed
Will the person appointed to that position be staff or line? On the

basis of the duties just described, he will be staff This, however, is a

different kind of staff activity from that carried out by the central staff

agencies, which will handle routine functions of the organization, that is,

they Will regularly take action and make decisions in the name of the top

line officer The administrative assistant to the manager is not expected to

act for his superior—he is, rather, a personal aide and adviser The city

manager will make some decisions partly on the basis of information and
advice supplied by the admimsfrafive assistant, but he will not ask the

assistant to act for him in getting these decisions executed

Apart from clerical assistance, our city manager now has all the help

he needs in his immediate office Figure 3 shows the overall administrative

structure of the municipality as he has constructed it The commissions and
boards, such as those normally established by municipalities in such fields

as parks and recreation, planning, and personnel, are not shown, since this

is not necessary for our purpose here

City APnjgvr
AdmiciiFtritivc Assmim

Cny Manjgtr

r~ ~r 1

j

Personnel
j j

Finance
j 1 1

Planning
j |

Legal
|

1

““
1 1 1 1

1

! Ribhc I 1
Parks in<J I I ,

,
I

1
H»l.h

1
iRccr..™!

1 1

Figure 3 Proposed Overall Admimstrabve Oigamzation, City of K

'OftiixjAx V<Vftnn Vine departments

Let us turn our attention now to the internal organization of the (me

departments Public Works vw/l be quite large, combining as it does the

responsibility for several different funcVom Therefore the position of assis-

tant director of public works is authorized This is a line position, because

the assistant director will serve as a full-fledged deputy, second in the line
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o( command The department will also need to keep cost figures on its

various activities the director of public works will need someone m his

immediate office to be responsible for receiving complaints from the pub-

lic, and he will require someone to act as liaison to the city Personnel

Department Clearly, then there is enough work here for a departmental

business manager, who would perform all of the above mentioned tasks

and assume responsibility (or office-management functions in general,

such as records systems and care of machine equipment The obiective

here is to facilitate the work of the line supervisors in the Public Works

Department

Thus besides the central staff agencies there will be staff officers

such as business managers carrying out the same supportive functions

within the line departments themselves In fact, similar positions may be

created even within subdivisions of these departments Furthermore, more

than one staff official may be needed at the departmental level and in each

subdivision, though this is not likely eiccepim a few departments, since our

city will not be Urge Figure 4 shows how the Public Works Department,

for example, would look in the framewort: of the total city government

figure 4 Proposed Ae/ministrative Orgaruzabon City of X Jnlemaf Organizalion
of One Oepanmefit
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TRADITIONAL THEORY AND THE STAFF-LINE CONCEPT
From the previous description it is clear that certain fcinds of staff officials

do give commands, indeed, if they did rvjt do so their /obs could not be
justified The personnel director i$ expected to approve or disapprove line

official requests, depending upon theconformance of these requests to the

civil-service ordinance, the personnel regulations, and the policies of the

city manager The manager would achieve very little by hiring a personnel

director if he still had to make all the decisions himself despite his lack of

expertise in the area and all the other pressures on his time

Traditional organization theory ralionaitzes the decision-making and

action powers of the personnel director by reminding that the line official

whose request is denied can appeal to the city manager While this is true,

the expectation is that successful appeals of this type will be rare, other-

wise the conclusion must be that the personnel director consistently makes

poordecisions and is incompetent Actually, ifitis a question ofinterpreta-

lion of ihecivil-service ordinance, the personnel director derives h/s author-

ity and decision making power from ibe lavv itself, net from the manager,

and IS justified in proceeding independently For reasons of diploma-

cy, the personnel director mayemphasize that his aim is to serve, not to con-

trol, but control he must if his correct advice, as he sees it, is rejected

Critics of traditional theory argue that if the distinction is supposed

to be that staff advises orily, but if m practice it does command, then there

IS no difference between (me and suff This argument is irrefutable How-
ever, if the difference is between program and sustaining activities, as

explained by Stahl, then there is nothing wrong m continuing to speak of

line and staff Admittedly, /ust which functions should be considered line

(program) and which staff fsuslammg) will be a matter of opinion for

example, a neighborhood city hall to process the complaints of ghetto

residents can be considered either a direct service for the poor or an aspect

of one of the jurisdictionwide indirect services—public relations This is

why Sherman writes

Avoid talmudic discussions of 'correct ' staff line theory and philoso-

phy Decide instead how your particular enterpnse wants to work, what you

want to be designated as staff and what as line, what their functions shall

be, and how they shall interrelate Then educate all concerned on your

decision It would be wefi tofoWow the advice of Kumpty Oumply who said

' When / use a word, it means just wfiat t choose it to mean—neither more

nor less

STAFF-LINE CONFLICTS
Staff-line relations frequently produce tensions and conflicts, the rest of

this chapter is devoted to explaining the reasons for such dissonances and

to discussing various proposals for eliminating or reducing them
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Specific Reactions of Line Officials

The line frequently resents the controls exercised by the staff officials Line

officials generally will not propose illegal or improper actions, but some-

times they make requests that, in the best lodgment of the staff experts

concerned, should he denied Whether or not the purchasing agent's

judgment \s the best, the fact remains that as the city's expert in this field,

he IS authorized to accept or reject requests made by line officials Thus

the nature of the relationship is such that the sensitivities of the line officials

are easily offended Obviously, the more tactful the staff expert is, the

better the relations with the line But advising him to be tactful will not

remove the source of the difficulty, so long as he exercises a veto over the

line official, resentments are bound to occur

Line officials feel even more bitter when they reflect upon the

recency of the creation of the staff units In modem organizations,

many of the staff units were established only in recent years Line officers

naturally do not like to receive orders from the representatives of these

new staff units, particularly if the latter are younger and have

more education than those in the line group In the past many line super-

visors started their working careers without extensive educational back

grounds, and by dint of hard work they gained posts of high responsibil

ity In many cases their advancemef>t was slow, something they find

hard to forget Their resentment increases when they see college gradu

ates recruited directly from school into well paying jobs in staff depart-

ments, where promotion is often mote rapid than it was for them when
they started out To cap it all, these young men are placed in positions

where, despite their limited work experience, they can give orders to

the line men
Line officials also sometimes fear that the staff man will discover

deficiencies m their work or procedures Since it is the nature of the staffs

job to check on operations and to recomm«id improvements, the line

naturally is afraid that the staff experts will succeed in effecting major

changes in the accustomed ways of domg things Resistance to change is

a human characteristic, it is therefore not strange that the line should

suspect the staff of being insensate innovators

Further, line officials are frequently jealous of the influence they
believe the staff man has with ibe boss As one example, an assistant to

an organization executive can arouse such feelings The assistant functions

as a personal aide to his superior and thus is m a strategic position to

become influential with him Hemay never do so. but there is always that

strong possibility In any case, the suspicion persists that the mission of the

staff man is to obtain information to be used with the boss against the line

subordinates Bluntly, he rs a spy and not to be trusted despite all his

protestations of wanting to help
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Problems of Staff Officials

The power relationship is not one sidedy however Since staff men fre-

quently are relatively new additions to the organization, they tend to be
uncertain of their status They feel that they must prove themselves and
are frustrated by the difficulty of showing objective evidence of their

contributions While it is true that staff activities in government are by now
generally accepted, the services rendered seem intangible and are much
harder to justify in terms of results than are those of the line departments

For example, Public Works can point to the streets, roads, and
sewers it builds and maintains Parks and Recreation can cite impressive

statistics showing the number of people m all age groups using its facilities

Public Health can demonstrate how its vaccination programs have re-

duced the incidence of such feared diseases as polio While the staff

departments can also cite statistics, their figures have less force If Person

nel reveals that it administered so many examinations during a given

period, someone may question why it was necessary to give that many
The city manager may receive such good advice from the Legal Depart

ment that he considers its services indispensable, but he has no quantita-

tive measurement to prove this To refer to the number of legal opinions

he has received from the city attorneys during a specific period does not

prove anything Furthermore, what evidence can he give to prove beyond

the shadow of a doubt that he really needs an administrative assistant? And
does the Public Works Department really need a business manager?

Since the staff man renders a service that is indirect in its contnbu

tion to the agency s objectives his |ob is frequently more difficult to justify

than those of line officers Whole staff departments are usually not elimi

nated in budget reductions, but the staff people often do suffer greater job

insecunty than do line men dunng timeso(financial stringency Ifcuts mast

be made, staff specialists may go first Even if funds are not short, staff

groups may still have reason to feel insecure, particularly if iheir function

IS brand new A good example would be that of a recently established

planning staff How long should it lake this staff to develop iheir plans? Are

they inefficient if a few months pass and they still are in the process of

preparing them? And how can U be proved one way or the other that the

plans, when finally ready, are sound? It is no wonder that some staff men
feel uneasy about their status Usually at least some line men either op
posed or were lukewarm to the instituuon of the new staff activity in the

first place

Because they are anxious to establish themselves, some staff men
push too hard in their relations with line officials They put pressure on
them to accept their recommendations, and they may not conceal their

annoyance when the line men seem unconvinced If these staff people felt

more secure, some of their overaggressive conduct undoubtedly would
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plans Unfortunately, some staff men do seem to isolate themselves from
line officials In some cases this is attnbutabfe to the analytical nature of
some of staff work itself, the specialist wants a quiet atmosphere in which
to develop his plans Whatever the explanation, it is professional suicide

for a staff official to maintain a posture of aloofness A line man could
hardly be expected to place fws confidence in someone he does not know
and who apparently is not interested in knowing him If staff units are to

succeed they must use salesmanship and persuasion in developing close

working relationships with the line The staff man who circulates freely

throughout the line organization, who has numerous face to face contacts

with operating officials, and who convinces them that he wants to help is

on much more solid ground than one who holds himself aloof

These are some of the causes of the friction between line and staff

Numerous cases can be cited where the line man was at fault, but just as

many can be described where the responsibility lay with the staff man
While these cases may be revealing as to the cause of the trouble, they

tend to reflect the bias of the person who relates the "facts" as he sees

them A much more constructive approach is to explore the different

proposals that have been made for improving staff-line relations

IMPROVING STAFF-LINE RELATIONSHIPS

In the first place, the superior officer should make entirely clear to both

staff and line subordinates the nature of their responsibilities This may
seem elementary, but all too frequently superior officers do not specify

their subordinates' responsibilities
* The staff specialist should not be given

vague assignments, this not only leaves him uncertain as to his duties but

IS also apt to increase any resentment among the line men We have seen

that some staff men are overanxious to establish themselves If their pur

pose IS not specified the danger is that they may go too far in pressuring

the line to accept their recommendations Conversely, line officials who
refuse to cooperate with the staff men have no excuse if the chief has made

clear that they will be expected to coc^eraie in certain clearly defined

areas

Second, staff and line officers should be encouraged to become

better acquainted, and absence of frequent contact between them should

be an immediate source of concern to the agency head We have already

mentioned the tendency of some staff men to withdraw into an ivory

lower Line supervisors, sunilady, may not r^ish too much contact with

the "college punks ' The managementof theagency shouW impress upon

the heads of staff departments the need for their men to establish rapport

with the line organization Actually, the best staff director is one who does

not need to be told this So long as the agency management makes clear

that a close relationship between line and staff «s desired, any number of
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and medical is generally noi feasible
' '*

Furthermore, the anticipated

changes in attitudes may not materialize, Sherman points out that staff

units are usually )ust as "tough" with other staff units as they are with the

(me * Yet that the outlook can change is seen clearly in the case study,
' The Coming of Age of the Langley Porter Clinic '* A budget analyst in

the California State Department of Finance was transferred to the Clinic to

serve as head of its Business Services Division

Coming as he did direcily from ihe Budget Division of Finance, Wen
sel was thoroughly familiar with budget procedures and with what was

needed to provide an adequate basis for administrative policy consideration

He was also able to provide an effective channel of communication from

Langley Porter to the state government and the Legislature He also

increasingly gave the 0»nic the kind of solid support from the business

function that the survey team had hoped for

Wensel himself had undergone a change of attitudes since coming to

the Clinic As he put it When you are a budget analyst in Finance you

sometimes think you understand an agency but you really don t You only

find out by working in one Before comirsg to Langley Porter, he had not

believed the Clime really needed some of the increases it was asking for m
maintenance staff, since working there he had found out I was wrong We
reaUy do need them "•*

Fourth, the character of the person's academic preparation is of

great importance Takmg the staffmen first, there is a great danger that the

programs of study they pursue may be too narrow Since they will be
dealing constantly with the line organization, they should not only be

technically competent m their fields but should also have a proper ground,

mg in the substantive work of the organizations with which they are

employed Specifically, this means that those preparing to enter the service

in such posts as personnel and fmarsce should receive appropriate training

in the social sciences, such as economics, sociology, and anthropology

Without this kind of background, they will not fully understand the role of

(heir employing organization in modern society In this connection, it is

well to remember that habits of thought, first developed as the result of

inadequate university training, naturally carry over into the graduates

actual conduct on the |ob and become more deeply embedded in his

outlook as the result of continuous contact with persons similarly trained

One damaging corrsequerree »s the failure of the staff man to become
sufficiently interested in the details of Ime functions Such a failure is

particularly unstrateg'c for good reUlions wnh the Imc organization, for the

easiest path to gaming the confidence of the lirte official is to demonstrate

interest m, and the desire to learn rrtore about, the program activities of

which he is in charge

M my line men enter public serviceaseconorrusts. lawyers, rrsedical
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chapter 7

the geography

of organization

As organizations grow in size, it proves impossible—or at least undesirable

—to administer aW activities out of a sirtgle office, field offices become

necessary Even m our hypothetical city of 50,000, a few such branch

offices will have to be established The Public Health Department might

have several district health centers, each serving residents of a demarcated

zone in the city This would bring the service closer to the people and

make possible provision of special facilities that may be required in any

one area Similarly, park and recreational facilities will be constructed at

different locations throu^out the city, with each installation manned by

field representatives of the Department of Parks and Recreation Other

examples could be given, but let us now illustrate with an actual case,

where the need for field offices ts much greater This will introduce an

element in organization planning not yet treated the geographic factor

THE CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT

Chicago, with a population of more than three and a quarter million, is

much larger than our hypothetical city And, as anyone w-ho has been

there knows, its physical area is extensive It should be no surprise, then,

that the Oucago Park District should have many different field locations

throughout the city

First, a few words about die Park f>slricfs legal status are in order

tjo
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Actually, it is a separate murucipality, independent of the city government
Originally a number of park dislncts were established in different neighbor-

hoods of the city, in accordance vwth the provisions of state law Each had
Its own taxing powers and was governed by an elective board of commis-
sioners In 1924 various CIVIC groups, anxious to simplify the complicated

structure of local government, were successful m obtaining the passage of

a Park Consolidation Act Through this legislation, the Chicago Park Dis-

trict was created and the 22 previously separate parks were placed under
Its jurisdiclion The Park Distnct is governed by a five-man Board of

Commissioners appointed by the mayor with the approval of the city

council This is the only formal link with the city government, the District

still levies Its own taxes and pays all chaises far the operation, mainte-

nance, and improvement of ihe parks

field activities are earned out at dozens of installations known as

parks or playgrounds The parks are bigger than the playgrounds and

usually include sizable buildings with separate gymnasiums for girls and

boys, a swimming pool, game rooms, shc^, and even auditoriums, in

addition to outdoor facilities for sports The pkygrounds are smaller and

usually have one or more small buildings with game rooms, plus outdoor

facilities and equipment for different kinds of recreational activities

The Headquarters Staff

Responsibility for the general direction of recreation programs at all these

field locations rests with the Recreation Department, located m the Dis-

trict's Administration Building m downtown Chicago, where the headquar-

ters staff of the District is located

The headquaners-field office organization of the Recreation Depart-

ment IS shown m Figure 5 At the top we have the director and two

assistant directors who have responsibility in the headquarters office for

the citywide recreation program This headquarters staff formulates the

broad policies governing the kinds of programs to be offered throughout

the City The program planning staff consists of experts in the different

recreational specialties who make their skills and knowledge available to

the instructors at the field locations

For example, the program expert on artcrafts supervises, from a

technical standpoint, the activities of the field artcraft instructors and helps

them to develop programs that will stimulate park patrons to do creative

work in the manual arts, weaving, rug making, knitting, sewing, fabric

decoration, and pottery making Another expert advises the crafts instruc-

tors who leach techniques of working with leather, wood, metal, reed,

plastic, and other media There is also a dramatics expert who helps the

field instructors plan and direct dramatic programs at the local parks

Physical activities, including games and sports of various kinds, are so

extensive that the Recreation Department requires more than a single
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administralive supervision over all personnel assigned to the park, includ

ing both the professional staffand the maintenance employees (these latter

are not discussed here, since we are concentrating on the program itself)

In other words, the park supervisor is a generalist, who integrates and
coordinates the efforts of the specialists, or the individual activity instruc-

tors (Figure 6)

Figure 6 Recreation Stiff targe Park, Chicago Park District

For example, overzeaious instructors may press for a disproportion-

ate use of park facilities for Iheir particular programs, two or more may try

to reserve the same hours and space, leading to conflicts that can best be

solved by a common supenor Thus the park supervisor makes (he fmal

decisions about the days, hours, and places that will be reserved for the

different kinds of recreation programs Hi$ extensive contacts with parents,

children, adult park patrons, and many different civic groups, combined

with his responsibility for administrative direction of a variety of programs,

make the position an unusual one from (he point of view of the Recreation

Department headquarters, the park supervisory its representative with the

local community organizations and the general public, and H relies on him

for the implementation of the rules and policies instituted at headquarters

It also depends on him periodically to submit detailed reports covering the

overall program at the individual park

Although the park supervisor must know a great deal about the

technical aspects of individual activities, he himself does not carry out or

lead these activities The professional or instructional staff has this respon

sibility Taking their direction from the park supervisor, these instructors

also see to it that park property is properly taken care of, that park rules

are followed by the public, atxJ so forth Of course, they keep detailed

records of their activities for the park supervisor

KefatVonsfu'ps ffetween ffeatfquarfers anrf fiefrf Staffs

Since the area supervisors are the haison officers between the held staff

and the officials at headquarters, the park supervisors communicate their

points of view to the Recreation Department through the area supervisors,

indicating the special needs and problems of the individual parks In turn.
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fhe unlikely event that the park supervisor does rescind an instruction given

by a program-planning specialist, the instructor can promptly advise the

specialist of his dilemma The matter th<m can be resolved between the

park supervisor and the specialist or referred to the area supervisor—and,

if necessary, to the recreatiors director—for final decision

In general terms, this is the Chicago Park District’s solution of the

age-ofd problem of how to admmistcr functional programs over a large

physical area This observer's impression is that its technical and adminis-

trative staff work together very well Perhaps an important reason for this

IS the Similar background of many of the park supervisors, instructors, and

headquarters program technicians Many park supervisors have previously

served as physical activity tnsiruciorsorm specialized phases of recreation

work Their point of view is not apt to be out of line with that of the park

staff or of headquarters representatives, they are leaders of a professional

group imbued with the same enthusiasms and possessing the same goals

CENTRALIZATION AND DECENTRALIZATION
In Chapter S it was noted that centralization of decision making is Implicit

in traditional organization theory Ocfegation of authority, whether to

subordinate headquarters personnel or to field staffs, is not encouraged

In general, the advantages of decentralization are stressed in the newer

theories, but not in absolute terms, again, n all depends

In the first place, as stated by Paul Appleby, once an assistant to the

Secretary of Agriculture, nothmgcarsbedecenualizeduritilit has first been

centralized ' Headquarters policres must first be defined, or there will be

as many policies as there arc field offices Th<s explains why an organiza-

tion can be both centralized and decmtfalized. it has uniform policies that

the local olficnls cannot disregard, while specialized situations at each of

the localities necessitate policy decistom made at the field level

Furthermore, programs arc rwt static Ffeadquarters m.sy bo dis-

satisfied with the nature andscope of serwees offered at the field JesH and

find It isecessary Jo assume direct reMSonvbility for held programs until

they are functioning satisfactorily The case study "Health Centers and

Community Needs"* rdates that m Philadelphia the Dep-irtment of PuW<
Health originally had rw gerserafi/ed pobf-c health program all its pubf<

health nurses worked in spec«afi/ed fiekls only, such as child h)g>rmeand

lufjerculosis and vmrreal disease comrs^ Several private votunUry agen-

cies also provnfed rrHimcipal rsurvng servxes. one of them offering ' the

only city wxtn gnrvtjli/ed nsirsmg servKe

In 11)52 the crty-emptoyed nurses were pfaced in a smgV. general

i/ed sers ice, and the d rector of the new d-vrsirjo was given the /oFi ot

jmplerTveet ng the rx-w plan Resvewing the prot>!em, "she |the d rrclorj

ftxirv) that the sf»r<ut.ae«f nsir\es tn each mesfcal divnxsn d<J rvot fsen
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the pressure is severe, an administrator may agree to "decentralize
"

Irifluential politicians will sometimes even try to dictate the field structure

of an agency For example, m the past some United States senators have

preferred state to regional offices, because it is easier for them to control

appointments to federal jobs in their own sUies Having an office in eac

state may thus be lustified as "decentralization" when a few regional

offices would suffice and cost much less to maintain

Centralization and Overbureaucratization

In recent years the paramount considerations m discussions of centraliza-

tion versus decentralization have been the remoteness of governmen ,
its

inaccessibility to citizens, and its insensitivity to their needs, particularly in

the nation’s urban centers Highly centralized organizations, as^e

public school systems in big cities, are viewed as the epitome of

bureaucracies Decentralization is considered necessary to open up sue

ivsiems and debureaucral.zo" ihem Tho
'"'''i;''"';'”

larja and cumbersome organiaalions are deplored, bul Ihc

„ over Ihen lack of responsrveoess WMe there are '

decentralization of many other pubhe services, the rationale for decentrali

zation is very well illustrated in the case of the schools

School Decentralization

External appearances sogsest that "'I""

trolled effecl.vciy m the pobbe loleresi In most '"'8'

are elected, where they are appo.nl,»e. persons with
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.^d
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local,Vm in the American pol.Kal system are^nfully at
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and Ihc professional Stall appear to be monitored reasonably well by

wTTar from the real pretu.e, but
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prolcssmnal slall-spccitally, „ o,h,u feld offices

d fforcflt Vmds. both a\ hcJdqiwrtprs and m d'stnet^ A.<MitfA!izJ'«n
Serera, year, betore the fS

Cnntrovcfsics. losophPortinfvsslodycrfl
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Although merit system procedures are followed, all too often the "creden
tials and standards, presumably designed to assure quality, have hardened
into barriers and restraints, iimilir^ promotion to men and women ready

to conform to a rule-ridden system and tenacious enough to pass through
fixed hurdles that are legitimized more by age than by purposes that meet
the fundamental needs of the system's clients, the children Educational

policies and practices, least of all, should remain unchanged in present

limes of social unrest, yet the school bureaucracies tenaciously and all too

successfully protect the status quo
There are various forms of school decentralization, we need not here

present and evaluate all of them Obviously, decentralization could be

carried to the point where virtuatly autonomous district boards determine

educational policies and hire teachers and other personnel, using their own
selection and retention standards This has not happened in states, like

New York and Michigan, that have passed school decentralization legisla-

tion, but the resistance of the school bureaucracies and the rest of the

establishment to any significant measure of debureaucratization is as dis-

turbing to many observers as the demands for impractical schemes of

community control

The school systems must be returned to the people, which obviously

requires breaking up the city into districts of manageable size, served by
school boards with real powers artd the capacity to innovate This means
an end to domination by the school bureaucracies and elimination of the

closed system, with parents, pupils, community leaders, and all other

groups legitimately concerned participating in the formulation and execu-

tion of educational policies

Decentralization—Citizen Participation Machinery

In the past few years quite a few cities have established various

arrangements for decentralized delivery of public services, emphasizing

citizen participation Communrtywide committees of citizens advise public

officials in such functional areas as housing, recreation, health, and hospi-

tals, neighborhood councils representing all residents in a neighborhood

have been established, little city halls and multiservice centers have been

created to "bring government closer to the people Special telephone

lines, complaint offices, community service officers, neighbormen, and

Ombudsmen are all employed to establish better lines of communication

with municipal officials and fo improve the quality of public services in the

different neighborhoods

In the spring of 1970 the Center for Governmental Studies and the

International City Management Association made a loint survey of decen-

tralization of municipal services *’ Preliminary questionnaires were sent to

more than 800 cities and urban counties vn^ a population of 50,000 or

over, of the 437 responses, 106 reported some form of decentralized
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creased greally Proposed changes in inlergovernmental relationships, dis-

cussed later in this chapter, would provide for substantial decentralization

of decision making to state and local governments We will be concerned

not only with the grant-in-aid but also with other partnership arrangements

between federal, state, and local governments

In headquarters-field relationships, authority flows from a single

source—headquarters—which can. if necessary, dispense with persuasion

and mandate action at the held level There are sanctions in intergovern-

mental programs, the dispensing agency can cut off grants-in-aid if the

recipient agency fails to meet certain standards Similarly, some interstate

entities such as the Delaware River Basin Commission have the authority

to force compliance with their decisions by the participating states In

practice, no grant-dispensing agency or intersUte instrumentality can pro-

ceed just like the headquarters office of an agency within a single level of

government Available sanctions are usually not used, indeed, they may

be self defeating To cut off grant funds penalizes the people in the noncon

forming state or locality, to demand obedience by a sister sta e o a

compact may simply drive it to withdraw from the agreement Note the

following statement

In dnvttopins iti ptopouls .nd .n leek.ns tto' .mplementaoon, the

ACIR has always been mindful of a fundamental fact that many tend to

forget, namely, that program .mplementat«n in an intergovernmental con

text IS unique and conforms to none of the models close to the hearts o

public administration authonties tts suucture is not hierarchic but more like

a senes of interlocking circles Responsibility does not flow up from on^eve

to another, but up, down, and an around Authority flows in many directions

simultaneously, not from one level down to another Such an adminisuative

system places a premium on collaborat.oa not confha since conflicts

always assured in this decentralized system Finally, it emphasizes adaplabil

ity and practicality, not an inflexible adherence to a military model

Crants-in-Aid

Since the sundard American government texts list the fields in w ®

federal and stale govern menls provide grants in-aid no sumrnary ot ttee

programs is attempted here While the federal siibsidiM attract more aBen-

non becanse of the huge sums involved, the states

stantial aid to local governmental units (lor insunce, to the school

From less than 52 b.fi.on .n 1950. federa aid to ^‘^te and l^al

governmentsroseto $24 failtionin 1970 ** Federa gransareo
I

’

project or formula based Project grants, a “relatively recent develop

ment,” are awarded on an individual approval basis for a specific program

need, like demonstration grants for education, formu a gran

located to all eligible junsdn^mns for selected functions on the basis of
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being that when the subsidies were onginally considered in Congress,

those legislators opposed or lukewarm sought to protect the taxpayers by

imposing these restrictions

4 Lack of coordination By and large, the numerous federal agen-

cies administering grant programs have functioned independently, with

little disposition to coordinate their activities As the Senate Subcommittee

on Intergovernmental Relations learned from a questionnaire survey of

federal grant administrator attitudes, the ma|onty reflected a "narrowly

defined functionalism The legislation establishing each grant program

IS the result of an alliance between administrators, pressure groups, and

legislators, all dedicated to the specialized fidd concerned

The approach followed throughout this legislative process is basically

a functional one It is geared to meeting speafic, often urgent, problems

Relatively little consideration is given generally to the impact on other pro

grams or on the state and local units which will administer it

Further there is not much likelihood that inlerlevel problems will be

explored at any length after a program's enactment The aid administrator

IS called upon to carry out successfully the specific goals of his prograrn

The functional bias once again reveals itself as aid administrators and

satellite interest groups fight to preserve "the integrity of the program They

may view as intruders those legislative committees, top administrators, and

commissions concerned with the broader problems of policy consistency,

interlevel administrative procedures, interagency coordination, and struc

lural reorganization

The influence of functional officials is so great that one observer,

calling them "self-governing guilds." believes that if their role is not under-

stood, one cannot get to "the root problems of the federal system to ay

He tells how the "education guild." disagreeing with a plan of then HtW

Secretary Gardner and the White House to decentralize certain aspects of

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. persuaded the Appropria-

tions Committee to instruct HEW not to undertake such decentralization

Congressional committees that control ihe s^arate grant programs ig

to keep their power Besides, "it is easier tog« Congress to allocate money

to fight heart disease or tuberculosis than to develop a 'health P/ogram

A health program is not politically attractive The same relationship holds

m other areas, the more general « is. the more difficult it is to get

money"*’
. ,

To add lo coordinanon difficulties, several differenl federal agencie

may administer grant programs in the same fields, s'JC as rec .

economic development, and community water supp y e sa

project may be supported by funds from these severa ^S^ncie ,

which may have imposed separate and sometimes inconsis

ments Their regional offices might not have been in t e same
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some formula/' which considers sucJi factors as population and fiscal

capaaty " The number of grant authonzabons increased greatly with the

numerous new domestic progTamsauthoniedby Congress in the 1960s/*

in 1970 the total was 530 Of the 473 authonzabons in 1 969, 99 were of

the formula type and 374 were project grants

Deficiencies m Grant Administration

Typical of criticisms of grant administrauon have been the following

1 Distortion ofstate 3nd localpriorities The grant programs influ-

ence state and local governments to spend in areas where federal money

IS available, rather than m those of greatest need This was substantiated

by testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Rela

tions Note the following report from Atlanta

The present programmatic nature of federal grants is considered to be

tfisruptive of long range planning lo meet speofic goals "Part of our plan-

ning," the planning director said, "is lo establish our needs, and schedule

meeting those needs based on overall objectives, pnonues, and availability

of funds Then along comes a new federal program which may not be top

pnonty according to our plan C)bviously, if it's a question of the plan or the

promise of a realized proiect, we ditch the ^onty planning and go hell bent

lor the new program

'

2 Lack of policy initiative at state and heal levels According to

Professor Alan K Campbell of Syracuse University, "there have been no

major policy breakthroughs by the stale-local parts of the governmenul

system On the whole, u seems fair to say that as the system now stands

the policy initiatives come from the national part of the system while the

administration of the new programs are leh m the hands of stale and local

officials, with considerable supervision by the national bureaucracy

Other authonties, however, disagree, crting evidence that there is signifi-

cant state and local participation m determmmg goals

3 Rrgidiiy With few exceptions, and these recent, the aid has been
"categorical," meaning that rt has been available for segmenlsof programs
rather than entire programs

Florida found that a public health nurse, financed from the special

heart fund was no! supposed to render aid to cancer and tuberculosis

patiemseven when they were in a household she was visiting Pennsyfvarua

found that categorical distribution of assistance grants results m need-
less administrative expenses Federal reimbursemem percentages vary be-
tween categories, and each category has its own restncbons, qualifications

and requiied leports ’*

Apart from categorization, there typically have been numerous con-
d t»om attached to the use of the federal money, the cfxplanaiion m part
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Stale and local officials are subject togreat pressures by local groups
that (earn about the new federal-aid programs and expect ample funding
in their communities Their frusiratiorts are great when it develops that the
federal money is available only on a reduced basis or not at all Local
officials, being close at hand, gel much of the blame, so some serious
public relations problems are also created

Recommendations for Change

^ei^ftc/e Sharing One proposal—widely discussed in recent years

—IS to share a portion of federal revenues with state and local govern-
ments, the funds being given unconditionally, or almost so Funds so

granted decentralize decision malting in the American system and let state

and local governments decide their own spending priorities While

categorical aid programs would be continued, the combination with reve-

nue sharing would result in a far less complicated grant system Revenue
sharing is at present strongly supported as essential for saving the cities

from bankruptcy, it also has economic stabilization implications, which
Will not be discussed here

In his 1971 budget message to Congress, President Nixon proposed
a $16 billion program of both genera/ and special revenue sharing The
funds for general revenue sharing ($5 billionj were to come from the

federal personal income tax base, the amount shared to increase to almost

$10 billion by 1980 and to be spent by the state and local governments

as they saw fit, subject only to antidiscrimination provisions and occa-

sional audits The moneys for special revenue sharing ($1 1 billion) were

to be appropriated from general revenues, some 1 29 of the existing narrow

grants were to be combined Into 6 broad categories for special revenue

sharing (urban development, rural development, education, manpower
training, law enforcement, and transportation) Under special revenue

sharing, most of the funds were to be distributed automatically, with no
matching by state and local governments required and with minimal ad-

ministrative strings However, there would be some federal controls, for

example, the states would be required to spend a fixed amount for educa-

tion of the poor, and federal avil rights and labor standards requirements

would have to be observed

The Nixon Administration’s special revenue sharing bills provided

that such federal programs as model cities, community action, and much
of urban renewal would be turned over to the state and local governments

to continue, alter, or disband Quite a few existing federal agencies and

organizational units would be eliminated, for example, in the case of rural

development the Economic Development Acfcninistration, the Commerce
Department's regional commissions, and the Agriculture Department's

Cooperative Agricultural Extension Service would all be terminated Thus,

not only would much new decKion-making power be decentralized to
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they may not have enjoyed delegated authority from Washington This
obviously has added to the frustrations of state and local officials trying to
deal with the federal government on particular projects

State and local officials have long com-

m ^ j *®o**fain complete information about avail
ableMe and federal grants and that they have had to make decisions on
Mnding priorities without knovinng ahout all the federal programs that

rjnnl^t^
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fMcarai
governments through our state government to our
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to thp
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grants under the 1968 legislation to give a disproportionate amount of the
federal subsidies to rural areas arid smaller cities has increased the skepti-

cism about their willingness to help big aties

In the spring of 1969 President Nixon requested Congress to ap-
prove legislation authorising him to submit grant consolidation proposals
to become effective unless vetoed by either house within 60 days of
transmission to Congress Such authority has not been approved, but is

under active consideration, as witnessed by dte grant consolidation titles

in both the House and Senate versions of the Intergovernmental Coopera-
tion Act of 1971

Developing Caorctmadon The Intergovernmental Cooperation Act
of 1968 contains the following statement of principle

All vrewpoinis—national, regional. State, and local—shall, to the ex-

tent possible, be fully considered and taken into account in planning Federal

or federally assisted development programs and projects State and local

government objectives, together with the objectives of regional organiza

tions, shall be considered and evaluated within a framework of national

public objectives, as expressed m Federal law, and available projections of

future national conditions and needs of regions, States, and localities shall

be considered m plan formulation, evaluation and review Each Federal

Department and agency adminisrenng a deveiopnyent assistance program

shall to the maximum extent practicable, consult with and seek advice from

all other stgnifKanlly affected Federal department} and agencies in an effort

to assure fully coordinated programs

At the Washington level, the Nixon Administration instituted the

Domestic Council, "which provides a forum for considering all the various

Federal activities and functions that affect the States and their subdivi-

sions",-'* it consists of the Fresrcfent, Vice Pfesfldent, and venous depart-

ment heads By Executive order, an Office of Intergovernmental Relations

(OIR) under the Vice President was established to encourage "maximum
cooperation among the various federal agencies and their state and local

counterparts"** and to provide liaison with stale and local officials How-
ever, the President's Advisory Council on Executive Orgarjizafior?, finding

that the Vice President and the OIR did not have enough power, recom-

mended that the OIR be abolished and its functions assigned to the Office

of Management and Budget (OMB) SinceOMB is in the President's Execu

live Office, this would give the intergovernmental relations staff much
more support Apparently, the OIR had not overly impressed many state

and local officials In December 1972, the President by Executive order

transferred the OIR to the Domestic Coonal

To improve coordination m the field, regional office boundaries and

headquarters cities of five federal agencies were made coterminous, and

m early 1972 President Nixon by Executive order created 10 regional
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State and local governments, but a substantial dismantling of the national
government's bureaucratic structure would also take place

Those favoring revenue sharing have always argued that sUte and
local governments have the will and the capacity to develop sound pro-
gra^in the areas covered by existing federal grants and that all they have
lacked IS sufficient funds This contention is viewed with considerable
skep^ism by many congressmen and others who vividly remember that
he f^eral government started many of its grant programs simply because
ttie states and localities would not spend for such urgently needed facilities
as sewage treatment plants They believe that Congress should increase
subsidies to slate and local governments, but not by regrouping into such
broad categories and with so much discretion for state and local officials

LIm" necessary in the nabonal

and I
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long range planning under this kir»d <rf system? There should be advance

commitments from the federal agencies in time for the preparation of local

budgets when contracts are definitely going to be renewed

Senator Muskie You are asking for back-door financing and that is fiscally

irresponsible We must have an annual congressional appropriation, subiect

to all of the political pitfalls that they run into and all the political resisunce

they encounter If we are to be fiscally responsible we cannot conceivably

endorse that kind of commilrrient **

Furthermore, Cortgress views with disfavor appropriations

than l-year periods Even without advance commitments, it would be a

distinct improvement if school districts, for example, could plan over a

2-year period Up to now, however. Congress has with few exceptions

been unwilling to make 2-year appropriations for grant programs e

"political pitfalls" referred to by Senator Muskie have an air of inevitability

about them, further evidence of how politics affects administration

The Regional Commissions

A new instrument of intergovernmental cooperation, the regional commis-

sion, was established in the 1960s The first of these the Appa achian

Regional Commission, was authorized by Congress with the Appalachian

Regional Development Act of 1965, the others, of which there "O"

several, such as the Ozarks and New England commissions, were estab-

lished by the Secretary of Commerce under the Public or

nomic Development Act of f965 The functron of the
“"J"”

'

develop long-range regional economic plans and coor im

plementation of these plans through specific action P’'®8 ^
'

i

objective of raising "income levels, job opportunities, and the basic quality

oflifeintheseregionstoaposmonofpantywiththereslo I
.

As mentioned above, President Nixon's plan for specia reve
.

called for the abolition of these commissions, but in ale

legislation providing for a 4-yeaf extension of the Appa ac

2-year extension of the Public Works and Economic °

Each commission is composed of a federa
'

,3 ,

pointedbythePresidentsubjecttoSenateconfirmaiion.an
, ,

.
,

live of each of the participating stales, usually the f a
representative serves as one cochairman, the other emg

^ujior,
majority of the state representatives Affirmative actions

concur-
are taken by majority vote of the state

r^el
fence of the federal representative, but the

innovation, be-
exercised The regional commission has represen

,
-.^ucture

cause previously federa!
“Xl'^hcills and there was little

usually dealt directly with state and local officia ,
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coordination on a regranal basis between federal and stale agencies con-

cerned with economic development

In Its recent appraisal of the regtona! commissions, the ACIR states

that each participating state has had a better opportunity to "coordinate

some of Its own policies and programs with those of the other affected

governments," and the federal agencies have been better able to appreci

ate the ‘‘variety of regional condilionsihatrequireflexibility in the planning

and development of economic development programs and policies

The ACIR believed it was still too sootr to mate any final judgments on the

effectiveness of the commissions and recommended that the legislation

establishing them be retained in its present form

Interstate Compacts

Interstate compacts are another example of "cooperative federalism",

though they are not as important as grants »n aid in terms of size and

variety of programs administered, they have long been an important ele-

ment in the American federal system *• As individual states find them-

selves unable to deal effectively with some of the problems mentioned in

Chapter 2. they are entering into new compact agreements or strengthen-

ing the cooperative arrangements under old ones

An example of a more recent compact is the one providing for the

Educational Commission of the States, which carries out research on pub-

lic education and serves as a center for exchange of information and ideas

and for consideration of new educational policies, to be adopted by the

participating states as they see tii An illustration of an expanded compact
IS the one between New York and New Jersey providing for an Interstate

Sanitation Commission Originally established to try to control water pollu-

tion, it IS now concerned with air pollution also

The compact agencies generally rely on education and persuasion

to accomplish their purposes because in very few cases do they have

enforcement powers of therr own Typically, the agreements make clear

that the findings of the compact agerKy will not be binding in the courts

Enforcement powers that do exist may be exercised only by the regular

administrative machinery of the signatory states

The water apportionment commissions exemplify the use of persua

Sion Stream-gauging sUtions are operated to obtain data for determining

ase tee^ir/gw/Avm ‘iVft tiKwr* vA fcif ccfiT/pzitt zft Vj»

the amount of water that may be stored or diverted The commission

cannot take action against a violating state, all it can do is report its findings

to the appropriate state officials and try to convince them that they should

take action to obtain compliance with the compact agreement withm their

state As in the case of the other compact agencies the members of the

water-apportionment commissions argue dieir case before legislative and
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administrative bodies and conduct public relations programs to enlist the

support of the public for making the compact agreement effective

Even the New Vork Port Authority, the most successful of interstate-

compact agencies, is without enforcement powers The compact agree-

ment states that the "two states shall provide penalties for violations of any

order, rule, or regulation of the Port Authority, and for the manner of

enforcing same However, an interstate agency like the New York Port

Authority is not impotent because, in general, the participating states do
provide effective means ofenforcement, and the agency itself uses power-

ful tools of persuasion Even amofig the few agencies that do have enforce-

ment powers, primary reliance has been placed on persuasion and public

education

Essentially, the task is to work through state and local agencies to

implement decisions made by the interstate agency For example, while

the comprehensive water-resources me plan approved by the Delaware

River Basin Commission is binding upon the compact members, for intera-

gency coordination the Commission relies on the personnel of the par-

ticipatmg agencies, « maintains only enough professional staff of its own
"to effectively coordinate and interpret their work to keep our Commis-
sioners sufficiently informed and to keep the many problems of the Basin

m perspective

The Metropolitan Problem

Intergovernmental relationships are particularly complicated in the large

metropol tan areas where so many Americans now live The typical situa-

tion IS one of multitudinous, overlapping, uncoordinated units of local

government, there is no single entity responsible for planned development

of functions such as transportation, economic development, location of

open spaces, and air pollution control, which cannot be dealt with effec-

tively except on a melropolitanwide basis

Historically, the federal government has contributed to the confu-

sion by initiating or approving highway and other projects without consid-

eration for integrated planning of all public services in an area, indeed,

federally aided projects have sometimes conflicted with local plans In

recent years, however, Congresshasincluded provisions in several statutes

conditioning approval of local projects upon the existence of a general

comprehensive program for the metropolitan area This is now true, for

example, in the highway, airport, and open space grant programs

Furthermore, the Housng and Urban Development Act of 1965

provides for federal grants for the establishment of voluntary metropolitan

councils of governments, of which there are now many in various stages

of development The hope is that these councils will evolve into entities

possessing sufficient power to develop and control the execution of inte-

grated metropolitan development plans Some of them give evidences of
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"moving to become truly regional governments" but "many others are

weak, pan lime planning agencies wrth no operative power at all"*’

Realistically, "any organization built uporj cooperation between local gov-

ernments with widely differing socioeconomic makeups and aspirations is

predestined to experience serious difficulty in attempting to develop a

program, based upon conjoint action, to solve major problems

Varioos other devices are being used to promote coordination and

improvement of government services within metropolitan areas For ex-

ample, smaller local government units may contract with larger units for

the provision of specified public services The smaller units frequently

cannot provide certain services as ecorsomicaily or as efficiently as larger

jurisdictions, furthermore, tf they ertter itvlo such contracts, this permits a

large measure of uniformity in metropolitan administration Los Angeles

County, through contracts of this kind, provides municipal type services

to many cities in the county The city of Lakewood, to illustrate, receives

all Its municipal services from the county, other cities contract for particu

lar services, such as public health The prediction that Los Angeles County
"may well be entenng an era m which it will be the major administrative

unit in the metropolitan area, while policies with respect to standards and
kinds of local services will be set by city councils for the county depart-

ments to follow,”** has largely proved true

Another arrangement is joint provision by two or more government
units of a particular service, or the joint operation of a public facility, like

a hospital The objective here is for the boards of county commissioners
and the city councils to appraise critically ihe quality of the public services

their junsdictons are providing Oejjending on the findings, they might
then agree to relegate to the county ihe resjwnsibility for such functions

as water supply and sewage disposal Conversely, they might even find

that the county should cease jwovidmg jhe municipalities with certain

kinds of services ** Many stales have granted "various kinds of permissive

authority for cooperation to the local units *'*»

A good example of interlocal cooperation is in police proteaion

Under one arrangement, local governments sign contracts with one an

other whereby one ol the governments "provides all or selected aspects

of the police function forlhe othergovernment or governments
" Second,

localities make formal agreements to "undertake jointly any functions and

responsibilities which each of the agreeirig governments could undertake

singly
" Third, there are many rnformal agreernents. such as in "police

communications, cnminaf investigation, jaif and traffic services

Other devices could be mentiorted, but these will suffice to indicate

the difficulties of providing administrative services in metrojxilitan areas

Problems bear little relation to polibcal boundaries Metropolitan residents

are confused by the bewildenng pattern of local government, but as yet

no firm sense of identification with the metropolitan community, as such.
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has developed Thus local government officials must do what they can to

provide efficient public service—a difficuJt task
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chapter 8
the politics of
organization

Some students of administration believe that building an organization

structure is strictly a question of logic, that no matter what the purposes

of the organization, certain pnnciples must be followed They profess to

see no relation between the technical questions of organization and dis

agreements over objectives, an approach that ts unrealistic, to say the

least

In the first place, there is the inevitable controversy over whether

there is or is not a need for a given organization lo exist at all Second,

policy disputes may arise over the form of the structure itself, one form

may promote one purpose, whereas another might hinder the achieve-

ment of this purpose These disputes originate m differences of opinion as

to which purpose or purposes the organization is supposed to serve One
group may stand to gain from one set of goats, another group may have

quite different objectives Further, polihcat battles center around the ques-

tion of who will have jurisdiction over the organization, those opposed to

Its creation in the first place often try lo have it placed somewhere m the

bureaucracy where its influence will be limited Once an organization has

been established, there is continuing debate over its reorganization, revi-

sion of goals and objectives, and whether or not the responsibility for its

administration should be given lo someone else '

In the past few years, there have been numerous good examples of

the politics of organization in the federal government A number of these

•sB
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Will be referred to briefly, and then one of them—the dispute over the

establishment of the new independent agency, ACTION—will be dis-

cussed in some detail

RECENT EXAMPLES

In September 1971, when many Indians feared that the Interior Depart-

ment was slipping hack into its old posture ofdenymg them self determina-

tion, a group of tribal leaders went to Washington and requested that the

Bureau of Indian Affairs fBIA) be removed from the Department of the

Interior and placed in the White House in "receivership This was an

unusual request because a bankruptcy-type procedure was mimicked to

symbolize discontent, however, it was only another repetition of a familiar

act when supporters of a particular function want it firmly established

—

seeking to have it put directly under the Chief Executive The Indians

themselves have been divided over whether or not the Interior Depart-

ment represents for them the most fnendly "environment" in the federal

bureaucracy, in this case, the more militant elements believed that Secre-

tary of the Interior Morton was capitulating to an alliance of conservative

tribal leaders and old-guard officials in Interior

Struggle over an (ndependertl Consumer Agency

The fight over the establishment of an independent consumer-protection

agency illustrates the intense lobbying activity of private groups who op-

pose new directfons m government pokey Those favoring such an agency

have argued that although a number of existing departments and commis-

sions have consumer protection functions, there has been no strong, single

voice in the federal establishment to defend the interests of the consumer

As provided in a bilf introduced some years ago by Representative

Benjamin Rosenthal of New York City,* the new agency would report

directly to the President and represent theconsumer in proceedings before

regulatory bodies and the courts, besides maintaining a consumer informa-

tion service The contention long has been that powerful business interests

effectively press their points of view in proceedings before the regulatory

commissions, while the consumer is unrepresented, and that the commis-

sions often yield to these special interests and drop plans to adopt stricter

regulatory policies

In 1970 the Senate voted creation of such an independent agency

iiy an overwheihimg vote, the Woose CToverntnenfv^Tperations Committee
also approved the proposal by a wide margin Novvever, opponents of the

bill put intense pressure on the House Rules Committee, vvhere a tie vote

resulted, thus preventing floor consideration of the measure A newspaper

correspondent reported that "some congressional staff aides who worked
closely with the consumer legislation consider it the most intensive job of
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lobbying Con vess has yet witnessed At one point one congressman was

receiving a planeload of business visitors from his home state once a

week " The president of the United States Chamber of Commerce sent a

"dear business leader" letter, giving the names of House Rules Committee

members and suggesting they write them to prevent "business harassment

in the name of consumer protection " The letter warned that company and

trade secrets would be seized by such a new agency, the Chamber had

previously testified that the bill would mean the end of the free enterprise

system *

The battle resumed in eariy 1972 after House passage in 1971 of a

new bill, supported by President Nixon, this time the Senate was "inun-

dated by a flood of mail from businessmen, inspired by Chamber of

Commerce appeals " Republican Senator Percy said that, whereas in the

previous 2 years he had received only 50 letters on the subject, mostly

favorable, he had in a 2 week period received some 2000 letters in opposi-

tion Himself a former president of the Sell and Howell Company, Percy

called this a ' blunderbuss blast by local and state chambers of com-
merce and by the U S Chamber of Commerce " Noting that the proposed

agency would act as advocate and attorney and have no power to issue

rules binding on industry, Percy particularly objected to a letter sent by the

Illinois Chamber of Commerce to its mem^rs claiming that, unless the bill

was defeated their tax money would be used to "harass, regulate, and
intervene in your business to an extern unprecedented in this country's

history "* When in August 1972, the Senate Government Operations

Committee approved a bill even stronger than the House bill, it appeared
likely that a compromise measure would be voted by both houses and that

an independent consumer agency would become a reality However, a
Senate filibuster later killed the proposal, intense business lobbying and
lack of White House support being responsible

National Cancer Act of 1971

When an important program is apparently buried under several layers of

supervision and there is urgency about expanding that program, its assign-

ment to a new independent agerKy reporting directly to the President may
besought Typically, these existing layers of supervision fight the proposal,

although not necessarily without justification, because the separate agency
might not be needed Private interest groups enter the debate, pro or con,
and often a compromise results, as illustrated in the legislative history of

the National Cancer Act of 1971 •

In mid 1971 Congress approved a loint resolution calling for a na
tional crusade to conquer cancer A national panel of consultants, consist-

ing of eminent scientists and laymen, was named to make recommenda-
tions, It proposed the abolition of the National Cancer Institute (NCI) in the
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National Institutes of Health (NIH), a part of the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare (HEW), and the creation of an independent Na-
tional Cancer Authority reporting directly to the President ^ The panel

reasoned that the expanded cancer research effort favored by the Nixon
Administration and many congressmen could not succeed in a "depart-

ment charged with the multiple health and other responsibilities of that

Department ''®

Benno C Schmidt, chairmart of the panel, stressed that under the

existing arrangements there were too many deciston-maktng levels, spe-

cifically Director of NCI, Deputy Director of NIH, Director of NIH, Sur-

geon General, Assistant Secretary for Health and Scientific Affairs, HEW
Under Secretary, and, finally, the HEW Secretary ’ He said

I think one of the things this kind of an mdeperident setup will do is

to enable you to get the kind of direction that will need only limited amounts

of a President's time You know whether we like it or not, you have

got to be able to get your telephone calls returned if you are going to get

anything done and after that depends on where the thing stands m the

bureaucratic hierarchy '*

The HEW hierarchy saw no need for an independent agency, arguing

that admintstracive procedures wtthtn HEW and NIH could be improved

and that the integrated biomedical research efforts of NIH would be im-

paired if It lost NCI Besides, if NCI were given independent status, would

not the other institutes demand the same privilege? Agreed, the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) had proved the advantages

of a new agency for achieving a major technological breakthrough—but

there was a big difference between space technology and cancer research

It was not even clear where to concentrate the cancer research efforts, a

crash program approach was urtsound

The American Cancer Society supported a separate agency, it was
arrayed against numerous medical and scientific organisations, such as the

Association of American Medical Colleges, the American Medical Associ-

ation, and the American College of Physicians, which feared the proposed

change would adversely affect the future funding and effectiveness of

other branches of biomedical research

Several compromises were necessary before legislation could be

approved Senators Kennedy af>djavits introduced a bill'* providing for an

independent cancer authority, a compromise measure, endorsed by the

Nixon Administration, overwhelmingly cleaied the Senate in early 1571

Under this compromise, a new, virtually independent agency would be
established reporting directly to the President, but it was to be considered

officially a part of NIH The House took the opposite tack, decisively

approving in late I97t a measure keeping the expanded research program
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m SJH Funher compromise took place, and finally in December 1971,

the National Cancer Act was approved

It begins with a statement of fifKfings and purposes, which com-

mends the work of NIH and estaWishes "dial m order to provide for the

most effective attack on cancer rt is important to use all of the biomedical

resources of the National Instrtutesof Healib"NQ is kept in NIH but given

virtual autonomy The NO Director submits his annual budget estimates

directly to the President, "after reasonable opportunity for comment (but

without change)" by the HEW Secretary and the Director of NJH, further

more, he recerves directly from the President and the Office of Manage-

ment and Budget all funds appropriated by Congress for NO He is also

given the responsibility for coordinatir^ all NIH activities relating to the

national cancer program However, he must be guided by the policies of

the NIH Director in entenng into agreements with public or nonprofit

pnvale agenaes for planning, establishing, strengthening or providing op-

erating support for national cancer research and demonstration centers

The Occupatlofttt Health and Safety Act of 1970

Business and labor sometimes strongly disagree about which federal agen

cies and officials should be given the responsibility for admimstenng new
legislation This was the case with the landmark Occupational Health and

Safety Act of 1970

The controversy over this legislation stretched over a 3 year penod,

beginning with President (ohnsoo's support in 1968 for a bill giving the

Secretary of labor power to formola'e and enforce federal occupational

health and safety standards This approach won strong endorsement by the

AFL-CIO and the unions in genera) because histoncally they have viewed
the Department of Labor as the federal agetKy most sympathetic to their

interests The Unrted States Chamber of Commerce, the National Associa-

tion of Manufacturers, and the business community in general wanted an

independent board or boards to set and enforce the standards

The arguments used on both sideswere typically measured, logical,

and presumably unselfish Labor spokesmen argued that the Secretary of

Labor's having the authority to promulgate and enforce the standards, as

provided in a bill introduced by Senator Hamson of New Jersey, would
make the legislation much more effective than if the board approach were
used A representative of the AFI-CIO Industrial Union Department said

^Tar{i6f,'(neV*^eiary cJ labor «s muA more veitSe and responsive

piAific opinioo than a board He rs constantly in the pubTic eye: be is

directly responsible to the President and can be removed at the President's

wTl \VWrresponsibirttyplacedwiththeSecr«ary, workers tivepeople, will

know preosdy where to tom for help when the occasion arises and where
to place Name when We and dead) is not protected on the job ' ’
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Business spokesmen stressed the principle of separation of powers,

they preferred Senator lavits' bill providing for a National Occupational

Safety and Health Board, appointed by the President and confirmed by the

Senate The standards were to be determined by this Board, with inspec-

tions to be conducted by the Department of Labor, hearings on alleged

violations were to he held before the Board, which would decide each

case, subject to court review The representative for the national Chamber
of Commerce stated "Maintenance of this separation of powers is vita! to

help guard against arbitrary and inequitable action Later, the business

groups supported a proposal for two boards, one to determine and the

other to enforce the standards

The final compromise gave the Secretary of Labor the authority to

establish the standards, provided for inspections by the Department of

Labor, and created a board to hear cases and enforce the standards

Interestingly, when the legislative struggle was over, both the Chamber of

Commerce and the AFL-CIO expressed satisfaction, each in effect claim-

ing a victory

legal Services for the Poor

When a program is considered antiestablishment, efforts may be made to

tone It down by changing its organization location, any attempts to "reor-

ganize" It arouse suspicions on the pan of its supporters that the intention

IS to weaken or destroy it

Such a program is legal services to the poor in the Office of Economic

Opportunity (OEO) Directed since July 1969, by an independent unit m
OEO headquarters in Washington, the program has been staffed with

about 2000 lawyers, workingoulofsome900neighborhood offices They

provide legal services to the poor, not only in divorce, auto repossession,

eviction, and similar cases, but also in class action and other suits to force

both private companies and public agencies to meet their statutory and

other obligations to the poor An innovative service, because the federal

government through OEO has encouraged legal action against instrumen-

talities of government, the program has had strong support from the

American Bar Association lABA) and other organizations with conserva-

tive backgrounds

In late 1971 the OEO Director was considering decentralizing the

program and placing it under the control of nonlawyer regional OEO
officials The stated objective was greater efficiency, but an OEO advisory

cvaTiim'iSfi?, iuhtvr.h zheAEAaod cisLw »*w,l'-.V.sv!?jrw

sional groups, strongly opposed regionalization Its position was that "the

damage that will be done lotheprogram will far outweigh any speculative

gam in efficiency The costs are not speculative These include destruction

of the legal system's integrity in the eyes of the poor The OEO Direc-

tor's deasion was to abandon the plan, because, as one OEO source
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commented, ' Whether regionaltzalion would be harmful is one thing The

new fartor was that so many people perceived it as harmful

Governor Reagan of California was displeased with the California

Rural Legal Assistance program (CRLA) and at one point obtained action

by the Nixon Administration limiting further federal support for a 6-month

period while an investigatiort was made of Reagan's charges against CRLA

The latter had successfully sued to obtain restoration of a $200 million

reduction Reagan had ordered in the medical aid program, similarly, it had

won suits to provide free milk to 300,000 schoolchildren, to compel the

state government to enforce the minimum wage standard for female farm

workers, and to end the flow of Mexican nationals {bracerosl to work ott

corporate farms in the state Reagan considered that CRLA was inspired

by "ideological" motives, not simply an interest in helping the poor, he

preferred a privately financed legal service program ("judicare") The

ensuing investigation ended, however, in a vindication of CRLA's past

activities, Reagan's charges bett^ found uniustified

Several different proposals have been made for protecting the legal

service program from political pressures, such as transferring it to the

courts, but the one that obtained the support of the Nixon Administration

and both political parties was to remove it from OEO and establish it as

an independent, private nonprofit National legal Services Corporation A
controversy soon developed, however, over the composition of the pro-

posed corporation s board of direaors One of the President's reasons for

vetoing the Economic Opportunity Amendments of 1971 was that he

would have the power to appoint only 6 of the 1 7 directors, the balance

to be chosen from lists provided by various professional, client, and special

interest groups He thought it "would be better to have no legal services

corporation than one so irresponsibly stmaured ' and that this was not the

way to make the Corporation ' truly independent of political influences

The Economic OpportunityAmendmeoisof 1972, as passed by the Senate

m June 1972, provided for a 19 membet board, 10 to be named by the

President from the general public, 5 from commendations made to him

by the American Bar Association, 2 from persons eligible for assistance

under the act and 2 from among former legal services protect attorneys

The Administration still found the board composition unacceptable, and
because of the threat of another presidential veto of the OEO bill. House
and Senate conferees dropped the provision for an independent legal

services Corporation tn September 1972 the bill was passed by Congress
without the Corporation and later signed by the President

CREATlO^l OF ACTION
tn March of 1971 President Nixon sent to Congress a reorganization plan

provid ng for the merging of various voluntary action programs into a new
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agency to be calfed ACTfON Specifically, the plan called for placing the

following in ACTION

1 Volunteers m Service to America (VISTA), to be removed from

the OEO
2 The Peace Corps, to be transferred from the State Department

3 Auxiliary and special volunteer programs, such as student volun-

tary action programs to help the |K»or, to be moved from OEO
4 Foster Grandparent Program, which provides opportunities for

the elderly poor toassisttteedy children, to be shifted from HEW
5 Retired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP), whereby retired per-

sons perform voluntary services within their communities, also to

be transferred from HEW
6 Service Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE), in which retired

businessmen assist in the develr^ment of small businesses, and

Active Corps of Executives (ACE), in which working businessmen

assist small businesses, both lobe moved from the Small Business

Administration (SBA)

The President said that, upon approval of the reorganization plan, he

would request legislation to transfer the Teacher Corps from HEW to

ACTION The Teacher Corps consists of teams of experienced teachers

and teaching interns available to serve upon request in schools located in

neighborhoods with concenuMons of low-income families

Nixon stressed that national and international needs had changed

and that voluntary services had to be adapted to meet changed nalionaf

priorities There had been a "proliferation of government volunteer pro-

grams,"” and It was now time to consolidate them Under Section 901

<a) of Tide S of the United States Code, he had the authority to propose

reorganizations that promote one or more of the following purposes "the

better execution of the laws, the more effective management of the execu-

tive branch and of its agencies and functions, the expeditious adminis-

tration of the public business," arid increased "efficiency of the operations

of the Government " The reorganizatron would result tn "more efficient

operation of the Government " The President indicated that the new

agency would provide more opportunities for persons available as volun-

teers only on a part time basis and that, by centralizing administrative

services, it would "provide a more effective system of recruitment, train-

ing, and placement of full-time vdurrteers tharr the present circumstances

permit

Objections to the Reorganization Plan

Strong opposition to the plan quickly developed Senator Ribicoff of Con-

necticut said "I do not recall a single reorganization plan that has been

here m the 8 years I have been on this committee that has as many
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cosponsors for a resolution of disapproval They are not just one group of

men who can be identified as liberal or conservative They cut across the

entire Senate All the membership oi^amzations of the volunteers in the

agencies affected were opposed, specifically, the National Vista Alliance,

the Congress of Teacher Corps Intern baisons, the SCORE National Plan-

ning Committee, and RSVP and Foster Grandparents organized through

the American Association of Retired Persons In addition, 87 national

labor, civil rights, civic, church, and service organizations joined in a

statement opposing dismemberment of OEO
Those testifying against the plan** found the President's explanation

vague, in their opinion, he had not defined the new priorities necessrtatmg

consolidation of the volunteer programs To them, his assumption seemed

to be that volunteerism itself was a purpose, thus justifying placing the

specified volunteer agencies in ACTION, but volunteerism was a means,

not an end objective, and the Peace Corps, VISTA, and the other programs

each had separate and distinct purposes Indeed, Nixon was ignoring the

principle of "organization by purpose" enunciated by his own Advisory

Council on Executive Organization (the Ash Council) **

The administration also seemed to be assuming that people were

satisfied to volunteer for some kind of service, without particular prefer

ence, whereas in fact they usually have their hearts set on VISTA, the

Peace Corps, or whatever program impelled them to volunteer service

That consolidation was necessary to make clear to interested persons the

kinds of voluntary programs needing recruits was not convincing because

a central information service could be established for that purpose Simi-

larly, the consolidated agency was not needed to facilitate transfers from

one kind of voluntary service to another A returned Peace Corps worker,

interested in further volunteer service, would not have to be told that

VISTA existed Centralizing recruitment, trarnmg, and other personnel ac-

tivities for the various volunteer programs wouU not make for more effec

live administration for example, framing for the Peace Corps was different

in important respects from training for VISTA, no matter what the similari-

ties It was even doubted that the President could justify ACTION under
any one of the aforementioned purposes in Section 901 (a) of Title 5 of

the United States Code
It was charged that the Administration had not given its real reason

for the reorganization, namely, to deemphasize and eventually eliminate

both VISTA and OEO The Chairmariof the National Vista Alliance staled

fhac from /anuary r969 unlif September 1970, the Administration had
failed to i^ominate a director for VISTA and had filled many senior staff

positions and five of the ten regional director posts on an "acting ' basis

only ** Worse, m a memoratsdum sent to the OEO Director by the head
of the OEO Planning Research and Evaluation branch, the advice had
been given that, if the intent was to liquidate OEO, it could better be
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accomplished through reorganization than by a series of yearly budget

reductions Furthermore, a galley proof from the Office of Management
and Budget, dated December 30, 1970, contained the statement that

VISTA would be phased out in 1971 because it had "left little visible lasting

impact on poor communiifcs "** Granted, the President in January 1971

had recommended $33 million for VISTA, but this must have been due to

pressures from congressmen and private groups, not the "administration's

commitment to the program " He queried, "Js it any wonder that the great

majority of VISTA volunteers are concerned with the reorganization plan,

given the administration's past record on VISTA^"*^

Other critics of the plan noted that the only comprehensive evalua-

tion of VISTA (made hy Professor David Gottlieb of Pennsylvania State

University) had revealed that more than one-third of its volunteers in ( 969
had been "radicalized" hy iheir exposure lo poverty and were convinced

that the government was doing far too little They thought the Republican

administration regarded the Cottheb report as "proof of guilt", actually,

the Johnson Administration, reacting to pressures from Democratic mayors

angered by VISTA volunteer charges of "inefficiency, corruption, injustice,

and indifference by government officials to the needs of the poor,"** had

taken steps to "tone down" VISTA (as it had for OEO in general)

In reorganization controversies congressmen, often in key positions,

like Carl D Perkins, Chairman of the House Committee on Education and

Labor, feel they have much to lose Perkins, long a strong OEO supporter,

was unhappy over the Administration's program of "spinning off" OEO
activities like Head Start and the Job Corps to other agencies, with OEO
to be retained only for research and demonstration purposes He viewed

ACTION as reflecting more of Ihe same thinking and complained that, if

the spinning off process continued, soon nothing would be left of OEO
He felt strongly thatOEO should be maintained intact as the "spokesman"

for the poor,’® which, of course, would permit him to continue as the

leading champion m the House of a healthy, rather than a withering,

agency

Even agencies with friendly feelings towards one another based on
similar programs become appreherisive when they are merged in a new
entity like ACTION, since the director can shift funds and determine pro-

gram priorities VISTA partisans were worried that the international aspects

would be emphasized, thus enhanang the Peace Corps at VJSTA's ex-

pense, friends of the Peace Corps were concerned that ACTION would

iinduly -Stress domestic programs Representative Rosenthal of New York

frankly stated tfiat, as a member of the House Foreign Affairs Committee,

he had a "mission of oversight"” with respect to the Peace Corps, but

there was no way of knowing which congressional committee would

exercise oversight over ACTION
There is also fear of new "neighbors", the National SCORE Planning
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Committee saw a clash between its economic orientation and the "socio-

logical ' orientation of other groups It obviously felt that SCORE had no

common bonds, for example, with VISTA **

Those concerned with buildingup the status of the Administration on

Aging (AOA) in HEW were much concerned, because both the Foster

Grandparents Program and RSVP were to be removed from AOA A

representative of the National Retired Teachers Association and the Ameri-

can Association of Retired Persons stressed that AOA had never been

given adequate budget support and was weak enough as it was, so it could

not afford to lose these two programs **

Finally, SBA supporters feared it would be downgraded by losing

SCORE and ACE Actually, under the reo^nization plan the SBA was to

continue to provide technical and managenal guidance to SCORE and ACE

volunteers, ACTION'S role being limited to providing "general planning,

evaluation, broad national recninmeot, and publicity functions

Nixon Administration's Defense

The reorganization plan was ably defended by Nixon Administration offi

cials, particularly foseph H Blatchford, Peace Corps Director and the

President's Director-designate for ACTION Blatchford said the volunteer

programs were not being brought together "simply because volunteers

happen to be a common denominator We believe the new agency

will cloak diverse groups of people with the mantle of common purpose

and facilitate their working together toward specific results Centralized

administration of the programswould be more efficient because the poten

Ual volunteer often lust wanted to use his skills and had no fixed ideas as

to which agency to join In a consolidated agency, returning Peace Corps

workers would more easily obtain information about domestic volunteer

opportunities VISTA would not be deemphasized, indeed, it could expect

better funding m ACTION because of an extra $20 million for domestic

purposes that the administration was requesting Both VISTA and the

Peace Corps would receive their due. neither would be stressed at the

other's expense When Senator Humphrey asked, "Do I understand, so

that there is no mistake, whatsoever, that none of these agencies that are

being consolidated will be dispensed with or lose their identity

Blatchford replied, "That is correct. Senator

Arnold R Weber, Associate Direaor of the Office of Management
and Budget, expressed his belief that the transferred programs would have
greater vistbr/rfr and more importance in ACTfON, for exampfe. Foster

Grandparents would beunderanAssoaate Director for Domestic Opera-
tions, just one level below the Director, whereas in HEW it was four or

five levels below the Secretary He also said that programs, like Head
Start and the Job Corps, that had been moved out of OEO were thnving
in their new departments, clear evidence of the good faith of the Adminis
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tration As to the galley proofs from the Office of Management and
Budget and other documertts cried to sboiv that the Administration had
planned to phase out VISTA, Weber and other Administration officials

deftly fended questions and concentrated on making clear that such was
not the present intention of the Administration

HEW Secretary Elliot L Richardson testified that the reorganization

would actually strengthen the AOA, which would continue to coordinate

the Foster Grandparent Program arid RSVP Having delegated the detailed

administration of these programs to ACTIOH AOA could do a better job

of serving as leader in its field Similarly, the SBA head was certain that

It would retain its supervision of SCORE and ACE under the relationships

planned between SBA and ACTION *'*

The Final Decision

Despite the strong early protests m Congress, the reorganization plan was

approved much of the opposition disappearing as the Administration gave

repeated assurances that it would protect and indeed expand the conslitu

ent programs The report of the House Committee on Government Opera*

tons contains this fow-key statement "(l was caffed to our attention that

in the preliminary stages of the budget process seme recommendations

were made to the effect that VISTA should be reduced in scope or phased

out entirely It is obvious that the final decision was not in accord with such

recommendations

'

Republican Senators favits of New York and Percy of Illinois pressed

for answers to their pointed questions about the Administration's commit

ment to VISTA and the other volunteer programs Javits said "I think the

burden of proof is very definitely on the administration to convince us that

we will not be losing more than we gam I hope they can persuade

us I want to be with them "** Percy warned that be was continuing on

the Appropriations Committee and would hold the Administration to ac-

count if Its promises about keeping the volunteer programs intact were not

kept By extracting these promises and speaking so sternly to the Ad
ministration representatives, they undoubtedly contributed greatly to the

passage of the legislation

As to the Teacher Corps, it is still not m ACTION According to one

rvewspaper report, Sidney P Marland the new Commissioner of Educa-

tion, proved adept in the agefKy maneuvering, he dismissed the pro-

ACnON director of the Teacher Corps, replacing him with a black acting

director, and implied in the press release announcing the latter’s appoint-

ment that the President wanted to leave the Corps in the Office of Educa-

tion **

An interesting note is that former HEW Secretary John W Gardner.

head of Common Cause, supported the reorganization WhenHEW Secre-

tary, he had considered a similar plan, with the volunteer agencies to bo
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brought together under a quasi governmental body, such as the National

Science Foundation He had reasoned that "really imaginative broad scale

exploration and development of the volunteer idea"*® would take place

in an agency responsible for voluntary activities as such, but, when he

explored the matter in 1967, it quicklybecame apparent that the volunteer

groups would bitterly oppose such a change

Gardner thought it a mistake for the constituent groups in ACTION

to remain ' untouched and inviolate' .he was worried that there would not

be 'enough change and expenmeotalion and testing of new patterns

Each constituent corps has tended to develop too fixed a concept of its

identity and role and has ended up virtually opposed to all change Maybe

each corps should be given a maximum life of 1 5 years and then be

liquidated

A volunteer aaiviiy is particularly dependent upon a certain zest and

aliveness that tends to dimmish with the years as good administrators make

the operation more efficient, as government aud tors bind it in the mummy
wrappings ol procedure and as the eady enthusiasts grow complacent about

their noble mission

After the creation of ACTION, the Nixon Administration gave no

evidence of downgrading the constrtuent programs indeed, it fought with

Congress to save the Peace Corps from destructive reductions in appro*

priations At the same time, however, many observers in Washington

believed that the Administration had 'defused ' the original OEO program

by splitting off various parts artd spreading them throughout the bureauc

racy **
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chapter 9
decision making

The discussion in Chapter 5 stressed iKal modern organizations deal with

such complex problems that no one person can decide everything

unaided Moreover, m our very mterdependent society no one organiza-

tion can act without consultation with numerous other organizations,

which explains Harlan Cleveland's statement that "each 'decision' of any
importance is the product of an intricate process of brokerage involving

individuals inside and outside the organization who feel some reason to

be affected by the decision, or who have special knowledge to contribute

to It"' Cleveland disagrees that in large scale organizations the in-

dividual's opportunity to participate in decisiort making is sharply limited

A large and powerful organization has so many more important deci

sjons to be made that there is proportionately more, not less, decision

making authority to go around The larger the organization and the wider its

reach, the more lateral contacts it has to make and maintain the more

complexities must be sorted out by experts on complexity—which is to say

leaders The nearer you get to the top of the hierarchy the fewer

unreviewed decisions you make The man who buys writing pads and pen-

cils for a goverhmertt agency is virtually his own boss, but the President of

the United States has to operate in a world peopled with countervailing

organizations in and out of government which believe his every move is of

concern to them and rnust therefore be cleared with them The more

»77
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Furthermore, power is r>ot measured by position in the formal hier-

archy atone One who holds a high position on the organication chart may
actually have very little influence in ihe organization Membership in the

cliques of the informal organization may be a much better measure of the

individual’s real standing in the structure The name of an official s secre-

tary may not appear on the organization chart, yet in reality she may be
far more influential with him than are some of his fellow executives, and

she may even participate in making decisions that are not at all a part of

her ]ob description Conversely, some of the responsibilities spelled out in

the job descriptions ofotheremptoyeesmay never be exercised What the

formal organization prescribes, the informal organization can modify or

eliminate

Sometimes those with the right to give orders may prefer to put their

requests to the subordinates in the form of suggestions, a wise approach

in gaming acceptance of authority, since a succession of formal orders may
produce resistance Giving too many orders may m fact be evidence that

the supervisor is having difficulty in exercising effective authority He fails

to get the desired response and makes the situation worse by seeking to

compel compliance by reasserting his authority

Normally, supervisory officers wiH depend a good deal on trusted

subordinates and accept their judgments on many matters simply because

they have developed confidence m them Subordinates become "special-

ists" in the detailed responsibilities they have exercised over long periods

of time Their great famUaniy with the prcAhms encountered m carrying

out their assignments leads the chief to believe they are m the best position

to "know " in some areas, then, these subordinates hold the real authority

THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

The fact that many persons participate m certain decisions is no guarantee

that the decisions will prove good ones The theoretical framework and the

procedures employed in reaching the decisions have much to do with the

adequacy of the determinations made Particularly m these current limes

of stress, laymen as well as scholars are concerned about the decision-

making process in government As Hilsman states, citizens want the deci-

sion making procedures to be orderly "We like to think of policy as

rationalized, in the economist's sense of the word, with each step leading

logically and economically to ihe next "•

The "rational-comprehensive approach"’ sees decision making as

a progression ofTogical steps (1) recognition and'accurate diagnosis of the

problem, (2) determination ofaH possible alternafives, (3) thorough investi-

gation and analysis of facts relating to each alternative, (4) comparison of

the consequences of each alternative; and (5) selection of the bestpossible

solution for the problerr; For various reasons, however, this model is

impractical, as summarized in Anthony Dcftwns' statement that public offi
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cials "operate in a realistic world, not the 'perfectly informed' world of

traditional economic theory Downs itemizes the following "inherent

limitations of human decisionmaking"

1 Each decision maker can devote only a limited amount of time

to decision making

2 Each decision maker can mentally weigh and consider only a

limited amount of information at one time

3 The functions of most officials require them to become involved

in more activities than they can consider simultaneously, hence

they must normally focus Iheir attention on only part of their

major concerns, while the rest remain latent

4 The amount of information initially available to every decision

maker about each problem is only a small fraction of all the

information potentially available on the subjecL

5 Additional information beanng on any particular problem can

usually be procured, but the costs of procurement and utilization

may rise rapidly as the amount of data increases

6 Important aspects of many problems involve information that

cannot be procured at all, especially concerning future events,

hence many decisions must be made m ihe face of some ineradi-

cable uncertainty

Consequently, in practice decision making is far from being as logi-

cal as envisioned in the rational-comprehensive model, indeed, research

shows that in some cases immediate attention is given to proposed solu-

tions, without any prior careful coHeaion of facts and evaluation of alter

natives While this is understandable when circumstances such as crises

require quick action, it also happens when such pressures do not exist

Furthermore, even when a logical sequence of steps is followed, the deter

minations made at each step fall short of rationality in the perfect sense

Influence of the Organizational Corttext

The organization itself, with its particular history, leadership, and desired

patterns of conduct, largely explains why decision making is restricted in

many ways and cannot follow ideal patterns This is brought out strikingly

m Chris Argyns' 1967 study, SomeCsusesofOrganizalional Ineffective-

ness Wdhm the Department of State '* On Oie basis of his partiapation
in a training conference with a group of senior foreign service officers,

Argyns fourvd that the ' living system of the State Department m general,

and of the Foreign Service in particular, contains norms that inhibit

open confrontation of difficult issues arxl penalize people who take risks
"

(This culturel rewards cenam types ot irterpeTsonat styles helps to

create a perception of the foreign Service as being a rather closed club

induces a degree of blindness on 0>e part of the members concerning iheir
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impact on each other and "outsidefs,' and generates an intricate network

of organizational defenses (hat makes the members believe that changing it

may be very difficult if rmt impossible '*

The constraints on foreign service officers were perhaps best re

vealed in their cortviction that to get ahead one should not disagree with

superiors and "make waves " The supervisory officers defined leadership

with such phrases as "respect for individuals" and "helping people take

on more responsibility," but m describing their actual behavior, they im

pressed Argyris as emphasizing domination and control much more ibart

helping "people to grow and take responsibility Although this lack of

awareness between professed beliefs and actual behavior is characteristic

of business and many other types of executives, and although the "living

system" of the State Department, as Argyris found it, was far from unique,

the faculty selected for the State Department conferences were unanimous
that the conferences were "the most difficult to unfreeze, i e , to help the

participants to learn to be more open, to take risks, and to help others to

do the same " They cited "as reasons for this difficulty, the participants'

refativefy strong discomfort m talking about interpersonal issues and feel-

ings, in confronting problems openly, in being aware of themselves, m their

willingness to be dependent upon the faculty, and in their strong tendency

to intellectualize

As mentioned in Chapter 5, the State Department is making efforts

to change this living system It was so impressed with criticisms by Argyris

and others that it established a task force on "Stimulation of Creativity"’*

as one of the study groups of foreign service officers, which studied the

need for administrative reforms in the Department This task force found

that the attitudes of the supervisors, the hierarchial structure, the promo
tion system, and the entire mores of the Department discouraged

creativity, conformity was "prized m the Foreign Service above all other

qualities It made a senes of recommendations for producing a much
more open living system, including the establishment of new offices in the

administrative structure to perform an adversary function in criticizing

policy proposals, changes in promotion arid other personnel policies to

remove subordinates' fears of selection outoroiherdamagelo themselves

if they expressed themselves frankly to their superior officers, and intensive

efforts to recruit more creative young persons into the Foreign Service and

to broaden the recruitment base so as to provide more diversity As also

mentioned in Chapter 5, in 197? the State Department announced accep

tance of these and other proposals to achieve what Argyris had in mind

—unfreezing the interpersonal relations m the Department

Outside Pressures

There are many other organizalionalconstramls besides the social conven-

tions and the attitudes of superior officers Many of the pressures come
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organizations referred to by Cleveland (see p T77) The shifting nature of

the governmental bureaucracy makes (t possible for at least some few
administrators to stick with poor polioes because they themselves expect

to depart their posts soon, and for their successors to continue with the

same mistakes for fear that to admit a big error too long perpetuated may
jeopardize their future careers Other officials courageously fight for new
policies, but It would be difficult to exaggerate the difficulties of moving
a bureaucracy, from within onto a completely new course When Con-
gress IS dissatisfied with the resufts or concerned about anticipated future

consequences, it will on occasion order the end of undertakings on which
millions have already been expended as it did with Prefect Mohole, the

purpose of which was to dni) a hole deep in the ocean floor to explore

the mineral and other resources urKlerneath A more recent example is its

decision m early 1971, after long controversy, to terminate funding for the

SSI (supersonic transport plane) About a billion dollars had been ex

pended on the SST over an 1 1 year period **

Personality CharacferistJcJ

The kinds of decisions the official makes are naturelly determined in large

part by his own personal characteristics The recruitment process typically

screens out applicants with attitudes not m tune with the living system, at

the same time, persons with the ‘right ’ attitudes are attracted to seek

employment m the agency Of course, the living system reinforces the

original predispositions of the recruits Personnel administration, discussed

in detail in Part IV, is sometimes neglected m studying decision making

This IS both surprising and unfortunate, because the selection and shaping

of the individual employees are crucial elements in the quality of the

decisions made in any organization

The official S philosophical orientation also influences his approach

to decision responsibilities, as Anders Richter iKustrates with the ‘ existen

tialist executive ' In his infeipretatioo, existentialism is an activist philoso

phy, which emphasizes the individual $ freedom to choose and leadership

through action The existentialist executive is a risk taker, unlike many
bureaucrats who ' remain limited in their freedom to make choices by

devotion to job security "**

BUREAUCRATIC TYPES AND DECISIONS

There are endless relationshijss betwewi individual personality and deci

Sion preferences Downs identifies three factors in the formation of

bureaucratic types (1) the psychotogical predispositions inherent in

someone's personality, (2) the nature of the position occupied, and (3) the

probability of attaining the goals to which one is psychologically in-

clined
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Using ideal types rot intended fully to reflect the reality. Downs

distinguishes first of all between purely self interested officials, "moti-

vated almost entirely by goals that benefit themselves rather than their

bureaus or society as a whole," and mixed motive officials, who "com-

bine self interest and altruistic loyalty to larger values " The first category

he divides into climbers (seeking power, income, and prestige) and con

servers (concerned primarily with convenience and security) In the sec-

ond category he places zealots Imtensely loyal to narrow policies such as

the development ol the nuclear submanne), advocates ("loyal to a

broader set ol functions or to a bioader organization than zealots"), and

statesmen (proponents of the general welfare)

Illustrating the relation betweerx the three factors noted above, the

climber ts likely to be an ambitious man who holds a (Ob with enough

content to permit him to exert pressure for the changes that will bring him

advancement and who has a background of previous success m such

efforts that keeps his expectations high Conservers frequently are people

who are "timorous, self-effacing, extremely cautious, plagued by inferi-

ority feelings, or |ust indifferent about their occupations ’’ They are fre-

quently found in the middle ranks of the bureaucracy, where they have

leached the limits of their capacities, sometimes for reasons beyond their

control, sometimes because ol lack of ability or surrender to (rustrations

over past failures Therefore they are ' biased against any change in the

status quo It might harm them greatly and cannot do them much good

The only changes they strongly favor are those that reduce either their

effort and inconvenience or the probability that any additional future

changes will threaten their seconty "»• They are afraid to make decisions

on iheir own, so they go by the rule book to avoid betng blamed for

anything that goes wrong
Zealots press hard for change and "are even willing to antagonize

their superiors to an astounding degree Advocates favor innovations

because they want to build up the functions under their control, but they

are against ' changes that might benefit them personally but injure their

organizaPons Unlike advocates, statesmen will not support a policy

that in their opinion would injure society or the nation as a whole
Significantly, Downs concludes that "in every bureau there is an

inherent pressure upon the vast maiorilyofofficials to become conserv-

ersin the long run In most cases, the longer an official is in the bureau
and the older he is, the more likely it is that he will become a conserver
At any one time, most officials in an established bureau will have reached
their peaks, and will cling to the status quo As for the statesmen, they are

usually misfits in the bureaucratic way of life, "If everyone man organiza
lion except one official advocates ccpanding his own functions, and that

one official adopts a non-partisan view, his functions will probably receive
an under allocation of resources
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Influence of Outside Reference Groups

One may not agree with lh>s typology of officials, but it does show the

relationship to decision making Another powerful force is the social envi-

ronment of the decision maker—the kinds of people in society with whom
he identifies The executive tends to associate with groups "at his own
level of power and status, or somewhat above it He is predisposed to

give more weight to the ideas of these groups than to those of lower status

The executive himself is typically unaware of this bias, but he can be made
conscious of It so that he can at least try to alter his behavior accordingly

For !his reason, changes m rnswulionaf arrangements may be
sought For example, many publicemployee leaders would supplant griev-

ance resolution by management appointed civil service commissions with

binding grievance arbitration by neutrals They argue that no matter how
fair the civil service commissioner tries to be, he represents the same

upper-class values as other members of the management and cannot be

expected to identify with working class points of view

As another example, newspaper reports of widespread acceptance

by Federal Housing Administration (FHA) appraisers of highly inflated

estimates of property values made by speculators suggest that at least some
FHA appraisers are blind to the unethical tendencies ofsome of the private

entrepreneurs with whom they are m constant contact Since FHA ranks

"are filled with former members of real estate, building and mortgage firms

It 1$ not surprising to find some FHA personnel willing to trust their

friends If FHA personnel identified more with the working poor who
purchase government subsidised housing, perhaps there would not be so

many foreclosures, at disastrous losses to the taxpayer

Other Past Conditioning

The individual's previous training may influence the way in which he

makes decisions For example, the man who is a ' bundle of fears" about

both himself and others is prone to keep a tight control on everything He
IS suspicious that subordinates may abuse any authority he delegates to

them On the other hand, they might perform so well as to outshine him,

so why should he give away his job* Possibly it is simply a peculiar

tendency, be has to dot every r and cross every f in the correspondence

that goes out of his office **

The individual's previous work history in the agency also has a direct

bearing on the decisions he makes Because be has such frequent contacts

with the citizens of the community, a field office official may come to

identify with their interests and to champion their point of view Con-
versely, because of his remoteness from die scene of operations, a head-

quarters officer may make decisions that are unrealistic in terms of the

situation in the field This is why efforts are often made to put men with
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fieW expeoence in headquarters jobs, and vice versa Job rotalion can be

justified as an excellent means of broadening the experiential base upon

which decisions are made, balancer! deasions are made by persons with

balanced backgrounds

In choosing the members of the wtjrk team, the administrator is

really, to some extent at least, controlling the kinds of decisions the group

will make If he selects only persons with the same ideas, he reduces the

possibilities of friction but he creates the conditions for “conformism “ The

sage statement has beert made that "when everyone in the room thinks

the same thing, no one is thinking very much "*^This is why some organi-

zations avoid rigid "promotion from within" policies If individuals are to

be creative, the work atmosphere should be one in which new ideas can

be freely presented

COMMON ERRORS IN DECISION MAKING
Certain errors in decision making are so common as to warrant listing

They are (t) "cognitive nearsightedness/'** (2) the assumption that the

future will repeat the past, (3) oversimplification, (4) overreliance on one's

own experience. (51 preconceived noiiorw, (61 unwillingness to experi-

ment, and (7) relucunce to decide

Cognitive Nearsightedness

The human tendency is to make decisions that satisfy immediate needs and

to brush aside doubts as to their wisdom from the long range standpoint

The hope is that the decisiort will prove a good one lor the future also, but

this really « la count on beirrg lucky, the odds (or such good fortune are

poor

A tempting immediate solution may create infinitely greater difficul

ties for the future, furthermore, the complicated governmental environ-

ment in which officials function, exemplified by the discussion of intergov-

ernmental relations in Chapter 7, encourages making decisions based on
relatively narrow considerations of the moment Many of the urgent prob-

lems described in Chapter 2 were clearly predictable quite a few years

back, for example, the influx of impoverish^ families into the core cities,

and the movement of the more prosperous ones to the suburbs, had
already reached alarming proportions by the end of the t950s To deal
with such problems effectivdy requires coordinated aaion of officials

representing all levels of government lacking such coordination, each
official feels justified in making only those kinds of decisions that satisfy

the current needs of his agency, he can dismiss from consideration the
future implications of his decision for another agency

Expediency goes hand m hand with cognitive nearsightedness An
official s own superiors may be just as insensitive as he is to future conse-
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quences, he may nghlly conclude Ibat j{ does not pay to think about
long-range complicafrons Furthermore, even if there are later reverbera-

tions, many other persons will likely have participated in the original

decision so that he can easily diKlatm responsibility

Institutional arrangements can be made to assure consideration of

the future consequences of any one agency's decisions Examples are the

environmental impact statements required under the National Environ-

mental Policy Act of 1 969 fsee Chapter 21 and the growing machinery for

coordinating federal, slate, and local action in grant programs (see Chapter

7)

Assumption that Future Will Repeat Past

In making decisions, officials must forecast future conditions and events

Human behavior controls events, in relatively stable periods of history the

assumption can safely be made that employees, clientele groups, and the

public in general will behave much as they have m the past The present

period IS, however, far from stable, many precedents have been shattered

and people are behaving m surprising ways Stokes by government work«

ers—many of them "professionals"—are one example, hard-dnvmg con

sumensm, referred to in Chapter 2, is another Yet, despite all the evi-

dences of great change ir> crtiien attitudes, too many public officials blindly

assume that these are only deviations from "normal" conduct, or that

things wiff soon return to "normal

"

Apart from attitudes and values, old relanonships, such as between

nations, change just as surprisingly Note the following statement by the

State Department Task force on "Stimulation of Creativity"

In later years, though indivKkiah made creative contributions, most of

the Department's time was devoted to applying the principles of the late

forties in an increasingly rigid way to international conditions that were

constantly changing lb creative artenes hardening, the Department as

an institution was unable to meet adequately and in some cases even to

recognize the innovative demands of the early sixties New ideas lo cope

with the Sino-Soviei dispute and the end of monolithic commuriism, the fast

emerging nuclear power balance, devetofxnental aid to backward econo-

mies, and the diplomacy ofguemHa war, to name but a few rising problems,

were greeted by conservative dismay in an organization fearful of change

Oversimplification

Another tendency is to deal wrth the symptoms of the problem, not its

causes

For many people, the effective solution for riots—short range and

long range—is to suppress them and irwtst on law and order Once riots

break out, they must of course be brought under control, in the interests
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of al! society But the fundamental need is lo eliminate the injustices that

lead to the outbreaVs Race, labor, and other difficulties are frequently

blamed on ' trouble makers" and "outside elemeitts", this simplifies mat-

ters and produces the satisfaction of having identified the "real culprits
"

That there is no magic formula for doing away with some problems once

and for all is incomprehensible to many people There must be a way of

preventing strikes—but the reality is that m a free society no one has yet

found It or likely ever will When problems are so complicated and serious

as to be terrifying (for instance, the situation in the l^merlcan cities), many

people are quick to favor some widely advertised remedy that in fact is

like a fake medicine

An official may reject such oversimplifications but still err in prefer-

ring a simple solution as opposed to a complicated one It is easier for him,

as It is for others participating its the deliberations, to understand the

simpler one, furthermore, the simpler one is more readily explained to

others and therefore more likely lo be adopted Of course, in some cases

the less involved solution may even be the better one The point is that the

decision maker is looking for any acceptable answer and takes the first

simple one, no matter how inferior to other somewhat more complicated

alternatives

Overrelunce on One’s Own Experience

In general, practitioners place great weight on their own previous experi-

ence and personal judgment *' Although the experienced executive

should be able to make better decisions than the completely inexperienced

one a person's own experiencemay still not be the best guide Frequently

someone else with just as much experience has a completely different

solution and is just as sure that he is the one who is being "practical " In

truth past success in a certain kind of situation may have been attributable

to pure luck, not to the pamcular action taken

This IS why the official profits by consulting with his colleagues,

subordinates, and others to find out about their experiences Shared deci

Sion making produces wiser decisions li is also why training sessions,

based on case discussions, are so valuable During these discussions, one
participant will confidently offer an opinion or solution based on his own
experience, only to have someone else recount a completely opposite

experience Of course, no two situations are exactly alike, and the case

in the book may be different in unporunt ways from the case in one's
experience But still the two situations may be very similar, whereas the

lessons of the experiences of the group are so varied Participation in such
discussions suggests new possibilities lo the executive and, far from deny-
ing the importance of his persrmal ©ipenences, enables him to put them
in proper perspective
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Preconceived Notions

In many cases, decisions allegedly based on the "facts" m truth reflect the

preconceived ideas of the decision maker This appears dishonest, and it

IS dishonest when the facts are doctored to justify the decision However,
in many cases the official is capable of seeing only those facts that support

his biases Anything else is rK>t credible, arrd therefore does not qualify as

a "fact

"

Administrative decmorrs would ufjdoubtedly be better ones if based
on social science findings, but, as Alexander Leighton stresses, these

findings are often ignored if they crmtradict the ideas of the decision

makers Wherr the scienirfic approach is employed, "facts, observed

events, and ascertained information play a dominant role By contrast,

in administrative policy making "conclusions are supported by a structure

of logic that extends dangerously high on its mixed foundation of facts and

basic assumptions It is vast in proportion to (he facts employed Fre-

quently the facts are insufficient to form any part of (he foundation, and

are faitsned on the superstructure here and there for illustration Leigh-

ton states that the decision maker makes it appear that he has proceeded

in an orderly way from consideration of the facts to conclusions logically

derived from them Actually, he feels, the cotKlusions come first, and then

facts are found to justify them
The preconceived notions of the general public restrict the use of

social science data for guiding decisions in government As a first step, the

staff directors of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders put

together an in-house social science team to "construct a theoretical state-

ment on why the riots had occurred " The team produced a preliminary

draft of Its analysis, entitled "The Harvest of American Racism," which,

if accepted as the basis for the Commission's investigation as a whole,

would have meant identifying "police as instigators of disorders, recogniz-

ing the positive results of riots under some circumstances, and adoption

of a classifying scheme which included 'political rebellion' (in Plainfield,

New Jersey), and official anticipation of disturbances (m Cambridge, Mary-

land, and Milwaukee, Wisconsin) as causes of riots " These interpretations

did not Jibe with contrary views already formed by much of the public

"Indeed, during this period, virtually every public official felt called upon

to declare that rioters would be punished and rot rewarded " The Com-
mission's staff directors rejected this draft, telling the social scientists that

"it was not authoritative enough to win support of the Commissioners "**

Note this conclusion by a researcher who studied the "restraints" on the

social scientists who worked for the Commission "As the 'Harvest of

Racism' episode suggests, sociaf scientists cannot be expected to produce

politically acceptable or authoritative answers to the broader questions

which they are asked to address
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Unwillingness to Esperimenl

As indicated in the discussion in Ouplef 3 of proposals to provide escapes
from poverty, the way to determine the workability of such proposals is

to test them in practice on a limited basis Some such testing has taken
place—for example, an experiment in New Jersey with the negative in-

come tax but for various reasons the government environment has not
in the past encouraged such experimentation “

Pressures for immediate, large scale action often convince policy
makers that there is no time to proceed cautiously with pilot projects, no
matter how sound the theoretical case for the slow approach Proposals
y administrators for trial applications of new programs may cause some
egis ators to suspect that the thinking behind these programs is not sound
in the first place Furthermore, whereas testing at great expense of proto-
types of new aircraft, rockets, and the like does not provoke serious
0 jections, spending millions on tryouts of social programs often arouses
the wrath of legislators and taxpayers

Unfortunately, it is also irueihal some administrators are unimagma
live and neither innovate nor encourage those tn the ranks to try to do so
This of course, is related to unwillingness to lake risks, experimentation
may seem kke gambling franklin O Roosevelt d-d not hesitate to expen
ment with different programs for ending the Depression, the critical nature
of the limes encouraged such boldness but so did his temperament

Sometimes it is the legislators, not administrative officials, who see
he wisdom of experimentation Another possibility ,s that the Admmistra
on n power may segg«t tea. protects as a way ol smo.henng programs
.Oolites ,e« to „ tha, o„.h,„g develops from the research “What

M ""'I'fg solutiorts to the manyd,* eel. problem, faeng government today, a much larger role fo, ex-
perimentation is indicated than in the past

Reluctance to Decide

makm'l'l'ri
some people w, II try to avo.d

enc. a PC™™! cxpen

co™ .
Ol'scn.ngthe.xh.lara.ionthat may n,el, from

r,t'mt ?
"" of

Mr S ‘'"'""7 tlepresston that come, from la, lure or
decs,on and the ImUMon wh.ch ensue, from unceda,nty -

as to dtscoura^
helteve that the environment in the government is such

Other officials and agencies are required that he finds tt easier to pass
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the buck Businessmen who enter the government service complain bit-

terly about the red tape Accustomed to being able to take quick action

in their companies, it is a frustrating experience for them to have to await

approval of proposed actions by finance officers and others as prescribed

in the laws and regulations They are annoyed by the career government
official's apparent unconcern over these delays, and they may even come
to the conclusion that far too many of them are experts m escaping

responsibility

Passing the buck is, of course, a practice that exists in private com-
panies as well In both government and industry, evading responsibility is

the mark of the poor executive rather than the good one There is no

reason to think that any but a very small minonty of public employees

behave in this way Yet the government environment is different from

industry, since it is the taxpayers' money that ts being spent Fear of public

criticism may discourage the official from making certain decisions, some-

times the irresponsible nature of some of the criticism leads him to with-

draw from the government decision making scene He prefers to make his

decisions elsewhere Others adapt to the government environment and

find It both possible and exciting lo participate m the formulation and

implementation of public policies However, Dahl and Lindblom write

Reluctance to render a decision combined with an effort (o push the

decision on to someone else—what Americans call "passing the buck"—is

also inherent in bureaucratic structures Specialization helps the specialist lo

make competent decisions wnhio h« domain of enterprise, but it also means

that he may be incompetent ouuide n.What appears to be a weak kneed

refusal to come to the point may actually be a healthy limitation of the

specialist s power Hierarchy operates in the same direction, for one of the

major purposes of hierarchy is to prevenf subordinates from making deci-

sions they ought not to make In a complex organization, coordination

would be impossible if the members did not know when to "pass the

buck

While this IS true, subordinates at times try to pass the buck upward,

that IS, to have their superiors make the decisions for them In discussions

of delegation, it is sometimes overlooked that subordinates themselves

may resist the chief's efforts to get them to make some of the decisions

As Lawrence Appley points out, it is easy for someone to sit back and do

nothing because a situation has ansen that is not covered by an existing

delegation of authority from fiis supenor officer That makes it even easier

for the subordinate to decide'that there is nothing he can do Appley

condemns such inaction and argues that just as the manager must some-

times make decisions on the i)asis of inadequate facts, so must he some-

times act "with inadequate clearances Whether or not one agrees with
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Appley on this. cerUmJy the least that the subordinate can do is to exerose

the decision malang power that has been delegated to him

DECISION MAKING THEORY THE PRESENT STATUS

These common errors in decision mailing illustrate again the limitations of

the ralionaI<omprehensive model Hefb«t A Simon, who in the first

edition of his Administrative Behavior made the ' implicit assumption that

the science of administration deals only with rational behavior,"'® wrote

in the preface to the second edition "While economic man maximizes

selects the best alternatives from among all those available to hitr>—his

cousin, whom we shall call administrative man, satisfices—looks for a

course of action that is satisfactory or 'good enough ' "** However, dis-

agreement exists as to the best substitute model

Incrementalism

Incremental decision making, which has long enjoyed wide support both

as a normative and as a descriptive model, posits the following

1 Rather than attempting a comprehensive survey and evaluation

of all alternatives, the decision maker focuses only on those poli-

cies that differ incrementally from existing policies

2 Only a relatively small number of policy alternatives are consid

ered

3 For each policy alternative, only a restricted number of ' impor-

tant ' consequences ate evaluated

4 The problem confrontirrg the decision maker is continually re-

defined fncremeotalism allows for countless ends means and

means-ends adjustments that, in effect, make the problem more

manageable

5 Thus there is no one deasion or "right" solution, but a "never-

ending series of attacks ' on the issues at hand through serial

analyses and evaluation

6 As such, incremental decision making is desenbed as remedial,

geared more to the alleviation of present concrete social imper

fections than to the promotion of future social goals **

Incrementalism i$ cnucized as "an ideological reinforcement of the

pro-inertia and anp-rnnovaPon forces prevalent in all human organiza

Pons"" Yehezkel Dror stresses that ‘ marginal changes" are not always
"sufficient for achieving an acceptable rate of improvements in policy

results Amitai Etzioni brieves that "the numberand role of fund?men
tal decisions are significantly greater than mcremefitalists state, and when
the fundamental ones are missing, incremental decisionmaking amounts to

drifting—aepon without direction

'
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Mixed Scanning

Etzioni recommends "mixed scanning," which he illustrates with pro-

posed plans for establishing a worldwide weather observation system,

utilizing satellites Under the rational-comprehensive approach, very com-
plete attempts would be made to survey weather conditions, using "cam-
eras capable of detailed observations" and "scheduling reviews of the

entire sky as often as possible " Tliis would yield far too much data and
likely "ovenwhelm our action capacities " Incrementalism would concen-
trate on areas of the world where in the recwit past similar patterns had
manifested themselves "and perhaps on a few nearby regions " Under
mixed scanning, two cameras would be used

A broad angle camera that would covet all parts of the sky but not in

great detail, and a second one which would zero m on those areas revealed

by the first camera to require a more in d^lh examination While mixed

scanning might miss areas m which only a detailed camera could reveal

trouble, it is less likely than incrementalism to miss obvious trouble spots m
unfamiliar areas

The idea is to employ the two levels of scanning flexibly, depending

upon the problem In soroe cases "high-coverage" scanning would be

desirable, in others the more "truncated view" would be in order He
explains

In the exploratiors of mixed scanning, it is essential to differentiate

fundamental decisions from urcremental ones Fundamental decisions are

made by exploring the mam alterrsatives the actor sees in view of his concep

tion of his goals, but—unlike what rationalism would indicate—details and

specifications are omitted so that an overview is feasible Incremental deci

sions are made but within the context set by fundamental decisions (and

fundamental reviews) Thus each of the tvm elements in mixed scanning

helps to reduce the effects of the particutar shortcomings of the other,

incrementalism reduces the unrealistic aspects of rationalism by limiting the

detaifs required irr hindametytal decisions, and contextualing rationalism

helps to overcome the conservative slant of incrementalism by exploring

longer-run alternatives

Turbulence and Incrementalistn

Just as bureaucracy is considered a hindrance in present turbulent times,

so IS incrementalism viewed as no longer functional Gawthrop writes

The incremental process is not designed to achieve maximum prob-

lem solving effectiveness in the face of a rapidly expanding growth rate, be

that growth rate defined in terms of population expansion, facility utilization

increase or the development of scientific knowledge Insofar as the critical
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needs for basic. hard<ore. technical arxJ logistical solutions are concerned
t e incremental process is inadequately designed to stem the mounting
anxieties within the body potmc that this situation is creating Some form of
rational<omprehensive analysK seems imperative »•

'^ould r^Iace the pluralist-bargaining incremental approach

i»i.

^ deasion making pattern Under the
autonomous and semiautonomous administrative units

11*^^ ^PP y analytical techniques of the rational-comprehen
sive allocation of resources in their respective spheres." and "innovative

conceXrb^e"'^i^
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The
projects roles both for policy analysts and change agents

the full
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cessi Tb!!
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that^
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on personal opinion and judgment These tatter elements remain ineradi-

cable, but the methodology employed in theory building is constantly

being improved, as are the techniques for verification through empirical

research
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overseeing a battery of punch presses, going from one man to another as

they tend the machines, answennglheirquestions and showing them if they

have made mistakes, where they have gone wrong We see him also at his

desk making out records That is we see that he has a certain kind of job,

that he carries on certain activities We see also that he deals with certain

men in the plant and not with others He goes to certain men and talks to

them, others come to his desk and talk to him He gets his orders from a boss

and passes on (he orders to ntembers of his own department That is, he

communicates or, as we shall say interacts with certain persons and not

With others and this communication from person to person often takes place

irt a certain order—for rnstartce, from the boss to the foreman and then from

the foreman to the workers—so that we can say that the foreman

occupies a position in a chain of communications *

TYPES OF COMMUNICATIONS
From the standpoint of the direction in which communications flow, three

types can be distinguished (1) downward, (2) upward, and (3) lateral Let

us discuss each of these m torn

Downward Communication

Downward communication refers to the directives and other messages

that originate with the officials at the top of the organization and are

transmitted down through the hierarchy—through the intervening levels of

supervision—until they reach the lowest-ranking worker in the chain The

traditional approach to administration concentrated on this kind of com-
munication and generally ignored the cither two It was assumed that the

management was in a position to rnake decisions that were in the best

interests of the workers Once made, these decisions could be "dropped

in the chute," so to speak, and be expected to slide smoothly down the

hierarchy If any hitch developed in the implementation of the decisions

at any point in this downward chain, it was attributed to the shortcomings

of the workers concerned Funhermore, top management held the ulti-

mate authority, so it could invoke means to force compliance with its

instructions

The Hawthorne experiments, referred to in Chapter 5, showed that

downward communication was not so simple Management could not

make decisions that would be accepted at lower levels without first en-

couraging upward communication—that is, the transmission of informa

tion and opinions by the workers op the same hierarchy, traveling the

reverse route In large organizations, downward communication is difficult

enough because orders must descend through numerous intermediate

levels before the point of execution is reached Misurtderstandmgs can

easily occur when instructions pass through so many people If little up-
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ward communication exists, the difficulties are multiplied, because the
orders themselves are apt to be unrealistic and to meet with worker resis-

tance

In any case, an excessive number of levels of supervision makes
downward communication very difficult A case study of the California
Highway Patrol related how at one time there were five levels of com-
mand According to one story. Commissions Crittenden once issued a
statewide directive that was so variously interpreted as it passed down
t rough the hierarchy that its meaning had become altogether different by
the time he next encountered il on a remote patrol office bulletin board "*

Later, iheorganization was "flattened'' by eliminating three of these levels,
coupled with greater delegation of authority, the result was that "members
0 t e Patrol generally felt that the communications system was much
improved "*

Upward Communication
Many years have passed since the Hawthorne experiments, but few organ-
izations have been able to develop really effective systems of upward
commumcation-that is. messages that are passed from the lower levels
of the hierarchy up to the managemeni There are a number of barriers to
upward communication

1 Physical distance or inaccessibility
2 Screening, dilution, or distortion at each level
2 The attitude of the supervisor
4 The inferior status of the subordinate
5 Trad non '

at tha fn
great distances from the source of authority

f,11531 f
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bead of th«. V
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clear, timely, and relevant, it may be translated, condensed, or completely

blocked by personnel standing between the sender and the intended re-

ceiver, It may get through in distorted form "• One explanation is that

subordinates know that the information they transmit upward will be used

to evaluate their performance, so they make things look good Wilensky

cites a study of 52 middle managers that showed a significant correlation

between "upward work-life mobility and holding back 'problem' informa-

tion from the boss, the men on the way up were prone to restrict informa-

tion about such issues as lack of authority to meet responsibilities, fights

with other units, unforeseencosts, rapid changes in production, scheduling

or work flow, fruitless progress reports, constant interruptions, insufficient

time or budget to train subordinates, insutficient equipment or supplies,

and so on "*

Subordinates are wary also of reporting anything that may displease

the superior even if they can prove that they are not responsible for the

particular difficulty Problems are disturbing, and a typically human reac-

tion IS to refuse to believe that they exist or are as serious as they are

painted to be (Good news ascends the hierarchy much more easily than

bad news ) The tendency is to edit the reports m order to present a brighter

picture An agency head can sometimes appear to be unbelievably blind

as to what is really going ort m his agency Yet based on the reports he gets,

everything is fine, (he reports simplydo not present him with all the facts

In theory, when a man becomes the head of an organization, he acquires

a vantage point that gives him a broader view of operations In practice,

however, the executive who is not afraid of problems and who wants the

true picture is still apt to be the victim of a "conspiracy of smoothness,"

or the tendency of his assistants to “protect him against discomforts and

to shield him from unpleasantness"*®

Though his vision is broadened, he is less able to see what is going

on at his very feet Again it is the old story of his old associates and his

intimates insisting on treating him differently Somehow information does

not get to him in (he osiral way suddenly he does not know what (he

grapevine is saying suddenly he i$n t one of the old gang suddenly he is

wrapped in cellophane, insulated against certain realities, and, unless he

works to prevent it, given special information in specially prepared forms

Various leaders who have told me of being victims of this process come from

such widely separated walks of life as the church, business, government and

labor unions "

Subordinates who, for one reason or another, feel secure in their

positions tend to be the most frank in expressing themselves to their

superiors For example "From the very moment he assumes office, the

dean will find a disarming and sometimes farring frankness on the pans of

those faculty members who are secure in their outside positions If the
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professor has published and enjoys high prestige in his field, he will nor-
mally receive job offers from other institutions and other invitations attest
mg to his value Since his reputation is based largely on his outside stand
mg, he does not have to worry too much about the reaction of his
imm lale superiors There are limits to this, of course, but, in general,
upward communication is not as inhibited m the academic world as it is

m many other environments Frankness is characteristic also of research
and development groups, and in the ranks of other professional workers
in scarce supply ”

dt,
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Upward communicalion is m a very important sense "unnatural
"

It IS like rowing uprstream, against the current Downward communication

has the great force of tradition behind it Ttiere is nothing at all unusual

about communications originating at the top of the hierarchy and being

routed downward By contrast, upward communication is unconven-

tional In most organizations rt is not established procedure for the em-
ployees spontaneously to direct upwardany large numbers ofcommunica-
tions The employee who attempts to do so may even take a risk Even the

management that genuinely wants to encourage upward communication

will have difficulty, because the upward route will generally have been

used so rarely in the past that employees remain reluctant to use it

Improving Upward Communication

All of these obstacles are formidable, but the very awareness of

them constitutes the first step in a program of improving upward commum
cation If It IS so aware, management can embark on a program to stimulate

upward communication The management should not expect such com*
mumcatton to be spontaneous with the employees, nor is it enough stmply

to tell the workers that upward communication is desirable Most em-
ployees Will require clear evidence that the management r#alfy is inter-

ested in their opinions Since an important change is being made in the

worker's accustomed role, he understandably needs help and encourage-

ment in making the shift from mere cog to full participant in the aims of

the organization Some workers may be so used to playing an insignificant

role that they have become quite indifferent to the future of the organiza-

tion Thus the management must change the whole outlook of these work-

ers if il IS to succeed in getting them ro participate m any system of upward

communication

Superior officers should foffow a consistent policy of listening to

their subordinates This may involve adapting to a willingness to face bad

news The management should encourage its supervisors to do this, and

the example set by the agency head in this respect will normally have a

great influence on the other executives If he encourages communications

from below and accepts even rregative reports, his key assistants are likely

to do the same with their subordinates

The most unfriendly atmosphere for upward communication is one

in which the management seems to isolate itself, keeping information to

Itself and considering many matters confidential and not to be revealed

outside the inner circle A management that practices such limited down-

ward communication automatically inhibits upward communication and

in effect builds a wall between itself and the rest of the organization For

subordinates to inmate upward communication in such an atmosphere

would be almost tantamount to defiance Fortunately, such an attitude by
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management is now considered old fashioned and tends to be the excep

lion rather than the rule

The supervisor should exercise care in selecting his "communica

tors
'—that is, those who provide him with information—and malce sure

that these communicators are not merely reflectors of what he is predis

posed to seeing Some executives make a point of surrounding themselves

with at least one or two ' no men in a conscious effort to avoid the

"conspiracy of smoothness" mentioned earlier Selecting the communica

tors on the basis of pure convenience is a common mistake by supenors

The foreign national who knows English, for example, is easy to commoni

cate with, but what he relays may be unrepre^ntative of the predominant

beliefs to his society The executive who obtains most of his field informa-

tion from headquarters makes the same kind of mistake, even though it

may be convenient for him to talk with the headquarters staff but incon

venient to visit the field of^ces for firsthand information

As to distortion, executives can make appropriate use of the strategy

of ' counierbiases " For example

Every general was once a lieutenant and remembers the type of distor

tion he used when he forwarded information to his own superiors There-

fore hi develops a counterbiased attitude toward most reports received

from his subordinates Insofar as he is correctly able to estimate these

distortions be can lestore the information to lU original lerm

Even if the official has no background that permits him to identify

the ' type of distortion incorporated into information he has received,'

he knows that "the more inherently uncertain any information is, the more

scope there is for distortion in reporting it
"•* Aware of the tendency of

subordinates to resolve uncertainty questions m their favor, he insists that

they report results to the extent possible, m terms of "measurable" rather

than ' immeasurable factors ' '* The mere knowledge that he may decide

to verify the statements and the data in the reports will deter the subordi-

nates from claiming what they might otherwise claim

The superior officer should also strive to correct any personal habits

that prevent the subordinate from speaking to him freely Again, the su

perior must first be aware of these mannensms, and humans are typically

blind when it comes to personal failings Yet some self prompting is possi

ble once the supervisor has become aware of these tendencies and has

really decided to encourage the subordinate It should be pointed out here
that superior officers frequently feel a compulsion to demonstrate their

superiority to their subordinates With some, this is a protective device, if

they appear to know more than their subordinates, they can feel they are
living up to their official roles in the organization Other supervisors are
vam and would in any case treat their subordinates with condescension
While the supervisor must never forg^ his responsibilities as a supenor
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department heads, he must also develop effective working relationships

with department heads and other officials of outside agencies Suffice it to

say that since cooperative relationships must be established with many

different officials—with the usual variation in personalities and modes of

behavior—lateral communication is far from easy

The very division of an organization into specialized parts creates

barriers to lateral communication arid coordination Specialists typically

develop strong loyalties, not to the organization as a whole but to their

own areas of interest The tendency is forth«n to regard members of other

specialized groups as threats to theirown positions in the organization The

members of each specialized group think its function is the most important

in the agency Furthermore, specialized professions have their peculiar

frames of reference and technical language The members of each can

communicate among themselves effectively, but they frequently have diffi

culty grasping the point of view of outsiders

As one example, if those m basic research in a research and devel

opmeni branch are perpetually at odds with those in development, the

entire organization suffers The basic researchers, desiring free play for

their creative urges, want to work on projects that may promise no im

mediate results, whereas the development people prefer research effort

that seems likely to pay off quickly ” Sometimes it seems that the only

factor uniting different specialist groups is their common dislike for the

administrators, the alleged paper-shufflers who hold them down with

budgetary and other controls Actually, these administrators represent

another specialist group, one trained in the management of enterprises,

and, admittedly, this kind of training also produces a narrow focus
Besides the fnaions between specialists, there are rivalries and

consequent tensions between the different organization units Depart
ments compete with other departments for bigger appropriations and more
prominent roles in the total government program Similarly, within anyone
department the bureaus and other subdivisions fight for special status The
rival organization units eye one another with suspicion and sometimes
with considerable hostility Instead of freely exchanging information on
operaung plans, they may try to keep one another m the dark Deviousness
instead of open discussion of mutual prc^lems may characterize the con
verMtions between their respective personnel The principal officials m
each department may play their cards dose to their chests, always afraid
of being outmaneuvered by the other party Or they may interchange
^lite but meaningless communications, just like suave diplomats who
have no intention of coming to an agreement The hostility between the
qittereni groups may be so great that they repress their feelings and com-
munic^ very little with one another until suddenly there is a big blowup

e very complexity of modem organization also creates difficulties,
JUS as It oes in the case of downward and upward communications The
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more persons an official must consult, both within and outside the agency,

the more complicated the process of lateral communication becomes

Often he is uncertain as to whom he should consult, because the lines of

responsibility within the agency are not that clearly defined If he must

check with another agency, his problem becomes even wore difficvh, for

he may be unfamiliar with the work assignments of the officials in that

agency Valuable time is loslbeforehecan identify the particular individual

with whom he should deal Furtherirmre, in both mtra-agency and inter-

agency contacts, physical separation may delay and impede communica-
tions, as IS illustrated in communications between widely separated field

offices

Merely looking attheorganuationchartof a large public agency will

give some idea of the complexities of lateralcommunication Although the

interaction between the numerous departments, divisions, and organiza

tion units IS not shown on the chart, the very number of these horizontally

placed units suggests the imncate pattern of interrelationships necessary

for efficient operation Naturally, the red tape increases as documents and

other communications are directed laterally from points inside and outside

the agency

An example of confused lateral communications comes from the

history of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration

(UNRRA) Its headquarters office in Washington. D C , was making innu-

merable copies of cables as they were received from field officiais sta-

tioned abroad The so called action copy of each incoming cable was
routed to the headquarters division (hat was considered to be the most

concerned with the subiect dealt with m the message The jurisdictions of

the different divisions had been defined so vaguely, however, that in many
cases there was much uncertainty as to which headquarters official was
supposed to receive the action copy Accordingly, the duplicating ma-

chines were kept busy making countless copies of all cables so that each

division could get a copy of every mcorrwng and outgoing communication

—just in case the subject malter might be of interest to it This illustrates

how, when organization responsibilities are so poorly defined that any-

one’s business is everyone's business, communication channels become
hopelessly clogged The "veins" and "arteries" of the organization were

choked because the "brain" was not functioning as it should

Improving Lateral Communication

n\irifis'i*s'itfp-nriiWveibping'eiffwwn*cuiT5iriumiraiiijiiv'iv itr ibiiib'
a*

sound organization structure and to make clear everybody’s responsibili-

ties In the UNRRA example, when the "brain" did clarify the responsibili-

ties of the different headquarters offices, the communications channels

were drained of the excessive paper flow As to achieving coordination,

George F Cant stresses what he calls "unity by agency objective By
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this he means that employees at all levels will work together better if the
leaders of the agency clearly explain the importance of the agency pro-
gram and of each employee's particular contnbutions to it Many different
techniques can be employed in this effort but obviously a very superior
quality of leadership is required if the employees throughout the agency
are to be induced to work together as a team Why it takes time to build
the team is seen in the following statement

We understand people easily through our experience with them,
w ic teaches us their special use of words, the meaning of intonation and
gestures, whether they are matter of fact or emotional, given to exaggeration
or understatement, are reticent or voluble, and many other subtle character-
istjcs of communication Wi.hout the confidence that accompanies this kind
Q u erslanding, reticerKe, hesitation, trsdectsion, delay, error, and panic

Know your people is nearly as important as' kr>ow your language

'

m the communication upon which organized effort depends The difficulty
of communication on matters of concrete action between individuals who
ave not n each other r$ a matter of common experience, but its

importance with respect to organization seems to be forgonen because the
^nizalions we know have, in faa developed usually through long pen-Ms At a grvw time nearly everyone has habitual relationships with most of
those With whom he needs to communicate regularly

to
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little success unless he is first able to mteipret accurately the feelings

behind the communications they initiate, both m staff conferences and
when conferring with him individually **

A principal technique in assuring proper intercommunication be-

tween officials IS to require those who originate the action copies of

outgoing letters and documents to obtain, on the file copy, the initials of

representatives of certain other organization units with a legitimate interest

in the matter No purely mechanical procedure will solve this problem of

lateral clearance, because the originating official must use his own judg-

ment in deciding whose initials should be obtained in the particular case

When correspondence is prepared for his own signature, the official

should examine the file copy before he signs the original If important

initials are missing he can return the correspondence to the originator with

mstructions to obtain the necessary clearances The repeated failure of a

subordinate to forward corresponderKe bearing all the required initials will

warrant the superior officer to investigate However, it is neither practica-

ble nor desirable to have all outgoing letters signed by a higher official

Many will be signed and sent out by the originating officer In such case,

only postcontrol can be exercised, as by reviewing files of correspondence

already dispatched In the final analysis, however, no matter what the

procedural manual says, the effectiveness of the system of clearing corre-

spondence will basically depend on the desire of the officials concerned

really to cooperate

INFORMAL COMMUNICATIONS
The formal communications network will always be supplemented by an

informal one If clearances are difficult to obtain through the formal chan-

nels, contact can be made informally with a friend who can expedite

things

Although, admittedly, the "grapevine" can damage the organization

by carrying ugly gossip and false information, it also can play a constructive

role Valuable information that an individual will normally not be willing

to communicate through the official channels is often transmitted to su-

perior officers very rapidly through the grapevine For instance, John Jones

may be unhappy about a certain condition in his office, but he is not

inclined tojump channels and complain to the management He expresses

himself freely to his friends, one or more of whom may have an in with

the top officials in the agency They informally communicate John Jones'

dissatisfactions, whereupon management can look into a situation of

which It had not been aware

Thus the friendship lies charactenslic of the informal organization

remove some of the communication blocks in upward communication

They perform the same fursction in facilitating lateral and even downward
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communicaljon The superior officer may wanl to give a subordinate

personal advice, but he feels that his offiaal capacity does not permit it

He talks freely to another employee who is in a position to pass the advice

on to the person concerned Obviously, considerable skill must be devel

oped in utilizing these informal channels if the desired results are to be

obtained The dangers are great, because information fed into the gossip

mill can easily be distorted and do more harm than good

Eugene Walton observes that the "organization's informal com-

munications network begins to hum whenever the formal channels are

silent or ambiguous on subjects of importance to its members This

indicates that the management stands to profit from knowing what kind of

information is being transmitted through the grapevine If the employees

learn about significant organization developments mostly through the

grapevine, this is a clear indication that the offiaal channels are not func-

tioning as efficiently as they should No matter how good the formal

system of communications, the grapevine will still exist, but it should not

have to do the job of advising employees of management policies This is

the responsibility of the formal organization

Apart from the grapevine, there are "pnvaie, informal and unortho-

dox channels and espionage networks,"** which executives can tap in a

conscious policy of checking and balancing the information transmitted

through official sources Franklin Delano Roosevelt did this extensively

"As the war years approached, he worked closely with Hull and Welles

but he often communicated directly with ambassadors and ministers, and

in a restless search for ideas and expedients turned to a wide range of

contacts outside the State Department—Ickes, Hopkins, Wallace, Cox,

Baruch, the Pope, a host of friends abroad "*»

The following words of Herbert A Simon are very much to the

point

No step in the administrative process is more generally ignored, or

more poorfy performed than the task of communicating decisions All too

often, plam are "ordered into effect without any consideration of the

manner in which they can be brought to influence the behavior of the

individual members of the groiq; Procedural manuals are promulgated with

out foltow-up to determine whether the contents of the manuals are used

by the individuals to guide their decisions Or^nization plans are drawn on
paper, although the members of the organization are ignorant of the plan that

purports to describe their refationships
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chapter 11

public relations

Lawrence A Appley writes ' Whatever an organization does that affects

the opinions of its various publics toward it is public relations "* A given

organization may not employ a public relations director or have any formal

program for developing favorable public attitudes, yet it will elicit some

kind of response on the part of the people who have contact with il Thus

It has public relations, good, bad, or indifferent

A distinction should be made between public relations itself and

public relations administration If an organization is aware of the impor

tance of its publics’ opinions and develops a positive program intended to

influence these publics intell^ently and constructively, it has public rela

tions administration Appley refers to publics, plural, because modern

organizations are constantly dealing with many different groups This

makes public relations adrninistrapon difficult since favorable relations

may be enjoyed with one group, but often at the expense of another

A private company s publics include not only its customers but also

Its stockholders, labor unions, trade associations, suppliers, and other

organizations with whichrt has contact In government, the specific nature

of an agency's publics will depend on the kind of programs for which it

1$ responsible The Department of Agnculture's publics, for example, m
elude numerous commodity groups, large and small farm operators, manu
faciurers of agricultural machinery, owners of gram elevators, the starving

peoples of the world and the Amencan housewife The ideal situation is

zi6
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to enjoy reasonabty good retabons wiUi all or the majority of the agency's

publics This isdifficulttoaccomplish, particularly when agency objectives

are described vaguely or inconsistently in the authorizing legislation Legis*

lators hope that a bill will satisfy as many different groups and individuals

as possible, enforcement officials are faced with the formidable task of

accomplishing this in practice legislators themselves constitute one of the

most crucial publics for administrative officials If it is displeased, the

legislature can reduce the agency's budget and even abolish it The agency

typically has many publics within the legislative body These are the appro-

priations and other committees that review its activities and pass upon its

requests for additional funds and approval of new programs Each member
of the legislature is by himself a potential public, depending on where hi$

interests lie *

DEVELOPING THE PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM
The management of any public agency should not only employ competent

medn specialists—those who handle press contacts, prepare news re-

leases, write radio and television scripts, and carry out other information

activities—but it should also create a favorable image of itself, both inside

and outside the agency

Media Specialists

Care should be exercised to keep the media specialists in their proper

sphere Primarily persons with journafism backgrounds, these men and

women have contributed a great deal to the success of the programs of

many public agencies Department heads and other top officials usually do

not have the time to write their own speeches, so everyday in government

talented members of the information staffs prepare drafts for them The

director of information has shrewd comments to make to the agency head

about how to obtain public support for a proposed course of action

But with few exceptions, these media specialists are not qualified to

participate in the formulatiors of the agency's policies as such They are

neither trained admmistralofs nor experts in the content of government

programs Furthermore, in most cases they themselves do not aspire to

such a role, they are content to function as information specialists Realisli-

caljy speaking, if the management of an enlerpnse is incapable of develop-

ing policies that produce good public relations, it should be changed The

solution IS not to cede the poltcy-making function to the information staff

In fact there may be a lenderKy for an organization to think that it has

done all it can do m the field of public relations when it hires a staff of

public relations experts

Public relations is a management to(d. and this means that the infor-

mation director should be folly advised of management plans and the
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reasons for new agency policies Unless he is thoroughly familiar with the
thinking of the management, he and his staff will be unable to do a good
job of interpreting these policies to the agency's publics Furthermore,
while the information director may not qualify as a policy maker, he is

equipped to give expert advice on probable public reactions to proposed
policies and on how to present new policies with maximum effectiveness

,
Employee Morale and Public Relations

Above all, the agency management should understand the relationship
etween the morale of all its employees and effective public relations

Dissatisfied employees are by no means an internal problem only They
ive in the local community, their neighbors identify them with the agency

ey seem little interested in iheir work or, with apparent justification,
are even critical of their superiors, these neighbors and friends will form
an unfavorable impression of the agency

The relationship between internal personnel management and the
agency s reputation in the community is very close A high "quit" rate
makes people wonder what goes on in the agency Evidence of patent
allure to impress upon the employees the need to deal courteously with
weal citizens will reinforce the notion that the government bureaucracyow not y care about the people Some private companies have long
rwognized this relationship, the example comes to mind of the restaurant
tha prominently displays a sign, "This .$ a good place to work" The
customers presumably are much more interested in the quality of the
r«Uurant s food than m its personnel policies, but, of course, a place that

?s wjr
one that takes pains to treat the custom-

Although the employees should be trained generally in public rela

h wi communications skills Em-

frlTS^p h
^ -nteHigible letters in response to inquiries

I*"'

and the agency should have at least a few officials who

f
Program to local groups As we

SrnlLmpn, J
^ 'nore '‘kely to cooperate with the

Tnd oukTh h
" communication are removed Inside

nm have doesnot have some degree of competence in the area of communications

Community Relations Programs

fw common,!, relat.ons pre

“"'T >»P<»>""uPusly spn«,n,zed tod™,

“pint" organ,z„,ons local,ng ,n
ty n create difficult traffic, rroise, and other problems, if they
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seem indifferent to these inconveniences they may be causing, they may
quickly find themselves without very many friends in the area The first

essential is to be aware in detail of how the community is reacting to the

agency in all its aspects—personnel, policies, and concepts of civic re-

sponsibility Having located the trouble spots, the management then

knows what it must do to make itself better liked

The numerous devices for maintaining good relations include (1)

establishing contact with "local-thought leaders," such as prominent busi-

nessmen, heads of civic organizations, and newspaper editors, (2) ex-

changing speakers with local groups, such as the Lions, Rotary, or Kiwanis,

(3) participating in community campaigns, such as the United Fund drive,

(4) making buildings and other facilities available for meetings of civic

groups, (5) arranging "clinics" and open houses to explain the agency's

program, and (6) sponsoring special events, such as anniversary observ-

ances, demonstrations, and special days and weeks ’

Improving Relationships in the Inner Cities

Currently, stress is being placed on programs to improve relationships with

those living in the inner cities, the little City halls and multiservice centers

referred to in Chapter 7 are an important part of such programs Numerous
other ideas are being tested Commenting on the absence of major disord-

ers in New Vork City after the assassination of Dr Martin Luther King, It

,

the New York Times praised the work of

neighborhood task forces in which top level city officials administering pro-

grams m their areas meet with local leaders of poveny agencies, civil rights

groups, community courKils, churches, and other organized units To

slum residents they mean a direct line of communication to City Hall and

some assurance that dirty streets will be swept or an abandoned car

removed or a dark park lighted or play streets marked off To city govern

merit they mean an understanding of ghetto problems *

Police-<ommunny relations is being particularly emphasized, in

New York City, a separate group at police headquarters oversees the

activities of community councils in each precinct These councils are

concerned with the problems of all groups tn the community, not only

youth As one example, in Spamsh-speaking areas, Spanish-speaking resi-

dents have been recruited on an around-the-clock basis to serve as inter-

preters in police stations In Washington, DC, under its "Pilot District

Project," in order to provide an understanding of problems police confront

in tiieir cfeiiV woril, ‘Sny community resioferrfcan nob lira scout car twice,

for up to four hours a time "® The National Advisory Commission on Civil

Disorders, however, evaluated most police-community programs as

"disappointing While admitting that great results could not be expected

overnight, the Commission noted such deficiencies as "minimum partici-
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pation by ghetto residents infrequent meetings [and] lack of

patrolmen involvement" The Commission was particularly critical of

those programs that appeared to be aimed at improving the "department's

image in the community," rather than being genuine efforts to achieve

better community relations 'As the Advisory Commission on Intergovern-

mental Relations states, police-community relations "should include the

actual involvement of the police m the life of the community which they

serve as well as the enlistment of public support for their efforts

Effective Use of Press Outlets

Finally, in developing its public relations program, a good agency manage-

ment makes effective use of press artd other outlets It is well aware that

bungling in contacts with newspaper reporters and other representatives

of the mass communications media can do great damage to its program

An information director with an extensivebackground in journalism under-

stands the point of view of the press and knows when it is apt to be

offended by officials who are well meaning but who have no public rela

tions sense Later in this chapter we will discuss a very sensitive area as

far as the press is concerned withholding of information by government

officials This is where a good information director can save the manage-

ment from making serious mistakes

Press relations must be managed well, and an agency management

that underrates the importance of this may quickly find itself in publicity

difficulties The Presidency illustrates the potential and the pitfalls, for

while the Chief Executive is in a very good position to get favorable

publicity, he can make senous mistakes from the public relations stand

point or Simply prove ineffective m communicating his message

LEGITIMATE INFORMATION VERSUS PROPAGANDA
In a democracy—indeed, in any kmd of government—it is necessary that

the people be well informed, and this is not possible unless the government
tells them what it is doing and how the citizenry will be affected Yet there

has been no general agreement as to exactly how much and what kinds

of information should be released by the various agencies Legislators

distinguish between "legitimate" public information activities and "propa-
ganda," but the difficulty lies m defimng whether or not something is

legitimate

The legislature actually defines the responsibilities of some agencies
in such a way as to make large-scale informatiori programs necessary The
Department of Agnculture was established in 1 862 "to acquire and diffuse

among the people of the United States mformauon on subjects connected
with agnculture in the most general and comprehensive sense of that

word " The statute creating the Office of Education in 1867 requires it to
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“diffuse such information as shall aid the people of the United States in the

establishment and maintenanceof efficient school systems, and otherwise

to promote the cause of education " Disseminating information and enlist-

ing public support IS one of (he functions of many executive agencies, at

all levels of government Health departments could hardly function effec-

tively without programs of health educatron, the public must be educated

to recognize health hazards and to cooperate in governmental programs

to reduce the incidence of disease In other programs, paid advertising and

other forms of publicity must be used d the legislative mandate is to be

carried out successfully Public agencies responsible for promoting tourism

place such advertisements, and slate and local development commissions

carry out systemaftc promotional efforts to attract new industries

Sometimes it is said thatgovernment information programs should be

limited to disseminating factual information, and that efforts to persuade

should not be permitted because they are propaganda But the public

health department cannot consider its jobended when it advises the public

of an outbreak of disease, it must also persuade the citizen to take certain

action, such as participating in a mass immunization program Federal and

state officials in agricultural programs similarly try to convince the farmer

to use the technical advice that they give him Diffusion of information.

in and of itself, could hardly be considered sufficient, particularly when
success in obtaining the desired results depends on the cooperation of

many citizens

)/ the governmental activity meets with general public approval, few

people question the need for persuasion Suppose that there is an alarming

increase in the number of polio cases Appeals in the newspapers, on radio

and television, and in leaflets urge those who have not yet done so to

obtain polio shots—these activities by the public health authorities are

considered proper Suppose, however, that a group of citizens is urging the

local government to fluoridate its water supply How far can the health

department go in urging public support for obtaining the legal authorization

to provide fluoridation? Some people are strongly opposed to fluoridation,

but practically everybody IS in agreement wrth immunization against polio

It IS when people are against a program that they complain the most about

propaganda

A Sensitive Case: The Cigarette Controversy

The controversy over cigarette smoking arxl health has been a particularly

seiWix'iiLP ptrtbitc fesfeViJi’gwifv'i'iiTreny Tfre

Health Service and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) have been the

principal agencies concerned, although the Department of Agriculture is

in the picture because it continues to ^lend substantial sums on promoting

the sale abroad of cigarettes produced tn the United States The political

leadership is, of course, also very much involved The Kennedy, Johnson,
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and Nixon Administrations have all had to make important decisions dur-
ing the controversy The national government has been embarrassed, be-
cause It obtains some $2 billion annually in cigarette taxes (state govern
ments obtain substantial revenues from Uieir cigarette levies)

As early as 1 959 the Surgeon General publicly stated that the weight
of the evidence implicated cigarette smoking as the principal cause of an
increased incidence of lung cancer* In May 1962, shortly after the sharp
decline in slock market values, reporters asked President Kennedy about
the cigarette problem, he replied frankly, "That matter is sensitive enough
and the stock market is in sufficient difficulty to prevent my giving you an
answer which is not based on complete information, which I don't
ave Kennedy requested the Surgeon General to arrange for a more

comprehensive study of the matter, completed in 1964,” this study con-
cue that cigarette smoking was linked to lung diseases, including can
cer, and that it could contribute to cardiovascular disease and to death
from coronary heart disease In recent years the Surgeon General has been
releasing annua! reports on smoking, appraising the latest evidence

the FTC was reported ready to prohibit some
Kinds of cigarette advertising, rigorously regulate other kinds, and require
that cigarette packages contain the warning that cigarette smoking "may
cause death Various proposals were considered m Congress, some
stronger, some weaker than the FTC's planned policies, the cigarette
manufawurers, allied with television and radio broadcasters, succeeded in
getting Congress to pass a law providing for a milder warning on the
pac^ges and preventing the FTC from requiring health warnings in ciga-

L ^ a year tobacco industry

® ^ television and radio

rnnn'"
the Surgeon General released another report, and now the

wastw rfh
^ t’°“ht that cigarette smokingwas harmful the question was how harmful The FTC then recommended

rnentfanHImT 1
warning ,n alf cigarette advert,se-

hazards hp mr
educating the public about the health

To aSet ^ "PP’y'tig the "fairness doctrine"

sage against cisareH'"^
sifgsesied an informal ratio of one free mes-

Sevisfon scr2.nT L°
commercials Soon
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the tobacco companies to annul

lion^The^r f,^
^ ^ J°hn Francs Banzhaf, pet,
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antismoking ads, when this was rejected,

bL e^emoisu^^. the antisLking

how ;ne ran r
'

"'r
the case of highway safety,now one man can significantly affect pubiK: policy

®

acco in 'JStry s position before the public weakened In July
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1 969, It offered to end all cigarette advertising on television and radio by

September J 970, if Congress would grant such action antitrust immunity

The Public Health Cigarette Smoking Act of 1969” banned such advertis-

ing, effective January 1, 1971, but it also prohibited the FTC from requiring

a health warning in cigarette ads prior to July 1 ,
1 971

In May 1971, a study by a specialist in mass communications was
made public which showed that, in the first i months of 1971, cigarette

advertising m 1 4 leading magazines was double that for the same period

in 1970 Senator Frank E Moss, a leader in the anticigarette fight in

Congress, charged advertisers and magazine publishers with “callous

disregard for expressed Congressional intent and public opinion He
urged the FTC to issue a regulation requmng strong health warnings in aft

cigarette advertisements The following month the FTC notified Congress

It planned to order the major cigarette manufacturers to include "clear and

conspicuous"'* health warnings m their advertisements In February 1 972,

the FTC was reported to have reached a tentative agreement with six

companies for such health warnings, however, the warnings were to be

small, only 2 inches high on a standard-sized billboard advertisement and

proportionately smaller for newspaper and magazine ads

The annual reports of the Surgeon General mentioned above have

confirmed and strengthened the findings in the previous reports The sixth

annual report, released in early 1972, added that nonsmokers m smoke-

filled rooms might suffer harmful consequences from the high levels of

carbon monoxide Nonetheless, after several years of steady decline, ciga-

rette sales increased substantially in 1971, despite termination of television

and radio commercials, per capita consumptiort, however, was still below

that immediately before the publication of the Surgeon General's 1964

report

Public Relations and the Power Struggle

Propaganda against cigarette smoking is one thing, propaganda to build

support for elective officials or for a particular administrative agency is a

distinctly different question

As to elective officials, it is frequently charged that much of the tax

money spent on public "information" has no public purpose but rather the

private one of extolling the officials' merits In recent years, Madison

Avenue techniques and television have added great sophistication to im-

age building

When he was Deputy Mayor of New York, Richard Aurelio was

reported as saying, "If I were wnting a book about politics it would

beabout the importance of 3 politician's image A reporter wrote "Mr

Aurelio contends that the public's impression of a politician s performance

was often more important than his actual performance, in terms of his

career and dealings with his colleagues and the public The same view
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had been expressed by one of President Nixon's assistants in a memoran-

dum during the 19&S campaign "The reaction is to the image, not to the

man Noting that New York Cit/s public relations budget had trebled

since Mayor Lindsay took office, the New York Times said, "This addi-

tional public relations effort has been devoted not so much to providing

the public with more information about the operations of municipal gov-

ernment as to promoting their good side and prettying up the bad side

Such expenditures had increased in other cities as well, some were spend

mg a greater proportion of their total budgets for public relations than New
York In this era of electronic communication*, image building is practiced

throughout the country, at all levels of government

Even when an administration is not trying to create false impressions

about Its accomplishments, an expansion of its public relations activities

often makci its opponents uneasy The dilemma for the opposition is that

‘ the more efficient the official information services are in facilitating ad-

ministration and increasing popular understanding of government policies,

the more they will add to the reputation of the administration of the

day "*» The ms are also m a good position to organize "seminars," confer-

ences, and other meetings to propose the extension of existing programs

or the initiation of new ones T^e outs often challenge such use of govern

ment funds, arguing that this is propaganda intended to perpetuate the rule

of the ms Since the policy formulation role of administrators is acknowl-

edged even by many of the strongest cntics of bureaucracy, such com-
plaints usually are to no avail Expanded public relalions programs can

influence the passage of new legislation, desired by many citizens, these

cibzens will not view these efforts as "propaganda”—but other taxpayers

often do

The Pentagon Publicity Machine
The Defense Department (DOD) is a very good example of an administra

live agency that has invested heavily in public relations, as described by
Senator Fulbright of Arkansas m a senes of speeches on the Senate floor

during December of 1969, which he later developed into a book. The

Pentagon Propaganda Machine Fulbright has been a vigorous and

persistent cntic of the Vietnam War and the military, but the information
in his book is very similar to that in a comprehensive study of the military

establishment sponsored by the Twentieth Century Fund
According to Fulbright, the Pentagon has built a huge publicity ma

chine that goes far beyond supplying the public with "information" about
the military He cites evidence that convinces him that the real purpose
of this apparatus is to propagandize Congress and the public on the need
for bigger and bigger appropriations for arms Each of the services, the
Army, Navy, and Air Force, has built up public relations as a means of

increasing lU role and lessening that of the competitor services While
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DOD directives require militaiy offrcers to keep their remarks within the

limits of stated national policy, in practice they often express their own
views and try to indoctrinate American society with an exaggerated con-

cept of the perils facing the United States from international communism
and rival powers

As evidence, he cites the following

1 Estimates provided by the Defense Department showing an ex-

penditure of almost $28 million on public relations activities between 1 959
and 1969 and some 2800 military personnel and civilian employees as-

signed to such work in 1969 ** The cost data do not include such costs

as those for the use of military aircraft and naval vessels to transport civic

leaders on tours of various kinds and overhead costs at the military installa-

tions used m the public relations program

2 Production of hundreds of fifms and video and radio tapes, which

are distributed free of cost to local stations to be shown as part of the

stations' required “pubfic affairs programming " Under the Army's "Big

Picture" program, a series of 30-mmute films were produced ostensibly for

the troops only, yet the films were regularly shown to the American public

on more than half the television stations m the country "The films are

supposed to be docurnentaries, but along with glorifying the Army they

take an approach to the complexities of today's world that is oversim-

plified and one-dimensional Since 1966 the Defense Department has

had camera crews in Vietnam producing "V-Senes" films for use by com
mercial stations in the United States These films are justified as covering

"feature aspects of the mihtary participation in Southeast Asia" that "are

often Ignored or bypassed by the national news media because of the

pressure of hard news events Fulbnght's opinion is that they are in-

tended to propagandize "the American people in support of past and

present Administration Vietnam policy According to his own private

sources of information, some of these films were faked to "make the South

Vietnamese forces look good

3 Speakers bureaus, maintained by each of the services, which send

thousands of military officers all over the country to address countless

groups One Army command alone sent out one thousand speakers every

morith These speakers "sell the military line" and sometimes their own
views, which are typically "hard line" with caustic references to "dissent

ers
"

4 Hometown news ceniers, such as that maintained by the Army in

Kaasas Cit,v.. Missouri U receives material about the achievements and

activities of servicemen from military posts in the United States and

abroad, and then processes news releases, still photographs, television

clips, and radio tapes, which are sent to its outlets, consisting of 1700 daily

newspapers, 8300 weeklies, 2700 racfio stations, and 550 tefevision sta

tions ** All this information has morale value, but it "scarcely can be
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considered objective The material coming back from Vietnam bears little

resemblance to the terrible vvar as seen in day to day reporting of the

regular news media

5 Naval Reserve Public Affairs Companies, located in different parts

of the country, which carry out promotional activities planned in detail by

each of the Navy s commands and bureaus The 1969 plan for the one

in Chicago called for the following

the use of every available communications medium to bring the story of the

Navy and Navy Reserve to targeted audiences This includes print media

newspapers trade magazines, Suirday supplements, direct mail, personal

contact broadcast TV and radio advertising brochures, outdoor bill

boards and elearonic devices and others”

6 Civilian tour programs, such as the Joint Civilian Orientation Con

ference, ' an eight day tour for seventy civilians run by the Office of the

Secretary of Defense The tour rtiperaries vary, but typically the guests

are flown to various military installations where they see the armed forces

in action They spend comparatively little for lodging and food, and the

Defense Department provides the transportation "Defense dollars—or

better taxpayers’ dollars—are lavished on these trips with the expensive

might of the military machine put on foil dress display for the civilian

visitors

7 An elaborate distinguished visitor program of the Air Force, which

flies Its visitors to interesting places like Las Vegas. Hawaii, Florida, and

Europe ” These to Fulbright are "junkets" on which the Air Force expends

an "enormous amount of time and effort"”

In late 1969 Fulbright introduced legislation to reduce Defense De-

partment public relations expenditures to $10 million a year, prohibit the

government s making and distnbutmg Vietnam news films to commercial
television stations, and require detailed semiartnual reports to Congress on

major public relations expenditures, such as films released to the public,

material prepared for radio or television press releases and photographs
released to news media, public speeches by high ranking Pentagon civil

lansand military officers, and free transportation on military planes or ships

for newsmen and other civilians "This proposal never came to a vote

WITHHOLDING INFORMATION
There was much criticism of secrecy in government long before publica-
tion m the New York Times of the Pentagon Papers and the law suit by
the Justice Department to enjoin further publication of these "classified

'

documents The appearance of this material in the press created a "consti
tutional confrontation of such historic proportion as to endanger the equi-
librium of our constitutional system"” These are the words of Repre-
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sentative William 5 Moorhead, Chairman of the House Foreign Opera-

tions and Government Information Subcommittee, which quickly con-

vened hearings

The Subcommittee had been established some 1 7 years previously,

during all of which time it had fought hard to pry loose information that

federal agencies were unwilling or reluctant to disclose These confronta-

tions had not been limited to classified material, in many cases the agencies

had seen no reason why Congress and the public needed certain nonclas-

sified information The situation had reached the ridiculous point, for

example, for 3 years the Public Housing Administration had refused (o

release the names of its employees, and until 1953 the Department of

Agriculture had kept secret the names of persons receiving drought aid

From the legislative standpoint, the Subcommittee's major accomplish-

ment had been its leading role in obtaining passage in 1 966 of the Freedom

of Information Act, which gave any person the right to request information

from the administrative agencies and to file action in federal court if the

request was denied Under this statute, (he burden of proof is on the

agency to convince the court that (he material should not be released, the

court can enjoin the agency from withholding records, order the release

of any records improperly withheld, and punish the "responsible official"

for contempt if ns orders are disregarded Classified materials are, how-
ever, exempted from the provisions of this act,*’ and there are other

exclusions, which will be referred to later m this chapter

Administration witnesses themselves told the Subcommittee that far

too many documents had been classified and far too few had been declas-

sified (Actually, Solicitor General Griswold made the same admission to

the Supreme Court in the New York Times case *®) They frankly said that

Executive Order 1 0501 , the basis for the classification system, issued in

November 1953, had failed in its purpose of holding down the number of

classified documents and providing for declassification of materials that no

longer had to be withheld for security reasons After Defense Principal

Deputy Assistant Secretary (AdminisIrationHeslified that an estimated 17

percent of the Department's 6 million cubic feet in active files consisted

of classified maCenafs,*’ he was informed that Subcommittee staffcompu-
tations showed that the classified portion equalled "18 stacks of docu-

ments 555 feel high, each as high as the Washington Monument " He
commented "Astounding

As to the criticisms of Daniel Ellsberg and the newspapers for taking

It on themselves to "declassif/' security information, several witnesses

reminded that administrative officials often did the same One political

writer said, "State secrets in Washington are handed around like popcorn

by Presidents and lesser officials when it suits their political purpose

He (old how during (he Domirwcan cnsis, in a "backgrounder" session

with the press (which took place as reporters accompanied the President
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on one of his walks around the White House lawn). President Johnson
declassified on the spot a Central Intelligence Agency teletype report It

quoted a statement by the Arrtencan Red Cross representative in Santo
Domingo saying that 1500 to 2000 persons were dead in the streets "This
document was one that he might have felt would have supported his
position in responding to that crisis with American Armed Forces

The New Executive Order

members expressed their opinion that Congress
Should egislate on this matter, because it. not the executive branch, had
the final authority for classification and declassification of documents, and
bills for this purpose were introduced in both houses Acting quickly to
head off such bills, on March 9. 1972. President Nixon issued a new
^reutive order, which provided that documents could be classified only

II,

reasonably be expected to cause damage to the national
eres revi^s y, papers could be made secret even if such damage

were remote ) The number of agencies and individuals who could use top

t!I
5^/yps was also reduced, documents in the first category

could be made public after 10 years, in the second, after 8 years Toanwer the criticism that pertalties have long existed for failure to classify
“''^^classification, the order established that "excessive clas

sification could be grounds for "administrative action

.1

applauding the intent of the new order, Moorhead found
^ deficiencies" and "vanous technical

d^fic.^ to assign top secret

fn uS 1^' t®" «ch could designate

classififxl

' ° subordinates to stamp papers secret Since no

K
*'

classification, could be

wh^ r ^ thousands of

Z ^ Moorhead believed that papers should

^em vlerf
^ fi"d'ng that the reasons for classifying

orTv^rTr of the 10-

proteS^on
exempted information ' the continued

bophole and thf. ah*
national secunty." a potentMlly big

m dealThe'KlSom'on f
'P""! of 1972 to review

system and the
^ 'ofototolion Act, the new secunty classification

tat would aiveVr “““'T I" l-»t introduced a bill

Tn inCndTn' ^nlTZ"';?' “L?'
esublished three memhe r

Review Commission would be

Speate rft^e HoTi hr^h^T'c'’'
'"=

commission would diide whiA d'^
P™ “"i

oecide which documents should be classified as lop
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secret or secret and settle disputes between Congress and the executive

branch over access of Congress and its committees and subcommittees to

both classified and unclassified information Most new documents would

be declassified after 3 years, very sensitive defense data could remain

classified as secret but only when so ordered by the President or top

officials and approved by the proposed commission

Administration of the Freedom of Information Act

Besides classified information, the Freedom of Information Act exempted

from disclosure trade secrets, in-house memoranda, and investigational

material According to Ralph Nader, the Agriculture Department withheld

information on the fat content of frankfurters as a trade secret, although

the fat content was determined in government laboratories, using govern-

ment personnel and government funds In-house memoranda (intra-

agency or interagency communications) constitute such a broad category

that agencies can conceal a great deal by invoking this exemption As to

investigatory material, Nader once vvrote a tire manufacturer asking it to

support Its advertising claims and sent a cc^y of the letter to the F^eral

Trade Commission The FTC received a reply from the tire manufacturer

but Withheld it from Nader as "investigatory" material

Nader and other critics have charged that some agencies deliberately

delay releasing information until it r>o longer is of use to the party request-

ing It The critics have stressed also that agencies do not pubfiaae what

documents they have, so it is almost impossible to know what is being

concealed According to the Chairman of the Administrative Conference

of the United States, the act has been a success, although there is foot

dragging and few agencies require that requests be answered within a

given time or that reasons be given for denying information Also, some
congressmen believe that the courts have construed the legislation too

narrowly, as, for example, by refusing to examine into the reasons why an

agency had classified a document Progressive as the Freedom of Informa-

tion Act seemed in 1967, in just a few years many people have come to

consider it only a small first step

Executive Privilege

Then Assistant Attorney General William H Rehnquist, now a Supreme

Court Justice, defined executive privilege as "the constitutional authority

of the President to withhold documents or information in his possession

or m the possession of the executive branch from compulsory process of

the legislative or judicial branch of the government "** Rehnquist added

that this doctrine also justifies the President's refusing to allow "intimate

advisers to appear as witnesses before commttees of Congress No
matter how Congress or the courts construe the Freedom of Information

Act or Executive orders dealing with classified matters, the President can
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invoke executive privilege lo deny infornution if in his opinion disclosure

would damage the national mlefcst

There is nothing new about executive privilege, it was first used by

George Washington and has been used by Presidents ever since Most

congressmen accept the doctrine, but many object to what they consider

an overly broad construction by n»any Presidents of what it means As

Rehnquist explained “privilege," it is an inherent power of the President

based on the separation of powers in the Constitution Congress, however,

has legislative powers under the Constitution, to legislate wisely, it needs

information—so how can rt futKtion properly rf Chief Executives at will

deny the Congress that information^

To date, disagreements over executive privilege have not been re-

solved through court action, largely becausecongressmen and others have

not seen much possibility of support from the courts Some congressmen

arc now so distrubed by the secrecy problem that they believe the time

has come to go to court As Rehnquist confirmed, the House or Senate can

subpoena any administrative official who refuses to produce a document

Of to testify before a congressional committee and can prosecute him for

contempt, either at its own bar or in the courts ** Rehnquist exempted the

President, for based on well-established precedents the Chief Executive

"himself is not amenable to any son of fegislatrve or judicial compul-

sion “*»

Generally, these controversies have been decided as tests of political

strength between the President and his congressional opponents The

Presidents have accommodated Iheir posiuon to avoid complete breaks

with influential congressmen, and legislators have realistically tempered

their demands rn dealing with the Chief Executive Under the last three

Presidents—Nixon, Johnson, and Kennedy—the policy has been that no

administrative official can claim executive pnvilege unless he first clears

with the President and receives bis approval m writing In practice, how
ever. Congress must make an issue of the matter, there have been some
caseswhere a Nixon Administration official refused to release a documettt

or to testify, but congressional pressure never reached the point of con-

frontation with the President,**

Congress has been just as angered by the use of executive privilege

to keep confidential the government's deosion-making process m general

as It has been by lU being invokedtorleny (oreign policy wiformatioo How
can Congress determine the soundness and propriety of Administration

actions if officials refuse to testify as lo dieir roles in such actions^ The
Presidents argue that they will not get frank advice from their advisers if

the latter know that drey may later have to justify that advice to congress-

men who may be pumtive-minded Congressmen understand that argu-

ment, but are convinced that it sometimes is a “cover" to protect the

Administratiori from exposure of both blunders and deceit
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In April 1 972, President Nixon said he would invoke executive privi-

lege if the Senate Judiciary Committee insisted that a Presidential aide

appear before it, the Committee was invesitgating the relation, if any,

between the Justice Department's dropping of an antitrust action against

the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation and I T T 's $200,-

OOO contribution for the 1972 Republican National Convention, then

scheduled for San Diego The aide later testified, but only on the basis of

a previous agreement with the Committee, which permitted him to refuse

to answer questions about contacts he might have bad with I T T about

settlement of the antitrust case The aide said he had nothing to hide, but

some critics of the Administration were not convinced Since executive

privilege restricts information, it inevitably is viewed with suspicion

While the President has the upper hand. Congress could cut off

appropriations or give agencies rough treatment during budget considera-

tion time Usually, however, it has limited itself to threatening such action,

politically It IS very difficult for Congress to refuse financial support for

military and other functions Nevertheless, Senator Fulbnght has proposed

that an agency's funds be cut off if an official does not appear before a

congressional committee within 60 days, either to testify or to invoke

executive privilege

TRUTHFULNESS IN PUBLIC RELATIONS

The revelations in the Pentagon Papers added greatly to the "credibility

gap the degree of refusal by the public to accept at face value what the

Government says and does They showed that only a few days after

the Geneva accords of 1954 the Natiortal Security Council, deciding the

accords were a disaster, approved actions to stop further Communist
expansion in Vietnam The authors of the Papers conclude that the United

States had a "direct role in the ultimate breakdown of the Geneva settle-

ment," yet several Presidents put the entire blame for this on North Viet-

nam **

Further, for 6 months before the Tonkin Gulf incident, the United

States had made clandestine mitiiBry attacks against North Vietnam while

awaiting the right time to obtain a congressional resolution that could be

used by the Johnson Administration as equivalent to a declaration of war

When on August 4, 1964, Johnson convened congressional leaders, he

told them that he had ordered repnsals against North Vietnam because of

a second unprovoked attack by its PT boats on U S naval vessels He did

not mention that on July 30 "South Vietnamese naval commandos under

General Westmoreland's command staged an amphibious raid on the

North Vietnamese islands of Hon Me and Hon Nieu in the Gulf of Ton-

kin According to the Pentagon Papers, the first PT boat attack appar-

ently occurred because the U S destroyer Maddox was mistaken for a
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Soulh Vielnamese escort vessel Nor did Johnson mention that two more

clandesltne raids were made by South Vietnamese forces the night before

North Vielnamese PT boats made a second attack on the Maddox and

another destroyer The press was loW that the U S vessels had been on

"routine" patrols, the Papers make clear they were gathering intelligence

information in the covert war against North Vietnam

Continuing with the Papers, m a strategy meeting on September 7,

1964, the Johnson Administration reached a general consensus that bomb-

ing of North Vietnam would probably be necessary The bombing was

delayed for "tactical considerations," one of which was that "the Presi-

dent was m the midst of an election campaign m which he was presenting

himself as the candidate of reason and restraint as opposed to the quixotic

Barry Coldwater When he became convinced that the bombing of

North Vietnam would not be enough (o save South Vietnam, the President,

on April 1, 1965, decided to use American troops for offensive action m
South Vietnam Yet his instructions were to avoid giving any impression

of a sudden change in policy and to have the troop movements and other

actions "understood as being gradual and wholly consistent with existing

policy'*'

Members of the Johnson Administration have denied that they delib-

erately misled Congress and the public They stress that the Pentagon

Papers are not a complete history, which certainly »s the case The Amen
can public was skeptical about the veracity of statements made by govern-

ment officials before publication of the Papers and became even more so

afterwards When in January 1 972, publication of the "Anderson Papers"

showed that the Nixon Administration had supported Pakistan although it

told the public it was absoM^y neutral in the Indo-Pakistan war, the

credibility gap widened even more **
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chapter 12

leadership

The complaint is frequently heard that an organization "lacks leadership
"

What fs meant is that action of some sort should have been taken, but no
one assumed the initiative m trying to get others to see the need for action,

and thus nothing was accomplished In other cases the criticism is that the

organization does not have "good leadership " Decisions are made and

action taken, but those responsible for persuading others to accept their

ideas lead them in the wrong direction These statements reveal both the

nature and the importance of leadership^ The essence of leadership is

influencing the actions of others, the essential quality of the leader is that

he IS convinced something must be done, and he persuades others to help

him get It done Where no effort is made to influence the thoughts and
actions of others, there is a default of leadership

Why comp)ain about lack of leadershiprf the work results are reason-

ably good?Why expect spectacular accomplishments from the employees
everyday^ Of course, only (he humanlyattamableshould be expected, but

questions such as these may reflect either lack of understanding or resis-

tance to being sparred fo greater accompirshment, or both To bea leader

IS not to be a superman, it is simply to do what the word "leader" indicates

—lead An organization does not have goocf leadership when its officials

sit back and let things drift Lethargy comes in when there are no serious

penalties for failing to improve operauons So long as the work gets done
without complete breakdowns of the administrative machine, why should

237
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leadership

The complaint is frequently heard that an organtzalion "lacks leadership "

What IS meant is that action of some son should have been taken, but no

one assumed the initiative in trying to get others to see the need for action,

and thus nothing was accomplished In other cases the criticism is that the

organization does not have "good leadership " Decisions are made and

action taken, but those responsible for persuading others to accept their

ideas lead them in the wrong direction These statements reveal both the

nature and the importance of leaderships The essence of leadership is

influencing the actions of others, the essential quality of the leader is that

he IS convinced something must be done, and he persuades others to help

him get It done Where no effort is made to influence the thoughts and

actions of others, there is a default of leadership

Why complain about lack of leadership if the work results are reason-

ably good' Why expect spectacular accomplishments from the employees

every day’ Of course, only thehomanlyanainable should be expected, but

questions such as these may reflect either lack of understanding or resis-

tance to being spurred to greater accomplishment, or both To be a leader

IS not to be a superman, it is simplytodo what the word "leader" indicates

—lead An organization does not have good leadership when its officials

sit back and let things drift Lethargy comes in when there are no serious

penalties for failing to improve operations So long as the work gets done
without complete breakdowns of the administrative machine, why should

iJ7
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the official embark on ambitious schemes for improvement' Why should

he look ahead when it is so much easier to look back and simply be

assured that things are no worse than theywere before' The one who looks

ahead is the leader, the one who looks back has no desire to become one

—and unfortunately, there are too many of the latter type m modern

bureaucracy Actually, it ts no more unreasonable to require good leader

ship than it is to insist on satisfactory physical facilities like buildings and

offices Obviously, it is easier to obtain the latter, but the element of

demanding the best applies in both cases

APPROACHES TO LEADERSHIP

The Trait Approach

Nat too long ago even learned discussions of leadership, as distinguished

from popular discussions, had a certain mystic quality The leader was

conceived of as someone blessed with certain qualities that made it rela

lively easy for him to bend others to his will Nobody was really sure of

the exact complement of leader personality traits, l^t it was generally

assumed that many of them were inhented

The trait approach however, failed to hold up under the testing of

research, such as that conducted by one scholar who compiled a long list

of traits identified in one or more studies as distinguishing characteristics

of leaders as opposed to nonfeaders He found that only 5 percent of the

traits so identified were common to four or more of the studies Such a

low percentage of agreement could hardly substantiate the claim that

leaders basically have the same personality qualities The findings of this

scholar have not been disproved in later studies ’ and for some years now,

most social scientists have accepted the following summary

While certain minimal abilities are required of all leaders, these are

also widely distributed among nonleaders as well Furthermore the traits of

the leader which are necessary and effective in one group or situation may
be quite d fferent from those of another leader m a different setting This

conclusion if adequately substaritiated would imply that the selection of

leaders must consider a man s suitability for the type of functions he is to

perform in a given situation and it would raise questions about the desirabil

ity of formal arrangemems which fnainiaiti the responsibilities of leadership

in the same person regardless of the changing task of the group and the

changing requirements upon leaders *

The Situational Approach

Long before the term situational approach'' came into use, Mary Parker

Follett was calling attention to the emergence tn American life of ' leader

ship by function In the late 1920s thiswise woman, whose wntings are
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classics in management literature, gave several lectures on leadership ^ In

these lectures she noted that in scientifically managed organizations three

types of leadership could be distinguished leadership of position, of per-

sonality, and of function There was nothing new about the first two,

because they represented the accepted views on leadership The man
holding a position that gave him formal authority over others obviously

could mafce himself a leader If he had a forceful personality, he could do
this much more easily This kind of individual combined the leadership of

position with that of personality

Such a conception of leadership, however, failed to take into ac-

count the possibility that some persons, m fact quite a few in modern
specialized organizations, exercise leadership because of their expert

knowledge In many situations these experts actually do the "leading,"

because others are influenced by iheir lodgments Miss follett stressed the

point that

we have people giving what are practicallv orders to those of higher rank

The balance of stores clerk, as he « calledm some places will tell the man
in charge of purchasing when to act The dispatch clerk can give ’ orders"

even to the superintendent The leadership of function ts inherent in theiob

and as such is respected by the president of the plant The man possess

ing the knowledge demartded by a certain situation tends in the best

managed businesses, and other things being equal, to become the leader at

that moment ‘

In Chapter 9 of this book, a distinction was made between forma/

authority and power Formal authority is the basis for what Miss Follett

called leadership of position Sometimes someone in a position of formal

authority is unable to persuade others lo accept his ideas, the explanation

being that he does not possess "the knowledge demanded by the situa-

tion " We saw also in ChaptCT 9 that not all power is concentrated in the

hands of a few persons at the lop of the organization Harlan Cleveland's

excellent analysis was cited lo show how speciafization has diffused deci-

sion making throughout modern organizations, he stated that the real

leaders are the "experts on complexity," the persons who understand

what IS needed in a particular situation

Miss Follett knew that leadership of function and leadership of per-

sonality could be combined in the same person, and she did not deny that

personality played a very large part in leadership She did believe, how-

ever, that leadership of function was becoming more important than lead-

ership of personality, and that the success of an organization depended on

Its being "sufficiently flexible to allow the leadership of function to operate

fully—to allow the men with the knowledge arvJ the technique to control

the situation Miss Follett pointed out (hat joan of Arc possessed leader-

ship of personality becauseof the "ardour of her conviction and her power
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responsibility, and advancement) produces satisfaction, their absence

causes very fittfe dissatisfaction The brg mistake management typicaffy

makes is to emphasize the first set of factors, on the mistaken assumption

that attention to them will positively stimulate the employees to put forth

their best efforts The real motivators, the second set of factors, are given

lip service only As a result,

from a lifetime of diverse learning successive accomplishment through rhe

various academic stages, af>d periodic reinforcement of efforts, the entrant

to our modern companies finds that rather than work providing an expand

mg psychological existence, the opposite occurs and successive amputa

lions of his se!f<oncepiions. aspirations, learning, and talent are the conse*

quences of earning a living ’*

Herzberg reports that his findings have been substantiated in numer

ous other studies using different subjects,'^ but some other researchers are

not convinced that (hey have been validated ’• Whether or not Herzberg's

theory about the unipolarity of the "satisfiers" and the "dissatisfiers" is

correct, his belief that the external factors are overstressed, at the expense

of the psychological needs of the iisdividuaf, is consistent with Argyns'

analysis

Other Views of Motivation

Other theorists are critical of many traditional management prac*

tices, but they cannot accept the view of the enure working population as

consisting overwhelmingly of strongly independent minded individuals

anxious for selhactualization on the job Robert Presthus, who bases his

interpretations on Harry Stack Sullivan's mterpersortal psychiatry theory,

believes that many adults accept a status of dependency on their superiors

According to Sullivan, the individual's personality forms in definite ways

as he reacts to the pressures of those with whom he comes in contact

From childhood on, he seeks to release tension by deferring to certain

authority figures, such as parents, teachers, and, m later years, the supervi-

sor in a work situation The cause of the tension IS anxiety He is anxious

to obtain the approval of these authority figures Presthus quotes Sullivan

"I believe it fairly safe to say that anybody and everybody devotes much
of his lifetime, and a great deal of his energy to avoiding more anxiety

than he already has, and, if possible, to getting rid of some of this anx-

iety Presthus does not challenge the view that, to be effective, the

superior's aulhoniy must be accepted by the subordinate, but he does

question the implication that the subordinate has much choice in the

matter As he sees it, the subordinate must relieve his anxiety tensions by

bowing to the wishes of his superior officer, just as all through h/s life he
has sought inward peace by yielding to other authority figures

Robert N McMurry cites the banking industry, which he believes
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prefers ihe passive individual who can be expected to conform to his
superiors’ concepts of how he should behave The preferred kind of new
emp oyee IS often someone who as a child was never completely weaned
emotionally from overprotective parents Sometimes he grew up in a
loveless and threatening environment [and] never dared to become self-

rehant When he gets a job where he is expected to accept responsibil-
« e IS rig tened and looks for "parental surrogates among persons who

ave power, strength, and authority Such persons, McMurry believes,
are relieved to be in a position where they need take no risks and can
depend on others to worry about what should be done

Changes in Motivation
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as assets to the organization, they become a drag on it Levinson explains

that these are not aberrations of weak individuals but common experiences

of men who have reached middle age Understanding this, the manage-

ment can deal sympathetically with executives who suddenly seem to

have lost their vitality, by providing them with new challenges, it can help

them regain their old enthusiasms **

The Theories and Social Reality

All the theories summarized above were developed some years ago, they

all are predicated on interpretations of the effects of the social and cultural

environment upon the individual's personality What can be said about

these theories in the light of characteristics of people in the environment

of the 1970st

American society is now predominantly made up of the middle class

and white-collar workers, in such a society, "more people have stronger

feelings about their ability to manage their own lives The greater social

freedom enjoyed by adults leads to "earlier personal freedom for adoles-

cents in dating, possession of automobiles, travel and personal responsibil-

ity "** Since educational levels are higher, the demand for responsibility

and freedom in the work situation is greater Nor is this true only of those

with college irainirig, as has become evident from reported difficulties with

young workers in even "showcases" of the latest American factories

One such report comes from the General Motors Corporatcon plant

in Lordstown, Ohio, "one of the most modern and sophisticated assembly

plants in the world In this plant, through automated and other devices,

much of the hard physical labor has been eliminated The workers on the

assembly line have easier access to the car bodies and do not have to bend

and crawl as much as in the older plants The parking lots were even

planned so as to eliminate the irksome long walks to one's car Wages are

good The workers, whose average age was 24, are drawn from areas

where unemployment has been heavy and layoffs numerous, in many
cases, their fathers were employed m the declining steel and rubber indus-

tries

Yet there has been much discontent in the Lordstown plant, with

slowdowns and other defiance of management When management re-

sponded by getting tough and sending workers engaging in slowdowns

home early without pay, some of them said they would stiffen their resis-

tance even though jobs were scarceand they were recently married They

charged that management had eliminated many jobs, speeded up the

assembly line, and given them extra work, rt was estimated that each man
had 40 seconds to complete his operation on the assembly line Manage-

ment justified the changes as necessary for realizing the polential of the

plant and meeting the competition Yet many of the industrial engineers
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themselves thought that the changes in the assembly line had removed the
last traces of skill ' and that the workers were repelled not so much by

the physical nature of the work as by its "constant, repetitive, unskilled
nature

Nor are these reactions limited to the Lordstown plant or to younger
workers All three of the major automobile manufacturers—General Mo-
tors Ford, and Chrysler—have been confronted with unprecedented
worker resistance to assembly line operations Increasingly, older workers
have been asking the United Automobile Workers to bargain for eariy
retirement, they too seek more interesting jobs and. despite the monetary
lure want overtime to be voluntary Since workers in other industries are
discontented l^ause of the monotony of the work, business and govern
ment leaders alike have been debating how to make the work, in President
Nixons words, ‘ more creative and rewarding for the people who will
operate the plants of the future"** At Chrysler, workers have been con
^It^ on how new plants should be organised and how new cars should

I n
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The Theories Evaluated—ImpKcaUons for Leadership

Much of this analysis strongly supports Argyns and Herzberg If Etzioni is

correct about hedonism, this corroborates Dubin in the greater emphasis

on nonwork responsibilities, but if bears out Argyns in the demand that

work be self-actualizing Presthus artd McMurry are not disproved, be-

cause some workers still have strong dependency needs, or regress into

dependency patterns at some stage in their work careers, as described by

Levinson None of these writers claims that his theory applies to all in-

dividuals, rather, each has a general theory o( human motivation, which

amounts to no more than an expectation as to what may probably be

found in dealing with large numbers of workers

The conclusion, then, from this review of motivation theories is that

the leader must adapt his leadership style to the psychological makeup of

his subordinates People are different, and no one person is exactly like

another All kinds of people will be found in any one organization, and

each person is not always (he same Treatment that satisfies one employee

may offend another In general, however, the work force today is much
more independent minded than in previous periods Some of those testify-

ing before a state panel investigating the causes of the Attica riots stressed

that even prisoners were different and could no longer be expected to be

as compliant as in the past Without doubt, the inability of many supervi-

sors in government to understand or accept these changed attitudes of

subordinates and others with whom they deal poses one of the most

serious problems in public administration

LEADERSHIP STYLE

Usually three types of leadership style are identified authoritarian, demo-

cratic, and laissez-faire Let us now refer to some of the research studies

m which these styles have been tested

Research Findings an Leadership

One of the most famous experiments was conducted with a group of

10-year-old boys at the University of Iowa in the late 1930s Four adult

leaders were "trained to proficiency" in each of the three different leader-

ship styles—authoritarian, democratic, and laissez-faire The specific lead-

ership behavior under each style is shown in Table 1 Each of these adult

leaders was assigned to direct the activities of a boys’ club consisting of

five boys who met after school to engage in hobby activities The boys in

each of the four groups were rougfify simifar in terms of sociaf and’ eco-

nomic background and mental, physical, and personality characteristics

The adult leaders were shifted every 6 weeks from one club to another,

and every time they switched to a new group they changed to a different
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Tible 1 Charactensws of the T>ifee Tfeatmert Vanables

Authofrtanan Dwnocfalic Uissez faire

1

All determ nation of
pol cy by the leader

2

Techniques and ac
tivity steps dicUted
by the authonty one
at a lime so that fu
lure steps were al

ways urtcertain to a
large degree

3 The leader usually

dictated the particu*

far work usk and
work companion of
each member

4 The dominator
tended to be per
ionat in his praise
and cntiasm of ihe
work of each mem-
ber remained aloof
from active group
participation except
when demonstrating

1 Alt policies a matter
of group d scussron

anddeasion erKour
aged arxf assisted by
the leader

2 Activity perspective

gained during d scus-
sion period General
steps to group goal
sketched and when
technical advKe was
needed the leader

suggested two or
more alternative

procedures from
which choice could
be made

3 The members were
free to work with
whomever they
chose and the divi

siOA of tasb was left

to the group
4 The leader was ob-

tective or fact

minded ui hrs praise
and criticism and
tned to be a regular
group member in
spini wrthout doing
too much of the
work

1 Oamplefe freedom
for group or individ

uaf decision with a
minimum of leader

participation

2 Vanous materials

supplied by the

leader who made it

clear that he would
supply information

when asked He took

no other part in work
discussion

3

Complete nonpartici-

pation of the leader

4

Infrequent spontane-

ous comments on
member activrties un-
less questioned arid

no attempt to ap-
praise or regulate the

course of events

observers were present to ’ll
meeUngs

themselves we,o iIT
^ behavior m detail The boys

leadership style *? reactions to each

what the impact of each kadp'^r*'
^ parents to discover

at home
' 'l*P^”®”’badbeenontheboys condua

The basic findings were as follows
Under Uissez faire supersnsmr, the boys proved less efficient
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Furthermore, they did not like the club activities as much as when they

were treated democratically They did less work and poorer work than

they did under democratic suptervision The complete freedom they had
under laissez-faire conditions led them to play more than under either

democratic or auihontanarr supervision

2 If efficiency is evaluated in terms of both work production and

social satisfactions, democracy was clearly superior to both laissez-faire

and autocracy The boys worked as efficiently under authoritarian as they

did under democratic supervision, but they enjoyed themselves more
under democracy

3 There was a significant difference in the boys' behavior when a

democratic, as contrasted with a dictatonal, adult leader temporarily left

the room Under democracy the boys kept right on working, but under iron

rule they "stopped working as if glad to be relieved of a task which they

'had' to do " Work production went down precipitously during leader-out

periods under autocracy, whereas the decline was only slight under

democracy

4 The boys showed more originality and creative thinking under

democracy than under either laissez-faire or autocracy, for "there was a

larger amount of creative thinking about the work in progress than in

autocracy, and it was more sustained and practical than in laissez-faire

5 Autocracy can create much hostility and aggression, including

aggression against scapegoats "Dominating ascendance," meaning im-

perious treatment of one boy by another, illustrated by such language as

"shut up," took place more often m the autocratically managed groups

Real hostility between theboys and aggressive demands for attention were

also more characteristic of the autocratic groups Destruction of work

materials and property was not unusual whw the meetings of the autocra-

tic groups ended, but it did not take place at all in the democratic groups

As to scapegoat behavior, it was evidenced in the autocratic, but not

in the democratic, groups Held down by Uie adult leader when he was
playing the authoritarian role, the boys vented their spleen on some inno-

cent member of the group They look out on him their accumulated

resentments against the acfull leader They could not openly defy the

leader, so they directed their "aggressions" against other club members

who had done nothing to them
Upon return to democratic or laisser-faire treatment after autocracy,

the boys sometimes released their "bottled up tensions " The change to

relative freedom after repressive control resulted in their breaking loose

and engaging in much aggressive behavior, with the democratic adult now
the scapegoat The boys appeared to say to themselves, "Aha' Now I can

do what I ve been wanting to do in this club'”** After a couple of days,

however, the "ihnD of new-found freedom" wore off, and the boys again

exhibited the "spontaneous interest" characteristic of democracy
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6 There was more group-mintfedness antj friendliness in democ
racy The pronoun we" was userf much more often in the democraucton in the autocratic groups The lands of remark made by the boys in

h!„
rndicated the eyislence of greater group cohesion

un er autocracy Friendly playfulness" was more pronounced, and
there was a greater readiness to share group property
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workers, employee-centered supervision should not be considered a

“panacea for all supervisors Some employees "dislike ambiguity and

prefer a clear-cut set of do's and don'ts lo general guidelines that leave loo

much room for their own fudgment “*'* Therefore "the most eHeclive

approach to sustained productivity is neither the production-centered nor

the employee-centered style in its 'pure' form, but a mixed or flexible style

that continually adapts itselfto changing conditions Some studies have

shown that employee-centered supervision is less effective than produc-

tion-centered, appraised as a whole, the research does not consistently

support any one leadership style

Selecting the Appropriate Leadership Style

The analysis by Robert Tannenbaum and Warren H Schmidt of leadership

style** IS particularly valuable because they organize it around the central

question of decision making Figure 7 reproduces a continuum they pre-

pared showing the range of possible leadership behavior available to the

manager They explain each of the "behavior points" shown on the bot-

tom line of the continuum as follows

1 The manager makes the decision and announces n Here the

executive gives his subordinates no opportunity to participate

directly in the decision-makmg process He decides what the

problem is, determines the possible courses of action, selects one

of them, and then tells the subordinates to carry it out In making

Bon “ Suhordinat

centered centered

Figure 7 Continuum of Leadership Behavior
Source From Robert Tannenbaum and Warren H Schmidt, How to Choose a

leadership Pattern HantrdBusmni 36 No 2 (March-April
1958) 96
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hts decision, he may or may not lake into account how the

** *^56 coercion in
getting them to do as he says

There IS no difference between

1,
does try to persuade the
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management may not like the employees decision but will accept

It within the financial limit

7 The manager permits the group to make decisions within pre

scribed limits The difference between points 6 and 7 is that in

7 a general grant of decision making power is made, not limited

to any one problem The example given is of teams of managers

or engineers whose responsibility is not only to identify problems

but also to decide what to do about them The only limits on what
the group can do are those specified by the official to whom the

team leader reports This leader may or may not himself partici

pate in the making of the decision If he does he has no more

authority than any other team member He commits himself in

advance to support whatever decision the group makes **

Under points 6 and 7, the subordinates' "area offreedom" widens greatly

The question remains, however, as to which of the leadership behaviors

shown on the continuum is appropnate at a particular time Tannenbaum
and Schmidt identify three sets of factors that bear upon this question (1

)

forces in the manager, (2) forces in the subordinates, and (3) forces in the

situation **

Forces in the Manager

By ' forces in the manager ' Tannenbaum and Schmidt mean his

own preferences, based on hi$ past history and experiences Is he the type

who strongly believes that people should participate in decisions that affect

them as individuals^ Or is he someone who has long been convinced that

the supervisor must stoically assume the burden of making the decisions

himself because he is paid to do so^ How much confidence does he have

in other people in general and in his present subordinates in particufar?

Some managers are so constituted that they become uneasy if there ap-

pears to be an element of risk and uiKertainty in the operations they

supervise This kind of executive is better off if he frankly acknowledges

to himself that he is not the person to make delegations of authority as

broad as those shown on behavior points 6 and 7 of the continuum

Forces in the Subordinates

' Forces in the subordinates ' refers to tfie expectations of the em
ployeesas to how the supervisor should behave in his relations with them

It also means the personality requirements of each individual in the group

as these bear upon the question eji' (Ae fano' of direction fie responds to

best The executive can allow greater freedom to subordinates under the

following conditions

1 The subordinates have relatively high needs for independence

2 They want to assume responsibifity rather than to avoid it
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3 They have a ' relatively high tolerance for ambiguity," meaning
they would rather receive broad instructions than be tied down
by clear-cut instructions

4 They are interested in the problem and believe that it is important

5 They understand the goals of the organization and identify with
them

6 They have the necessary knowledge and experience to be able

to deal with the problem
7 They are accustomed to shanng in decision making This is what

they expect and are prepared for, rather than being denied such
a rote

If these conditions do not exist, there may be no alternative to
running a one man show Depertdtng on his assessment of these factors,
the executive may on one occasion decide to make the decisions himself,
on another to let the subordinates participate If the manager has the
respect of the subordinates, they will understand why in the one case he
brings them in and in the other he does not

Forces in the Situation

' Forces in the situation ' refers to the "critical environmental pres
sures that surround the manager, stemming from ' the organization, the
work group the nature of the problem, and the pressures of time ' «

As to the organization, it has values and traditions that condition the
manager's ^havior Someone newly appointed from the outside "quickly
discovers that certain kinds of behavior are approved while others are
not There is a great compulsion for him to select that kind of behavior
on the continuum that conforms to his superiors' concepts of how he
should conduct himself Sometimes this is referred to as the "management

executives tend

? h
® a very important
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The nature of the problem also sets limits on the extent to which the

manager can safely delegate Perhaps the problem is one with which the

work group is not familiar, so be most handle it himself There is no virtue

m asking any one subordinate or a group of workers to take on responsibili-

ties they are not ready to assume Vet (he executive wants to be sure that

he IS making full use of the special knowledges and abilities of his staff

Tannenbaum and Schmidt suggest that the manager should ask himself,

"Have I heard the ideas of everyorte who has the necessary knowledge

to make a significant contribution to the solution of this problem'" If he

asks this question and answers it honestly, he is more likely to select the

most appropriate leadership pattern

Pressure of time, mearung the need to act quickly, may force the

manager to make the decision himself, without consulting with his subordi-

nates Leisurely consideration of every problem is not possible in the

swift-moving environment of government The manager does not by any

means have full control of his time schedule, his own supervisors set

deadlines for hirn Unforeseen situations arise that make it necessary for

him to make the best decision possible m a very short period of time

Under such circumstances, all he can do is consult with as many subordi-

nates as possible

The great value of (he preceding analysis is that it makes very spe-

cific the different considerations (hat should influence the decision as to

leadership style tf the boss-centered style is used on occasion, (his does

not mean that the managers in question musi be tyrants at heart Of course,

some may have such tendencies, evidenced by their use of boss-centered

leadership even when it is not necessary The point is that the manager

should use the leadership pattern called for by the particular situation
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chapter 13

the evolution of public

personnel administration

in the united states

The relationship between good administration and high-quality personnel

IS by no means a discovery of the modern age !n Plato's Republic, there

occurs the follovving interestmg bit of dahgue between the narrator, Soc-

rates, and Ctaucon, one of the auditors

Do you know, I said, that governments vary as the dispositions of men

vary, and that there must be as many of the one as there are of the others

For we cannot suppose that Stales are rnade of "oak and rock," and not out

of the human natures which atem them, and which in a figure turn the scale

and draw other things after themr

Yes, he said, the States are as the men are, they grow out of human

characters ’

Since governments "grow out of human characters," the quality of

that human element is of decisive importance That the "States are as the

men are" is just as true today as it was in Plato's lime, in fact, centuries

later the American philosopher John Dewey wrote, "The state is as its

officials are " Dewey believed just as Plato did, that public officials could

not be "mean, obstinate, proud, and stupid, and yet the nature of the stale

which they serve remain essentially unimpaired "* Here is the great chal

lenge of personnel administration, it deals with the key human element,

and bow to make it equal to the greatly increasing public-service needs of

the people

261
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In the United States, public personnel administration—now in one of
Its most critical periods, for reasons examined later in this chapter—is the
product of a long evolution Let us bneny evamine this background to
I enti y the various strands in the public personnel movement, this should
clarify the issues in the present debates about public personnel policy

approaches to public
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
Throughout history there have been various approaches to public person-
ne a ministration One is to recruit, promote, and otherwise manage
government personnel in accordance svith "comparative merit or achieve-
ment ^he merit system Another .s to appoint and dismiss for partisan
^litial reasons-lhe spoils system SUll another, noted in Chapter 3, IS 10
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were also made to represent all regions in the new national bureaucracy

in order to strengthen the Union

Fit persons were educated persons, and in the highly stratified so-

ciety of those times educational opportunities were generally denied the

common man Most federal lobs were fitted by persons with an upper-

middle-class background In such a society, the "merit" of superior family

background was taken for granted *

The Period from 1829 to 1883

The seventh President, Andrew Jackson, was different, because he was an

egalitarian He wanted to break the public-service monopoly held by the

upper classes and make the bureaucracy "more representative of the

entire population His specific program was rotation in office as a means

of democratizing the service Efficiency would not be lowered because in

his opinion government jobs were so simple that previous experience was
unnecessary

Jackson did not want to damage the public service, actually, he, too,

depended upon educated and capable men in making appointments,

largely because "the pool of qualified men was still limited Neverthe-

less, With his new policies he did open the gates for the spoils politicians

at the national level

The spoils system had begun to take hold m slate and local govern-

ments around 1800, by J829 it was strongly entrenched in many states,

particularly in New York and Penrtsylvania The professional politician was
being born, and it was not long before he discovered that gifts of govern-

ment jobs could be used to lubricate the party machinery Such men were

motivated, not by the egalitarian ideals of Jacksonian democracy, but

rather by considerations of the raw struggle for political power Under the

Presidents who followed Jackson, j>olitical removals were made on a more

extensive basis, and by 1860 the ongmafopeoing provided by facJcson had

produced a spoils system with an "adhesive grip upon the political

machinery of the United States"^ Under Lincoln, the "spoils system

reached new heights " In order to develop support in the North for carry-

ing on the war with the Confederacy, Lincoln was forced to make numer-

ous appointments for polilical reasons From a personal standpoint, how-

ever, he found the spoils system distasteful One day, observing a crowd

of office seekers in his outer office, he remarked that "the spoils system

might in the course of time become far more dangerous to the Republic

Abj.-? Ahf* rebe.lUnn jise.lf
"•

The Civil Service Reform Movement

After the Cml War, important changes tookj^ce in American society, and

the role of government was expanded as the country became increasingly

industrialized Government jobs no longer were as simple as they used to
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M some people became concerned that the government could not
discharge ns responsibilities effectively with personnel chosen for political
iMons, not ineM However, not enough people were concerned about
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figure in the reform movement, had been commissioned by President

Hayes to visit Great Britain and make a study of the British system Eaton

served as the second Chairman of the Grant Commission and later became
the first Chairman of the United Stales Owl Service Commission created

by the Pendleton Act In Britain, government jobs had been dispensed as

patronage for kinfolk and friends, but by 1870 the merit system was
beginning to function and attracted the attention of Americans such as

Eaton, who was anxious to prove to the American people that the spoils

system was not a necessary evil

It was Eaton who persuaded Pendleton to introduce his second bill,

so It IS not surprising that the PerxJleton Act incorporated certain features

of the British civil service system as it (hen existed Three basic elements

were borrowed (1 ) use of competitive examinations for entrance into the

public service, (2) relative security of tenure, with removal for political

reasons forbidden, and (3) guarantee of the prHitical neutrality of the civil

servant by prohibiting his being coerced into making political assessments

and into contributing his services to political campaigns

In important respects, however, the British model was adapted to

American needs A key feature of that model—closed career service—was
flatly rejected by Congress In Britain, the principle of initial recruitment

to the bottom rungs of certain career ladders was being followed, to be

eligible for appointment to a beginning position in one of these career

progressions, the individual had to complete a certain level of education

What IS known as "late entry" was kept to a minimum, and very few

opportunities were available for entenng one of the career ladders at an

intermediate step or at the top rung a/fer having had outside work expert*

ence The British career system was a closed one, because it discouraged

free movement of individuals, no matter what their age or education, from

private to public employment

In his bill, Pendleton proposed that entrance into the public service

be permitted only "at the lowest grade " This provision met with a decid-

edly adverse reaction on the part of most of his colleagues in the Senate

They found it contrary to one of the most treasured values of American

society the right of anyone, no matter what his formal schooling, age, or

past work history, to demonstrate his ability in ar>y walk of life Eliminating

the spoils system was one thing, making federal employment the virtual

monopoly of persons with a certain educational background was another

The Unit^ States was a democracy, an open society with no class distinc-

t/ons //ke those m Britain

Many years later, specifically in 1968 with the Wilson Cabinet's

adoption of the principal recommendatons of the Fulton Committee, the

British government decided to make substantial changes in its civil service,

in general to make it more like that of the United States Among the

recommendations adopted was that "late «rtry should be considerably
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positions formerly exempted by law, by 1943 approximately 85 percent

of all federal personnel were within the permanent civil service

This percentage remained about the same until August 1 970, when
Congress created the United States Postaf Service as an independent

agency of the executive branch Although postal employees were

removed from coverage of the Civil Service Act, the Postal Reorganization

Act provided for a postal careersennce, to be developed and administered

by the new agency, with political influence in appointments and other

personnel matters prohibited '* Thus the some 725,000 postal employees

continued under a merit system, in early 1969, President Nixon had issued

an Executive order placing under merit procedures the jobs of some 70,-

000 postmasters and rural letter earners, the "last great pool of patronage

in the federal government service Presidents still have some patronage

jobs to dispense, such as those of federal distnet attorneys and marshals,

but the argument that the national government could not be satisfactorily

administered without large numbers of spoils jobs to give out is now
accepted by very few people, inside or outside Congress A more effective

control over congressmen is to threaten them with cutting off defense

contracts and expenditures for new post offices, public works, and other

federal projects in their electoral districts Patronage of this kind has grown

greatly in the federal government, it now is the predominant type When
President Nixon took office in 1 969, there were only about 6,500 positions

filled through political channels, this included top political poltcy*making

posts to which he and other Presidents have often named highly qualified

persons, including career civil servants

The Picture in State and local Governments

Thirty five of the 50 stales have comprehensive merit systems, meaning

that a large proportion of the positions in the particular state service are

covered As late as 1 958, only 23 states had comprehensive merit systems

Furthermore, for many years a merit system has functioned in all state

agencies administering f^erally aided programs for public welfare, public

health, employment security, and civil defense This began with the 1939

amendments to the Social Security Act, followed by extension of the same

principle to later authorized federal grant programs ” Thus there is no

state in the country in which the ment system does not function in some

part of the executive branch Passage of the Intergovernmental Personnel

Act of 1970’* has enabled the United States Ovil Service Commission to

make grants to state and local governments for the establishment of new

merit personnel programs and, where such programs already exist, to

improve them If a state or local governnf»ent wants only to improve its

personnel program, but does notwanttoestablish a merit system or extend

the one it has, it may still qualify for a grant m the Civil Service Commis-

sion's discretion
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Ovil service coverage is extensive in the cities, where it includes

about 75 percent of the city employees (outside education), but it is found

in less than one tenth of the counties The National Civil Service League
found in a questionnaire survey of 357 state and local personnel jurisdic

tions with more than 500 employees that, as of February 1 970, 85 percent

had merit systems The jurisdictions concerned employed about two and
a half million persons, or about 55 percent of all state and local public

workers, excluding education

The spoils system is, however, far from dead, for it is still very strong

in some state and local jurisdictions '• This is true even in places with civil

service, for ways can be fourwl to circumvent the merit system In Chicago,
97 percent of the jobs are under civil service, yet in the past nearly 40
percent have been filled with political appointees on a "temporary basis

"

Such appointments, supposedly not to exceed 1 80 days, have in practice
lasted as long as 20 years ” Mayor Daley is even reported to have had
as many as 30,000 patronage jobs m private industry, in appreciation for

favors to businessmen

The number of patronage jobs varies greatly Whereas the governors
of New York and Illinois direaly control thousands of such jobs, the
goveriior of Oregon has less than a dozen *’ In some places political tithes
are still a fixture, even for civil service employees In Jersey City "most
employees are forced to pay 3 percent of their annual salary in a cash
^itical contribution to the pany Checb are never accepted "»* As m the
frferal government, the newer forms of patronage are often much more
mponant than g,v,ng out publn: lobs Although lohn lindsay denounced

'el'l lo abohsh the notonous apotit ,ob ol

tILn >“»'«" was h.s control over zoning
variances, which he exploited to obte.n bus,ness support >
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Understandable as this outlook was in the infancy of civil service, its

persistence, long after the dangers of reincidence of the spoils system had
passed, was not As the result of a mental hangover from the period of

unmitigated spoils, the same limited programs were continued despite the

increasing complexity of American soaety With these changed condi-

tions, however, the emphasis in America shifted from moral to pragmatic

considerations, one of which was the need for efficiency in government
By the beginning of the twentieth century, the scientific management
movement was gaming support, it contnbuted to the development of a

new concept of merit systems embodied in what eventually came to be

called •'modern personnel administration
"

Basically, this meant the application of scientific techniques to

analyzing job duties, constructing examinations, and rationalizing person-

nel procedures Where this approach had impact, it meant an end to

preoccupation with holding the fort against the politicians and taking the

first steps towards developing a broad-gauged personnel program, one not

limited to giving examinations and keeping records Progress was slow, as

witnessed by the fact that with few exceptions bona fide, professionally

staffed personnel offices did not exist in the federal service until 1938
when Franklin 0 Roosevelt issued an executive order requiring them in

all major departments and agencies Modem personnel administration

generally did not start in state and local governments until about the same
time Unfortunately, some observers find it stiff missing in most state gov-

ernments As late as 1962, the Municipal Manpower Commission found

most personnel programs in uiban governments unimaginative and out-

dated **

Once established, the modern personnel offices did bring substantial

improvemenls The stress was upon effiaency, formal procedures, elimi-

nating delays, decentralizing personnel approvals where deemed feasible,

and making a beginning with new functions such as in-service training and

employee relations

Positive as the modem approach seemed, it was not long before

many people, particutarly hne officials, were criticizing it as negative and

restrictive As discussed in Chapter 6, fncuon between line and staff is

inevitable, leaders in the growing personnel field became convinced, how-
ever, that personnel workers should give belter service to line officials and

be more flexible in applying personnel regulations They realized that

undue emphasis upon procedures was interfering with the development of

a true merit system, one that facilitated lute operations The new personnel

offices seemed to be dehumanizing the personnel function, at a time when
the Hawthorne studies were having an impact and a growing number of

private companies were emphasizing human relations After World War
II the human relations approach increasingly influenced public personnel

administration, this did not mean the end of the efficiency emphasis, but
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Understandable as this outlook was m the infancy of civil service, its

persistence, long after the dairgers of reincidence of the spoils system had

passed, was not As the result of a mental hangover from the period of

unmitigated spoils, the same limited programs were continued despite the

increasing complexity of American soaety With these changed condi

tions however, the emphasis m America shihed from moral to pragmatic

considerations, one of which was the need for efficiency in government

By the beginning of the twentieth century, the scientific management

movement was gaming support, it contributed to the development of a

new concept of merit systems embodied in what eventually came to be

called modern personnel administration
'

Basically, this meant the application of scientific techniques to

analyzing job duties, constructing examinations, and rationalizing person-

nel procedures Where this approach had impact, it meant an end to

preoccupation with holding the fort against the politicians and taking the

first steps towards developing a broad gauged personnel program one not

limited to giving examinations and keeping records Progress was slow, as

witnessed by the fact that with few exceptions bona fide, professionally

staffed personnel offices did not exist in the federal service until 1938

when Franklin O Roosevelt issued an executive order requiring them in

all major departments and agencies Modern personnel administration

generally did not start in state and local governments until about the same
time Unfortunately, some observers find it still missirtg in most state gov-

ernments As late as 1962, the Municipal Manpower Commission found

most personnel programs in urban governments unimaginative and out

dated

Once established, the modern personnel offices did bring substantial

improvements The stress was upon efficiency, formal procedures, elimi

natmg delays decentralizing personnel approvals where deemed feasible,

and making a beginning with new functions such as in service training and
employee relations

Positive as the modern approach seemed, it was not long before

many people, particularly line officials, were criticizing it as negative and
restrictive As discussed in Chapter 6, fnction between line and staff is

inevitable, leaders in the growing personnel field became convinced, how
ever, that personnel workers should give better service to line officials and

be more flexible in applying personnel regulations They realized that

undue emphasis upon procedures was interfering with the development of

offices seemed to be dehumanizing the personnel function, at a time when
the Hawthorne studies were having an impact and 3 growing number of

private companies were emphasizing human relations After World War
11 the human relations approach mcreasingly influenced jaublic personnel

administration, this did not mean the end of the efficiency emphasis, but
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rather a new interpretation of »ts mearung Now it meant, m addition to

systematic procedures, attention to the primary objective of motivating the

employees and providing real help to line officers in their personnel man-

agerrrent responsibilities

CHALLENGES OF THE PRESENT PERIOD

Recently, strong pressures for redefinition of the merit system have been

coming from minority groups and Irom public employee unions Minority

groups argue that merit sysieins. while sometimes aggressively seeking out

candidates from the white, middle-class culture, have "screened out"

members of minority groups and the poor, recrinters have visited white,

not black, colleges—nor has much effort been made to recruit from other

minorities, such as the Spanish speaking and from the disadvantaged in

general, minimum qualifications for entering civil service competitions are

unrealistic and unfair—in many cases, they are carry-overs from the

Depression period, when such requirements as high school education

were established even for many Jow4eve1 jobs, the tests themselves are

culturally biased, using vocabulary and concepts not familiar to the cultur

ally deprived The proof of discnminat'on is very clear in the statistics,

which show such a small number of mirtoniy group members in govern-

ment jobs, far below their proportion in the total population

Prior to 1960 equal employment opportunity had little impact in

either the private or the public sector Since then it has progressed signifi-

cantly because of passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1 964, Executive orders

of the Presidents banning discrimination m the federal service and by

federal contractors new policies of civil servKe commissions, court deci

sions, and a changed social climate With passage of the Equal Employ-

ment Opportunity Act of 1972,** state and local governments were

brought under the antidiscrimination provisions of the Civil Rights Act of

1964 for the first time, and the federal government was also included,

providing a statutory basis for its equal employment opportunity program

A number of court decisions have made clear that, as in other areas

of public policy, the courts will order administrative agencies to alter thar

practices and will give them specific instructions as to how to do so The
mosIDJed decision has been Duke Company, theVn^ed
States Supreme Court ruled in this case that Title VII of the Civil Rights Act

of 1964 prohibited private employers

from requiring a high schocd education or passing of a standardized general

intelligence lest as a ctxrdition of emptoymeni m or to transfer to jobs when

(a) neither standard is signtficandy related to successful job performance,

(bibolh requirements operaielodisqualily Negroes at a subsuntially higher

rate than white applicants and {cl the j«*s in question had been filled only
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by white employees as part of a longstanding practice of giving preference

to whites

The decision has wider implications, however, because the court also

stated, "If an employment practice which operates to exclude Negroes

cannot be shown to be related to job performance, the practice is prohib-

ited " It also stated that "the Act does not command that any person be

hired simply because he was formerly the subject of discrimination, or

because he is a member of a minority group" and that it does not preclude

the use of tests and other measurement devices, but that they may not be

given ' controlling force unless they are demonstrably a reasonable mea
sure of job performance

Some authorities argue that even without the Civil Rights Act of 1 964

and other federal and state laws, discnmiaattan is unconstitutional in any

public employment because it violates the Fifth and Fourteenth Amend-

ments to the federal Constitution The United Slates Supreme Court has

not yet so ruled, but in their rulings upholding complaints of discrimination,

some federal district courts have agreed wuh arguments based on the U S

Constitution **

In February 1972, a federal district judge ordered the Alabama De-

partment of Public Safely to hire one black for each newly hired white until

the then all white state police force was one-quarter black (corresponding

to the blacks' proportion of the total 1970 population in Alabama) In

March 1971, a federal district court ordered the Minneapolis fire depart

ment (0 drop high school completion as an employment requirement,

validate all its tests in accordance with U S Equal Employment Oppor-

tunity Commission guidelines, establish separate eligibility lists for while

and minority group applicants, and hire the first 20 applicants from the

minority list ’’ A U S Court of Ajjpeals later overruled the district court s

ordering of absolute preference for minority applicants, but did require the

fire department to hire at least one minority applicant for every two whites

in filling Its next 60 openings The Supreme Court denied the Minneapolis

Civil Service Commission's request for appeal of the Appeals Court deci

Sion

There have been many other court decisions affecting civil service

procedures A State Supreme Court justicem New York declared unconsti

tutional a new examination developed in New York City for housing pa

trols and aides in the police and fire departments in which applications

were restricted to residents of predominantly black and Puerto Rican

neighborhoods In this case, the attempt to after iFie traditionaf procedures

failed Illustrating changed corKepts of merit, the president of the Denver

Career Service Board, m proposing preference under certain conditions for

applicants from a certain section of the aty, said "Candidates otherwise

qualified, with appropriate professional training generally possess less
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potential for success m certain sensitive leadership positions working with

minority groups than a qualified mmofity group member, and the nsh of

on the-iob failure for such a candidate becomes greater

In Its new Model Public Personnel Administration Law, the National

Ovil Service League—the same organization that sponsored the Pendleton

Act—provides for

the establishment of prograrm, including trainee prograrm, designed to at-

traa and utilize persons wrth nvmtnat qualifications, but with potential (or

development, m order to provide career development opportunities among

members of disadvantaged groups, handicapped persons, and returning vet

erans Such programs may provide for permanent appointment upon the

satisfactory completion of the training period without further examination *’

The policy reflected here—hire first and tram later—is considered "lower-

ing standards" by marty people, traditiofully, civil service applicants have

b^ expected to be able to perform the job duties without extended

training There are now special programs, frequently financed with public

funds, to prepare individuals to pass entrance examinations Comprehen-

sive programs, entailing special counseling, tutoring, and other services

previously rsot considered the responsibility of government, have also

been instituted to upgrade lower icKome workers, such as from nurses'

aides to hcerwed practical nurses ** Many persons have argued all along,

before public-service jobs for the disadvantaged became a major issue,

that there have been far too many dead-end jobs in government, and that

the proper connotation of ment systems is to provide massive training

programs to prepare all kinds of individuals for mitia! entrance and promo-
tion * Some of those opposed to the new programs for the disadvantaged

may be reacting to the fact that in their time this special help was not

forthcoming

There is much concern about discrimination in reverse, some jjeople

see affirmative goals for greater employment of minorities as no different

from outright quoUs In April 1971. after conferences with the U S Civil

Service Commission, the Federal Aviation Agency dropped the following

policy "If a minority group person cannot be appointed in each succeed
ing fifth vacant position, then neither that position nor any further positions

should be filled until a minonty group person is appointed The Com-
mission found this a quota arrangement, but it strongly supports setting

numerical goals and timetables for minority employment Along with many
state and local merit system agencies, rt has reviewed ininimum qualifica
tions, tests, and the whole range of recruitment and selection devices it

was using, in order to eliminate requiremenu found not to be job related “
The National Civil Service League, with funding from the Labor Depart
ment and other federal agencies, has organized numerous programs to
assist state and local governments in updating their civil service systems
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and removing artificiaf barriers to the employment of the disadvantaged

In Its Model Law, the League states, "Jusiasthe public jurisdictions helped

the nation to repay the debt to returning war veterans it is important now
that they help repay a debt resulting from years of public employment
deprivation for minority group members, fay giving preferential treatment

to members of minority groups It maintains that in its advice to merit

systems agencies it does not recommend lowering standards Its critics are

not convinced, but there is no hard evidence, based on empirical studies,

showing extensive damage to the merit system as the result of the League's

(and other) programs to provide more government jobs for minority

groups The issue easily becomes an emotional one, on both sides and is

basically unresolvable because there is no one accepted definition of what

'merit ' means This problem is deaft with again in Chapter 14, where

specific phases of public personnel administration are treated in detail

The Challenge from the Unions

Collective bargaining, discussed in detail in Chapter 1 6, by its fundamental

characteristic of joint decision making by management and the unions is

opposed to the histone unilateral role of civil service commissions in

determining personnel policies In its insistence on final resolution of griev

ances by independent arbitrators, it rejects the civil service commission-^

which It regards basically as representing management—as final court of

appeal, save for judicial review Manyunion leaders claim that civil service

has not brought genuine merit systems, they point, for example, to the

inequitable pay levels that existed for years and that have been improved

m recent years only as the result of collective bargaining Some of them

also argue that collective contracts provide better job protection than

spoils ridden civil service systems, as in Chicago The American Federation

of State, County, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) can even point to

a recent contract with the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania that prohibits

political dismissals of some 17,500 blue collar workers, most of whom
were employed on a patronage basis *•

On the other hand some unions press for seniority as the sole or

predominant basis for promotions and want to negotiate promotion and

other policies that management considers essential to preservation of the

merit principle The problem is complex and is considered in detail in

Chapter 15 Suffice it to say here that there is now sufficient evidence to

justify optimism that collective bargaining and merit systems can be made
compatible An increasing number of Civil service jurisdictions have well-

developed collective bargaining programs, pay, fringe benefits, and some
aspects of the selection process are negotiated and binding arbitration

exists Much of personnel policy arxi jwocedure now appear m union

contracts, which are as much part of the personnel system as the civil

service law and regulations *• This redefining of traditional merit concepts
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through union negotiations is sbll in its beginning stages but it has already

given a different complexion to public personnel administration
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chapter 14

recruitment and selection

The great expansion tn government services makes it urgent for all avail-

able manpower sources to be tapped In the 1970$ a positive approach

to recruitment is needed more than ever before, particularly for administra-

tive, professional, and technical (APT) personnel (the demand for such

personnel is increasing much more rapidly than the supply) One factor in

this imbalance is that the rate of growth in the critical 25-44 age group,

the chief source of APT personnel, is expected to be low during the 1970$

Another factor is the high rate of retirement In late 1969 it was estimated

that within 5 years over half of the approximately 28,000 administrators,

managers, scientists, physicians, and others serving in the federal govern-

ment in the four highest pay grades would either retire or be eligible for

optional retirement ’ Among these retirees are the "Depression Virtuosos"

—those very competent individt/als who were recruited so easily and in

such great great numbers during the Depression, many of whom have

been serving in local governments * It is with great regret that cities like

New York see them go Because of retirements and anticipated program

expansion, city and state governments need hundreds of thousands of new
APT,personnel

The Intergovernmental Personnel Act of 1970, mentioned in the

previous chapter, was passed because of recognition that the manpower
problem was the "most critical issue facing our Federal system In sup-

porting this legislation, numerous organizations testified to the difficulty in

277
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recruiting able persons for APT positions in state and local governments,

and to the low quality of many of those in such positions Government has

\ong been hard pressed m \tscomprtttvot\wlh private enterprise to attract

and retain the best talent, for reasons discussed below

LOW PUBLIC SERVICE PRESTIGE

Neither business nor government is finding it easy to attract able young

persons Some business executives believe that bright young college gradu-

ates now prefer leaching government, and professions tike law and medi-

cine to business It is well to point this out, but historically government

has not fared well m the competition with pnvate enterprise and, m many

cases, still does not

Studies of public service prestige have not been numerous Leonard

D White pioneered with this kind of study >n the 1 920s, in more recent

years others have made similar investigations to see whether the picture

has changed * Basically, they have found the same condition described by

White a distmaly more favorable opinion of private than of public em
ployment on the part of the general public Furthermore, like White, they

report an inverse correlation between favorable attitudes toward public

employment and level of income and education

According to the 1 964 landmark study. The Imege of the Federal

Service, jobs m the federal government are ranked higher by persons with

less than high school education and by those making less than $4000 a

year, than they are ranked by those with more education and higher

incomes Blacks ratefederalservicehigherthanwhitesrateit Theauthors’

conclusion is that the federal government is in a reasonably good position

to recruit janitors, maintenance workers, and postal employees, but twl *n

a good position m the case of scientists, engineers, and executives ‘

In a 1966 survey of 1424 University of Maryland beginning govern

ment students, private employment was found to be more appealing to

them than jobs at any level of government ' However, there was “only

a small difference between the appeal of federal and private work
”

Local government was ranked lowest, with the "state governments
slightly more and the national government appreciably more appealing

"*

As to the students' reasons for their preferences, the ' strongest determina

lion of the appeal of work for a private firm was (theirj perceptions

of the chances of 'being really successful
*

" In terms of expectations of

success, local government appeared the “most hampered," business the
' most advantaged " with the state and federal governments ' falling m
between

Frank K Cibson and George A James, in their survey of 89 high

school students m Athens Georgia, and 258 University of Georgia stu

dents, found that attitudes toward aU dwee levels of government become
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increasingly unfavorable as age increases ’® Those in the 16-18 age cate-

gory, consisting entirely of high school students, had the most favorable

views, graduate students the least favorable Those whose parents were
professionals, proprietors, or skilled workmen "gave a higher percentage

of unfavorable responses" than those whose fathers were clerks, opera-

tors, and laborers Black students (all of them from the mostly black high

school in Athens) had "the smallest percentage of unfavorable responses

toward federal and local government services and the highest percentage

of unfavorable responses toward Ibe state service of all other groups in the

sample " This is explained by the roleof the federal government in protect-

ing civil rights, welfare services of local governments, and the conservative

attitude of the Georgia state government

There are many reasons why government employment lacks appeal

for so many people low paym stateand localgovernments and ineffectual

recruiting procedures at all levels of government, for example Until these

conditions are corrected, government will not compete as effectively as it

should Much of the problem, however, is the persistence of many mis-

taken ideas about the nature of government employment One widely held

belief IS that government agencies are very inefficient and that public

employees put out very little work, "parasites" and "taxealers" are favor-

ite epithets that some sections of the press hurl at the government worker

Young persons grow up in homes and communities where the truth of

these statements is taken for granted Many people resent the extension

of government services into so many newareas and make the government

employee the scapegoat They know these new services are necessary m
present-day society, but someone has to be blamed for the encroachment,

and the easiest victim is the government worker, somehow or other, he

must be responsible The great frustration with government in the present

period makes the public employee even more of a target

Quite a few businessmen who have served in government have

cooperated with government spokesmen in the intensified efforts now
being made to dispel these myths about public employees ” Some of

these executives entered government fully expecting to find evidence of

widespread inefficiency but were pJeasarwJy surprised to find that career

public servants were industnous and competent The National Federation

of Federal Employees is demonstrating with its "Truth Campaign" what

employee organizations can do to answer vicious attacks on public em-
ployees It writes to newspapers and other joumats that make such attacks

and refutes in detail the charges made In the past few years, there has

been a campaign by some publishers to portray federal employees as

overpaid Notethefollowingstatementioonenewspapereditofiai "Presi-

dent Nixon says his administration is going to spend more money on the

mentally retarded Does this mean another increase in salaries for Federal

bureaucrats?"”
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THE SAURY PROBLEM

Historically, government has been handicapped in the salary competition

with private enterprise for several reasons Negative attitudes towards the

' bureaucrats," displayed by legidators as well as the general public, have

impeded obtaining adequate pay Many legidators, particularly those from

rural areas and small towns, have thought that public employees were

already paid too much Actually, it »s difficult for legislators to raise their

own pay. so strong ts home constituency sentiment against increases m the

public payrolls

The lawmakers have been reluciam to authoriie bigger salaries than

they themselves earn, one reason why the discrepancy between the pay

of top government executives and that in the private sector for comparable

work has been so great Legislatures lend to be more generous with em

ployees in the lower ranks They sympathize more with these ' little peo-

ple", besides, there are so many of them and they can exea such strong

political pressure Voters themselves can be just as unsympathetic Some

years ago the mayor of Denver, Colorado, resigned to accept a much

better paying position with an aidme, three limes, within a 3*yeaf period,

Denver voters had refused to approve higher salaries for the mayor and

other aty officials The present desperate financial position of many state

and local governments makes it extremely difficult to find the money to

finance pay raises even when governing bodies are willing to do so

Governmental pay setting procedures have also been much too in

flexible In normal times, pnvate companies can at any time raise pay to

the levels necessary for meeting the competition, the present controls on

pay increases may continue longer than expected, even indefinitely, but

heretofore they have been foorid necessary only during wartime In most

public jurisdictions rt has been impossible to raise pay until legislatures

acted, and typically they are slow to do so €ven when they have had a

policy of authorizing new pay rales annually, this has not been fast enough,

because by the time they have completed their deliberations private rates

have already changed

Where local prevailing rates have been paid for blue<olIar jxKitions,

this ngidity has not existed because pay for such employees has been

adjusted penodically, without the need for legislative action The effect,

however, has been that increases »n compensation for white-collar work
ers has lagged well behind those for btue-collar workers Actually, even in

the case of blue<o!(ar pay, by the time the surveys of pnvate rates are

concluded and the wage adiustments made, private pay has often changed

again In the federal service, until recent years the wage board system itself

was inequitable because each agency with wage board employees opera

ted Its system independently, and uniform job standards and pay scales for

the same occupations m the »me locality did not exist With the Coor
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dinaied Federal Wage System begun by the Civil Service Commission in

July 1968, iradesandlabor employees performing similar work in the same
local wage area now receive the same rates of pay in all federal agencies

For some time now, some stale governments, such as California,

Michigan, and Illinois, have delegated to the executive branch the author-

ity to fix salary scales for white-collar workers, and make changes in them,

without prior approval by the legislature In such cases, the only participa-

tion by the lawmakers is to pass the appropriations necessary to finance

any increases At the national level. Congress long resisted proposals to

authonie a similar delegation and did r>ot even have a policy of annually

reviewing and changing the schedules for white-collar pay

Achieving Pay Comparability in the federal Service

Finally, in 1962, Congress did pass a Federal Salary Reform Act which

made the pay comparability pnnciple a legal requirement, it stated (hat

"Federal salary rates shall be comparable with private enterprise salary

rates for the same levels of work "** With this legislation. Congress did not

delegate to the executive branch the authority to establish and periodicaUy

revise the salary schedules, instead it directed the President to report to

It annually on (he relationship between private and federal pay and to

recommend the changes in the federal scales needed to keep them on a

par with those in private enterprise In making these recommendations, the

President was to be guided by the annual survey of private professional,

administrative, and technical salaries made by the Bureau of Labor Statis-

tics (BLSl, the national average of the private rates to be followed rather

than the pay in each focafity Federal pay had fallen so far behind, that

Congress could not immediately vote funds sufficient for achieving compa-

rability for all salary grades, however, m the Postal Revenue and Federal

Salary Act of 1967 it directed the President to ad)ust the rates m two stages

so that after July 1, 1969, they wwild be equal, "as nearly as practicable,"

with private rates “

In the Pay ComparabilityAct of J 970'* Congress did delegate to the

President the salary-fixmg authority for General Schedule and Foreign

Service employees (There are 18 grades m all in the General Schedule,

the Federal ExecuuveSaJary Act of 1964governslhepay of top executives

not under the General Schedule, such as Cabinet members, other agency

heads, undersecretaries, assistant secretaries, bureau heads, and members

Oi* Avyjiss'f jt-K# c-siTOrnffiVTiw f 7he Pfes/d«ft iy e.T sge^fl (p-'ei-

entiy the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission and the Director of

the Office of Management and Budget}, a l^eral Employees Pay Council,

and an Advisory Committee on Federal Pay Every year the President’s

agent submits to him a report (based on the 8LS annual survey mentioned

above) comparing federal salary rates with those in private enterprise for
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which he submits to Congress in January His proposals, as a whole or in

part, become effective within 30 days after submission of the budget,

provided neither house of Congress enacts legislation disapproving all or

pan of his proposals and provided, further, that Congress has not passed

a law authorizing salary rates differing from his recommendations

In 1968, m its first reporlto the President, the Commission (three of

whose members are appointed by the President, and two each by the

President of the Senate, the Speaker of the House of Representatives, and

the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court) recommended some very substan-

tial pay increases President Johnson recommended slightly lower scales,

which went into effect when they were not disapproved by Congress In

1972, President Nixon announced that, consistent with his inflation con-

trol program, he would delay recommerwlations for salary increases until

early 1974 Some states like Michigan and Oklahoma have also estab-

lished special commissions with substantial powers for determining (egisfa-

(ive, judicial, and executive pay

DIFPICULTIES IN ATTRACTING POLITICAL
POLICY-MAKING OFFICIALS

Important as it is to attract and retain capable persons in the tenured career

positions, an even more critical need in some ways is to obtain top quality

persons for the political policy-making positions There may be a tendency

to assume that since these posts are filled through political channels, the

question of competence is unrealistic Of course, some administrations are

more "political" than others and more heavily emphasize loyalty and past

service to the party, but government today operates so many vital and

complicated programs that competent persons must be in these jobs Men
and women in these untenured positions often alternate periods of govern-

ment and private employment, these "m-and-outers" bring new skills and

points of view to a variety of government assignments

A principal recruitment source has been private industry, for in its

ranks are men with tested ability to direct large-scale operations Business-

men as a social group are not preferred as such, it is rather a question of

the experience that they have Universities and colleges, private founda-

tions, labor unions, farm organizations, and quasi-public agencies have

also been tapped While many able persons have been recruited from
these sources, it usually has taken some persuading to secure their services

and to retain them Irradequaie satanes have been a major deterrent, but

there are others It would be unrealistic to assume that a!) that needs to

be done to attract high-grade executives is to offer better pay Some
companies frown on their men "getting into politics," which is what some
senior company executives think is entailed if they let a junior official

accept a policy-making posipon in govemmwt "Keep out of the govern-
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With high school and college graduation dates, virtual absence of sustained

college recruitment efforts, almost no internship programs, and a general

expectation that good candidates could be expected to present them-

selves Private companies have always varied in their recruitment prac-

tices, but the better ones demonstrate much initiative, as witnessed by
campus visitation programs started many years ago and continually im-

proved Admittedly, companies have an advantage, because while they

must observe certain legal requirements, such as those in the Civil Rights

Act of 1 964, they do not have to rank candidates nor follow procedures

specified in detail by law and regulation They also can use funds for

recruitment and other personnel purposes as they see fit, whereas in

government the legislature holds the purse strings and can, as only one

example, refuse to authorizepayment of travel expenses forinterviewsand

medical examinations

Government is demonstrating that all of the above impediments, as

we)) as many others, can be removed, and that it can borrow many of the

recruiting practices used successfully by private organizations Residence

requirements have been dropped m many jurisdictions and filing fees are

disappearing, open continuous examinations, m which applications are

accepted continuously without a closing date, are very common Paid

advertising of competitions, extensive contacts with professional organiza-

tions and other possible sources of candidates, traveling recruiting teams,

and other forceful recruitment techniques are being used Recruitment is

coordinated with graduation dates, representatives of all levels of govern-

ment are visiting the college campuses, and internship prograrns have

multiplied Appointment procedures are being speeded up, and m some
Cases candidates can visit the civil service agency, fill out applications, take

tests, and receive offers, all m the couise of one visit to the agency's

premises This fast process is most often used for stenographers, engineers,

accountants, planners, and other jobs of a hard-to fill nature Application

forms have been shoftened and made much easier to complete, written

examinations are graded much more quickly than used to be the case, and
the interval between dateof receipt of the candidates' applications and the

preparation of the civil service registers has been greatly reduced, particu-

larly with the use of automated equipment for scheduling and grading

examinations Again, this is true of the progressive jurisdictions, as in

dicaied earlier, these are still far loo few
Programs for recruiting mmonbes and women have high priorities

with many government agencies "Jobmobiles" visit the inner cities, visits

are made to black colleges and to those with many Spanish-speaking

students, liaison is established with community organizations in minority

areas, and special efforts are madeto provide timely and accurate informa-

tion about jobs and to make it more convenient to apply, as by keeping

recruiting offices open during the evenings and on Saturdays
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Like minority groups, women m the public service have been con-

centrated mostly in the lower grades Sex discnminatjon is illegal under the

Ctvkl Rights Act of 1964, the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972,

and, it IS argued, under the U,S Constitution Ment systems are now

closing loopholes that have given hinng offiaais pretexts for refusing to

consider women, the U S Gvil Service Commission recently ruled that

federal agenaes may no longer ask the Commission to certify job candi-

dates of one sex, except in special circumstances—for example, where

institutional or custodial services can properly be performed only by a

member of the same sex as the reapients of the services Part time em-

ployment ofwomen with family responsibilities is being encouraged, many

such women are professionally trained in skills that are m short supply

Employment of the elderly, the physically handicappied, and others previ-

ously overlooked is also being integrated into recruitment programs

THE GOAL OF CAREER SERVICE

A paramount objective is to create a tme career service, as against simply

recruiting to fill individual jobs In such a career service, the recruits,

whether fresh from college or already possessing some work expenence,

would be guaranteed the opportunity to move up the line as they demon
strata thar capacity Ultimately, the best of them would fill the highest-

ranking positions They would have every inducement to continue in the

government service, instead of leaving after a few years because of the lack

of any planned system of career development for them
In the past for many people in the United Slates, government service

has tended to be a mere episode that precedes or follows pnvate employ-

ment Movement in and out of the service has been loo great Late entry

IS desirable, but not if it means that people are constantly shuttling in and

out of the government This is, unfortunately, what has happened too often

in the past Promising young persons entered government service and

decided that they wanted to make a life work of it but they had been
recrurted for individual jobs, not for careers The responsibility generally

devolved on them to locate opportunities for promotion and to prepare

themselves for posts of higher responsibility Typically, this meant making
contacts and shopping around for better jdjs Many of them did make
careers for themselves—but in of the personnel system, not because
of It.

Today many government agencies are recruiung people for careers
instead of individuals for jobs The Federal Service Entrance Examination

open to all college majors with only a few exceptions, replaced
numerous separate examinations and serves as the main entrance gate for

col'ege graduates After appointnsettt, die recruits serve as interns, the
initial phase of training programs that prepare them for careers not only
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reasons, but opponents of the plan argue that they could and would The

plan IS intended to improve career prospects for present executives and

to be a new incentive for younger persons to enter the federal service, but

fears of not being accepted into the Executive Service or of being dropped

from It made some present executives and some of the employee organiza

tions unenthusiastic

Comparison with the British

Release of the Fulton report, referred to in the previous chapter, reassured

Americans about the soundness of career planning in this country Many

Americans have long thought that we should emulate, or closely follow,

the British system, despite the protestations of some British that they were

not satisfied with its suitability for modem times The Fulton report found

the basic premise of the British system no longer acceptable namely, the

"cull of the generalist * The administrative class, a relatively small group

for whom the top administrative policymaking positions had been re-

served bestillustratedthisprefereoceloflhegeneralistorall rounder The

belief had been that broadly educated individuals with firsKlass minds,

recruited directly after university graduation, would in time make better

administrators than persons with more specialized preparation and previ

ous work experience

The Fulton Committee rejected the concept of the "ideal administra

tor" who "IS still too often seen as the gifted layman who, moving fre-

quently from job to job within the Service, can take a practical view ol any

problem, irrespeaive of its subject matter, in the light of his knowledge and

experience of the government machine While recognizing that this

frequent job rotation gave the generalist administrators "proficiency in

operating the government machine, and in serving Ministers and Parlia

ment," the Committee bluntly stated, "they do not develop adequate

knowledge in depth in any one aspect of the department's work and
frequently not even In the general area of activity in which the department

ojserates "’*TheCommitteea?sobelieved that members of the administra-

tive class were not sufficiently trained in management as such, and that the

denial, with few exceptions, of administrative posts to those with specialist

backgrounds (such as scienlrsls, engineers, and lawyers) had deprived the

government of a valuable source for filling directive posts

In the United States at aft levels of government subject matter spe
cialists have usually been promoted to the top administrative jobs, and
concern has been felt over the namnvness of their preparation This con
cern has been justified, because a very narrow subject matter specialist

without any aptitude for, or training in management is as undesirable as

the all rounder who administers a program about which he knows very
little With such in-service training programs as those currently functioning

in progressive U S jurisdictions, subject-matter specialists ate being better
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prepared to carry out their administrative responsibilities At the same

lime, broadly trained college students are recruited and given training in

both program content and management science As mentioned in Chapter

1 3, in Britain the recommendations of the Fulton Committee have not been

fully implemented, but substantial martagement training programs have

been launched for both administrators and specialists

THE SELECTION PROCESS

The traditional selection process will be best understood if it is described

in a step-by-step sequence The first step is for the candidate to file his

application Before he does this he studies the examination announcement

to see whether he possesses the minimum qualifications, these are the

experience, training, and other requirements that the individual must rneet

if his application is to be accepted There is no point m his applying if he

does not have these qualifications The civil service agency cannot e

expected to incur the expense of having to examine any and all candidates

On the other hand, as already slated in Chapter 13. many of these reqwre-

menu have gone much beyond what is needed for successful |0b perfor-

mance One city required a dog catcher to have 2 years experience as a

dog catcher, one state required at least an eighth-grade education and one

year's experience in a commercial laundry fora beginning laun rywor er,

salary $3,600 a year « As also stated m Chapter 13, these requirements

are being eliminated m many jurisdictions along with refusal to consi er

applicants with any kind of arrest record and overly rigid physical require-

ments, such as for the police and fire forces The courts are lea mg e

way, with decisions barring as unconstitutional the denial of employment

to aliens and homosexuals There have been so many invalid and arbitrary

minimum qualifications that it will take some time to eliminate a 0 em

even if all jurisdictions are willing to do so

Assuming that his application is accepted, the next step is for the

candidate to take the examination Thisusuallyconsislsof severa 1 eren

tests, because no one test is considered to have sufficient validity in mea-

suring ability to perform well in the particular position

In most cases the candidate is required to take a written test This is

administered by the personnel agency at a location where the candidates

assemble to take the examination, hence it is known 3® assem e

examination State and local junsdicuons have always ma egrea °

assembled examinations The examination load in the federa govern

IS so heavy that it sometimes has notbeen able to give assembled examina-

tions and It has been necessary to give unassembled ^

unassembled type, candidates mail in their applications toget
. ,,1

plememal sheets on which they describe their work background in detail
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It IS these applications that are scored and given a numerical grade, just

like a written test

From the standpoint of content, there are two principal types of

written tests achievement and aptitude The first kind measures the can

didale s ability to perform the duties of the position immediately upon

appointment, without the need for extended training, traditionally, this has

been the preferred kind of test in the United States as far as community

opinion IS concerned By contrast, aptitude tests measure the applicant s

potentialities, not his immediate ability to do the job In recruiting for

career service, aptitude is what really counts the individual s ability to

master the duties of jobs of increasing difficulty, not his immediate equip-

ment to fill just one job In practice, both achievement and aptitude tests

are frequently combined m the same written examination

If the position is one that requites experience, another part of the

examination will consist of an evaluation of training and experience The

examination announcement states the weight to be assigned to this evalua-

tion in comparison with other parts of the examination Those possessing

the minimum qualifications usually receive the minimum passing score on

the evaluation of training and expenence, they are given additional points

based on the examiners' appraisal of the quantity and quality of their

training and experience In the unassembled examination, the individual's

final grade is based entirety on the evaluation of training and experience

unless an oral examinaucn is also givett

The oral, as a weighted part of the examination, is usually required

only for positions above the entrance level, although in some cases it is

also included in competition for |obs not requiring previous experience

Usually Its purpose is to evaluate the individual s personality charactens

tics Sometimes, however, is used to evaluate the candidate’s training

and experience as well State and local jurisdictions have made much
greater use of the oral as a weighted part of the examination than has the

federal government, the much heavier examining load at the federal level

has made it impossible to include the oral as a routine matter in the

competition for all higher level posts Finally, although not a weighted part

of the examination a reference check n also a standard part of the selec-

tion procedure Sometimes it consists of a routine mail inquiry sent to

previous employers and to personal references listed by the applicant This
may be supplemented by lefepboire rnquines and, in some cases, by visits

by trained investigators who ask detailed questions about the candidates

The Debate over Test Validity

The National Civil Service League reports that a recent study it made of
every large state and local perwimel system fexclusive of educationl re-

vealed that only 54 percent of all of them, and only 47 percent of the
counties and 55 percent of the 204 cities, validate any tests, whether
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n rrwny ways the real challenge in personnel administration begins after^ completed and the appointments of new
wployeos made The task then ts to provide the incentives that will inducet^ new ap^mieos to make a career of public service Specifically, this

and other programs to^ t^ nt>eds ohhe employees at the various stages during their employ-
'f^^^-arch for high-quality recruits will
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(GAO) severely limited the kinds and amount of in service training that

could safely be attempted T^eComptroffer General madeitvery clear that

payments of the salaries and other expenses for employees' training at

nonfederal facilities would be disallowed unless Congress had specifically

granted legal authority to the agency to make such expenditures The
appropriations acts of the Defense and State Departments, and of a few

other agencies, regularly carried such authorization For all other federal

establishments, however, external training, as it is called, was prohibited

This was a serious limitation because m many kinds of work the skilled

instructors and the necessary equipment for proper training do not exist

in the government

Even when the agency organized internal training programs—those

using Its own facilities—it had to proceed with great caution CAO rulings

stated that any training given, such as in classes discussion sessions, and

workshops had to be directly related to ihe present official duties of the

participating employee Furthermore, theCAO cautioned that only a "rea

sonable amount of internal training would be regarded as legal m any

case While the sums spent on supplies matena/s, travel, and other items

may have been nominal, the salary payments of the participants, covering

the hours during which they were away from their jobs, ran into substantial

Sums, which the GAO could rule had been illegally expended With this

possibility always existing whenever internal programs of any real scope

or duration were proposed it is no wonder that agency heads decided,

reluctantly, to cancel the programs and take no chances with the CAO *

This picture finally changed (after the launching of the two Russian

Sputniks) with passage of the Covernmenl Employees Training Act of

1958, the new law represented a mental revolution because it required

federal agency heads to provide for tbp training of their employees, using

both governmental and nongovernmental facilities With training so mea-
ger prior to passage of this legislation, the new programs seemed very

sizable by comparison With the Civil Service Commission providing the

stimulus much of the internal training was provided on an interagency

basis, agencies specializing in certain kinds of programs opened them up

to employees of other agencies as well Since the law authorized payment

of salary, travel, subsistence, luiiion. and other expenses of employees

approved for external training growing numbers of them soon were talcing

after hours courses m local educational institutions, and some were sent

to educational and other organizations for full time training

President Johnson’s Task Force on Career Advancement made nu

merous recommendations for further devdopment of the framing func-

tion ’ Executive Order J 1348 (April 20. 1967). issued by Johnson upon the

recommendation of this Task Force, contains very positive statements of

responsibililies of the Civil Service Commission and the agencies for plan-

ning and carrying out an improved and more comprehensive training
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the intern to participate in various phases of a planned training program

developed lomtly and implemented cooperatively by governmental agen

cies and institutions of higher learning The University System of

Georgia recently adopted policies encouraging all institutions in the System

to have their students participate in the new, year-round Georgia Intern

Program, with each institution naming a campus internship coordinator

The Federal Summer Intern Program, started in 1969, has been open
to juniors, seniors, and graduate students, and has brought hundreds of

college students to Washington and, in some cases, to cities elsewhere in

the nation There also has been a Federal Junior Fellowship Program for

needy high school graduates who otherwise would be unable to go to

college, after they enter college they work in federal agencies during

summers and other vacation periods

There are, also, intern or fetfowship programs for persons with some
work experience Under the Education for Public Management Program,

administered by the U S Civil Service Commission, a small number of

federal and state government employees are enrolled for a 9-month period

in selected educational institutions offering broad training in public ad-

ministration and government One more example, from a rapidly growing

number, is the National Urban Fellowship program, funded by the Ford

Foundation and jointly sponsored by Yale University, the National League

of Cities, and the U S ConfcrerKC of Mayors, since its inception in July

1969, It has provided a year of academic and on-the-;ob training for a

small number of young men and women in their 20s and 30s, mainly from

minority groups The fellowships begin with an intensive 6-week urban

studies seminar at Yale, after which the fellows enter on 10 month assign-

ments as special assistants to mayors, city managers, school sujJcrintcnd

ents. and other cxecufives

Another kind of training program—for foreign nationals—has long

been offered by the federal government and many state and local jurisdic-

tions Smcethedeveloping countries lack trained personnel in the different

fields required to support economic development programs, they have

sent fTuny of their nationals to the developed countries to obtain the

required training Educational insiiiutions. rutional governments, interna

lioful ofgsmralions such as the United Nations arxJ its speciali/rd agen

Ctes, pnvaie found.it ions, and individual co^iorations have for many yc.irs

been providing special training foe these foreign rui>oruls Training for

foreign natioruls tales various forms for some it means fx^ng admitted

as degree-seeling orHlcq^r.sduaie and gracKiate students in the jKograms of

academic insiifu*>ons For o<herMlcc»rKisttprifKip.ilIy of observation train-

ing. supplementesf by cvt-nmR courses at educa!ion.al institutions in the

host countries Ot>srrvji>on training means that the foreign national is

escorted on guxled tours of worl msialLitiofts donng which he can ob
serve at first hand how certain programs are corxJuCtrd he Intreis to
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explanations of these programs, asks questions, and digests reading materi-

als In other cases, he is assigned to work under supervision for a period

of time in public or private agencies in the host country

PROMOTION
In almost any kind of organization—private, governmental, academic,

international—promotion policy is very difficult to resolve, apart from

discrimination against ethnic minonties and women there are many per-

plexities

One of the biggest stumbling blocks has been undue emphasis on

seniority Pressure for the seniority principle is generally strong in all kinds

of organizations, private or public There is a strong suspicion that if

promotions are decided on the basis of "merit," too many subjective

ludgmenls will be muroduced. probably leading to decisions based on

favoritism Older workers also reason that long service must indicate the

development of a more mature point of view and greater skill on the job

There is no question about the objectivity of the seniority rule, all that has

to be done is add up the years of service But as a British scholar has noted,

'
It IS fair to every official except the best ones, an official has nothing to

win or lose provided he does not actually become so inefficient that

disciplinary action has to be taken against him The challenge ts to

develop merit promotion policies that are so well conceived and so impar*

tially administered that seniority advocates have less of a case

Practices in Federal, State, and local Governments

In the federal service, formal agency promotion plans have been required

by the Civil Service Commission since 1959 Formerly, the supervisory

officer simply selected one of his subordinates, and if this person met the

Civil Service Commission's minimum qualifications for the kind of job in

question, the promotion was approved by the agency personnel office

Enjoying this great discretion appointing officers tended to follow the

time honored practice of promoting the man with the longest service As
a result, it was too often the mediocre employee who was promoted

Each agency prepares its own jHomotion plan, following the Com-
mission's standards, through its periodic evaluations of agency personnel

systems, the Commission checks up on agency administration of the plans

A m^or revjsjon of Commi^siM standards m J9&9. and other changes
made since then, put emphasis on consideration of qualified candidates

from asbroad a segment of the agency as possible, development of ranking

procedures based upon appropriate job related criteria and use of length

of service or lengthof experience as a ranking factor only when clearly and
positively related to job perfonnance WnUen promotional tests are per

mitted only when approved by the Commission in advance or found
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necessary by it for in-service placement As elaborated in the next chapter,

some employee organizations have made demands that some agency

officials regard as endangering merit promotion policies, however, it is the

inherent difficulty in establishing and administering such policies, not un-

ion demands, that explains the continued employee dissatisfaction with

promotion actions

Slate and local merit systems have long used the same competitive

procedures in filling promotional positions as in making original appoint-

ments Written tests are given and eligible registers prepared, with certifi-

cation usually by the rule-of-three Service ratings and supervisors' evalua-

tions are considered in evaluating the candidates’ previous records, and
their scores may he augmented with additional points, usually not very

many, for length of service The area of competition is often narrowly

drawn, being limited to employees in the department, or even organization

unit, where the vacancy exjsis In ibis way, in practice seniority becomes
a decisive factor

Promotion from Within or Without

Should those not in the government be allowed to compete for vacancies

in higher jobs, along with those who are already public employees? The
(aw and the regulations of the federal service do not prohibit this, the

individual agency can frame its promotion policy in such a way as to

permit judicious appointments of outsiders Flexibility exists in state and

local merit systems also, because (he central personnel agency is often

given the discretion to open the competition (o outsiders The Municipal

Manpower Commission found, however, that urban governments are

rarely willing to fill middle and top positions with outsiders

What should be done is lo strike the proper balance between promo-
tion from within and promolion-from-without Too much promotion-

from-within leads to inbreeding and resultant stagnation, loo free a policy

of filling higher posts with outsiders can damage the morale of those

passed over for promotion despite their being well qualified for the jobs

m question Many people support the principle that no one should be

appointed from outside the government, or from outside the particular

agency, unless he has qualifications clearly superior to those of the best-

qualified aspirantfor the promotion within the agency This is both fair and
logical, but as a guiding principle it falls down in practice at the point of

measuring the qualifications of the individuals concerned Whether the

outsider is better qualified or not can be, and frequently is, a matter for

dispute

Comparison with Private Companies and Foreign Governments

Imperfect as government protrmiion procedures have been in the past,

disillusionment over practices in industry has been far greater Articles and
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research findings have painted a picture of favoritism, chance, scheming,
and other extraneous factors as the deastve ones in promotions The
senior executive often prefers to advance the man who most resembles
him in his work habits and personal characteristics This is not true in all

companies, of course, hut it does appear to be widespread
Some European countries establish a quota of higher jobs to be filled

on the basis of seniority alone, and another quota of the same jobs to be
awarded on the basis of merit In Italy, for example, the ' posts of pnmo
segretario in the camera di concetto (executive class) are filled for a
quarter by competitive examinations amongst those m the class below,
and for three quarters by ideoneita that is, promotion from seniority

amongst those who have satisfactorily passed a test of competence
While there is no precedent for establishing such a quota system in the
American public service, study of foreign experience and other research
in the area of promotional systems is highly desirable, existing American
praaices have been used too long without critical examination

Validity and Fairness of Ranking Devices
The courts have enjoined as discriminatory certain ranking practices in

promotional competitions, just as they have in original entrance examina-
tions In New York City, where both teachers and school supervisors have
had to pass written and oral tests prepared by a Board of Examiners
created many years ago, a federal court enjoined the use of a standardized
test as a selection device for supervisors « Women denied promotion
have instituted suits charging discrimination, and in some cases the courts
have concurred and ordered their promotion The small number of both
women and minority group members m higher grade positions has led
many public employers to develop affirmative plans for correcting this
inequity The upward mobility programs discussed earlier in this chapter
are part of these plans

About New York City it is staled that "as a result of court decisions,
executive orders, and administrative practices, the promotion process is
even more circumscribed than the seleaioo process for original entrance

service ** The state constitution requires merit and fitness, ascer
tained as far as practicable by competitive examination, for both original
entrance and promotion Convinced that the "competitive test papers
re l«l at best artificial lest situatwns which need not bear any reasonable
ea ions 'P to actual work situations," the authors of a recent report

for%Tomc)tioT'^>«°"
objective noncompetitive skill and knowledge tests

Rosen arid Rapoport believe that the employer should provide the

nwl!!!
«^ticaiionai opponumties that are needed to prepare all em

rfxjf I

P°^*' ® advancement, with promotions awarded upon suc-
cessful completion of appropriate training programs » In Reno, Nevada
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three classes of Career Aides were esfaWished, with sefection by oral

examination, and with tenure limited to 2 years, during that time, the Aides

were given training to prepare them for passing the civil service examina
tions for regular entrance-level positions

And there are other possibilities Women and members of minority

groups can be represented on promotion ora! examining and review

boards Much flexibility is possible in merit systems, many personnel ad-

ministrators would much rather avail themselves of this flexibility than

have the courts tell them whom to promote, how, and when

SERVICE RATINGS

Employees naturally want to know whether they are doing their work
satisfactorily and how they can improve their performance As to the

management, it wants to help the employees achieve the highest possible

levels of performance Again, what should be done is easy to state m terms

of broad principles But achieving the resuft is. in this case, more difficult

than m many other areas of personnel administration A quick survey of

the experience to date with service ratings will show the reasons

The outstanding charactenstic of service rating plans in government

has been what the first Hoover Commission termed the system of manda-
tory public rewards or penalties ** Employees are given adjective ratings

by their supervisors, such as "excellent," "very good " "good," "fair,"

and "unsatisfactory " These ratings have controlled the individual's work
destinies, favorably or unfavorably One of the best examples of this rs

eligibility for a within grade increase, that is, a raise from a lower to a

higher rate in the salary scale for the same class of positions The supervi-

sor knows that unless he gives the employee the minimum rating required

by law, he will be depriving him of his next increase Similarly, the last

service rating frequently has at least something to do with the individual s

ranking on reduction-in-force and reemployment registers If the rating is

low enough, immediate dismissal action against the employee may be

required

There is nothing wrong with rewarding good employees and penaliz-

ing poor ones The trouble is that the mandatory system of public rewards

or penalties has by no means produced the desired result, since the super

visor hesitates to give ratings that will adversely affect the employee Many
employees regard any rating of less than "excellent" or "very good" as

reflecting on their performance The net result is that the ratings tend to

be far loo high

Recommendations of the Hoover Commissions

Both Hoover Commissions recommended that the system of public re-

wards or penalties be ended Instead, supervisors would be required to
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make periodic reports of a confidential nature on the performance of their
subordinates and their growth pot^ial These reports would be used
within the agency as the basis for granting or denying within grade in

creases and taking any other actions Employees would be continuously
evaluated, but summary adjective ratings would not be given The supervi
sor would call the employee in for frequent confidential chats, during
which he would give his reactions to his work performance

The reasoning was that this procedure would enable the supervisor
to take seriously the task of evaluating his subordinates and that, with
adjective ratings eliminated, employees would not make the invidious
comparisons that poison the atmosphere The only change Congress has
approved, however, is to sever the connection between within grade in-
creases artd the last service rating « Previously, increases had to be given
to all employees who got a rating of "satisfactory " Now department heads
decide whether employees should receive the increases, but in practice
ey are very reluaant to deny them A few state and local governments

have disassociated within grade increases and other personnel actions
from the ratings

Kinds of Raling Plans

The rating proc^ itself ts very difficult no matter what kind of evaluation
'* common kind of plan used in the past in both

^"'i
'« consists of rating the individual on

^och as industry, initiative, intelligence, depend

Sml .r S''' of plan is simpTe to

!.mn V mi fh
employees can be rated rapidly by

ev^r spaces It IS, how

whafihpt
* ^’ccause there IS no common agreement on

TaS wi ri? because the best intentioned

s«s«T! J ^
sharply, as to whether an employee pos

sesses a given trait, and to what degree

to evaluatpfhff
used in which the supervisor is instructed

Sicrt Zl°h
’ '«'«= personal character-

!ZravZe„ “c"
or. performance, the fnperv.sor can set work

neat evaluation ^ f

® *''*^tdrnate totry to meet by the time of the

s“aweZ mcinr h“" "* “"'"‘"tnce, themselves a con

lu^«r„ "m™ ‘’'"'"'M'*
»'lh = challenge He sees the

lodge on high who
^ Pcaonally interested in his developing, not as a

whether a raimo <„
evaluation system, it is immaterial

prepares a memoranT whether the superior simply

he gives his laiest oh<
report for the official records, in which

g ves his laiest observations on a subordinate's performance The essen-
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tial element is that the evaluation is based on a careful definition of the

employee’s responsibilities and of his progress in meeting the work goals

mutually agreed upon between himself and his superior

Various innovations have been proposed in recent years initial self-

ratings by subordinates, to be reviewed with them by the supervisor before

he makes his own evaluations, peer ratings, believed to be particularly

suitable for professional employees, and ratings of superior officers by their

own subordinates It now seems clear that really good service rating sys-

tems will not be developed unless legislative bodies and the public recog-

nize that much more money must be invested in this part of the personnel

function than at present As wtlh tests, evaluation of ernphyee perfor-

mance requires a great deal of study and experimentation, which cost

money If this had been recognized a long time ago, much better results

would undoubtedly have been achieved by now

DISMISSALS

The dismissal procedure is naturally a very sensitive matter Workers jus-

tifiably want to be protected against arbitrary action by supervisors In turn,

the latter understandably do not want unreasonable obstacles placed in the

way of their discharging clearly unfit subordinates As to the public, it

wants deadwood eliminated and is concerned about the often heard state-

ment that "you can't fire anyone" in government

Under the "open back door" policy, the decision of the appointing

officer to discharge an employee for reasons of inefficiency cannot be

canceled by the centra) personnel agency If the employee has completed

his probationary period and has achieved permanent status, he has the

right to appeal to the civil service commission, just as he has the right to

appeal the dismissal first within his own agency All the commission can

do, however, is to recommervj to the appomUng officer that he reinstate

the dismissed employee The appointing officer does not have to follow

this recommendation The law sometimes permits the commission to place

the employee's name on the reemployment list for the class of positions

involved, but that is as far as it can go However, it should be made clear

that the employee is protected against dismissal for political, religious, or

racial reasons, if the commission is convinced that the action was taken

for such a reason, it can order the reinstatement of the employee
Under the policy of the "closed back door," on the other hand, the

central personnel agency can, at its discretion order the appointing officer

to restore the employee to his position In state and local jurisdictions, this

Policy IS more common than the open back door In the federal service,

the Pendleton Act as orgmatly passed provided for the open back door

The Veterans Preference Act of 1944, however, mandated special treat-

ment of veterans in dismissal cases and gave them the protection of the
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illegal exercise of legislative powers for idmimslrative officials to sign

contracts with employee unions

These arguments are still heard, but hardly as much In most parts

of the country, the sovereignty doctrine, as stated above, is now viewed

as archaic Basically, sovereignty is being redefined to mean that, while

government cannot be forced to bargain collectively, it serves its own best

interests when it elects to do so Furthermore, n is recognized that it is no
more illegal for legislatures to delegate to administrative officials the au-

thority to sign collective contracts than it is for them to make delegations

in other policy areas ^ Very few stales do not now have laws, or opinions

from their attorneys general, authonzing collective bargaining for at least

some public employees, even in these states some bargaining takes place

and contracts are signed on a de facto basis * Increasingly, the courts are

ruling that in the absence of state legislation prohibiting collective bargain-

ing, public employers may legally engage in such bargaining When public

officials decide to recognrze unions and negotiate agreements with them

on this de facto basis, it is often because they deem it wiser to deal with

the unions than to allege legal incapacity to do so

Other legal barriers are also falling Binding grievance arbitration is

now widely accepted, whereas only a few years ago it was considered an

illegal delegation of governmental powers to private individuals—the arbi-

trators Compulsory arbitration of bargaining deadlocks—whereby private

arbitrators determine salaries and fnnge benefits, and thus tax rates-~is no

longer quickly rejected as illegal and inconceivable Compulsory arbitra-

tion statutes have been passed, have withstood court tests, and may be

much more numerous in the future* legal scholars can justifiably cite

these changes in court attitudes as an excellent example of the effect of

social pressures on the judicial process

REASONS FOR INCREASED UNIONIZATION
When in the 1960s it became clear that the union movement in govern-

ment would not abate, many people were puzzled by the strange new
militancy of public employees One quick explanation was that labor

(meaning the AFL-CIO and other unions! was responsible Desperate over

Its declining membership m the private sector, it was pouring in funds and

causing the increased unrest among government workers Certainly labor

had turned to government as a large, untapped area for gaming new
members But this explanation made it seem that public employees were

mere captives of labor It overlooked that they were ripe for unionization

for two fundamental reasons First, they had become aware of their "col-

lective presence and power potential,"* and, second, their altitudes had

changed greatly

According to labor authority Gus Tyler, during the twentieth century.
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there have been three stages in Amencan labor history, each marked by
the emergence of a new sector of the labor force that senses its time has
come During the first three decades, the trade unions were dominated by
the skilled tradesmen, "the craftsman-mechanic was the kingpin of the
blue collar world and, most important, he knew it The second period,
roughly from 1930to 1955, was one of development of the mass produc-
tion industries, with a "massive i»ew tier" of semiskilled workers added to

the labor movement ' Since 1955 the economy has become one domi-
nated by the service producing industnes—government, transportation,
public utilities, trade, finance, services, and real estate—and with many
more white collar than blue-collar workers With government now the
biggest growth industry of all, the stage was set in the 1 960s for the onrush
of public employee unionism

By thaltime the public empToyee was a large class in popular demand
Together with his confreres in the changed labor force-white-collar, ser
>nce, professional nonprofit-rhe public employee was a major presence
He was in the same position as the mass production worker in the 1 930 s
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and legislators to obtain the changes it wants tn the case of policemen and
firemen, exposed to death and injury m the problem-ndden cities, the

collective bargaining process provides the opportunity to express their

resentments over the community’s failure to appreciate their loyal service

By rejecting a proposed settlement, liberal in money terms, they discharge

their anger and reveal the depth of their discontent

An important factor m the spread of collective bargaining has been
the competition (or members between the labor-affiliated unions, like the

AFT, and independent associations, like the National Education Associa-

tion (NEA) When the AFT began to grow rapidly in membership and to

win demonstrahlevictories in Its negotiations with school boards, NEA had
to become more militant and adopt collective bargaining (even though it

prefers the terminology "professionalnegotialions") The same pattern has

been repeated in the rivalry between numerous other labor-affiliated and

independent employee groups, many of the associations now are just as

militant and just as firm supporters of collective bargaining as the unions

Where legislation requiring collective bargaining is passed, the associations

obviously would be abandorwng the held to their labor-affihated rivals if

they did not compete with them in the representation elections

DEVELOPMENTS IN STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
Prior to 1959 no state had approved affirmative collective bargaining

legislation for public employees In that year Wisconsin passed the first

such statute, it required local governments to bargain collectively with

their employees Thereafter many other state legislatures acted, by the end
of 1971, 21 states had general statutes requiring public employers to

engage in collective bargaining or to meet and confer with representatives

of certain employees ’ Under "meet and confer," management unilater-

alfy makes the final decision, whereas under collective bargaining, deci-

sions over wages, hours, and conditions of employment are jointly

reached by representatives of management and the unions The collective

bargaining approach was the preferred one in the great majority of the

state laws, with just four states having mandatory meet and-confer laws

To indicate the extent of collective bargaining activity initiated by these

new laws, in New York State alone, 900,000 of the one million state and
local government employees have been exercising their negotiation rights

In the absence of state legislation, some cities like Baltimore, Mary-
land, and LouisviKe, Kentucky, and counties like Arundel, Maryland, have

passed ordinances establishing collective bargaining programs Consider-

ing also the numerous de facto bargaining arrangements previously men-
tioned, for the country as a whole the total collective bargaining activity

in slate and local governments is extensive However, the absence of
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l^'slation m some states the limited covwage in others, and the difficulties
of de facto bargaining without speafic legislative sanction and guidelines
create numerous problems

Findings and Recommendations of the ACIR
The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR) reported
that in 1969

nearly six tenths of the municipat.ties and over hvo-fifths of the urban coon
ti« with at least one employee organization had not enacted laws or
adopted ormal policies regard ng whether their general and public safety
personnel could join unions or associatwns. whether a single negotiating
reprewntative for these employees could be recognized by management,
whether management cooW sign negotiated agreements or whether labor
management disputes could be submitted to an arbitrator •«
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by Representative Frank Thompson of New jersey, would bring stale and
local employees under the National Labor Relations Act Hearings on all

three bills were held in early 1972 by the House Special Subcommittee on
Labor, of which Thompson ts chairman

In general, those opposed to these brlls strongly object to "federal

mandating ' They believe that the cause of strorrg state and local govern

ment suffers every time the federal government engages in such mandat
ing, and that such legislation would expand the federal bureaucracy at a

time when much support has been developing for decentralization These

arguments are essentially unrealistic to public employee leaders like jerry

Wurf President of AFSCME, who believes that if the stales will notact, the

federal government, m the nation’s interest, should do so Obviously, he
IS not alone in this view, as witnessed by the NEA bill

Characteristics of Bargaining Arrangements

In state and local governments with collective bargaining programs, the

scope of the negotiations is broad, usually including salaries and wages

and, frequently, hours of work, fringe benefits, and other conditions of

employment '*
In the private sector, collective bargaining means signing

an agreement with an exclusive bargaining agent that represents the

majority of the workers in the bargaining unit, once signed, the contract

applies to all workers in the unit, whether members of the majority union

or not h most cases the state and local government bargaining is with

exclusive bargaining agents, so that the resemblance to industrial practice

under the Taft-Hartley Act is close

The administrative machinery for regulating the collective bargaining

vanes In some states the stale agency performing labor relations functions

for the private sector has been grven the same role for government, exam
pies are Connecticut, Massachusetts, Michigan, and Wisconsin In other

cases, a new state entity is created, as in New York New Jersey, Hawaii,

and Kansas ’* New York Oty has its own Office of Collective Bargaining

(OCB), established by ordinance the unusual feature is that the employee

organizations select two of the severs members of the board of collective

bargaining, an important part of the OCB i‘

In cities such as Cincinnati and Philadelphia where exclusive bargain

mg agents have been recognized for years, there is no separate labor

relations machinery as such In Cincinnati, the city manager, aided by the

personnel officer, negotiates the agreements with AFSCME District Council

51, the exclusive bargaining agent for all city employees In Philadelphia,

the personnel director and AFSCME District Council 33, the exclusive

agent for "certain' civil service employees, are mutually responsible for

the collective bargaining arrangements

If collective bargaining is to be successful, both management and the

employee organizations must observe certain rules, commonly referred to
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prartices", this is why sudi a section is included in the ACIR
m^el bills mentioned above An example of an unfair labor practice is

refusal to bargain collectively In the pnvate sector, complaints of unfair
lator practices are made to the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB),w ic inv«tigates If it finds the complaint justified, and if the guilty party
refuses to desist from the practice in quesfeon, it issues a cease and desist
order, eriforceable in federal court Both the union and management can
appeal NLRB rulings in the courts In stales such as Michigan, Pennsyl
vania, an isconsin, unfair labor practices by public management or
public employe unions are polKred and enforced in much the same waym in ustry Some local government units have employee relations
Wlicies that include statements of unfair practices." but these essentially
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orderly and constructive relationships be maintained between employee
organizations and management officials " Agency managements were re-

quired to deal with the employee organizations and to grant them official

recognition for negotiation or consultation Exclusive recognition and con-

tract negotiating rights covermg all employees in a bargaining unit were
provided for those organizations that had the support of the majority of

the employees in the unit Two other forms of recognition (formal and
informal) were also provided, essentially conferring consultation rights

only on organizations with insufficient membership for exclusive recogni-

tion

The order provided that all agreements were to be "governed by the

provisions of any existing or future laws and regulations," including both

Civil Service Commission and agecKy regulations, thus salaries, wages,

hours of work, and fringe benefits could not be bargained The negotia-

tions, however, did include many items of significance to the employees,

such as leave for union activities, tours of duty, lunch periods, locker

facilities, sanitation, vacation scheduling, rest periods, health services, and

training and recreation programs Agencies could also agree to, and did,

negotiate numerous aspects of personnel administration delegated to them
by the Civil Service Commission, such as determination of the area of

consideration for promotiort

Administration of the program was decentralized, each agency being

responsible for issuing rules and regulations for the implementation of the

order, and making final determinations on bargaining units, recognition of

employee organizations, and unfair labor practice charges There was no

labor relations agency responsible for overseeing the program throughout

the federal service and for performing functions comparable to those of

the NLRB for the private sector Nor was there any third-party machinery

for resolving bargaining deadlocks

Employee leaders were concerned over {he restricted scope of the

bargaining, but particularly over what they considered the overconcenlra-

tion of power in management's hands Agency heads were deciding

whether or not their agencies had met their obligations under the order and

were terminating negotiations whenever theydeaded that agreement with

the employees' representatives could not be reached The Civil Service

Commission, which had an advisory rofe, recommended the use of media-

tion and other impasse settlement techniques, but there was no panel or

other body to which the parties couU refer a dispute when still unable to

cssnve s.e, an agTeemem
President Nixon's Executive Order JI49J of October 29, J969,**

made important changes It provided only one form of recognition

—

exclusive—to eliminate the fragmentation of numerous competing unions

With consultation or negotiating nghts, or both It also created substantial

third-party machinery Agency heads no longer make final decisions on
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bargaining units, determination of the exclusive bargaining agent, and
unfair labor practice charges These decisions are made by the Assistant
Secretary of Labor for Labor-Management Relations, subject to appeal to
a Federal Labor Relations Counal (FLRO, the membership of which con
sists of the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission, the Secretary of
Ubor, an official of the Executive Office of the President, and such other
executive branch officials as the President, from time to time, designates
The Assistant Secretary is empowered to "require an agency or a labor
organization to cease and desist from violations of this Order and require
It to uke such aHirmative action as he considers appropriate to effectuate
the frolicies of this Order " Also created was a Federal Service Impasses
Pane^ to which President Nwon named seven experienced arbitrators,
which can take any action it considers necessary to settle an impasse

"
gency managements could no longer permit employee representatives to

^
on official time when negotiating agreemenu, a provision that em

ployee leaders immediately termed regressive
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and that a full-time, impartial body, appointed for definite terms and not

subject to removal by the President, replace the fLRC

THE STRIKE QUESTION
Every newspaper reader knows that public employee strikes are no longer

uncommon and occur despite aniistrike legislation, some of it providing

severe penalties for bolh the sfrikers and the unions The postal strike and
the "sick-out" of the air traffic controllers, the latter also m March 1970,

took place despite Public Law 84-330 of August 9, 19S5, this statute made
It a felony for federal employees to strike or assert the right to do so, with

the penalty a fine of not more than S1000 or imprisonment of not more
than one year and a day, or both The postal workers were not punished,

quite a few of the controllers were, some being dismissed But the conclu-

sion many people drew from both work stoppages was that the antistrike

legislaiiof) approach was ineffective

The New York State Example

Ineffective on the federal level antistnke legislation has been no less so in

the experience of the states The history in New York State is illustrative

Ift ?947 It passed the Condon-Wadlm Act providing for the dismissal of

any employee who participated in a strike, tlW employee could be rehired,

but not at a higher salary Furthermore, his pay could not be increased until

3 years after reemployment, and he had to serve a new probationary

period of 5 years The 1 2-day subway strike m New York City, which
began on New Year's Eve, 1966, demonstrated the impraciicabitity of

Condon-Wadlm, the strikers could not be fired because there were no
qualified persons avaifabfe in sufficient numbers whom the Transit Author-

ity could employ as replacements As part of the settlement, the Transit

Authority agreed not to invoke the Condon-Wadlm penalties against the

strikers, but a taxpayer sued to force the courts to invoke them Obviously,

no one wanted another subway shutdown, so the stale legislature hurriedly

approved "forgiveness legislation" retroactively exempting the strikers

from Condon-Wadlm penalties **

New legislation was then passed (the Taylor law), shifting the punish-

ment from the workers to the unions Vtrtiile employees who went out on
strike were made subject to disciplinary action, including dismissal, the

principal penalty was a court fine against the union, equal in amount to

I week's dues collections from its members, or $10,000, whichever was
less, for each day of a strike Union leaders disobeying court orders were
made subject to a fine of not more than $250 or imprisonment for not

more than 30 days, or both This did not deter New York Oty school

teachers from walking out for 14 days in fall 1967, and from striking

several times in fall 1966 Both times the United Federation of Teachers
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Those supporting limited stnice legislation argue that public officials

who otherwise are unbending m their attitudes towards employee de*

mands will negotiate seriously when they know the union can legally strike

Many people have argued all along that collective bargaining is not possi-

ble without the right to strike, and (hat this i$ as true in the public as in the

private sector They agree that some public employee strikes endanger the

public health and safety, but the Pennsylvania and Hawaii laws provide

procedures and machinery for preventing or halting such strikes They
point out that many government services are not essential and that anyway
there is no logic in, for example, prohibiting strikes by personnel of public

transit facilities but not of private ones

The opposite view stresses that public employee unions already have

so much political influence that (o grant (hem even a limited strike right

would give them far too much power (t is argued that elective officials,

always in need of votes, are already too anxious to accede to employee

demands, and that the public, although it is angry with the sinkers, raises

a clamor for the officials to get the strike settled It is also stressed that

whereas companies can move or go out of business, government agencies

cannot, and that in generaf the economic constraints that tend to moderate

union demands m the private sector do not exist m government Finally,

It has been maintained that permissive strike legislation would lead to a big

increase m the number of strikes, but this has not been the experience in

Pennsylvania and Hawaii It was also predicted that granting public work-

ers collective bargaining rights would cause more strikes The evidence,

however, docs not show that they are any more frequent in states with

collective bargaining that m those without

Many who support (he limited fight to strike do not deny that some
public employee unions have developed excessive power They believe

that the best way to reduce strikes, paradoxical as it may seem, is to

Combine the limited strike right with much strengthened procedures for

resolving impasses, including compulsory arbitration if necessary m the

particular jurisdiction Others, tike Arvid Anderson, head of the OCB in

New York Oiy, Isclieve that even without the right to strike, good impasse

procedures will prevent marsy walkouts *' Anderson Ixicame convinced

that compulsory arbitration was necessary in New York Dty, where it was
adopted m early (972

IMPASSE RESOLUTION
An important reason why tabor rdationj legislation is urged for states

lacking It IS that frequently, in the de facto bargaining in such slates, the

parlies car5r>ol agree, and there are r»o legally established prodedurcs or

rruchincry for resolving the deadlocks Even in stales with such legislation,

there IS no guarantee (hat impasses can be ri^olved and strikes prevented.
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Those supporting limited strike legislation argue that public officials

who otherwise are unbending in Iheir attitudes towards employee de-

mands will negotiate seriously when they know the union can legally strike

Many people have argued ail along that collective bargaining is not possi-

ble without the right to strike, and that this is as true in the public as in the

private sector They agree that some public employee strikes endanger the

public health and safely, but the Pennsylvania and Hawaii laws P^rde

procedures and machinery for preventing or halting such strikes They

point out that many government services are not essential and that anyway

there is no logic m, for example, prohibiting strikes by personnel of public

transit facilities but not of private ones
. . „

The opposite view stresses that public employee unions already have

so much political influence that to grant them even a limited strike right

would give them far too much power It is argued that elective officials,

always in need of votes, are already too anxious to accede to employee

demands, and that the public, although it is angry with the

a clamor for the officials to get the strike settled It is also stressed that

whereas companies can move or go out of business, government a^"Cies

cannot, and that in general the economic constraints that tend to

union demands m the private sector do not exist m governrnen i y.

It has been maintained that permissive strike legislation would lead to a g

increase in the number of strikes, but this has not been the experience in

Pennsylvania and Hawaii It was also predicted that granting public work-

ers collective bargaining rights would cause more strikes The e^®"«'

however, does not show that they are any more frequent in states wiin

collective bargaining that m those without

Many who support the iim.ted right to strike do not deny that some

public employee unions have developed excessive power They believe

that the best way to reduce strikes, paradoxical as it may

combine the limited strike right with much-strengthen^ procedures fo

resolving impasses, including compulsory arbitration if nec«Mry m tne

particular jurisdiction Others, like Arvid Anderson, head of^ OCB m

New York City, believe that even without the right to strike, good

procedures will prevent many walkouts *’ Anderson ame convin

that compulsory arbitration was necessary in New Yor CHy, w ere i w

adopted m early 1972

IMPASSE RESOLUTION
An important reason why tabor relations Icg'slatKjn is urged for st

lacking It IS that frequently, in the de facto bargaining in sue

partK^s cannot agree, and there are no legally establish^

mach.r>crY for resolving the deadlocks Even in states with sixh logisW|on

there IS no guarantee that impasses can be resolved aid strikes prcvenieO,
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(UFT) was fined and its President, Atbert Shanker, jailed The $150,000
fine for the 1 967 strike amounted to about $3 per member, so it did not
hurt the UFT very much The AFL-CIO stepped in and paid the $220,000
fine for the 1968 strikes Each time that Shanker went to jail he played the
martyr role so effectively portrayed by many union leaders, for this reason
some egislators now favor laws preventing the incarceration of union
officials in strike situations
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Those supporting limited stnke legislation argue that public officials

who otherwise are unbending m their attikides towards employee de-

mands will negotiate seriously when they know the union can legally strike

Many people have argued all along that collective bargaining is not possi-

ble without the right to strike, and that this is as true in the public as in the

private sector They agree that some public employee strikes endanger the

public health and safety, but the Pennsylvania and Hawaii laws provide

procedures and machinery for preventing or halting such strikes They

point out that many government services are not essential and that anyway
there is no logic in, for example, prohibiting strikes by personnel of public

transit facilities hut not of pnvate ones

The opposite view stresses that public employee unions already have

so much political influence that to grant them even a limited strike right

would give them far too much power It is argued that elective officials,

always in need of votes, are already too anxious to accede to employee

demands, and that the public, although it is angry with the strikers, raises

a clamor for the officials to get the strike settled It is also stressed that

whereas companies can move or go out of business, government agencies

cannot, and that in general the economic constraints that tend to moderate

union demands m the private sector do not exist in government Finally,

It has been maintained that permissive strike legislation would lead to a big

increase in the number of strikes, but this has not been the experience in

Pennsylvania and Hawaii It was also predicted that granting public work-

ers collective bargaining rights would cause more strikes The evidence,

however, does not show that they are any more frequent in states with

collective bargaining that m those without

Many who support the limned right to strike do not deny that some
public employee unions have developed excessive power They believe

that the best way to reduce strikes, paradoxical as it may seem, is to

combine the limited strike right with much-strengthened procedures for

resolving impasses, including compulsory arbitration if necessary in the

particular jurisdiction Others, like Arvid Anderson, head of the OCB in

New York City, believe that even without the right to strike, good impasse

procedures will prevent many walkouts ** Anderson became convinced

that compulsory arbitration was necessary in New York City, where it was
adopted in early 1 972

IMPASSE RESOLUTION
An important reason why labor relaiions legislation is urged for states

lacking It IS that frequently, ;n the de facto bargaining in such states, the

parties cannot agree, and there are no legally established prodedures or

machinery for resolving the deadlocks Even m states with such legislation,

there is no guarantee that impasses can be resolved and strikes prevented.
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as former Secretary of Labor Arthur ) Goldberg has said, there is no magic

formula for settling labor disputes

Dunng the 1960s much of the psAtic sympathized with striking

teachers, nurses police, postal employees, and other low paid public

employees However, now that pay for these groups has been substantially

improved and the financial crisis of governments has deepened, there is

widespread demand for more effective techniques for settling disputes

The methods used m government are the same as m industry (1) media

tion, (2) fact finding, and (3) arbitration, either voluntary or compulsory

Mediation

Mediation is the effort of a third party to persuade the disputants to come
to an agreement The mediators are usually supplied by either a state

government agency or the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service

(which serves both agency managements and employee organizations in

the federal government, and, on a limited basis, does the same for state

and local governments) Less frequently, the mediators are private in

dividuals employed by the parties themselves

Despite the faa that the taw often requires governmental labor rela-

tions agencies to offer mediation services, the essence of mediation is

volunteensm If mediationrsnotdesiredbybothparties it cannot succeed

Because it is basically voluntary, mediation i$ the logical first step m at

tempting to resolve an impasse The mediator meets with both parties,

singlyand together as he determines and tries to indicate the possible basis

for narrowing their differences and commg to an agreement on the dead
locked Items

Fact-Finding

Fact finding is an investigation of a dispute by an individual, panel, or

board which issues a report on the key facts, usually with recommenda
tions for a settlement Factflndersfunciionin a judicial role, holding formal

hearings at which the parties present evidence supporting their positions

In accordance with the procedures specified by law, fact finders make
public reports of their findings and recommendations The process of

fact finding with recommendations is sometimes referred to as voluntary

arbitration

for the reports of neutrals who have carefully weighed the evidence and

arguments of both sides There has been a remarkable record of success

with fact finding in states like Wisconsin and New York Too often, how-

ever, instead of negotiating as hard as they mighL the parties will request

fact finding Unfortuantely, it istrueofallthird party techniques of impasse

settlement that that availability lends to weaken the collective bargaining

process Actually, in many cases fact finders first try to mediate the dispute.
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and bolh mediators and fact finders may decide to return the dispute to

the parties for a resumption of direct negotiations

Arbitration

Arbitration is also a judicial process, with the arbitrators holding formal

hearings and weighing the evidence, just as fact finders do Voluntary

binding arbitration occurs when the parties pledge themselves in advance

to accept as binding the recommendations of the arbitrators This was the

method used to settle the 1968 NewYork Crty garbage strike, the arbitrator

was the Chairman of the State Mediation Board Historically, unions in

both the private and the public sector have opposed binding solutions of

any kind, but there has been some indication that they may be changing

on this, particularly for essential services

Under compu/soryarbnralion the law binds the parties to accept the

recommendations of the arbitrators A number of state legislatures have

provided for compulsory arbitration in negotiations with policemen and

firemen ’* As previously mentioned. New York City has now adopted it

as the missing "finality" in us dispute-settlement procedures for all agen-

cies under the Office of Collective Bargaining The Postal Reorganization

Act provides for final-step compulsory arbitration of bargaining deadlocks

in the Postal Service And it may be required in other federal agencies by

the FLRC
Since arbitral awards can have the eKect of raising tax rates or

curtailing some public services m order to find the money to pay the

awards, compulsory arbitration stood little chance of legislative and public

acceptance until very recently While this still holds true for most of the

country, it may not be long before more states acfopt it for essential

services, and other cities plagued by strikes may follow the New York City

example The fear is that with compulsory arbitration, although strikes may
decrease, the unions will not bargain senously, hoping to win more from

the arbitrators Many management officials contend that mediators, fact

finders, and arbitrators give inadequate consideration to the government's

ability to pay and favor the pnvateintereslsof the unions over those of the

general public

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND THE MERIT SYSTEM
The impact of collective bargaining on the merit system was discussed

briefly at the end of Chapter 11 Merits.ystP/ji.admjni.straJjirshave.feared.

that the unions believe in personnel administration by contract, rather than

by law, and that their objective is to strip the civil service commission of

all functions except recruitment—everything else will go into the agree-

ments

When, during the early days of the new militancy, some public
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employee leaders aggressively advanced the doctrine that collective con

tracts superseded provisions of existing laws and regulations, there was

understandable concern that civil service, along with many other areas of

public policy, was being threatened While some union leaders still make

this claim, in practice for the most part they do not press it when public

management agrees to negotiate personnel matters with them There is

disagreement about which subjects can be bargained without damaging

the merit system, a disagreement that likely will continue Yet merit system

agencies now concede that many aspects of the personnel program can

safely be negotiated, such as the length (not the existence) of the proba

tionary period

The U S Civil Service Commission recently undertook a thorough

review of the voluminous Federal Personnel Manual to identify those

matters that are governed only partly by law or Executive order and

therefore leave room for negotiation Among such areas it investigated

were merit promotion, reduction in force, performance evaluation, incen

live awards, and equal employment opportunity ** Using merit promotion

as an example, the precise area of consideration, as well as other aspects,

can be negotiated within the limits of the Commission's standards (referred

to m Chapter 15) Some onions have demanded that there be voting

union*de$ignates on merit promotion panels, others have requested ob>

servers only The management case for denying the first request is much
greater than for refusing the second, yet some agencies have refused to

consider even observers The promotion example illustrates how difficult

It IS to determine when a union demand conflicts with the merit principle,

but the Commission's review indicated its recognition that the scope of

negotiations had been too restricted

In many local governments. Hems are negotiated even though such

negotiation is in conflict with current laws and regulations, but then the

legislators amend the laws and regulations accordingly What worries

merit system administrators about this procedure is that a city council or

countyboard of supervisors may act hastilyand "repeal" civil service This

unquestionably is a hazard of collective bargaining but the problem may
in time be solved as personnel administrators, civic organizations, and

others anxious to prevent violations of ment principles press their views

more effectively before the lawmakers

Under the. iioioa shop tn he ahlft-tn biild ibeir: employees

must join the union within a specified time, usually 30 days In an agency

shop, there IS no requirement to join, but die employee must pay the union

dues or forfeit his job AFSCME and other labor affiliated organizations

make the same argument as is made in the private sector, that compulsory

membership is essential if the union is to be both strong and resjjonsible

in Its negotiations and other relations with management If the union shop

cannot be obtained, then the agency shop is appropriate, because nonun
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(on members are "free riders," who pay no dues, yet benefit from the

contract gams won by the exclusive bargaining agent

Many people have considered that both kinds of shops are incom-

patible with merit since neither union membership nor payment of union

dues has anything to do with ability to do the job Yet the unions have

negotiated numerous union-shop or agency-shop clauses in state and local

jurisdictions with civil service systems, and the agency shop in particular

may well become more common Surprisingly to merit system administra-

tors, few individuals have refused to join the union or to pay the dues

under the agency shop In Philadelphia, which has a modified union shop.

Personnel Director Foster B Roser reports that relatively few employees

use the "escape" clause that permits them to drop out of the union at a

certain time each year Whenthey do leave the union, usually it is because

they believe it has not done enough for them
In our opinion, the greatest threat to the merit principle is in the

insistence of some of the employee organizations on seniority as the basis

for promotions Some of the agreements now being signed in government

provide that the promotion shall go to the most senior qualified man, with

"qualified ‘ defined to mean meeting the minimum qualifications only

With all their deficiencies, civil service agencies generally have not pro-

moted on so indiscrimmating a basis While they have given weight to

seniority—perhaps too much weight—they have required competition

between all those candidates who meet the minimum qualifications, just

as in initial recruitment Yet, as noted in Chapter 15, seniority has been

present in civil service systems all along, furthermore, many of the em-
ployee organizatfons do rrof favor the principle of "most senior qualified

man Summarizing, for the country as a whole, by 1973 it d.d not

appear that collective bargaining had done much damage to the merit

principle

INFLUENCE ON PROGRAM POLICY

Another area of concern is the success of some employee organizations

in negotiating program policy and administration questions It is now estab

lished practice in many schoc^ distncts to negotiate numerous instructional

matters such as maximum class size, teacher preparation periods, teacher

participation in textbook selection, and even the school calendar Max-
imum case load limits in contracts with social workers and limitations on
nonnursing. duties in pacts with nurses areopite common Sooal workers

have been unable to make welfare administrators negotiate the clothing

and other allowances to be received by welfare families, nor have police

associations been able to get management to negotiate the size of the force

or the guns and other equipment to be provided each policeman De-
mands of this type are made at the bargaining table, but even when denied
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there, they may later be granted by management because of political and

other pressures "Job actions" (work stoppages), such as those by police,

are sometimes effective in obtaining this result

One view is that management should refuse to negotiate any pro-

gram questions, in the schools or elsewhere Another is that it depends on

the program question, for example, many people believe that the quality

of the schools has been improved as the result of teacher codetermination

with management of many educational matters Such codetermination is

now so well established that efforts of school authorities to obtain the

elimination of such contract clauses are not likely to succeed

After the Attica tragedy, AfSCME Council 82 obtained a seven point

agreement with the State Commissioner of Corrections providing for far-

reaching reforms, such as employment and training of new correction

officers, expenditure of $800,000 for the purchase of new safety and

security equipment, and substantial improvements in meals, clothing al-

lowances, and toilet and shower facilities for the inmates Although this

was not in the form of a union contract, it was in writing In other cases,

however, the employee organizations oppose management innovations

and attempts to improve efficiency A former New York City Budget

Director writes "In truth, few changes can be made in work organizations

without union approval, and it is seldom forthcoming except at a price The
powerful municipal unions ate becoming the most conservative force m
city government, providing the strongest pressure against change and im

provement, or rational economies ' **

Thus, as IS generally true in appraising collective bargaining in gov-

ernment, there are both favorable and unfavorable results While codeter

mmation can breathe new life into many programs, it can also damage
others Many management rights have been preserved in industry, public

management should hold the line at certain vital boundary points beyond
which It IS convinced that codetermination would not serve the best

interests of the citizens
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responsibility for

financial administration

Greater demands for public services, increased population, the Vietnam

war, and inflation have deepened (he financial crisis in government Finan>

oal administration is therefore of special importance, because while there

seems to be no limit to what we may ask of government, there is always

a limit to the funds available, and the financial pinch now is greater than

ever before Accordingly, the financial practices of national, state, and

local governments are undergoing intense scrutiny, with new concepts and

techniques being developed, such as plannirtg-programming-budgeting

(PPB), which will be discussed in the next chapter

The components of financial administration are budgeting, account-

ing, auditing purchase and supply management, (ax administration, and

treasury management The last two are specialized fields of administration,

not appropriate for detailed treatment in an introductory textbook Broadly

speaking, financial administration also includes fiscal policy and the gov-

ernment s role with respect to economic st^ilization Since courses in

public finance take up these probfems from a substantive standpoint, we
Will be concerned with them only in terms of the adequacy of tne budget

and accounting systems as tools for carrying out whatever economic poli-

cies the government adopts

335
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ASSIGNMENT OF FINANCE FUNCTIONS

Finance functions should be so assigned as to promote coordination of

effort, under the genera! direction of the chief executive (President, gover-

nor, city or county manager, or mayor) The chief executive should have

a financial plan fortheenlire|unsdiction,heshould control the preparation

and execution of the budget, as well as the financial reporting and related

systems for measuring program accomplishment. He cannot be expected

to carryout this overall responsibility withouta competent, well-organized

finance organization under him Although good results are not necessarily

guaranteed by sound organization arrangements, past history demon

strates that certain errors in assigning finance responsibilities create serious

problems and prevent effective executive leadership

Adoption of the executive budget, meaning one controlled by the

chief executive, did not take place in the federal government until 1921

with the passage of the Budget and Accounting Aa ' The executive budget

was introduced in some state and municipal governments before then, it

IS found now in most of them * In many slates and cities, however, the

legislators participate in one way or another in the formulation of the

budget, thus weakening the chief executive's role In numerous county and

rural governments, the governing body prepares the budget, for example,

in many counties a committee of the board of supervisors receives expend-

iture estimates directly from the department heads and puts together the

budget In these jurisdictions there is no one administrative officer respon-

sible for the budget, and its execution, once approved, is left to the spend-

ing departments * The legislature should have a strong role in reviewing the

chief executive's budget and in making its own independent evaluations

of program results achieved by the spending agencies • The executive

budget does not mean executive domination, with no real role for the

legislators Rather, it is based on the principle of executive leadership,

which means entrusting to the chief executive the formulation of the

estimates and the execution of the budget, as approved by the legislature

In this way the legislature is better able to hold the executive to account

for any deficiencies in financial procedures, as well as for disappointing

program results

Besides the failure to establish execuUve responsibility, now largely

corrected, there has been an unfortunate history of scattering of finance

functions, with consequent duplication and lack of coordination A strong

belief in checks and balances led many state and municipal governments

to assign parts of the finance responsibility to different elective officials,

each independent of the others and none subject to effective control by

the chief executive of the junsdiction The dieory was that these officials

would watch over one another, to the resultant benefit of the public This

scheme for enforcing accountability through divided responsibility and the
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ballot box did not prove effective, in practice, theie independent finance

officials "were able to detect only the gross violations of fiscal provisions,

so crude were their methods and records in most cases ' * Before the

second decade of this century there was no real financial administration

(meaning efficient procedures and concentrated responsibility) in most

state and municipal governments

THE INTEGRATED FINANCE DEPARTMENT
Beginning around 1913 some city and state governments acted to concen

Irate responsibility for financial administration in an integrated department

of finance, placed under the dircrct control of the chief executive ft was
during this period that the concept of financial administration as part of

management planning began to emerge The public was requesting ex-

panded public services the tax burden was rising, and it was no longer

possible to tolerate poor financial practices and waste m government

Professional reform groups joined with the business community in de-

manding honest, efficient financial administration Budget offices were

created for the first lime and progress was made m correcting the diffusion

of finance responsibilities Since achievement of the goal of an integrated

finance department was delayed in many jurisdictions, efforts toward that

end are still being pushed vigorously in many parts of the country

Today most governmental experts recommend the creation of such

departments, as shown in Figure 8, which is based on the Model City

Charter of the National Municipal league * This document is often con-

sulted by charter review and other groups charged with making proposals

for changes in existing municipal governments or for establishing new
ones Reviewing the essential elements of this plan, we see that it clearly

establishes (he responsibility of (he city manager as the chief executive for

finance matters In mayor-council cities, the same principle would be

followed, with the department of fmarKe under the mayor The depart

ment is broken down into five divisions accounts, budget, assessments,

purchasing, and treasury The department head is appointed by the

manager and serves at his pleasure, division chiefs are selected by the

department head In smaller cities some of die functions, such as account-

ing and budgeting, would probably be combined

Some cities prefer to place the budget staff directly in the chief

executive s office It is argued that this is necessary in order to ensure that

the chief executive maintains as close control as possible over the budget

function In other cities effective working relations have been established

between the chief executive and the budg^ staff in the Department of

Finance Either plan for location of the budget function may work satisfac-

torily, depending on the circumstances in the particular jurisdiction

In a state government an integrated finance department would have
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Figure 8 Organization CKart. Oepanmem oF Finance Ba^ on Model City Char

ter Plan (Large Cly)
Soortr from Munifipil f turxv Admmfftrttion. Wiihioglo" DC Interna

tiorul CAy Marwiement Atvxuiion 1961 p 2}

the foNoviirtg bureaus or divisions (I ) budget, (2) accounting, (3) treasury,

and I4> purchasifTg In smatlcf states the department might also include a

division of taxation to administer the state tax system in the larger states,

a separate tax depanment would be required While several stales have

located the budget function d realy in the goverrior's office, this generally

IS the case »»hen no integrated firucKe depanment exists When one is

eslabhshrd the budget staH »s usually transfened to ii
*

ARRANGEMENTS AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL

tn the futiofvjl government there »s no one depanment m which the

pnrscipal firurKeforKtionsareplaced WTienongirvilly crea'ed in 1921 by

the Budget and Accounting Act. the Bureau of the Budget was placed m
theTreasury Depanment FranlinO Roosevelt s Committee on Admmis
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trative Management recommended Uiat it be placed directly under the

President, so that it could be coordinated with other staff services, and it

was transferred in 1 939 to the the newly formed Executive Office of the

President After that there was no strong movement to return it to the

Treasury, although this was recommended by a task force of the first

Hoover Commission (Pursuant to Reorganization Plan 2 of 1970, effective

July 1, 1970, the Bureau of the Budget was redesignated the Office of

Management and Budget, it now assists the President not only in the

preparation and execution of the budget but also in program evaluation

and coordination, improvement of executive branch organization, infor-

mation and management systems, and devefopment of executive talent

)

The above-mentioned task force wanted the Treasury Department to

"be so reorganized that it would be a real department of finance All

nonfiscal units, such as the Coast Guard, the Bureau of Narcotics, and the

Secret Service, were to be transferred to other departments The reorgan-

ized Treasury Department would be responsible only for genuine finance

functions, on an integrated basis In addition to budgeting, it would have

control over the administrative accoucrting system of the government This

would have meant removing this function from the General Accounting

Office (GAO), a change that has never been made and could only be

accomplished by amending the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921,

which established both the Budget Bureau and the GAO The Treasury

Department would retain its responsibility for collection of taxes, custody

and disbursement of funds, operation of the mini and the Bureau of Engrav-

ing and Printing, and management of the debt These recommendations

were accepted by neither the Hoover Commission nor Congress The

Treasury Department still retains the aforementioned nonfiscal functions,

except for the Coast Guard, which in 1967 was made a part of the new
Department of Transportation, the Treasury Department has neither

gained nor lost any finance fuiKtions

Ongimtly, purchasingand supply in the federal government was also

a responsibility of the Treasury Department, but it is now one of the

functions of the General Services Administration (G5A), which was estab-

lished in 1949, largely as the result of a recommendation of the first

Hoover Commission It is responsible for providing a variety of general

administrative services to the other agencies (We will be concerned with

Its purchase and supply operations in Chapter 20 ) Among its other respon-

sibilities are those far the national archives, records administration, public

buildings, and transportation and communications services TheCSAisnot
a part of the Executive Office of the President It is one of numerous
independent offices and establishments, responsible directly to the Presi-

dent Proposals have been made to place it in the Executive Office where
It could be integrated with other staff services, but there seems to be no

immediate prospect that such action will be taken It has clearly been
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established, however, that the President has overall responsibility vvithin

the executive branch for financial i^anntng and administration Better ar-

rangements for the financial functions under him may be made m the

future, but today the basic problems of finance m the federal government

are not questions of internal assignment of responsibilities withm the ex-

ecutive branch The fundamental need is for improvements in the finanaa!

planning process itself, a subject dealt with in succeed ng chapters

NOTES
1 For the text of this act and important financial legislation later passed by Con-

gress, see fmanciaf Management m the fed^ai Covern/nent 92nd Ccn-

gress, Ut Session, Senate DocumentNo 92-SO Washing’on, D C~ Govern-

ment Printing Office, 1971, pp 397-491

2 See 5fate Expenditure Conuoli An [vatuaVon, New York. Tax Foundation.

Inc , 1965. pp lft-27, and lesse fiurkhead. Covemmenf Budgeung, New

York Wiley. 1956 pp 12-29
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Bobbs Mcmll. 1967. pp 37S-376
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chapter 18

concepts of budgeting

What kind of budget shaft be prepared^ What purposes shall it serve? The
chief executive can lead, but his comprehension of the uses of the budget
may be too limited or otherwise deficient Frequently budgets are deHned
as work plans, but, as we shall see. there are different conceptions of what
IS meant by a work plan Budgetary concepts are not fixed, they evolve
in accordance with new needs As indicated in the previous chapter, the
present period is one of reconsideration of budgetary approaches

THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The Control Emphasis

Un„ed SUKs placed pnmary

a"d ™ L ,

>o Pcevenl ove,spend,„g, waste,

“ve^Th^ 'V«em should meet

ouBMn
coottol ceda.nly ,s one of them The

grams in nrart tk
bucfgets meaningful statements of work pro-

"'tsated to the background

loose financial
movement was a cmsade against dishonest andloose financial practices Oveispending was common m the absence of

34i
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orderly budget procedures atKl systematic expenditure controls, and legis

latures were frequently requested to grant deficiency appropriations

When public treasuries were full and citizen demands for services could

be met without great difficulty, these conditions could be tolerated, much
as they were disliked by many people With the attainment of the execu-

tive budget, however, public expectation was that immediate steps should

be taken to institute and enforce controls to eliminate past spending

abuses Furthermore, the intr€>duction of the first executive budgets was
quickly followed by the post-Worfd War I emphasis upon "normalcy” and

economies in government In this atmosphere, keeping expenditures

down, rather than reshaping the budget to make it an instrument of for-

ward work planning, was the pragmatic approach for political leaders

This description applies to all levels of government, possibly the most

striking evidence is Charles C Dawes' statement that "the Bureau of the

Budget IS concerned only with the humbler and routine business of Gov-

ernment" and "with no question of policy, save that of economy and

efficiency Oawes was the first director of the Bureau Furthermore, the

national government did not conceive of the budget as a vital instrument

for fiscal planning to stabilize economic conditions and promote full em-

ployment Interestingly, in 1887 President Cleveland had warned Congress

that the targe surpluses brought m by the protective tariff were making the

Treasury "a hoarding place for money needlessly withdrawn from trade

and the people's use, thus crippling our national energies and inviting

schemes of public plunder

Line Item Budgeting and Objects of Expenditure

The control emphasis is associated with /me item budgeting and

ob/ects of expenditure In its most rigid form, line item budgeting means

listmgeverysmg/e position andpieceofequipmentonseparatelines in the

expenditure estimates The individual items are stricken out or approved

by the legislature, if allowed, the money may be spent only for the item

and not for any other purpose, even if it be to hire a clerk instead of a

janitor or buy a typewriter rather than an adding machine

Jn another form, a listing of every |ob or purchase is not required,

but the appropriated funds may not be transferred from one category of

expense to another, such as from the salary to the equipment account

Category is the same as object of expenditure, the "object” is what the

mortei' if ofad .fci'. fiiiTit sf fenvcet, fappitw rrwi’avaV,

equipment, travel, printing and binding, and rental of buildings In the eyes

of many legislators and others, the line item approach, in a budget pre-

pared on an ob/ect-of-expenditore basis, provides maximum control Line

Item budgeting, in one form oranother,isstillfound in many state and local

governments *
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Lump-Sum Budgeting

Others believe that lump-sum budgetingcan judiciously be used, provided
that the object method of presentation is retained Under lump-sum budg-
eting, transfers of funds may be made not only between objects but also
etween organization units and approved work activities As expenditure

abuses were corrected in the first years of executive budgets, some use
was made of the lump sum pnnciple In the federal government, limited
lump sum budgeting has been used for many years, it is not unusual,
however, for Congress to reslnct the amounts that can be spent for certain
purposes, such as administrative expenses or those for printing and binding
and the purchase of automobiles

Advent of the Management Approach
It was not until the 1930s that the original promise of the executive budget

*r
® began to produce results With the advent

of the New Deal, new concepts were in the air. such as "administrative
management, a term used in the report of Franklin D Roosevelt's Com
mittee on Administrative Management The focus now was a positive one
achieving work results, under strong executive leadership

This came to be known as the ‘ management approach" to budget-
control was not disregarded, indeed, in some ways it was

'"^'"““"8 = of appor

andX a
'

a
Cong,ass whereby the President

?he two ;
" W'-T ‘PPPdrng >

wntwe oroT^n” guiding ooentat.on the

the nZa '7,h'“n'
n”* “ the staff of

a key Zcv aH
greatly .ncreased, and ,ts d,rector became

evtwM „
estimates were crmcally

worWrae^
>"' ^ hesmcng was made m developing

roTriorover' -he agences, effort were made

ob.l.tL pass^ mo",?, °h J
“"mates, gradually the finance respon-

quenily recmtl^S
.'"“'“Sement minded individuals, fre-

With narrow-gauge accountants,

exaggerated ,mperso™?w^,X”™re'"
much more siamfirani .n tha.

economic theory became

though tax and spendmo ool
* budget recommendations Al

seated through the budlerlVt^n^vTlLi™'''?,'^,'"®''''''
fiscal plannine imnlirat.c,.,* t

7®'^ been in the last few years, the

New Deal period as
budget were evident throughout the

measures
sevelt Administration adopted pump-pnming

In most state and local governments, the ' budget" had simply been
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a collection of figures, a subsidiary of the accounting system A number
of them now adopted the management approach, at least in principle, and

employed trained budget examines for the first time, most state and focal

lurisdictions, however, continued on the same old basis

Furthermore, prior to World War It, at all levels of government, with

very few exceptions the estimates continued to be prepared on an ob;ect-

of-expenditure basis, which meant that the really important question was

left unanswered Exactly what work was proposed and what accomplish-

ments were anticipated, compared with those realized in the past^ A
typical budget consisted of a detailed listing of the positions to be filled,

followed by the recommended amounts to be spent on each object of

nonpersonal services Three columns of figures frequently were shown

first, the actual expenditures for each object m the last complete fiscal

year, second, the estimated amounts to be expended on them during the

current fiscal year, and, third, Ihe sums desired for each object for the

future fiscal year

A budget of this type could quickly be put together without the need

for careful planning of future work programs All that was necessary was

to obtain a (ist of the existing positions, make the usual request for some

additional ones and for certain salary increases, and then make some quick

and usually quite liberal guesses as to what would be needed for such

objects as travel, supplies, and equipment The head of the agency and his

principal lieutenants could quickly hammer out a budget in this way
Particularly m the relations with the central budget staff for the jurisdiction,

this became more a bargaining than a planning process Estimates were

frequently padded in anticipation of the cuts of the "hatchet boys" m the

budget bureau The process was highly unscientific, to say the least Ob-

ject-of-experd(Cure budgeting m practice becomes rule-of thumb budget-

ing A division head who is asked to present his estimates in terms of what
he needs to spend for individual positions, tetephone service, and the like

does not have to develop detailed plans Previous years' expenditures as

recorded in the accounts provide him with the basis for his estimates for

the future fiscal period

Certainly, what is spent on travel, telephone service, and the other

traditional objects of expenditures is^mportant, and extravagant expendi-

tures on these items should not be tolerated However, the detailed esti-

mates of such expenses belong in the supporting schedules of the budget

estimates, preceded by a dear statement of purposes and of exactly what
work IS to be performed What secunty is there in increasing or decreasing

travel and other expenses if there is no way of knowing what impact such

increases or decreases wiIJ have on the work programs of the agency?
Legislators tend to feel that object-of-expendihire budgeting provides them

with the detailed control that is essential Actually, it may give them very
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little control over what should be of irtost concern the overall effective-

ness of the agency program

Performance Budgeting

After World War 11 attempts to make the management approach really

effective were intensified, and "performance budgeting" was urged Much

of the stimulus came from the first Hoover Qjmmission, which noted that

the budget for 1949-1950 contained 1625 closely pnnted pages, with

about one and a half million virords Exactly what all this detail meant in

terms of work proposed and acoompUshed was far from clear Accord

ingly, the Commission recommended that "the whole budgetary concept

of the federal Government should be refashioned by the adoption of a

budget based upon functions, activiues, and projects," and designated this

the ' performance budget The term "program budget" came to be used

by many people to mean the same thing

In 1949 Congress approved an amendment to the National Security

Act providing for performance budgetingm the Defense Department and

in January 1930, President Truman sent to Congress the first budget for the

entire federal administrative branch prepared on such a basis • Although

within a few years the "
‘green sheets' of detailed personnel require*

menls," long used in traditional federal budgeting on an object basis, came

to be "included merely as an appendix to the President's budget"* 'f*

many agencies the budget estimates were not significantly more meaning

ful Proposed expenditures were grouped by calegones, and substantial

progress was made in defining work measurements, but just why expendi*

tures were requested for certain purposes and not for others was often not

clear

Some state and local govemmeots adopted performance budgeting,

but in most cases the changes made were superficial In the case of the

states, Schick's research shoivs that budget decisions were still made in the

same way, the pnncipal change being consolidation of object-of-expendi-
lure Items under functional and >vork activity groupings

PLANNINC-PROCRAMMING-BUDGETINC
We will first descnbe the theory of PPB and then discuss the experience
v.nth It

There is nothing new about each of the components—planning,
programming, and budgeting—taken separately, what is claimed to be
new 1$ the total pattern of ideas into which they are fitted Planning is the
determination of the basic goals of the organization and the selection of
the programs best calculated to achieve these goals Programming entails

the scheduling and execution, as efficiency as possible, of the speofic
projects required to implement these prc^rams Budgeting is the process
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of converting the goals, programs, and pro/ects info money estimates for

review within the adrr\inistrative branch and final action by the legislature

To illustrate these terms, an example of a goaf is to raise per capita

income, of a program toward that end, industrialization, and of a protect,

a steel mill Since this goal, like so many others in government, covers so

much, it embraces many other programs, such as fisheries, natural re-

source development, and vocational training Furthermore, within each

program there will be numerous protects reflecting the different choices

in executing the program

Comparison with Past Practices

In the past, say the PPB advocates, the planning, programming, and budg-

eting that has taken place m governments has often been dis/ointed, with

little attention given to the weighing of the relative merits of alternative

goals, programs, protects, and the different ways of carrying them out

Typically, each agency has planned its own future operations, with varying

degrees of care, and then asked for as big a budget as it dared request,

usually inflating the estimates to protect against anticipated reductions The
expenditure estimates have not been presented in such form that the

reviewing officials could determine exactly vvhat programs and projects

would be undertaken and why they had been chosen over other possibili-

ties Accordmgly, arbitrary spertding totals have been imposed on the

agencies, without any real knowledge of what would be desirable in terms

of the merits of the work activities being conducted

The effort has been to hold down costs, which is logical because

there is much pressure from the agencies to spend more and more How-
ever, while total expenditures may be controlled in this way, there is no

check on the effectiveness with which the funds granted are used, nor any

certainty that they might not better be spent on other activities Under such

procedures there is no set of coordinated pfans to guide all activities of the

government, and annual budgets are not developed as an integral part of

such central plans One of the unfortunate consequences is that individual

departments, carrying out activities within the same basic programs, such
as land and water use, sometimes do not cooperate as they should, in fact,

they may work at cross purposes

In many governments, when the estimates are reviewed the existing

program base is seldom changed, it is assumed that the agency should gel

at (east as much as it has had in previous years As governments have
grown in size, limitations of lime make it impossible to reexamine every

year every activity for which funds have been granted in the past Besides,

there is the force of tradition What has already been approved many times

deserves to be continued So the major attenpon is given to analyzing the

requests for increases in the existing programs and for financing of com-
pletely new activities Sometimes durable new programs are rejected
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impact on (he U S economy, as well as on the basis of traditional perfor-

mance factors such as speed and payload This is an example of how
systems analysis widens the consideration of alternatives

When Rand, using this approach, attempted to compare, for exam-
ple, different kinds of bombers, »l discovered that the budgeting and ac-

counting system then in effect could not provide it with the necessary cost

and other information At this time, it will be remembered, performance

budgeting had been "adopted" in DOD, but Rand found it necessary to

propose what it considered a true program budget, based on "program

packages," namely, the combinations of personnel, installations, equip-

ment, and other resources required for accomplishing missions within

programs ” The Air Force did not accept Rand's recommendations, but

when Robert McNamara became Secretary of Defense, he adopted PPB
for the entire Department By fiscan964 (fuJy J, 1963 through June 30,

1964) It was fully operative in Defense “
Upon the recommendation of the Budget Bureau, President Johnson

on August 25. 1965, issued a directive calling for the extension of the

system on a governmentwide basis A Bureau of the Budget Bulletin of

October 12, 196S, required 22 agencies, including all of the executive

departments, to adopt PPB artd encouraged 17 others, mostly smaller

ones, to do so

OMB Instructions to Agencies

Present Office of Management and Budget instructions continue the origi-

nal requirement that the agencies prepare three kinds of PPB documents,

but the agencies no longer are required to include them in their budget

submissions to OMB The documents are (1) program memoranda (PM),

(2) the multiyear Program and Financial Plan (PFP), and (3) Special Analytic

Studies (SAS's) A concise memorandum must be prepared for each pro-

gram category involved in a Major Program Issue (the MPI is defined as

"a question requiring a decision in the current budget cycle, with major

implications in terms of either present or hiture costs, the direction of a

program or group of programs, or a policy choice") Each PM defines the

program and makes clear "why particular choices have been made, by

identifying agencies' objectives in a measurable way, and comparing alter-

native programs in terms of their costs and who pays them, and their

benefits and the group benefitled " Taken together, they "show what

choices the agency head has made- the major program recommenda-
tions of the agency for the upcoming budget, and strategy underlying

those program recommendations "

The PFP IS a tabular presentation, projected into the future, showing

outputs, costs, and other pertinent data for all the programs, broken down
by subcategory This information is shown for the budget year and at least

4 future years The years beyond the budget year are included primarily
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to show the future implications of current (past and present) decisions The

PFP IS not meant as a complete set of estimates for the entire period

covered, because it does not show any future new programs or changes

in spending levels for existingprograms, deasions aboutwhich are not part

of the current budget cycle During budget-preparation time each year,

program plans are reviewed and altered as deemed necessary, and new

programs may be approved Special Analytic Studies are supporting ana

lyses made in depth, normally for each MPl

Because of congressional reluctance to make appropriations on a

program basis, the agencies were also originally asked to include in theif

budget submissions to OMB "crosswalk" schedules reconciling informa-

tion classified according to program and appropnation structures

The Early Debate over PP8

During the early years of implementation of PPB. there was much debate

over Its desirability Among the criticisms were the following 11) in its

pursuit of rationalism, PP8 sought to elimirate politics from decision mak-

ing (2) the Bureau of the Budget and the agencies were unjustifiably

withholding from Congress information used during PPB deliberations

within the executive branch, (3) PPB had a centralizing bias, thus giving

too much power to the President and the agency heads, (4) PPB mistakenly

would substitute the ' hierarchical ' for the long proved "bargaining” ap-

proach in decision making, and (5) in its insistence on quantification, it

overlooked intangible factors Let us briefly discuss each of these criticisms

in turn

Wrthin the administrative agencies and Congress, it was suspected

that the PPB experts wanted to impose their judgments as to which poli-

cies and programs the government should pursi^e One scholar believed

that some PPB advocates ignored, and possibly even had contempt for,

"democratic values and processes PPB defenders countered that they

were not naive and knew that ultimately budget decisions must be the

result of the pull and haul of various groups and individuals, inside and
outside the executive branch and Congress They would not change this,

rather, they would improve the process by giving the political policy

makers more adequate information as to available choices For example,

some of the public works projects usually approved might be thrown out

because their utter unsuitability would be revealed by the comparisons
required under PPB procedures In any case, they clarified that PPB was
never intended to be the basis for such decisions as whether or not to

recognize a foreign government, go to war, or pull out of Vietnam
As to the withholding of information, the Budget Bureau Director

«id the agencies would not make frank evaluations of their programs if

' everything they put on paper" were given to Congress Congress was
being provided with agency budget justifications that incorporated the
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work data and, in the opinion ol the fVesident and his advisers, nothing

was being concealed that the legislators reeded to know Many con-

gressmen remained unconvinced and were uneasy about a decision-mak

mg process that on the face of il relegated them to the role of reviewing

the results of cold logic within the executive branch

PP6 supporters basicallydo notdeny a centralizing bias (f integrated

planning is to predominate, there must be a master plan, and this logically

IS developed by the chief executive and his advisers, with an important role

for the agency heads The basic polices must be determined from above,

taking into account information and views transmitted from below, but

without allowing (he agencies and their subdivisions to control the spend-

ing decisions The Budget Bureau stressed that its instructions to the agen-

cies provided for full consultation by agency heads with those at lower

levels. It denied that free expression of opinion at these levels or elsewhere

was being curtailed

Fundamentally, the issue between the hierarchrcal and bargaining

approaches is the same as that between the rational comprehensive and

the incrementalist concepts of decision making

As stated by Henry S Rowen,*' President of the Par'd Corporation

and a former Assistant Director of the Budget Bureau, the hierarchical

approach emphasized "hierarchies of ob/ect»ves, lines of authority, divi-

sion of labor among organization units, coordination of policies and pro-

grams, and systems efficiency" The bargaining approach, said Rowen,

quoting Lindblom's The Intelligence of DemoceacY (1 965), posited that

independent, partisan deciuonmakers can be coordinated in several ways

in the absence of a central coordinator, (hat such panisan mutual adjustment

IS characteristic of the real world, that comptex decisionmaking is necessarily

fragmented disjointed and irKtemental. (hat having a multiplicity of m
teracling quasi independenr decrswrvnakers promotes rationaJily. that cen

tral decisionmaking doesn't work very well (hat partisan mutual adjustment

facilitates agreement on values artd actions and that (he process promotes

consent to democratic government ’•

While not accepting the "sinct hierarchical view," he did not believe

that good "technical and ecortomic decisions will be made, or even taken

into account, by a system operatirsg pnmaniy in a partisan mutual adjust-

ment mode " His first reason was the "remarkable inertia" of large bureau-

cracies that keeps them moving in the same directions, the result being the

suppression of options and the concealing of "possibilities that don't con-

form " Second, not only does Ibe baigaining power of the competing

organizations vary greatly, but power "is not necessarily very highly cor-

related wrth the informatJon or (hepower (o tak« relevantaaron to accom-
plish objectives with a high degree of efficiency " The Bureau of Public

Roads has power with Congress and others, but Rowen questioned that
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il IS sufficiency well informed to "shape the structure of cities differently

than it now does through its urban highway programs " Third, even where

countervailing power is present, government agencies can strike bargains

harmful to the public interest, just as private firms and unions can One of

the examples he gave was "our maritime policies which have traditionally

been worked out via the bargaining mode" and "include an operating

subsidy structured so as to create a positive incentive to overmanning

of ships
"

While examples of this kind may "illustrate the principle that our

political system has decided to transfer income to specific groups," they

are frequently "as much due to bureaucratic inertia, random differ-

ences in bargaining power, absence of market forces, unregulated in-

tragovernmental monopolistic practices " Rowen believed that the PP8

kind of analysis was needed as well as the bargaining, that the bargaining

Itself did not "work well if left to chance," arwl that "action from a higher

level" was required He was optimistic that "more systematic analysis"

would "narrow the vast areas in which governmental action is uninformed,

arbitrary, and based on unenlightened opinion rather than data and analy-

sis
"

Incrementalism in budgeting a fact of governmental routines to gen

erations of federal employees, was first effectively described in a scholarly

work by Aaron Wildavsky in The PotiUcs of the Budgetary ProceiS

(1 964) *» Both administrators and Congress simplified budgetary determi

nations by generally accepting the program bases as givens and concen
tratmg on the requests for increases legislators expected agencies to

request these increases—a realistic expectation—and cut the estimates

accordingly The whole process was neither rational nor comprehensive,
but It avoided numerous complexities and posed no threats to established

executive-legislative relatiorts

One of the most vigorous critics of PPB, Admiral Rickover,** stated

"The basis for using cost-effectiveness studies as the rationale on which
to make a deosion is the assumption that the important factors can be
expressed in numerical form I have no more faith in the ability of the

social scientists to quantify military effectiveness than I do in numerologists
to calculate the future " Noting that the Navy had m its laboratories com
puters that could "perform approximately a million operations per sec
ond," Rickover observed, ' Jbe numerical answer cannot be any more
accurate than the assumptions onwhich the calculation was based and the
accuracy of the data available for inputs to the calculation " He insisted

that the analysts paid careful attention to anticipated expenditures but
tended to reject claims of beneTits that Oiey found difficult to measure or
of which they were skeptical When they decided that nudear propelled
ships were too expensive, they were assuming that oil for conventional
ships was readily available and that logistic support forces would not be
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subiect to attack The "history of war," he said, "is replete with examples

of ma/or military defeats brought about by the inability of military

forces to maintain a supply of propulsion ftiel to the forces in combat ''

PPB proponents said they used quantitative analysis only where
appropriate, but that for some problems, such as choice of weapon sys-

tems, "non-quantitative judgment is simply not enough " The statement

that "nuclear power for surface ships offers a major increase in effective-

ness" was not very helpful when a choice had to be made between eight

conventional or six nuclear ships The performance of each kind of vessel,

when measured on various missions, justified being much more precise

and saying that nuclear power offered "something between X and Y per-

cent more effectiveness per ship " How much more effective a given

amount of money budgeted for nuclear ships would be than the same sum
invested in conventional ones could then be computed The principle was
that "where a quantitative matter is being discussed, the greatest clarity of

thought IS achieved by using numbers instead of by avoiding them, even

when uni:ertainves are present

If, however, the costs or benefits were intangible, PPS did not seek

to "measure the immeasurable"** A good PPB analyst listed and de-

scribed such factors, he included them m his total analysis, leaving them
out of his mathematical calculations only The guiding principle was "open

and explicit analysis," meaning that "the objectives and alternatives are

clearly defined, and all of the assumptions, factors, calculations, and judg-

ments are laid bare so that all interested parties can see exactly how the

conclusions were derived, how information they provided was used, and

how the various assumptions influenced the results "**

The Experience with PPB

Systematic field research undertaken in mid-1966 by the Bureau of the

Budget in 16 federal agencies produced two conclusions (1) Planning,

programming, and budgeting functions were not performed much differ-

ently in most agencies after introduction of PPB, and (2) most agencies

were making "some progress towards developing a decisionmaking pro-

cess that systematizes these functions "** Respondents generally thought

their agency heads were indifferent to PPB, and the environment in which

PPB staffs functioned in the agencies was found generally to be one of

"mild indifference to PPB The researchers observed that PPB's limited

impact in domestic agencies was generally being attributed to its "lack of

attention to political bargaicung

Writing in early 1971, Schtck observed, "Overall the view in

Washington is that PPB has not had much impact, that program decisions

continue to be made in the pre-PPB fashion, and that there are few traces

of planning and systems analysis in the annual budget process"*’ In

Defense, the Fitzhugh Commission had criticized the emphasis on paper-
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work analysis, and, under Laird, analysts had been "stripped of its pivotal

position” even though PPB in revised form had been retained ** Cost

overruns and widespread criticism of the Defense analysts who had such

an important role under McNamara had contributed to Laird’s decision

The formal PPB procedures had been retained, but Defense was row using

PPB as "a method for studying particular public activities and prob-

lems ””

Schick believed that the witire emphasis in Washington had shifted

from new program initiatives to evaluation of existing programs When

PPB was decreed by President Johnson, the expectation was that increased

revenues would be available for new activities, which would be selected

through PPB analysis But the numerous social programs initiated by the

Johnson Administration had been "engwteered with !ow start up costs but

with built in increases m subsequent years,"** and by the 1970s fiscal

scarcity was the reality As a result, the agencies generally found PPB of

little value to themselves and merely "went through the motions of filing

the required forms "** The increased paperwork and other PPB require*

ments also proved a burden "PPB faced and failed to solve one of the

persisting dilemmas of administrative innovation how to introduce a

change without its becoming an additional layer of administrative make-

woiV”** Si'll, PPB and other management improvements had undoubt

ediy "contnbuted to better program information and more policy analysis

than were available before "**

U was in a circular dated Jorte 21, 1971, that OMB eliminated the

requirement for the PPB documents to^ included in the budget submts*

sions to It Also eliminated were the schedules reconciling information

classified according to their program and appropriation structures In ac

cordance with provisions of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970,

agenoes are, however, required to submit estimates of appropnalion re-

quirements in the four years beyond the budget year for all legislative

proposals included in the annual budget Projections must also be included

for ongoing activities for which authonzmg legislation is required **

Commenting on these changes, Botner believed they "officialized"

the "demise of PPB," although be also thought that the Nixon Adminislra
tion was using PPB in a new form, program planning and evaluation (PPE)

His analysis isthat PPB was too effective for congressional subcommittees,
administrative agencies, and wtiwesA gro«jpis that ' recognized the threat

posed by analysis of the costs and benefits of their favorite programs and
alternatives thereto ' *’

PPB in State and Local Governments

Based on field observatiottt in selected states and a questionnaire
survey of all the states Schick found tha» by mid-1970 "PPB was not yet
operative >n a single slate Budgeting in the states operated as it had
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for more than half a century—pnncipalJy as a means for financing the

ongoing activities of established bureaucracies, not as an instrument for

determining public objectives Many states were considering PPB and
some bad incorporated program structures and multiyear projections into

their budget processes, but the way in which budget decisions were made
had not really changed Except for Hawaii and Pennsylvania, and possibly

California and Wisconsin as well, the states had not made a sufficient

commitment to PPB nor to a planning role in budgeting

Schick's explanation was that, although there was discontent in the

states with traditional budgeting, the particrpants in the budgetary process

were in some ways satisfi^ with it Agency officials like ob|ect-of-expen-

diture estimating because basically it is a very subjective process and they

can make projections of described expected benefits without being en-

cumbered by analytic measurements Many budgeting officers wanted to

deemphasue control, but could not, by the time they got "into the act,"

they were "faced with the overriding task of bringing estimates into line

with available resources This was because they usually were not given

a vital PPB role—that of transmitting policy instructions to the agencies

Their job was to cut the budget estimates, and the most convenient way
to do this was by reducing the "objects," thus disguising the impact on

programs

The governor, as the "chief gaiek^er of state budgeting," rarely

looked "back at programs that have already passed through the gate", he

concentrated his views on proposed new programs Frequently, he was
neither an "active expansionist nor an austere retrencher," and he bal

anced the pressures from the agencies for more spending against available

revenues, opening the "gate to moderate expansions As to legislators,

many of them were unimpressed with the argument that m budgeting, as

elsewhere, they should limit themselves to reviewing policies and not try

to control administrative detail They felt they needed to control details as

an essential means of influencing policy Obfect of-expenditure budgeting

did give them some control, PPB, they feared, could v/ell mean their losing

Gams have been reported by Seima Mushkin, who directed the Ford

Foundation-funded State-Local Finances Project, which tested the im-

plementation of PPB in five cities, five counties, and five states (The cities

vvere Dayton, Denver, Detroit, New Haven, and San Diego, the counties,

Dade (Florida), Nashville Davidson (Tennessee), Los Angeles (California),

Nassau (New York), and Wayne (Michigan), the states, California, Michi-

gan, New York, Wisconsin, and Vermont ) She states that a beginning was
made tn most of these junsdrctiorjsswth analytical problem solvingand the

preparation of cost effectiveness studies and that training resources and

materials were developed and some PPB staff trained ** She also reports

that some 50 to 60 cities and counties in ihe country have begun lo
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develop program sUuctuTes, ana^yie public services \n terms of outputs for

the public, consider long range cortsequences of budget decisions, and

evaluate alternative ways of achieving public objectives New York Oty

has made a major PPB effort, concentrating on program analyses in "high-

yield areas," such as police and fire protection, health services, and waste

disposal, and like Philadelphia has been developing and refining program

structures **

The Public Services Laboratory of Georgetown University provides

research and consulting services to assist state, county, and city govern

ments in developing techniques for program and policy analysis An exam

pie IS a recent analysis of the problem of prevention and control of lead

poisoning in the District of Columbia, this study led to a number of changes

in the District's programs for dealing with this problem

A Fundamental Limitation in PPBT

Schick believes that the fundamental limitation in PPB, as presently con-

ceived, IS that It attempts to tie planning into the budgeting process

Where planning decisions are iradilionally made through the budget

procedure, as in Defense, there is no inherent difficulty in this arrange-

ment, but in the case of nonmiliury programs—many of which are cov-

ered by continuing legislation—planning decisions typically are made else-

where The major social initiatives of the 1960s were "extrabudgetary" in

origin resulting from reports of task forces, from legislation, and from

administrative action, which were channeled through the budget pro-

cess

Budgeting IS tcx) routimzed and funaions wiihm too restricted a time

(came for planning *•' Genuine planning isdestroyed by fixed routines and

omnipresent deadlines Planning must be opportunistic and episodic, tak

mg Its cues and clues from wherever they come expiring legislation, a new
department head, changes in federal grant policy, shifts in public opinion,

policy signals from the governor, a cnsis, breakthroughs in technology

Most of these are nonroutine events, and few can ^ programmed m
advance" Under the crosswalk system. Iwdgelmg is dominant and pushes

planning to "the fringes of public policymaking "

Possible Alternatives to PPB

Schick ideniiFies three alternatives to PPB The first is a policy planning
system, with the creation of a permanent staff, "possibly in the governor's
office, to prepare the legislative program, review departmental program
proposals, develop objectives and priorities for gubernatorial action, and
coordinate the policy planning operatiocts of state agencies " There would
be no formal tie-in between the policy planning and budgeting, and the
two processes would be related only when it was time to make firm cost

estimates for the next fiscal year Under this arrangement, "planning would
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ing them in the opening paragraphs erf his budget message Previously,

Presidents scarcely dealt with tax policy lO these messages Furthermore,

the Kennedy budget was presented in two parts, the first consisting essen-

tially of data significant for economic analysis, and the second presenting

the detailed supporting schedules that m previous years had constituted

the ' budget document " Kennedy Pressed tax policy in his message be-

cause he wanted Congress to reduce taxes in order to stimulate the

economy In the following year, after his death, Congress took such action,

and the New Economics, whereby government uses its spending and tax

powers to steer the economy, was launched Imperfectly applied since

then, because of the political difficulties m (rfitaining tax increases in time

to prevent "overheating* of the economy, it is still opposed by many

congressmen and other * balanced budget" advocates That fiscal policy

implications are paramount is seen in the fact that when the House and

Senate Appropriations Committees hold iheir preliminary hearings on the

budget as a whole, they listen to testimony by the Secretary of the Treasury

and the 0MB Director, who speak largely m terms of how the proposed

expenditures will affect such questions as inflation and the balance of

payments The Committee members themselves ask many probing ques-

tions in this area

Budget Presentation

In his budget message to Congress for fiscal 1966, President Johnson

announced he would name a special commission to make a "thorough

review of the budget and recommend an approach to budgetary presenta-

tion which will assist both public and congressional understanding of this

vital document "** Since no one form of presentation could satisfactorily

serve the different purposes served by the budget, several methods were
being used, but not without some drawbacks

The Administrative, Consolidated Cash,
and National Income Accounts Budgets

Before fiscal 1 968, the administrative budget had been employed as

the ' principal financial plan for conducting die affairs of Government
It covers receipts and expenditures of funds owned by the federal govern
merit but excludes trust funds, such as those for old age and survivors
insurance, unemployment insurance, federally aided highway construc-
tion, medicare, and civil service retirement These trust funds are con
trolled by Congress, which makes frequent changes in them, such as m tax

rales and contribution and benefit foirnulas In theory, however, the gov
ernment acts only as trustee for them

Whereas at one time the administrative budget accounted for the
bulk of federal financial activity, the trust funds have grown so large that
they must be taken into account in gauging the total effect of government
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operalions on income levefs and other aspects of the economy An in-

crease in social security benefits as surely adds to purchasing power as

does a rise in government employment For this reason, prior to the John-

son Administration, two additional forms of presenlation had been added,

the consolidated cash budget and the national income accounts budget

The consolidated cash budget combines "administrative budget trans-

actions with those of trust funds to show the flow of cash between the

Federal Government and the public It shows all payments to and

receipts from the public The national income accounts budget (NIA) is

a measure of receipts and expenditures of die Federal Government sector

ofthe national income and product accounts Imaintained by the Department

of Commerce] It includes federal trust fund transactions, but excludes loans

and similar transactions smce they consist die exchange of financral assets

or physical assets which are not newly produced and therefore do not

contribute to current "income '**

Loans are included in the administrative and consolidated cash budg*

ets, but a loan is not like any other government expenditure because the

borrower assumes the responsibility to repay While economists are gener-

ally agreed on the way m which taxes and expenditures other than loans

affect the economy, they differ about the effect of loans and, therefore,

have generally felt that the NIA was the best measure of the federal

government's economic impact

The Unified Budget

Essentially, what the President's Commission on Budget Concepts

recommended IS a unified budget, consislingof two complementary com-
ponents a receipt-expenditure account and a loan account The receipt-

expenditure account includes as receipts all tax revenue, trust fund re-

ceipts, and other current receipts of the government, the difference

between these receipts and expenditures, called the expenditure-account

surplus tor deficit), measurestheeconomtcrmpact of the budget The loan

account shows net lending, which is denved by deducting loan repay-

ments and sales from gross loan disbursements during the year Net lend-

ing, added to the expenditures-account deficit, equals the total budget

deficit

President yohns<7i7 accepted dws recommendation, and the budgets

for fiscal 1 969 and thereafter were prepared on this basis Breakdowns for

the administrative and consolidated cash budgets have disappeared, ex-

cept in historical calculations Federal transactions m the national income
accounts are shown in a special analysis Tbe new budget format neatly

solves the problem of how to serve both the fiscal policy and expenditure-

control uses of the budget

Jn recent years economic analysis has also played some part in state
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government budgets.*' While no one state's budget «s big ersough to have

anywhere near the impact of federal activities on the economy, some arc

now m the biUwjrt-doItar category and have a great effect on economic

conditions within the stale. No longer can budgeting be viewed only as a

management device, an important tool of the lop execulivcs. Particularly

at the federal level, budgeting now serves "simultaneously as an aid m
decisions about both the cliicicnl allocalion of icsouttcs among compet-

ing claims and economic stabilization and growth "*•
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chapter 19

steps in the budget process

The detailed procedure for the preparaliort and approval of a budget varies

greatly depending on the place Two examples will be used Newcastle

Courtty (Delaware) and the federal government

NEW CASTLE COUNTY
Like many other local governments. New Castle County (Delaware) has

both a cap/ta/ and an operating budget ' The capital budget is part of the

long range planning of the physical facilities of the county, such as drain-

age systems, sewers, buildings, and parks The county maintains a capital

program, which is a schedule of capital improvement projects for the next

6 years, showing their priority, estimated costs, and sources of financing

(Capital improvement is defined as any permanent physical improvement

with a normal life of 1 0 years or more ) Ea^ year the capital program is

extended for another fiscal year, beginning with July 1 , 1 973, the period

covered was 1974-1979 The capital budget is a detailed list of capital

expenditures to be incurred during the next ^scal year (which is the new

first year of the 6-year plan) The operating budget shows all anticipated

noncapital expenditures during the next fiscal year, such as for salaries and

maienals and supplies (current expense)
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The Capital Budget

In New Castle County there is an elective County Executive, and a Chief

Administrative Officer (CAO) appointed by the County Executive Under

the direction of the Executive, the CAO is responsible for preparing the

capital program and capital budget and for ensuring that they are in confor-

mance With the comprehensive development plans prepared by the De-

partment of Planning Figure 9 shows the detailed steps in the capital

budget procedure, the Capital Program Review Committee consists of the

CAO, a representative of the Planning Board, the Director of Planning, and

the Director of Finance

Both preliminary and final submissions are required The preliminary

submissions provide the baste data needed to consider capital program

policies and content, the final submissions give the details on financing and

timing of protects after final agreement on the content of the departmental

programs The purpose of the presubmission conferences with each

agency, shown in step two, •$ to assist them m the development of their

capital programs and to discuss the impact of agency proposals on the

county's comprehensive plan In step three the agencies complete their

preliminary submissions, giving pnmary attention to policy questions, pro-

ject justifications and priorities, and the general magnitude of costs The

agencies record their current capital programs, plus all proposed new
projects, regardless of year of authorization, precise dollar figures and

detailed time schedules are omitted, but preliminary estimates of cost and

timing for new projects are shown After step four the CAO confers with

other members of the Capital Program Review Committee and then sub-

mits to each agency a memorandum of content suggesting any desirable

changes in the preliminary submission

In step five the agencies incorporate these comments into the final

submissions, provide deiails on cost estimates and project timing, and

submit their detailed capital budgets for the next fiscal year, showing only

those projects that require authcwizaiion of funds in that year In the sixth

step theCAO and the County Executive reviewalf the agency final submis-

sions and capital budgets The County Executive then submits his recom-

mendations on the capital program to the Planning Board which, although

It has participated earlier in the review process, may now wish to deliber-

ate further The law requires the County Executive to submit his recom-

mendations on the capital program to both the County Council and the

Planning Board by April 1

The Operating Budget

The CAO IS required to distribute the budget estimate forms no later than

January 1 , and the departments and agencies to return them fay February
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achieve a balanced budget, he must "recommend revenues sufficient to

achieve a balanced budget "* The operating budget ordinance provides

appropriations by object of expenditure for each "office, department, or

board to which appropriations are made"*, both ordinances must be

submitted to the Council by the first of April (See Figure 1 0 )

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
The federal government does not have a separate capital budget, nor are

the estimates for capital and current expenditures shown separately The

lumping together of capital and current expenditures has long been cnti-

ci2ed, because capital investment expendipires are treated as current ex-

penses, with the entire cost for an expensive project sometimes charged

to one year’s operations, thus making deficits much larger than they other-

wise would be This is contrasted with private business, where capital

outlays are not charged against current sales m estimating a firm's profit

or loss

President Johnson's Commission on Budget Concepts recom-

mended, however, against excluding "outUys for capital goods from the

total of budget expenditures used to compute the budget surplus or

Figure to Operating Budget Procedure, New Castle County, Delaware
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deficit
"

Its reasoning was that the * current draft by the gosernment on
the economic resources of the private sector" would be seriously under-

stated It feared further that the institution of a capital budget might lead

to overemphasis on brick and morur projeas by comparison with those

in areas such as health arid education, where the future benefits cannot
be capitalized Notwithstanding, the Commission strongly supported bet-

ter estimating of capital costs and cost berscfit analysis at the agency level
*

In recent years, capital outlays have been classified along with operating
and other budget outlays in one of the budget Special Analyses *

Budget Preparation Within the Executive Branch
In the federal government, the starting point is the departmental estimates
of expenditures In the early spring, and m some departments even earlier,

the budget officer, after conferring with the agency head requests the
division heads and other directors to make ihcir estimates of expenditures
for the next fiscal year This is known as the ' call for estimates , it consists
of budget request forms together with a statement of policy assumptions
upon which the estimates are to be based After consultation with the
Pre^dent in late June or early July. iheOMB sends its own cal! for estimates
to the agencies, together wuh an explanation of the Chief Executive s
policy decisions as to permissible levels of spending The agencies then
revise their internal budgets and prepare their final estimates in accordance
with ihe^President s fwhey directives In accordance with a time schedule
prepared by the OM0, the agencies forward these eslimaies to 0MB. the

DKemVeM'"®
^ September IS arKi terminating for all agencies by

arrangements are
made for formal hearings (and this is usually the case) before the OMBexaminer These hearings enable the agency to supplement and defend the

ThL OMB Of the issues involved

I u
Iheir determinations before the OMB

recommendal'I^.nsrthepT^.Sla^^^^^^
advises theagencyoftheP.esKlen,sdeas.on":XT^^^^^^

Meanwhile the OMB has received the laipo..., . r
from the Treasury Department W.ihT^ ' T of revenues

nation now ,eadT, .he

S"
'T""’

the President sends his budg«^saM and ih
to Congress in the third w^k

^ ^ accompanying estimates

Review and Action in Congress

In Congress, programs must be authonzerf Kx, i i

tion bills providing funds for the acf.v.w
^ before appropria

ties in question can be passed The
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authorization bills are considered by the standing committees with juris-

diction in the particular field of legislation, increasingly, the authorization

IS for one year only and must be reviewed widi each new fiscal year The
appropriations are usually made on an annual basis, with the agencies

being allowed to carry over unexpended funds from one fiscal year to

another Although there is one budget Congress takes action by approving

a number of different appropriation bills, totaling about 1 5 in recent years

It also passes legislation providing the agencies with obligaPonal authority,

which means that they can enter into commitments requiring the federal

government to pay out money up to a specified total sum Unobligated

balances from such authorizations can also be brought forward from prior

years Thus, total outlays in any one fiscal year include expenditures both

from appropriations for that year ai>d disbursements from carried-over

obligational authority

The budget goes first to the House Appropriations Committee Arti-

cle 1 , Section 7, of the Constitution requires that all revenue measures be

initiated in the House, but it does not so require in the case of appropria-

tions The practice has been traditional, however, for spending bills also

to originate in the House In recent years, the House Appropriations Com-
mittee has held an "overall budget heanng" at which the OMB Director

and the Secretary of the Treasury are questioned in detail about the budget

as a whole ' The budget i$ then broker^ down and the various parts sent

to the House subcommittees that specialize in the consideration of the

estimates of given agencies At the miuafive of Us Chairman, the late

Senator Eilender, in February 1971, the Senate Appropriations Committee
started the practice of also holding heanngs on the overall budget * The

Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970 provides that joint meetings of the

House and Senate Appropriations Cominittees on the budget as a whole
may be held "in accordance with such procedures as the two committees

jointly may determine ' *

The House subcommittees bold hearings at which the departments

concerned have another opportunity to be heard Representatives of the

OMB usually do not testify at these hearings, the task of defending the

estimates is left to the Secretary or other high departmental official, the

budget officer, and other lop officials of the department Witnesses are

almost always "official," that is, they represent government agencies, not

the general public When these heanngs are over, the subcommittee meets
in a closed session to agree on its recommendations to the Appropriations

Committee and draft the appropriation bill Usually the Appropriations

Committee will register no serious objections, it is recognized that the

subcommittee members have made a delaifed study of the estimates,

whereas the full committee has not In most cases, the subcommittee
chairman carries the most weight

After the full committee acts on the draft appropriation bill, it is

reported for consideration on the floor of the House, where it is treated
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like any other piece of legislation The House of Representatives itself

usually makes few important changes m the AppropriaUons Committee's

recommendations, thus the opinions and altitudes of the subcommittee

and committee chairmen are important

After House action is completed, the appropriation bill is sent to the

Senate, where it is referred to that body's Appropriations Committee The

same procedure of referral to the appropriate subcommittee is followed

fin recent years some Senate subcommittees have held hearings on, and

the Senate Appropriations Committee begun its consideration of, appropri-

ation requests even before the House has completed its action on the

appropriation bills concerned) The Senate subcommittees usually hold

brief hearings, during which they tend to concentrate on agency appeals

from House action, the Senate has often incurred the wrath of the House

by restoring substantial portions of the cuts made in the lower chamber

Almost always the House and Senate versions of the appropriation bill will

not coincide This necessitates a conference committee, made up of tepte-

sentatives from the House and Senate Appropriations Committees desig-

nated by their respective chairmen After the conference committee makes

Its report to both houses, each house decides whether il wants to accept

or reiect Either house may reject the report and request that the bill be

sent back to conference for further consideration, but this seldom happens

By this time the old fiscal year is just about to conclude, or already has

ended, and there is great pressure to approve the appropriation bills for

the next fiscal year

After action by both houses on the conference committee recom

mendaiions, the biU is sent to the President Under the Constitution, he

must reject or approve the bill as a whole He does not have the item veto,

which means tttat he cannot eliminate individual items in the bill, thus

Presidents almost never veto appropriation bills, since to do so would

mean starting the machinery of legislative consideration of the appropria

lion bill all over again In signing, though. Presidents do not hesitate to

indicate their disapproval of any expenditures they believe unwise
If the appropriation bill has not been enacted by June 30, Congress

passes a continuing resolution permitting expenditures at the same rate as

in the old fiscal year until the new appropriation act is passed In recent

years Congress has had to do this so often and has delayed so long in

passing the appropriation bills that the final stages of consideration of the

estimates for the next fiscal year were taking place without final action on
much of the previous year s budget None of the 1972 appropriation bills

had been enacted by the end of fiscal 1971, m January 1972, when the
House Appropriations Committee held its overall hearings on the budget
for 1973, the 1972 appropnation for Foreign Assistance had not yet been
passed Committee Chairman Mahon blamed this primarily on the ' fail-
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ure of the legislative committees to secure enactment of authorization

legislation which must precede consideration of appropriation bills

With respect to the above procedure, it should be noted that revenue

measures follow the same route, except that they are first considered m
the House by its Ways and Means Committee and in the Senate by its

Finance Committee Within Congress, consideration of expenditures and

tax measures is not coordinated

Proposals to Improve Congressional Review

Numerous proposals have been made to improve congressional consider-

ation of the budget One is to divide congressional sessions into two parts,

(he first devoted to consideration of the authonzations, and the second to

the appropriation bills As part of the same proposal, the fiscal and calen-

dar years would be aligned, with the fiscal year beginning on January 1

More than half the Senate and a quarter of the House, as well as the Nixon

Administration, were reported in June 1971, as favoring this change,’^ but

It has not been enacted, largely because it is no guarantee that the appro-

priation bills would be passed by the end of the fiscal year

Comptroller General Elmer B Staats and others believe that the

solution IS for Congress to authorize most programs on a multiyear or

continuing basis Staats argues that (he congressional committees could

make in-depth analyses of such programs on a cycle basis every 4 or 5

years ’’ Supporters of this pfan argue that annual authorization means

competition every year between the legislative committees and subcom-

mittees, on the one hand, and the Appropriations Committees and sub-

committees on the other, evidenced m the fact that frequently the sums

appropriated are substantially less than those authorized They also believe

that the present annual system makes for piecemeal rather than long-range

planning, and that in programs such as foreign aid, it harms our relations

With other nations

Another proposal would make il possible for Congress to control the

amount of spending during the fiscal year for which funds are appro-

priated This would be accomplished by requiring that all bills be paid and

accounts settled by the end of the year, with the unexpended balances

reverting to the Treasury Only the funds needed in each fiscal year would

be appropriated, but agencies would be authorized to enter into contracts

requiring expenditures over a period of years by a provision either in the

legislation authorizing the program or in the initial appropriation It is

argued that under the present system of huge "carry-overs" Congress has

lost effective expenditure control, and that the change proposed would
enable it every year to reconsider spending authority already granted

The counterargument is that Uie apprcH^riations committees get full

reports on the unexpended balances and t^e these into account in making

their recommendations on new appropriations, furthermore. Congress can
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at any time change the obligational aulhonty previously granted Congress
apparently must feel that the present system is tolerable, for it has not made
this change, although it was recommended by the second Hoover Com
mission

Many people feel that spending could be belter controlled if early
consideration were given to coordination of the expenditure and revenue
sides of the budget Congress sought to deaf with this problem wiih Section
1 38 of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1 946 '» This section required
the House Ways and Means and Appropriations Committees, and the
Senate Appropriations and Finance Committees, to meet jointly each year
and, by February 1 5, to report to their respective houses a ' legislative
budget for the ensuing fiscal year, including the estimated overall federal
receipts and expenditures for such year " Specifically, they were to recom-
mend the "maximum amount to be appropriated for expenditure in such
year If the estimated receipts exceeded the estimated expenditures, their
report was to contain a "recommendation for a reduction in the public
e t e report was to be accompanied by a concurrent resolution

providing (or its adoption by Congress, and the maximum amount ap-
proved by Congr^s in this resolution was to guide the Appropriations
Committees of both houses in acting on the appropriation hills '• On only

v"'
Congress approve a legislative budget This was (or fiscal

ami
Congress failed lo keep wilhin the ceiling

unw^k'
“ ‘’'"“I Congress found Ihe legislalive budget

n th
'
'““I

“ "
1

?“,"“' Pxpenditures very

au nfm
^ ^ 'll® spending propos-Uw ^'“use 11 had not been

usea Section 138 was repealed by the Legislative Reorganization Act of

BudzM w AhS? 1“ IP'"' Committee on theBudget AbilHorthispurposewaspassedbytheSenatein1957 butnot

Tdrcom
honfcnZ n

with the House and Senate Appropna-
tions Committees each having 7 lepresentatives It was hoped that such

X™n'mem°al R '""““'I'" "sanner as th^lomt Com

=t:r! -^“es^he

estimatt?in"de,a;i
I”'"' Committee was to study the budget

tions Commiltri t
recommendations thereon to the Appropria-

mat o?and n,r„
"r' revenue infor

reqmremenls
*“ «sential spending

rX ™pl^P Not only was the |oint Com-

was also to lend th
PPropnations Committees with these analyses, itwas also to lend them the sennces of its staff during the periods when
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approve or disapprove aff expenditure requests for the fiscal year lo ques-

tion As previously mentioned, the President does not have the item veto,

as Article 1 ,
Section 7, of the Cortttitution is worded, he must approve or

reject the bill in toto By contrast, m most states the governor now pos-

sesses the Item veto Consequently, the legislatures in these states tend

to follow the governor's expenditure proposals much more closely than

the national Congress does the President s, for a governor can delete any

items added to hts budget ofwhich hedoesnotapprove Also, ihernaionty

of stale governments do employ the omnibus appropriation bill
**

Numerous proposals have been made in Congress to give the Presi-

dent the Item veto Some of these have sought to accomplish the objective

through the ordinary route of passing a new law Others have been made

in the form of a proposed amendment to the Constitution on the assump-

tion that this was necessary Those in favor argue that if he coufd eliminate

or reduce items in appropriation bills, the President could save the taxpay-

ers much money They have m mind "Ic^ rolling," the practice whereby

congressmen mutually help one another to obtain approval of spending

projects desired by local constituents Those opposed claim that the item

veto would give the President too much power, he might even use the item

veto to intimidate congressmen by threatening them with disallowing ex

penditures in their home districts unless they supported his policies **

Since the item veto would strengthen the Presidency, many congressmen

are reluctant to give the Chief Executive this power

EXECUTION OF THE BUDGET
In some foreign governments the legislative authorizations are not made
directly to the administrative agencies but to the ministry of finance or

budget office The latter then controls the release of funds to the agencies

and may reserve portions of the appropriations whenever it considers this

necessary in the light of changing conditions affecting the nation's

finances **

In the United States with few exceptions, the funds are voted di

rectly to the administrative agencies Control over expenditures is exer

cised by the central budget office or staff through a system of apportion

ments The OMB, exercising powers granted to it by law,^* requires the

departments to submit requests for apportionments before any of the funds

voted by Congress for the next fiscal year can be used In state and local

governments legal provisions also typically provide for an apportionment
system In the federal service, the apportionments are usually made for a
quarterly period in some slates and cities they are made on a monthly
basis In New Castle County (Delaware), the CAO, with the approval of

the County Executive, is authorized to ' establish such allocation or allot

ment procedures as he deems "appropnate for a proper administration
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of the {operating] budget The purpose of the apportionments is to

control the rate of spending so as to make deficiency appropriations un-

necessary Without such control an agency might exhaust its funds before

the end of the fiscal year The apportionment system also makes it possible

to time expenditures with collection of taxes and receipt of other income

In this way spending can be kept within income throughout the entire fiscal

year, and there is no need to seek short-term loans in anticipation of later

revenue

If an agency does not spend all of its apportionment for a particular

period. It IS usually allowed lo carry over the unused portion for expendi-

ture in future periods The Model City Charter authorizes the city manager

to revise the apportionments at any time during the budget year "for any

reason In New Castle County, the County Executive is required to

direct changes in the allotments when necessary to keep "expenditures

Within the revenues received or anticipated

The Controversy over Impounding Funds

The Anli-Oeficiency Act of 1906, as amended m 1951, authorizes the

President to apportion expenditures to prevent deficiency or supplemental

appropriations, and to establish reserves for contingencies or to effect

savings "when savings are made possible by changes m requirements,

greater efficiency of operations, or other developments subsequent to the

date when the appropriation was made available This is one of the

justifications for the Presidents' impounding appropriations, a practice that

Senator Ervin, Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Separation of

Powers, believes represents "yet another m a long line of developments

in the operation of our national Government which erode the powers of

the legislative branch and contribute to the steady deterioration of the

conslilulional principles upon which this Nation rests

In hearings on the impoundment prc^lem in early 1971, Ervin es-

timated that JI2 7 billion, nearly 20 percent of the controllable items in

Nixon’s budget for fiscal 1971, were being withheld by the OMB Ervin

and many other congressmen believe that Presidents have in this way
usurped for themselves the power to determine legislative policies and to

exercise an Item veto CasperW Weinberger, then OMB Deputy Director,

disagreed, arguing that in addition to the Anti-Deficiency Act, there were
other justifications for executive impoundment

9 of Af},<£\e>ofiheCoost.')iA>c>f>je^s ".No .rww}' be
drawn from the Treasury, but in consequence of appropriations made by

law Weinberger pointed out that Presidents have interpreted this lo

mean (hat, while they could not spend more than (he total amount of an

appropriation, they could spend less In the defense area, Weinberger saw
no limitations on the President's right to "prevent or defer the expenditure
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of appropriated funds ” lor he is responsibJe for the security of the

nation

Weinberger also cited the Emf^yment Act of 1946 as justification

for the President s cutting back appropnauons in order to stabilize the

economy and combat inflationary pressures The Chief Executive he

stressed is required by Article II of the ConsDtution to take care that the

taws be faithfully executed trt so doing he must consider debt limitation

and expenditure ceiling legislation passed by Congress which cannot be

complied with unless appropriatiorw are impounded accordingly ** Con

gress on occasion does appear to pass thebuck to the President by increas

mg appropriations for politically popular programs knowing that revenue

sources are so strained that the President will have to impound the in

creases

Ervin and other congressmen know that when economies are neces

sary impoundment is in order They also are aware that the President must

on a day by day basis manage the finances of the nation What they object

to IS the President s alleging ecooomy or other reasons when his real

objective is to eliminate programs and expenditures he dislikes The fol

lowing testimony of a leading authority on federal financial administration

supported this charge

Partly by vetoes and partly by cutbacks of grants for health research

urban renewal and model cities defended as anti inflationary moves the

President [m 1969 and 19701 make room for funds for the SST for

NASA for a larger merchant marine for Safeguard ABM installations and

so on Pla niy the obtect was not an overall reduction or not wholly an

overall redua on but despite contiming inflationary pressures aredstribu

tion of emphases to favor d ffereot constituencies from those the Johnson

administration had cuftivated **

Accord ng to Weinberger whenever Cor^ress had confronted Presi

dent Nixon and stipulated in legislation that it was mandatory for him to

spend certain sums the Chief Executive had complied He suggested that

the lawmakers could seek a court test if a President impound^ funds to

make his policy preferences prevail over those of Congress ** Many con

gressmen cosponsored a bill introduced by Representative William Ander
son of Tennessee that would require the President to notify Congress when
he impounds or authorizes the impoundment of funds Congress would
then have 60 days to approve or the President would have to release the

funds Passage of the bill did not, however seem likely The first chal

lenges in court of the President s right to impound funds were made in

1970 There were others later as the controversy grew when President

Nixon impounded funds to curb what he considered irresponsible spend
ing by the 92nd Congress The Supreme Court has not yet ruled on this

matter
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chapter 20
accounting, auditing,

and purchasing

Governmental fmancial systems should be so devised as to facilitate pro-

gram planning and safeguard the use of the public’s funds This brings us

to three important aspects of fiscal management (1 ) accounting, (2) audit-

ing, and (3) purchasing and supply

Accounting IS the art of recording and summarizing the activities of

an organization in terms of money and ol interpreting the results thereof

Without a good system of accounts and comprehensive financial reports

derived from the accounting data, no agency, public or private, could

function effectively Expenditures must be kept within the approved bud-

get totals, the accounting reports show what has been paid out or commit-

ted. and thus overspending is prevented Important as controlling over-

spending 15. this should be a mimmum obiective only, for the accountmg

system should also serve to help carry out management policies with

nsaximum effectiveness Pianning-programming budgeting (PPB), de-

scribed in Chapter ?8, could not succeed without accurate allocations of

costs to the different programs and program elements When budgeting

was a subsidiary of the accounting system and the emphasis was primarily

on controlling governmeniaf outlays, refitted cost data were not needed
Cost-utility analysis, one of the pillars of PP8. could not be undertaken

Without such data

Auditing IS an arulysis of proposed or past expenditures with respect

not only to their legality but also to their desirability Accounting daU

J0O
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provide much o/ the informalion upon which audiis are made Auditors

examine expenditure vouchers and other documents showing proposed or

past /inancial transactions If the audit lakes pJace prior to payment of an
obligation, it is known as the preaudit Usually the preaudit is conducted

within the executive branch This is logical because the purpose is for those

in government administration to exercise a control on the use of funds by

subordinate officials If an external group, such as auditors responsible

directly to the legislature, were responsible for the preaudit, the managers

of the executive branch would not be the ones making the decisions as to

how best to use the available funds In effect, the external auditors would

be the managers of the executive branch

The postaudit takes place after payment, in fact sometimes many
months afterwards There are numerous past financial transactions to re*

view, so the auditors frequently have a big backlog of work The purpose

of the postaudit is to check upon the (udgments made by the responsible

officials in the executive branch In some cases they may have erred or

authorized illegal expenditures The legal provisions governing the use of

funds are numerous, complicated, atsd sornetimes subject to several differ-

ent interpretaiiorts Oid the agency concerned respect the intent of the

lawt Legislators are naturally very much concerned about this, they want

the funds spent as they intended They also want to be sure that efficient

use was made of the funds Moneycan bespent legally but foolishly Thus

the postaudit should be broad enough to encompass the question of effi-

ciency and effectiveness of program results Effectiveness is broader than

efficiency, because a program can be efficiently managed but still not be

so well conceived as to achieve the results desired by legislators and the

public Not too many years ago, the postaudit was very narrowly con-

ceived in the federal government and m many other jurisdictions, it was

limited to catching financial irregularities, frequently in the expenditure of

very small sums
Since the postaudit is a check on the executive branch, it should be

performed by persons outside that branch The logical arrangement is for

the auditors to be responsible to the legislature and to report their findings

directly to it The objectivity of postauditing could not be trusted if it were

carried out by representatives of the same branch that authorized the

expenditures in the first place It follows that it is illogical to put the same
official in charge of both preauditmg and posiauditing (f someone ap-

proves an expenditure m the preaudit, he naturally will not be inclined to

itiutfeu*, s'Cici'fa'

combination of functions is apt to put temptation in the way of any weak
character who functiorrs in both rales He could, as one example, accept

bribes from vendors, approve overpayments to them, and later certify the

transaction as having met legal requiremertts

Some years ago Illinois voted to separate the responsibilities for
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preauditing and postauditing, after an official responsible for both func-

tions was found to have ernbeazled millions of dollars from the state

Postauditing in that slate is now the resporwifaility of an Auditor General

appointed by the legislature, who submits audit reports to a Legislative

Audit Commission that reviews them for the legislature Only a minority

of the states, however, have legislative auditors, which explains the com-

ment that "organization of the post audit function in most slates appears

to be unsatisfactory A majonty of the states have ' either an elected

auditor independent of both the legislature and the executive, or one

within the executive branch

THE CASE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
As noted in Chapter 17, the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, besides

establishing the Bureau of the Budget, also created the General Accounting

Office (CAO) The head of the CAO—whose title is Comptroller General

—IS appointed by the President, subject to Senate confirmation, for a

period of 1 5 years He may not be removed by the President for any

reason Only Congress can remove him, either for cause as stated in a joint

resolution or through impeachment proceedings

The Budget and Accounting Act did not limit the CAO to postaudit-

mg It also gave it the power to "prescribe the forms, systems, and proce-

dure for administrative appropriation and fund accounting in the several

departments and establishments, and for the administrative examination of

fiscal officers' accounts and claims against the United Stales This meant

that control of agency accounting systems ard the preaudit were also the

responsibility of the CAO Jn 1937, stressing that accounting was a "tool

of management" and that the preaudit was an executive function, Franklin

D Roosevelt's Committee on Administrative Management recommended
that theCAO s accounting functions be trarrsferred to the Treasury Depart

ment, along with the authority to settle claims for or against the govern-

ment In the Committee s opinion, the CAO was not doing a good job in

either accounting or auditing it was spending most of its time on the

detailed checking of expenditure vouchers and supporting documents for

each and every financial transaction m the administrative agencies no
matter how small the amounts involved Once the ' executive ' functions

mistakenly assigned to it were removed, it could concentrate on making
genuine postaudits, that is, critical reviews of the efficiency of agency
operatioris and the wisdom of sjjending decisions * Roosevelt accepted
these recommendations but Congress rejected them, the legislators saw
this as an attempt to increase the Chief Executive's powers at their ex
pense

In 1948 the joint Program for Improving Accounting in the Federal
Government was initiated, the partiapants being the CAO, the Treasury
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Department, and (he Bureau of the Budget The purpose was to unite their

efforts in a systematic attempt to meet the need for an integrated pattern

of accounting and financial reporting for the government as a whole The

first Hoover Commission agreed with its Task Force on Fiscal, Budgeting,

and Accounting Activities that a voluntary arrangement of this kind was
unsatisfactory, but it did not want to see the CAO complelelv' removed
from the field of accounting It proposed a compromise arrangement

whereby an Accountant General would established in the Treasury

Department "with authority to prescribe general accounting methods and

enforce accounting procedures." but with the Comptroller General’s ap-

proval required before "these methods and procedures" could go into

effect * Significantly, Congress flatly rejected even this compromise The

Senate Committee on Government Operations staled a view still widely

held in Congress The CAO's role m accounting was "essential to legisla-

tive control of appropriations and expenditures in the executive branch "*

The congressional view of the CAO as its "own agency" is even stronger

today, particularly in view of the many services it now renders to the

legislators However, what the CAO agrees to delegate to the administra-

tive agencies is its own business, $0 long as it retains its ultimate control

over the administrative accounts, most congressmen will apparently be

satisfied

The Change to Comprehensive Audits

Other recommendations of the first Hoover Commission were accepted

and have led to significant improvements One was that the GAO stop

requiring the agencies to send to it m Washington the supporting docu-

ments for each and every financial transaction, freightloads of vouchers

from all over the country were being hauled to Washington for central

examination in the GAO, and this work was consuming about half the

CAO's entire budget The Commission recommended that, as in private

enterprise, the postaudit be conducted at the work locations where the

transactions had taken place ar>d that business-type audits be made, with

the emphasis on reviewing the efficiency of agency operations

These recommendations were accepted, and today many GAO au-

dits deal only indirectly with financial matters The GAO still audits the

receipt, expenditure, and use of public funds by the agencies, but it makes
many comprehensive audits of management effectiveness in the utilization

of resources, such as personrrel and equipment, and of program results

It IS program results with which Congress has been much concerned in

recent years, it views (he CAO as its best resource for independent evalua-

tions of the effectiveness of new social and other legislation In the Legisla

live Reorganization Act of 1970 it directed the Comptroller General to

make program analyses and cost benefit studies An example of Congress'

desire for the CAO to function in this role is the 1967 amendment to the
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Economic Opportunity Act, which required the CAO to determine the

efficiency of OEO programs and the degree to which those programs

achieved the objectives of the act

The GAO functions largely through its reviews of agency internal

control systems, which, as provided by the Budget and Accounting Proce-

dures Act of 1950,* must conform with standards prescribed by the Comp-

troller General The standards stress that "it is the role of the internal audit

function to review, appraise, and report on the extent and nature of inter-

nal compliance with management's policies, to ascertain whether they are

functioning effectively, and to suggest ways of bringing about greater effi

ciency and economy "* Obviously, in some cases the CAO auditors also

do make intensive examinations of individual transactions, as when they

detect evidences of gross fraud or waste Us auditing is selective, because

It IS not staffed to review every agency's operations every year It makes

audits in those agencies where it believes they are most needed, and it

gives priority to audit requests of congressional committees and individual

congressmen

One ol Its most important lunctions is the continuing review of

policies, procedures, and practices followed by government agencies in

the negotiation and award of contracts and in the administration of con

tract terms and conditions Recently the federal government has been

awarding contracts for the procurement of property and services at the

annual rate of $65 billion, including about $35 billion in Defense alone for

weapon systems and equipment and supplies About 84 percent of these

are negotiated contracts, permitted by law in cases where the use of

advertised bids and award procedures are deemed impracticable or inap-

propriate Since negotiated prices must be based largely on actual or

estimated prices for producing the equipment and articles in question the

cost information used by the contractors must be accurate if the govern-

ment IS not to be overcharged

CAO audit findings that some contractors were obtaining unreasona
bly high prices for defense materials werean important factor in Congress'

passage in 1962 of Public Law 67-653, the "Truth in Negotiations Act

"

U requires that suppliers submit cost and pricing data with their estimates,

together with a certification that the information given is accurate, com-
plete, and current Of course, the GAO is not always right in its audit

findings and recommendations this is for the agencies and Congress to
decide except that CAO decisions on legal questions relating to the
awarding of government contracts are (mat and binding on the executive
branch

Accrual Accounting and Cost-Based Budgeting
The first Hoover Commission also recommended that the government
adopt the accrual basis of accounting for both expenditures and reve-
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Hues When the accounts are on an accrual basis, revenues are posted

when they are earned, rather than waiting until the money is collected

Similarly, spending authority is obligated for the sum involved when a

commitment is entered into, rather than delaying until the payments are

made to those supplying the goods or services When a commodity like

oil IS delivered, the expenditure is "accrued," since the buyer is definitely

committed to pay for it The purchase price of the oil is posted to the

inventory account, and, as the oil is used dunng a particular period, the

cost of the amount used is accrued and the inventory account correspond-

ingly reduced

Under the cash system of accounting, entries are not made in the

accounts until money is actually paid out or received, and the whole cost

of a commodity is charged when the entire shipment is received Thus,

"The accrual method makes it possible to obtain a more accurate total of

costs for the periods in which they are actually incurred than does the cash

method This in turn makes it possible to compare costs for such periods

or to compute accurately the unit costs of performing work turned out by

the employees each month "" Accrual accounting is essential for cost-

based budgeting, under which the estimates show exactly what costs will

be incurred during the fiscal year in question It is not enough simply to

show the requests for new authonzalions to spend money during the

budget period Supplies, matenals, and equipment already on hand will be

used, as well as resources (hat become available during the budget period

from orders placed during pnor years

It was not until 1 956, however, that Congress amended the Budget

and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950 to require the agency heads to

maintain their accounts on an accrual basis, in accordance with principles

and standards prescribed by the Comptroller General Although the

agencies have been slow in installing accrual accounting methods, most

of the major departments and agencies have done so for part of their

operations The GAO has a two-phase procedure under which agency

accounting systems submitted for approval are first reviewed for confor-

mance with GAO principles and standards, and then the "design—proce-

dures and practices followed to perform the agency's accounting work—

"

IS reviewed to determine whether it also meets these principles and stan-

dards

Present Status of Joint Program

The cooperative program, started in 1948 and made a legal requirement

by a provision in the Budge! and Accounting Procedures Act of 1 950, has

been broadened and renamed the Joint Financial Management Improve-

ment Program (JFMIP) It is coordinated by a steering committee com-
posed of one representative each for the CAO, the OMB, the Treasury

Department, and the Civil Service Commission Because of the difficulties
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in recrviling, training, and retaining finance personnel, the representative

of the Civil Service Commission was added, he meets with and advises the

committee on personnel problems The other administrative agencies of

the government designate representatives to act as liaison with the com-

mittee The steering committee meets regularly to "consider problem

areas, start work projects, and evaluate financial management progress

throughout the government "**
tl confers with the key financial managers

in the agencies to review their activities and organizes task forces to study

particular problems, such as the feasibility of developing a single govern-

mentwide computerized payroll system In general, it seeks to stimulate

the agencies to correct weaknesses in their financial activities and to spur

them to greater efforts Working with the Civil Service Commission, il has

been promoting expanded financial management and staff development

activities, in 1970 it sponsored the first Slate-Federal Financial Manage-

ment Conference, to improve intergovernmental relations in the financial

area The ]FMIP annual reports give a thorough summary of the federal

government's financial management progress and needs Like Lyndon B

Johnson, President Nixon has expressed strong support for the Joint Pro-

gram, and in a memorandum of August 12. 1969, to the heads of the

agencies, he directed them to give a high priority to developing effective

financial systems under the Prc^ram

PURCHASING AND SUPPLY

Purchasing and supply management is important because the required

materials supplies, and equipment must be on hand if the agencies' pro-

grams are to be carried out successfully The public is naturally concerned
when It hears the claim that millions and even billions of dollars could be

saved annually with more efficient procedures We wilt be concerned later

with the details of these criticisms, it is first advisable to describe briefly

the essential elements of an effkieni system of purchase and supply man
agement Just as there has been a budget reform movement, so has there

been a purchase reform movement The same forces that impelled public

jurisdictions to adopt the executive budget have led many of them to

modernize their purchasing and supply operations

Essentials of Efficient Purchase and Supply Management
The first essential of efficient purchase and supply management is the
establishment of a central purchasing agency, headed by a technically
trained purchasing agent If a public agency is to obtain full value for the
commodities it buys, expertise on the part of those who make the pur-
chases IS indispensable, just as it is in pnvate companies When operating
officials in each department contact the vendors directly and make their

own purchases, the result is usually inefficiency and waste There is no
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attempt to standardize quality or to consolidate requisitions in order to

obtain the lower unit prices available when bulk purchases are made
The central purchasing office should itself make the purchases for all

using departments, subject to whatever delegations of authority to the

departments it believes appropriate for example, it may be advisable to

have the public hospitals purchase penshable commodities and surgical

instruments directly In state and local governments there usually should

be few exceptions to the rule of centralized purchasing In fact, in many
cases It IS advantageous for local governments to enter into joint purchas-

ing programs for various articles of supply Dozens of such cooperative

agreements have been in force for years Because of its great size, the

federal government must practice decentralization of purchase authority

on a much wider scale The special case of the federal government will

be discussed later

Specifically, what are the expert services provided by the central

purchasing agency^ One of the most important is the preparation of com-
modity specifications just as the class specification in personnel admmis*

tration defines the kind of /ob and the qualifications needed to fill it, so

does the commodity specification describe in detail the characteristics of

the article to be purchased The magmtudeofthis task will be appreciated

when It IS remembered how many thousands of Hems of different kinds

are procured by public agencies Fortunately, by this time many sets of

specifications have been published artd can be consulted State and local

governments, for example, can adapt specifications available from the

Federal Supply Service in the General Services Administration Another

important federal government source is the National Bureau of Standards

Leaders in the purchasing movement have stressed that preparing the

specifications should be a cooperative enterprise of the central purchasing

office and representatives of the using agencies The help of chemists,

engineers, and other technicians m the line departments is valuable in

developing specifications for materials and equipment to be used on con-

struction and other projects

Stimulation of real competition among the bidders is another impor-

tant responsibility of the central purchasing a^ncy. indeed, it is of anyone

who IS authorized to make the purchases The usual procedure is to require

the vendors to submit sealed bids and for the order to be placed with the

lowest bidder, although most legal provisions are worded flexibly, so that

It IS possible to reject a bid even if it is the lowest one Based on past

experience, the purchasing office may not have confidence in the integrity

of the vendor or m the quality of his merchandise Further, when com-
modities are available from only one vendor, the formality of bids is

unnecessary

There have been cases where an unscrupulous individual in the

position of purchasing officer has dispensed with competition so as to
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favor certain vendors He may do this in open violation of the law or

because there are loopholes in il For purchasing agents who violate the

law, criminal penalties are usually provided in the statutes Civil action can

also be instituted to recover money lost by the jurisdiction because of

irregularities Some years ago the purchasing agent of one state govern-

ment resigned after publication of a series of articles in a leading newspa-

per charging that he had accepted gifts from vendors and had otherwise

violated the law Such cases are exceptional, but they do serve as a

constant reminder of the indispensable requirement of high integrity on the

part of those in purchasing operations

Inspection and testing of goods when received from the vendors is

another essential element of good purchasing procedure Some vendors

will ship inferior merchandise if they know that it will not be checked

carefully upon delivery Goods may be damaged in transit, or errors may

be made by the vendors' shipping clerks in counting the items shipped

They may even send the wrong goods Just as any shopper should open

and check deliveries from the local stores as soon as they are received,

so should public agencies

When deliveries are made by the vendors directly to the using de-

partment, the usual procedure is to require someone to open the packages,

check the maferrals, and advise the central purchasing office of any dis

crepancies or deficiencies in the goods received If the deliveries are made

to warehouses and other supply centers maintained by the central pur-

chasing agency, the shipments are inspected there To relieve the pressure

on storage facilities, agreements are often made with the vendors for them

to make partial shipments at designated periods of time A commitment
IS made to buy large quantities of certain commodities from a vendor so

as to obtain lower unit prices, the vendor, however, instead of shipping

all the goods immediately, ships stipulated quantities at limes agreed upon
until finally the entire order is filled In this way the government gets the

vendor to supply the storage facilities

Certain kinds of commodities should undergo careful testing upon
receipt Mere counting and inspection (or damage is not enough In such
cases, the purchasing office arranges for the use of existing lest facilities

in the laboratories of the governmental junsdiction, or it contracts with
private companies to perform this work Without a central purchasing
office to see to it that the testing takes place, a jurisdiction may, without
knowing it, accept costly shipments of goods that really do not meet the
standards Unfortunately, most ciPes spll make only cursory examinations
of deliveries and rely uporj the supplier s past performance Smaller funs
dictions find it much too expensive to maintain their own testing facilities,

research is being conducted by the American Society for Testing and
Materials to develop simplified tesPng procedures for many common use
Items that could be employed by public employees in testing materials
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purchased Under the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1968, state

and local governments may use federal government testing labs at cost,

and efforts are being made to arrange for them to receive the results of

federal tests

An efficient system of warehousing and supply management is also

essential Slock levels should be sufficient to meet needs, but not so high

as to make it necessary later to declare much material surplus The inven-

tory records should accurately show the quantity of stocks on hand of each

Item stored Inaccurate records may lead to over- or under ordering Fur-

ihermore, all government property should be protected against theft, fire,

or other loss or damage Finally, there should be an orderly procedure for

declaring property surplus and disposing of it on the best terms available

to (he government The same kind of material that is being purchased by

one agency should not be disposed of as suiplus by another So small a

return is received on safes of surplus property that it is gross waste to

dispose of Items at only a tiny fraction of their cost when exactly the same
article IS needed by another agency

Purchasing and Supply m the Federal Government

As stated in Chapter 1 7, the General Services Administration (GSA)

was established largely as the result of the recommendations of the first

Hoover Commission One of the latter's task forces stated that "the prob-

lem of supply is treated all too casually by the United States Govern-

ment (t believed that greater centralization of responsibility for pur

chasing and supply management m the federal government was needed

The legislation establishing the GSA gave it general servicewide responsi-

bility for purchasing and supply management, and its Federal Supply Ser

vice functions more effectively than did the Bureau of Federal Supply in

the Treasury Department, which it replaced The GSA does not, however,

attempt to do all the purchasing for the federal government Under the law.

It delegates purchasing authority to the administrative agencies, and, be-

cause of the great size of many of them, it has made many such delega-

tions The original legislation also provided that, depending on the discre-

tion of the department head or of tne President, some agencies such as the

Veterans Administration and the Defense Department could elect to re-

main outside the GSA's (urisdiction or to come under it only partly

When the second Hoover Commission made its studies, it had some
strong criticisms of government supply operations, particularly in the De
fense Department "The Government," it said, "has mountainous ac-

cumulations of property which it wouftf not have bought if it had' a good
inventory system It is estimated that with proper inventory control and

more realistic stock levels from $10 biMion to $25 billion of supplies now
in Government warehouses could be eliminated "*'> Fantastic examples of

overbuying and waste were cited In some military depots, supply items
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easily obtainable from the manutaclorers were being slocked in quantilies

sufficient to meet needs for 20, 30, and, in one case, even 128 years **

In many cases, property was declared surplus by one branch of the military

when the same items were being purchased in the open market by other

branches Since property sold as surplus produced a return of only 5 to

7 percent of its original cost, millions of dollars were being squandered

For that matter, property procedures throughout the government were

inefficient Civilian agencies were also buying and selling the same items

as surplus at the same time

The Commission's recommendations for tightening up supply opera

tions led to improvements, and, when Robert McNamara became Secre-

tary of Defense, he established the Defense Supply Agency (DSA), which

IS in charge of purchasing and supply operations for the Department of

Defense as a whole Since previously each service command had con-

ducted Its own purchase and supply operations, this made possible sub-

stantial savings The Defense Department later also arranged to turn over

to the CSA the responsibility for buying all its nonmilitary supply items

However, evidences of waste in government purchase and supply

operations continue Congressional committees and the CAO maintain

constant vigilance m this area and prod the agencies to make further

improvements In November 1969, Congress established the Commission

on Government Procurement to make a broad study of the government's

procurement statutes, regulat'ons, policies, and procedures, and to recom-

mend improvements Of the Commission's 1 2 members, 5 were selected

by the President, the Speaker of the House and the President of the Senate

each appointed 3 members, 2 from their respective chambers and 1 other

from outside the federal government and the Comptroller General was
also a member

In Its report to Congress, released in January 1973, the Commission
found the procurement system overly complex and providing only poor

solutions to major problems It recommended creation of a new Office of

Federal Procvrement Policy within the Office of Managementand Budget
to develop and oversee moreefficient procurement methods Stressing the

lack of high quality recruitment and training programs for procurement
personnel, it proposed legislation establishing a Federal Procurement Insti

tute to tram such personnel, as well as a Defense Executive Procurement
Service to include civilian officers o1 supergrade rank and military person
nel of general and flag rank **

jbsV as" nSe spunV system 6ecame intolerable when the functions of
government became more complex, so too is the "casual" approach to

purchasing outmoded Where faithfully applied, the principles of the pur
chasing movement have clearly proved their value Wider application of
these principles constitutes one of the areas of unfinished business for

public administration in the years ahead
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chapter 21

the problem of
administrative power

Public officials must act responsibly Although it is recognized that reliance

must be placed upon administrative officials to cope with the many com-
plex problems of our day, there is much concern as to the adequacy of

the controls over these officials All criticisms of the ' bureaucrats" cannot

Simply be dismissed as propaganda by people opposed to the govern-

mental programs concerned Some men will misuse their authority, this is

true in any kind of organization, public or pnvate One is reminded here

of James Madison's remark m one of the federalist papers "If men were
angels, no government would be necessary If angels were to govern men,

neither external nor rnternal controls on government would be neces-

sary ' It IS with these external and mterrral controls on administrative

officials that we shall deal in this part of the book In this chapter the

possible abuses will be described, the next chapter will deal with the

available means of control

POSSIBLE ABUSES
Criticisms of public officials are sometimes made in general, even sweep-

ing, terms, without any specific indication of the wrongs that have been

committed From such statements it is difficult to define the real problem,

so in the present chapter we will present a number of examples as a factual

basis for the discussion of control measures in Chapter 22 In this identifi-

J95
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cation of areas of possible abuse, some illusiralions will be given that are

familiar to anyone who reads the newspapers and follows current events

to some extent at least Other illustrations will deal with possible misuses

of authority that are less well known to the average citizen and may even

be of no particular concern to him as an individual. Yet they are sources

of deep preoccupation to economic And other groups in their relations

with the government, as well as to legislators and others interested in

preventing the abuses in question

Dishonesty

First, and most obvious, some public employees may be dishonest. They

may steal from the government, as when a bridge toll collector pockets

some of the money he receives and then falsifies the records of receipts

Many employees receive government furtds or otherwise have control

over them Embezzlement may be in small or large amounts, perpetrated

by low- or high-ranking officials Such outright stealing is, however, only

one of many diKerent kinds of fraud that can be practiced in government

programs

Two examples from recent history will suffice as illustration One is

the continuing revelation of corruption by public officials m New lersey

The mayor of Jersey Oly, six other Jersey City and Hudson County offi-

cials. and a New Jersey Commissioner of the Port of New York Authority

were all found guilty of conspiring over an d-year period to collect kick-

backs from private contractors * In Union City, the entire school board was
indiaed on charges of extorting kickbacks from companies doing business

with the board for practically all items purchased over the past 30 or 40
years Sons had even taken over businesses from their fathers and "con-
tinued the conspiracy like a family legacy"’ Corruption was so wide-
spread in New Jersey that mayors like Newark’s Kenneth Gibson found it

a major cost of government, contributing to the cit/s bankruptcy
After a 3-year investigation of miUtary clubs and post exchanges in

the Far East and Europe, the Senate Subcommittee on Investigations re-

ported that

corruption, cnminaltly, and moral compromise were common to the opera-

tions of these nonappropnated fund activities The corruption was a two-
way street Military personnel—both uniformed and civilian—stole, re-

ceived kickbacks and graUubes and otherwise profited dishonestly from their

association with clubs and exchanges But they could not have carried out
their improprieties without the encouragement, support, and complicity of

vendors, brokers, and salesmen who paid the kickbacks and offered the

gifts ‘
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boards or heads of agencies with investigative information not made avail-

able to the employee

VioUttons of Procedural Due Process

Fifth, some agency decisions violate principles of procedural due process

in relations with outside parties Jn general terms, procedural due process,

based on the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution, means

that public officials at all levels ol government must be fair in their dealings

with private citizens and groups In specific terms, it means that certain

procedural standards must be observed The right of confrontation illus-

trates procedural due process as it relates to proceedings against an indi-

vidual In this fifth point, however, we have primarily in mind the relations

of government regulatory agencies with business and other groups

Congress and individual states have sought to deal with this problem

by passing what are known as Administrative Procedure Acts Congress

passed such a law in 1946, and there has been considerable discussion and

much disagreement about its adequacy ever since Much of the contro-

versy revolves around technical pomts that are most appropriately dealt

with in courses m administrative law For our purposes, it should suffice

to say that legislation of this kind seeks to establish fair procedures to

govern both administrative rufe making and the quasi judicial decisions

made by administrative agencies when they decide whether or not a

private individual or group has violated any of the agency's rules or the

provisions of the law itself The legislation usually requires advance notice

of issuance of the rule and that an opportunity be given the interested

parties to make their reactions known
As to the quasi judicial proceedings, the legislation spells out the

details of the adjudicatory procedure, covering "such matters as specifying

issues and giving adequate notice, admissibility of evidence, opportunities

for cross-examination and the process by which decisions are

reached The federal law deals with the problem of impartiality in

deciding such cases by making the Civil Service Commission, not the

individual agencies, responsiblefortheappomlment of the hearings exam-
iners The latter

'
preside in cases not heard by agency heads" and "issue

initial or recommended decisions

Failure to Respect Legislative Intent

Sixth, public officials may keep within the law and respect procedural due
process, yet deliberately or otherwise fail to respect legislative intent or to
consider the points of view of atl the groups in a community affected by
their decisions As we saw in Chapter I. rn many areas all the legislature
can do is to state broad policies in the law and leave their application m
individual cases to the administrative agerKies In so doing, the agency's
decisions may infuriate individuat legislators The action taken, the latter
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charge, was not what Congress intended, or on the other hand, action that

the legislation plainly called for was deliberately avoided by the agency

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is a case in point

Its function is to regulate radio and tdevision stations in the "public inter-

est," but there are varying interpretations of what this means Under one
view, the FCC should merely function as an "electronic traffic cop,"
limiting its responsibilities to assigning radio frequencies and television

channels Under another interpretation, it should construe its function to

extend also to assuring that the broadcasters provide balanced program-
ming and that they improve the quality of the programs For years,

station licenses were renewed as a matter of course, there was very little

critical review of the programming

President Kennedy's first chairman of the FCC, Newton N Minow,
frankly stated that he thought that the television stations and the commer-
cial sponsors had too low an opinion of the public's tastes, under Minow
the FCC initiated a new policy whereby renewal of station licenses was no

longer virtually automatic More careful scrutiny was made of the broad

caster's past programmmgto determine whether or not it really was in the

"public interest " Robert W Sarnoff, Chairman of the Board of the Na-

tional Broadcasting Company, immediately challenged Mrnow's interpre-

tation of the public interest He said that the FCC's authority to license

stations did not give it the "responsibility of raising viewers' tastes or

broadening their interests to conform to its own views on what those tastes

and interests should be Disagreeing with Sarnoff, one editorial writer

asked, "What is that public interest, if not in 'raising viewers' tastes' and

‘broadening their interests'^"”

In early 1969 the FCC took Boston's Channel 5 away from the

Boston Herald-Traveler Corporation, a newspaper company that had op-

erated It since 1957 as a Columbia Broadcashng Company affiliate, and

gave It instead to Boston Broadcasters, Inc TTiis was the first lime that a

major television license had been both canceled and reassigned at renewal

proceedings afterthe expiration ofa license (licenses are granted for 3-year

periods) In taking this action, the FCC sought to diversify media control

in the interests of independent local control of broadcasting companies

Established broadcasters were concerned that the FCC might be establish

ing a new policy of treating license holders and new applicants as equals,

in making its decision in this case, the FCC stated that past record was
meaningful only if it represented better-than-average performance Illus-

trating the changes that come wrth new administrations, after President

Nixon $. appointment o( Dean BuiccA^a^ FCC chairman, m lanuary 1^70,

the FCC announced a new policy of not considering license challenges

against radio and television stations that had "substantially met the pro-

gramming needs of their communities" In June 1971, a federal court of

appeals nullified this policy as an obvious violation of the Federal Com-
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municatton^ Act of 1934 and ordered the FCC to reconsider all license

renewal heanngs it had dismissed under the policy In a concurring opin-

ion. one of the judges stated that the 1970 guideline prevented a new

applicant from being heard on the ments of his application, and that it

substituted a standard of "substantial" for the "best possible" service to

the public, »n violation of previous mierpretatrons of the statute by the U S

Supreme Court

The regulatory commissions are by no means the only agencies that

function under general mandates, making possible the charge that they

have disregarded legislative intent Decisions of the Secretary of the In-

terior are sometimes criticized as favoring special interests, such as the

private power companies, mining concerns, and the livestock grazers

Partisans of public power, conservation of natural resources, and improve-

ment of recreation facilities for the general public have allies in Congress

who can and do raise the charge of failure to obse've legislative intent As

we saw in Chapter 11, there are numerous "publics" that the same ad

mmistrative agency must serve Of course, there are some clear-cut cases

where by no stretch of the imagirtation can administrative decisions be said

to conform with policies specirically stated m the law Frequently, how-

ever, the decisions car\ be justified by the agency as obeying part of its

legislative mandate and being in direct conflict with no other provision of

the law

Cross Inefficiency

Seventh, some jxiblic officials or their subordinates may prove grossly

incompetent, as a result, the public suffers No matter how good their

intentions, if the administrative ageixies fail to get their jobs done properly

they have not met their responsibilities The legislators and the public

should not, and usually do not, expect perfect performance If millions and

even billions of dollars are wasted because of carelessness, this is hardly

excusable Some mistakes and some ineff»c>ency will be tolerated as inevi

table, gross ineHicerKy. however, falls in a different category

An official ifxiifferefrt to the r>eed for efficiency is an irresponsible

official, no matter how honest he is Observing the law means respecting

not only the statutes dealing with improper activities, but also those requir

ing completion of the work within desigruted time pericxls If it is humanly
impossible to meet these deadlirses. that « another matter Sometimes 'he

legislature itself is to blame, because it refuses to authonze the money
needed to hire all the staff required to do the job adequately It is some-
times very d fficu'i to pinpoint responsibility for administrative failures, as

chargi-^and coumerchargesare made by administrative officials, ihelegis-

U'ors the press and others An administrative agency with a proven
record of eff<ieni operat<»m m the past »s «n the best position to come out
on top in such dnpu'es
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Covering up Mistakes

Eighth, some officials may try to cover up their mistakes and errors, or

refuse to cooperate with the legislative body or the public, as was shown
in detail in Chapter 11 As we saw, whether the official has refused to

cooperate is often a matter of opinton The staunchest defenders of the

public interest sometimes refuse to accede to certain demands of the

legislators What the infuriated le^slator brands irresponsible conduct, the

press and much of the public may regard as great courage on the part of

the official concerned

Failure to Show Initiative

Nirtth, some public officials (ail to make positive decisions and to exercise

the discretion they have under the law Primarily this means the unwilling-

ness of public officials to take action, not because they do not sympathize

with the laws they administer, but basically because they lack initiative A
number of examples will make this clear The official may be afraid of

criticism if he takes a certain action, even though the circumstances clearly

call for It He decides to play it safe by doing nothing, and in a good many
cases, no one will criticize him indeed, his superiors may never even

know that there was action (hat he could have taken had he been more

courageous As another possibility, the official may decide it is too much
work to find out whether something can be done He saves himself from

this "extra work" by saying no to the solicitor The latter may be another

employee asking about some privilege, or a member of the public asking

for a certain service Of course, complaints can be made about officials

who evade their responsibilities in this way Often, however, the solicitor

does not have the necessary knowledge to question the validity of the

denial of his request Furthermore, many people are reluctant to complain

Of those who do, many get nowhere with superior officers who treat the

complaints perfunctorily and give them small consideration

This ninth and final point is of particular importance because too

often responsibility IS thought of m negative terms only Unless he commits

an overt wrong, the public employee cannot be said to have failed to fulfill

his public trust This is faulty reasoning, the employee should contribute

a maximum, not a minimum, of service
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chapter 22
enforcing administrative

responsibility

In Ihe descnplion o( possible abuses of administrative power, in the previ-

ous chapter some of the methods of administrative control were men-

tioned What now follows is a more complete discussion of these controls,

as well as a critical examination of iheir effectiveness

LAWS AGAINST FRAUDULENT ACTS

For embezzlement, accepting bnbes, and similar acts of dishonesty, the

control problem is relatively simple as far as punishment is concerned As

one example, federal law makes rt a crime «f anyone

corrvipOy gives otters, or promises anything of value to any public official

or person who has been setecied to be a public official with intent to

influence any official act, or to influence such public official or person who
has been seleaed to be a public official, to commit or aid in committing, or

collude in or allow, any fraud, or make opportunity for the commission of

any fraud, on the United States ’

The employee who accepts the "thing of value" is also guilty of fraud

under the law All the states have lasvs against bribery and graft * Thus the

public employee who is tried m court and found guilty of fraud will be
given a jail term, like any other cnmmal Naturally, not all acts of fraud are

detected m government, any more than they are in industry It sometimes

406
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also happens that while the evidence of malfeasance is clear enough, it is

not sufficient to obtain a conviction in court In such cases, however, the

employee concerned can be dismissed

CLOSING THE LOOPHOLES IN

CONFLICT-OF-INTEREST STATUTES

Sometimes the laws have loopholes, they may even require punishment

of lesser offenses, but permit no action to be taken against those guilty of

major ones For many years this was true of the federal conflict of-interest

statutes Before these laws were changed, a former federal official was
barred, for a period of 2 years after his separation from the service, from

handling any claim that was pending anywhere in the government when
It employed him The courts interpreted the word claim to mean demands

for money only Actually, much of the influence peddling, by present or

former employees, has to do with applications for federal licenses and

contracts that run into millions of dollars A former government lawyer

could not help a client with a claim for an income tax refund, but he could

use his contacts in the government to influence the avvarding of contracts

involving very large sums of money A 1963 statute* corrected this lamen-

table omission by covering not only claims but any application or matter

before the government However, it excluded congressmen from its cover-

age—a very big loophole indeed, in view of the stock holdings, law prac-

tices, and other private interests of the lawmakers

State governors urging passage of conflict-of-inierest laws sometimes

find a singular lack of interest on the part of the legislators, because the

latter fear that the legislation will be so drafted as to include them along

with officials of the administrative bratKh In some states much of the

practice of lawyer members of the legislature consists of representation of

private individuals before state licensing and other agencies One governor

who urged that a comprehensive conflict-of interest law be passed in his

state had this to say

I certainly do not believe the argument that lawyer members of the legisla

ture will lose large parts of their law practice has any cogency, because I

believe that if a large part of their law practice ts of a nature to be affected

by this action, they have the practice not because they are lawyers but

because they are legislators *

PREVENTING UNETHICAL CONDUCT
Those drafting conflict-of interest statutes realize that they cannot be so

worded as to identify and proscnbe every kind of possible influence ped-

dling The opening section of the statute passed in 1960 m Kentucky reads
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"The purpose of ihis Act is to prescnbe standards to guide public officers

and employees in the conduct of their offices or employment, and to

proscribe improper conduct to the extent which such conduct may be

sufficiently described to enable statutory prohibitions against it to be

properly enforced (Italics added) As previously indicated (see pp

283-284). the dilemma is that if the conflict-of-interest statutes are too

tightly drawn, they may have the effect of deterring perfectly honest

persons from accepting government jobs

Conflict-of interest situations, however, are not the only ones in

which public employees may be guilty of unethical conduct favoring one

of the agency's "publics" overtheothers does not exemplify high integrity

Other illustrations could be given, but suffice it to say that a faulty sense

of ethics accounts for much of the censurable behavior by public em-

ployees

Code of Ethics

This brings us to the consideration of codes of ethics

A code of ethics is best defined as a statement of acceptable standards of

behavior for government officials and employees The code may be em
braced in a statute or merely irt depanmental regulations or in a legislative

resolution It serves the purpose clearly staling to public officials and to

the public what is acceptable behavior A code loo may carry with it sane

tions—although the sanctions are seldom criminal Dismissal from office is

a common sanaion associated with codes of ethics implicit m the promul

gation of a code of ethics however, is the notion that each situation in the

future will be evaluated on its panicular merits *

A number of state and municipal governments have passed legisla-

tion providing for codes of ethics New York State has a Public Officers

Law, which includes, in addition to a section on conflictsof interest, a code
of ethics The code prescribes standards of conduct, some fairly specific

and others very general As an illustration of a general standard, it is stated

that the public employee ' should endeavor to pursue a course of conduct
which will not raise suspicion among the public that he is likely to be
engaged in acts that are in viotaiion of his trust This makes clear one
of the limitations of codes of ethics Descriptions of the desired conduct
are couched in such general terms that the employee can easily justify his

behavior as proper Nonetheless, many people are strong partisans of the
codes and they are increasingly being adopted, sometimes through the
voluntary action of professional Organizations of public employees, some-
times m the form of Executive orders and departmental regulations, as in

the federal service
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"tegisfating Moraffty"

An oft-repeated argument against the codes is that you cannot “legislate

morality "Thecounterargurrtent is that organized society has always done

so

A defensive view ihal “You can't legislate the Ten Commandments over-

looks the fact (hat wherever the Ten Commandments are held in high regard,

legislative bodies have fourtd it necessary to elaborate and enforce their

basic principles ft is the function of a considerable part of the penal code

to deal in more detail with matters which are specifically prohibited by the

Ten Commandments Every Civilized people supplements its moral code

with an extensive cnmirtal code ar>d with a vast body of civil laws *

Another objection is that you cannot expect the ethics of public

officials to be any higher than those of the public as a whole The Senate

subcommittee just quoted acknowledged that

the clever man who makes a “fast bock" gets a certain amount of acclaim,

provided he makes enough of them The political trickster frequently can

claim his rewards—if he wins There is a tolerance m American life for

unscrupulous methods which bring immediate rewards, even though those

methods, if they should become universal, would destroy the very society

in which they are tolerated’

The subcommittee pointed out that there is a two-way relation between

standards of conduct in public affairs and those prevailing in the country

generally If the people are not too much concerned about ethical consid-

erations, this will be reflected in the behavior of many public officials

Conversely, if the latter go about setting an example of high integrity, this

should raise the standards of the public Those in positions of public

leadership can inspire the citizen to follow certain principles—provided

they themselves practice them

The Inner Check

Some people place great emphasis on what they call the inner check, by

which they mean the individual's own sense of responsibility to the public

Others are frankly skeptical, human nature being what it is, they are

convinced that the mam reltance must be placed on external controls over

the employee The disagreement is basically a question of emphasis, for

those who emphasize the inner check fully appreciate that external con-

trols are also needed They believe, however, that every effort should be

made to influence the employee "from within "

The official's sense of responsibility is, of course, the product of his

entire previous history This is why discriminating practices in the original
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seJection of personnel are so essenoal No code of ethics will make much

of an impact on someone who for long has been convinced that the smart

man does not let his conscience bother him about the methods he uses

in attaining his ends

CONTROLLING OFFICIALS
WHO EXCEED THEIR POWERS
Several kinds of controls are available for officials who are personally

honest hotexceed their legal authority If it is a clear case of an ultra vires

act, that IS, one not within the official s powers as defined in the law, the

injured party can appeal to the courts and get the action rescinded If the

official has jurisdiction but uses his authafrty m such a way as to violate

the constitutional rights of the citizen, recourse can also be had to the

courts

An example is police officerswho arrest demonstrators for "disturb

ing the peace " This action is within the scope of their powers, and they

may be sustained m the local courts When such cases reach the federal

courts on appeal, however, the convictions will be set aside as a violation

of freedom of speech and assembly when the courts are convinced that

the demonstrators were behaving peaceably

PREVENTING INIUSTICE TO THE EMPLOYEE
Employees can invoke either the negotiated or the agency grievance

procedure (see pp 320-32t) Employeeorganizations have been effective

in recent years, not only in helping workers win grievance cases but m
carrying out a watchdog role, which deters management from persisting

with indefensible or dubious courses of action The central personnel

agency also has an important role in preventing injustices to employees
(see pp 307-308)

tn the last few years the courts have not hesitated to accept jurisdic

tion and to examine and rule upon the facts as well as upon procedural
questions in disciplinary cases Many examples can be given, but two will

suffice On May 12, 1967, the U S Court of Claims found illegal the
removal of an employee for making allegedly unfounded derogatory state-

ments in a letter he wrote to the Secretary of the Navy about officials of
thenavy yard inwhich heworVed No attempthad been madeby manage-
ment during the administrative bearing to prove that the statements were
untrue, it having simply been slated that the employee had not produced
enough information completely to convince management that all his state-
ments were true The court found that the employee had been deprived
of a First Amendment right and aj^ied the same rule as in New York
Times V Sullivan namely that atizens have the right to criticize govern-
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merit officials without liability for libel unless it can be shown that the

criticism was malicious ”

A Louisiana District Court decision of December 6, 1971, illustrates

how the courts are policing formerly "sacrosanct" management decision-

making areas The court found that a supervisor m the General Services

Administration wanted to get rid of an employee, but did not have enough
evidence to bring charges against him The supervisor had ordered him

transferred to another city, knowing that the employee had twice before

refused such transfer The employee again refused the transfer and was
then told he could resign instead He did resign, but later protested that

the proposed transfer was art adverse action and that he had been entitled

to notice and a hearing In ruling in favor of the plaintiff, the court said the

transfer order was in effect an adverse action since the employee had been

considered undesirable and iriduced to resign

ENSURING OBSERVANCE OF
PROCEDURAL DUE PROCESS
As to failure to observe proceduni due process m relations with business

and other groups, the injured party can appeal the agency's action to the

courts These are questions of law, and the courts will go into them

thoroughly Such appeals from actions of the national regulatory commis
sions are heard by the United Slates Circuit Couns of Appeal They will

set aside the commissions' decisions if they find any violations of procedu-

ral due process, they will also do so rf they believe the decisions to be

"unsupported by competent, material, and substantial evidence m view of

the entire record as submitted"'* Since judicial remedies have already

been mentioned several times, it should be noted that they have certain

limitations

Many adminislrstiye agencies, w matters of adjudication, deal with

questions that have to be answered immediately in order to prevent hard

ship or that individually do not justify the cost of legal proceedings Thus

an unsuccessful claimant for a small social security benefit will usually not

hire a lawyer to contest a doubtful case, swwply because the odds are not

worth the cost A grower will not lake to court a decision by an examiner

of the United States Department of Agnculture condemning a carload of

perishable commodities, for his goods will decay before they could be

introduced as evidence A securities broker wiU find little satisfaction in

appealing from an adverse decision of the Securities and Exchange Commis

Sion on the listing of a security, for the opportunity to sell il profitably may
have gone

To depend mainly on luehciaf review m these cases would be futile

The chief problem is how to organize on a fair basis the system of rendering
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the original decision The volume o* administrative decisions alone would

maVe it unwise to rely too eKtensively on review by the courts '.Vhat

the courts can do. however, is lo protect the fundamental rights of citiaens

to fair treatment in the heanng of the«r cases, and lo maintain the basic

political and consblutional relattonship between the administrative agency

and other branches of government .
'*

PROTECTING THE INTERESTS OF THE WHOLE PUBLIC

Responsible administration takes place only all groups in the community

with a legitimate interest tn the agency's program are given the opportunity

to make their views known TKe provisions tn the administrative-procedure

acts requiring public nonce of intention to issue rules and giving interested

parties the opportunity to offer obtecuons are useful in this connection, but

they are no guarantee that the agency will give appropriate weight to all

the points of view expressed Furthermore, many decisions, such as in

letting contracts, making loans, and deciding which programs within a

multipurpose agency lo emphasize, are not, and should not be, covered

in administrative-procedures legislation

Use of Advisory Committees

One technique used a great deal »s the creation of advisory committees on

which the different interest groups are represented Sometimes the legisla-

tion requires the establishment of such committees, in other cases the head

of the agency decides that h$ needs outside advice and voluntarily sets up

the committee The advantage of the advisory committee is that it can

make known to the administrator points of view of which he otherwise

might not be aware Policies proposed by the agency's expert staffs may
overlook practical difficulties that might arise in putting them into effect

The members of the advisory committee can save the agency some mis

takes by warning of these difficulties

If, as authors Maass and Radway suggest, one of the criteria for

judging administrative responsibility should be the extent to which the

agency succeeds in "winning group consent,’ proper use of advisory
committees can contribute greatly to that objeaive The agency should

also equalize 'opportunities to safeguard interests ’ and give "equitable

treatment" to each of the major mierests affected by Us program U is

here that in practice advisory committees often fail lo function as they
should, for the more powerful groups represented on them may dominate
their deliberations In such case the committee will "provide the adminis-
tration with a distorted view of interest opinion and provide a focus
through which the strong and strategically-located interests may exert a
disproportionate amount of influence *'• In a recent study of federal advi
sory committees, the HouseCommittee on Government Operations found
a ' need to expand the base of participation and representation m the
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advisory system's decisionmaicing processes" and to "appoint indiwduaJs

who can help and be representafive ofa broader range of interests, includ

ing geographic areas, than has been Ihe case

Cronin and Thomas, in their analysis of 26 advisory bodies to the

Office of Education, HEW, and Ihe White House, covering the period

1966-1969, concluded that the advisers were a "highly selected elite

not representative of the community at large or, in particular, of the

'consumers' of education " Basically "somewhat older, more affluent re-

flections of their professional colleagues in the Office of Education," they

did not "represent the young or the poor to any significant degree "’‘They
had a symbiotic relationship with Office of Education officials "They

provide USOE, its officials and programs, with support, legitimacy, visibil-

ity, and status In return, they receive enhanced civic and professional

status, some degree of participatory involvement in federal policy-making

processes, and substantial apparent ego-gratification However, pro-

viding more representation and participation for the mass public on advi-

sory committees would "carry corresponding costs in terms of compe
tence, efficiency, and other values " Laymen simply do not have enough

knowledge of educational programs

Whether we would lom with the idealisis m expanding popular participation

and excluding eke involvement or with George Wallace in throwing the

briefcases of experts and bureaucrats into the Potomac, the result is

unlikely to be increased responsiveness to public demands or greater effec

liveness in meeting felt needs

Actually, it is frequently a matter of opinion whether or not an

agency is pursuing policies that benefit one interest group as against an-

other Individual legislators themselves often exert pressure on the agency

heads on behalf of one particular group Each legislator represents the

voters in his constituency, not the entire public Administrators, it can be

argued, are in a better position to consider the needs and desires of the

whole public In any event, m some cases rt will beclear that the agency

IS not giving fair treatment to a certain group or groups The legislators can

investigate and put pressure on the chief executive to correct such situa-

tions, or the latter may take the initiative in the matter and even remove
the agency head if he believes this necessary In many instances, however,

conclusive proof will be lacking that the agency failed to act in accordance

with the "public interest," and theoffended groups will achieve no success

with their protests

ELIMINATING GROSS INCOMPETENCE AND APATHY
The most effective control mechanism to prevent gross incompetence on

the part of public employees is a good personnel program Both line
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adiTiinistratofS and personnel office should exert positive leadership to

raise levels of performance Administrative analysts, now employed in

many agencies, make detailed studies of organizations and procedures,

with the purpose of eliminating delays, waste, and other inefficiency

Efficiency is, however, more than a tfueition of good organization and

procedures, it is also the product of the attitudes and values of public

employees This is why there are so many points of overlap in the discus-

sion of administrative responsibility The inner check can provide the will

to be efficient The best management studies will not result in substantial

improvements if the employees feel no great urge to perform up to their

abilities

(The subiect of officials who try to cover up their mistakes was dealt

with in detail m Chapter 11, "Public Relations", thus it will not be dis-

cussed here

)

As to the individual who lacks initiative, the greatest need here is an

administrative leadership that erKOurages and rewards employees who

show initiative and creativity If those in the top positions demonstrate that

they really want employees with ideas and energy, then the organizations

they direct come alive This is why legislative bodies err so grievously

when they put into the laws detailed requirements that narrow the ad

ministrative officials' discretion As Woodrow Wilson so wisely said,

If to keep hi$ office a man must achieve open and honest success, and

if at ihe same time he feels himself intrusted with large freedom of discretion

the greater his power the less likely is he to abuse it, the more is he nerved

and sobered and elevated by it The less his power, the more safely obscure

and unnoticed does he feel his position to be and the more readily does he

relapse into remissness ’’

EVALUATION OF LEGISLATIVE CONTROLS
Throughout this chapter reference hasbeen made to some of the methods
used by legislatures to control administration Various control devices
were mentioned, but the discussion did not permit referring to all of the
principal ones An evalution of |udicial remedies was made earlier in this

chapter What are the strengths and weaknesses of legislative controls^
The principal ones now used are as follows

f Passage, amendment, and possible repeal of the enabling legisla

tion under which administrative agencies function
2 Review and approval or disapproval of budgetary requests
3 Investigations, by standing or select committees, of the conduct

of agericy programs
4 Direct participation in agency decision making, in line with the

doctrine of coduectorship discussed in Chapter 1
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5 Performance of casework for constituents, also mentioned in

Chapter J

6 The action taken in confirming, or not confirming, the appoint-

ment of high-rank ng officials

Changing the Enabling Legislation

If Congress is displeased with the policy decision of executive officials, it

can tie their hands by writing certain prohibitions into the law The Presi-

dent can be directed by law not to make foreign aid available to certain

countries.** the Federal Communications Act can be amended so as to

make entirely clear what policies Congress wants the FCC to follow with

respect to pay television This is postcontrof, however, and may be criti-

ciied also for placing too many shackles on the administrators In many
programs the administrators must be left with certain discretion, and there

IS no way of predicting with cenainly what kinds of policy decisions they

will make Furthermore, legislators themselves disagree as to whether

administrators' decisions were correct or not This greatly reduces the

possibilities of passage of amendments to enabling legislation Too, it may
be that the administrators were right and that the legislature would be

wrong if It amended the law The press has often criticized legislative

decisions that reverse administrative policies and has argued that the peo-

ple should vote such legislators out of office at the next elections

If the legislature has serious doubts about the agency's program, or

IS displeased with certain of its actions, it can authorize itforonly a limited

period of time, subyect to renewal However, as discussed in Chapter 1 9,

longer term authorizations, rather than shorter-term ones, are desirable, in

order to reduce delays in congressional enactment of appropriation bills

Still, what V O Key, Jr , wrote a number of years ago remains true

legislation enacted to be in effect only for one year or some other

determinate period assures congressional review of administrative policy

and performance when an extension of power is sought For months preced

ngihe renewal ofsuchanaci, rtsadministrators walk wanly, perhaps fearing

to take steps of urgent importance lest some group m Congress be annoyed

They must wage battle for renewal wheit the expiration dates of such statutes

approach and (he dfficuhy of obtairung positive action from Congress gives

to opponents of a policy based on short term legislation tactical advantages

they would not enjoy if they had to seek outright repeal

When the legislature is convinced that an administrative agency no

longer serves a useful purpose, il can abolish it outright Scores of agencies

have been abolished, many of them of the emergency variety Once
created, agencies typically struggle to survive Franklin D Roosevelt’s

Committee on Administrative Management said "There is among govern-
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mental agences great need for a coroner to pronounce them dead, and

for an undertaker to dispose of the remains

But there may be a strong difference of opinion as to whether an

agency is really dispensable When Congress finally abolished the National

Resources Planning Board in 1 943, it decided not to take a chance on the

agency's rising from the dead It specifically provided in the legislation

terminating the Board that no simitar agency could be created by Executive

order of the president Many people felt at the time that it was a mistake

to abolish this central planning agency, so here again we have an example

of how an act of "control ' by the legislature is defensible or indefensible,

depending on the point of view In many cases, any threat to abolish an

entire agency is out of the question The agency may have existed for

decades, anrf its services must be continued because of the public's de-

mands for them A much more frequent threat is to reduce the agenc/s

scale of operations or to fail to provide funds for certain of its programs

This brings us to the appropriation process, regarded by many as the most

effective weapon in the arsenal of legislative controls

Control Through Action on Budget Requests

Perhaps a Joint Committee on the Budget with a professional staff, as

discussed m Chapter 19, would help congressmen make sounder judg*

merits about the justification for the Executive s requests (or funds Yet

even if this and other recommended improvements were adopted and

proved to have the advantages their proponents claim for them, the task

of legislatures in reviewing budget requests would still remain a difficult

one Governmental programs are now so large and complex that the

legislator does not have the time to nnake a thorough appraisal of all the

budget proposals This, of course, is no argument for their not trying to

make the best possible review utrder the cucumstai^ces It is rather a
statement of the practical liinitaiions of legislative budgetary control under

present conditions

At the national level more than half the spending requests are for

national defense and related purposes Although many congressmen have,

on occasion, claimed that defense experrditures could be cut, in practice

Congress is generally reluctant to make large reductions in this part of the
budget Many congressmen believe that they are in no position to substi-

tute their judgment for that of the President and his civilian and military

advisers on the security needs of the nation Thus the tervlency is to try

to economize on such programs as foreign aid and to hold the line on
expenditures for domestic programs, such as new federal grants to the
slates

In desperation, legislator^ sometimes propose across the-board
cuts astraightpercentagereductioninallprograms They want economies
but are not sure where they can be found, so they resolve the problem
equilabl/ by applying the same percentage reduction to all the agencies
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This IS frequently referred to as the meat-ax approach The butcher's knife

trims the agency programs in a neat, straight line, but in budgeting, this

means penalizing the efficient programs along with the inefficient ones Of
course, to some legislators no program is so desirable or so well managed
that It should be spared from the meat-ax Admittedly, the meat-ax may
reflect the legislators' conviction that the "empire builders" in the execu-

tive branch habitually submit inflated expenditure requests The way to

protect against this abuse, however, is to identify the agencies that are

guilty of such practices, and not to punish the innocent along with the

guilty

Legislators often clamor for economy and demand that the ex-

ecutive's budget be reduced drastically, yet they will ask for more funds

to be spent in their own districts This is not a characteristic of American

legislators alone, a Bntish financial authonty reportedly said, "ff you want

to raise a certain cheer m the House of Commons, make a general pane-

gyric on economy, if you want to invite a sure defeat, proposed particular

saving Once a spending program is started in a congressman's district,

pressure quickly builds up for him to see to it that it is continued When
he runs for reelection, it is standard practice to remind the constituents of

the federal money he has obtained for the district Members of state

legislatures are also judged largely on (he basis of the state funds they get

allocated to their home districts Since this is the role in which the legislator

IS cast, he cannot be expected to make entirely objective judgments in his

votes on spending measures Yet it can be argued that the legislator's

dedication to local interests has its beneficial aspects as well

An individual Congressman looks at the budget with concern for the

welfareof his region, ordistricl orstate as well as with concern for national

interests The combined views of many Congressmen will thus reflect an

approach to budget ngthal is broader geographically but narrower function-

ally than the approach to budgeting which the President will employ Both

approaches are necessary in a society that is complex and dedicated to

pluralistic values Either one alonecouU give nse to provincialism or disfor-

Most observers believe that Congress and legislative bodies in gen

eral could do a much better jcA of reviewing spending proposals Some
critics emphasize the need for legislatures to organize themselves more
efficiently for purposes of budget review Others stress the desirability of

expanofeo' proi'essionaf start's to heijj ibgisiktOrs make more thorough ana-

lyses of the estimates Still others express the view that legislators would

be able to exercise more effective control if they stopped trying to go into

so much detail, as when they insist on budget presentations on an object-

of expenditure basis Others see the solution in strengthened party disci-

pline and reorganization of legislatures as a whole to make them function

more efficiently
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Yet, With all its imperfections, legislative budget review does put the

administrators on guard and remind them that "somewhere there are limits

beyond which the bureaucrats may not transgress They must be pre-

pared to justify their requests before sharp inquisito's who can ask many

embarrassing questions Few administrative officials are foolish enough to

go to legislative budget hearings expecting clear sailing, most of them do

their ' homework" well before they make their appearance

Legislative Investigations

It IS safe to say that whenever allegations are made of serious wrongdoings

in administrative agencies and there seems to be some foundation for the

charges, legislatures will promptly invesPgate While administrative agen-

cies do make their own investigations, these cannot be relied upon alone

because the tendency is to play down or to hide shoitcomngs

Take the case of the Hyden, Kentucky, coal mine disaster of Decem-

ber SO, 1970, in which i8 miners perished It was investigated initially by

the Bureau of Mines and then by a subcommittee of the House Committee

on Education and Labor The subcommittee's opinion was that "the

Bureau's hearing was so poorly handled it might be said to have actually

impeded the purpose of the investigation " Quasi judicial procedures had

not been followed, the questioning had been "almost totally unimaginative

and imprecise," and witnesses had not been cross-examined properly

None of the widows had been asked to testify, only one witness had been

advised of hts constitutional rights, and witnesses had been "permitted to

commingle to the point where some fell intimidated by the presence of

others

Apparently, no one had advised the widows of their Jegal right to

have government paid autopsies ol iheir husbands’ bodies performed, and
none had been made It concluded "In retrospect, it appears the Bureau

was so anxious to quiet a growing public outrage over the disaster, it

leaped into the hearing without adequate preparation In its report, the

subcommittee also documented many examples of the Bureau's failures to

correct dangerous conditions in the mines, conditions ofwhich it had been
fully aware A legislative investigation of this kind obviously serves the
public interest, and many other such examples could be cited

On the debit side, some legislators are far more interested in getting

publioty for themselves than they are in being impartial fact finders The
legislator who makes sensational charges can usually count on getting his

name in the headlines, in reasoning that politics is politics, he may not
worry about the fairness of his allegations The administration's enemies
in the legislature often try to use legislative investigations to embarrass the
Chief Executive and gam partisan advantage Pious statements by legisla-

tors about the value of a 'vigilant" opposition may mask the desire to
make « seem that the administration has made a mistake However, some
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of the abuses of investigating committees have become so patent that the

supposed beneficiary, the public, is skeptical that it is being served as

faithfully as the legislator-sleuths would have it believe

Powell makes a balanced statement when he evaluates legislative

investigations as follows

Any time there is an investigation of whatever it may be, some people

are subjected to scrutiny and on occasion brought into disrepute Charges

are not proof, of course, and the work of any modern major investigating

committee is praised as well as condemned What remains is the fact that

alleged wrongdoing and bureaucratic furKbomng must be investigated, that

in the process some people may be tarred who are pore by any standard

The Pros and Cons of Codirectorship

The principal criticism of codirectorship is that it injects Congress into the

details of day-by-day administration, a function it is ill equipped to dis-

charge Codirectorship is based on the belief that administrative agencies

should be under the direct control of the legislature While, as we saw in

Chapter f, the Constitution permits this interpretation, many people are

convinced that the lawmakers exercise more effective control when they

accept the principle of "indirect responsibility," namely, that "an adminis-

trative agency should be responsiWetolhelegislature, but only through the

chief executive, and primarily for broad issues of public policy and general

administrative performance

If codirectorship means meddling in details and decisions that

competent administrators should be trusted to make, it can justifiably be

viewed as interference rather than desirable collaboration Questionable

acts of administrators can be criticized during the annual budget reviews

and in the course of the legislative investigations referred to previously On
the other hand, codirectorship may serve ^ constructive purpose of

clarifying legislative intent and preventing erroneous interpretations of the

law by the agency heads If it is true that bureaucrats sometimes stretch

the law. It can be argued that it is desirable to give congressional commit-

tees veto power over certain kinds of proposed administrative action The

difficulty, of course, is in defining which administrative decisions are im-

portant enough to fall in this category

This issue came up in the controversy over the application of the

1 60-acreage limitation to the federal-state contract for joint construction

oi' C.Tililrrtnj s' Ssrr deny water jjinraif doirg’-rfaiTdiig jsoilcy; ay

required by law, was to extend the benefits of irrigation projects only to

landowners with tracts of land within this limitation Secretary of the

Interior Udall, relying upon an opinion issued in 1933 by Secretary of the

Inferior Ray Lyman Wilbur, approved theSan Luis water contract without

the acreage limitation Attorney General Kenn«iy offered no objection to
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this decision, but made the quatifying suggestion that Congress itself should
review the matter, since in his opinion there was an area of doubt Under
federal law, such contracts go into effect unless disapproved within a
90-dav period by either the Senate or House Interior Committee Both did
approve the contraa, despite allegations of Senator Morse of Oregon that
suspension of the acreage limitation in effect meant a "giveaway" to the
big landosvners udall later decided that the Wilbur interpretation was
wrong, and in January 1967, the Justice Department filed suit to enforceme statutory limitation >• A U S distnct court decided against the govern-
ment on January 5, 1971, arguing that Congress for more than 30 yearshad been My aware of Wilbur’s ruling and at no time had questioned it
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sometimes yield to political and personal pressures and nominate persons

of mediocre quality Sometimes they appoint men who are of undoubted
competence, but whose past connections make it seem unlikely that they

can be counted on to enforce the laws with vigor

An example is Calvin Coobdge's appointment in 1925 of Charles

Warren as Attorney General Despite Coolidge's landslide victory in the

elections of 1 924, the Senate rejected Warren, not once but twice, when
Coolidge resubmitted the nomination Warren had been connected in

Various ways with the "Sugar Trust," and reposition senators did not see

how someone with such a background could be trusted to carry out the

Attorney General's responsibility for prosecuting monopolies

On the other hand, the Senate sometimes objects to nominees for

the opposite reason, namely, because their records indicate that they

would press for strong enforcement of the laws The Senate refused to

confirm Truman’s reappointment of Leland Olds to the Federal Power

Commission (FPC) because of the stand he had taken in favor of FPC
regulation of natural gas rates Hamilton predicted that the Senate would

refuse to confirm only for "special and strong reasons," and he assumed

that It would carefully scrutiniae the nominees' qualifications In practice,

partisan considerations can greatly influence a senator's reaction to a

nomination by the President If the senator is of the opposing party, or of

a wing in the majority party that does not like the President's policies, he

may fight the appointment simply to get at the Chief Executive *' Con-

versely, if he IS a loyal follower of the President, he may close his eyes to

obvious shortcomings of the appointees

In practice, legislative confirmation of appointments gives the law-

makers a second opportunity to hold the Chief Executive in check Even

if they do not defeat his legislative proposals, they may be able to cripple

their enforcement by rejecting his nominees for key administrative posts

When new agencies, boards, and commissions are proposed, legislators

can, through their confirmation powers, influence the Chief Executive to

nominate individuals with certain past associations and views In recent

years, as in the past, some congressmen have endeavored to obtain

amendments to enabling legislation for new agencies to require Senate

confirmation of key officials in the new programs

THE OMBUDSMAN
"Reviewing ‘Are TTiiran'iifi preserfte6st»i<n fnifriis dnapier, we seeTVnftTlrrett

IS an imposing array of devices for enforang administrative responsibility

Nonetheless, there still remains no guarantee that the individual employee

or citizen will be treated fairly, or that the government agencies will

function efficiently Of course, since humans are not perfect, no absolute

guarantee of this kind could ever be given The present system of adminis-
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tralive responsibility, however, leaves much to be desired, there is clearly

rc>om for much improvement ** U is fJOl surprising, therefore, that so much

interest has been shown in recent years in the Ombudim^n device for

protecting citizens from arbitrary, inconsiderate, and incorrect govern-

mental action

‘The Ombudsman is an officer of Parliament svho investigates com-

plaintsfrom citizens that they have beenunfairiy dealt with by government

departments and who, if he finds that a complaint is justified, seeks a

remedy The first countries to have Ombudsmen were Sweden (which

instituted one as long ago as 1009 and now has three), Finland (1919),

Denmark (.1954), atvd Norway and New Zealand (19621 Gceat Britain has

had a Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration since April 1967,

but he can only act on complaints referred to him by members of Parlia

ment and, by being testtiaed to complaints of maladministration (for

example, excessive delay), is more limited m the type of complaint he can

investigate **

How art Ombudsman Functions

Ombudsmen in the vanous countries function in much the same way,

although there are some differences Sweden and Denmark will be used

here as examples **

The Ombudsman in Sweden

In 1 968 a third Ombudsman was added to the Ombudsmen for civil

and military affairs, and they now share their work and fields of supervision

by agreement They are elected for a 4-vear term by a body of 48 electors,

the latter elected by Parliament (24 from each house) In praaice, they are

entirely independent of the government and Parliament, they decide what

they should investigate and what aaion to take after investigation Parlia-

ment does not try to influence them,
' political parties in Parliament always

try to unite" in their selection in order to demonstrate to the public the

"polipcal independence" of the office **

An Ombudsman's duties are to "supwvise how judges, government
officials, and other civil servants observe the laws, and to prosecute those

who have acted illegally or neglected their duties His competence
extends, with few exceptions, to both nabonal and municipal officials He
has access to all documents, including secret ones, and has "the nght to

be present at all deliberatons at whicTi judges or administrative officials

make their rulings "** AW officiakmusX comply with his requests for infor-

mation or for assistance in making an investigation, and prosecuting attor-

neys must undertake any prosecution he directs He does not have the

power to change the decisions of couits or administrative officials, as to

prosecutions, in practice he requiresth»n only "m cases of undue interfer-

ence or errors on the part of the nation's officialdom If he investigates
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and determines that something is wrong, usually all the action he finds

necessary is a public reprimand or cntictsm of the erring official

Nor docs he investigate only after receiving complaints, he carefully

reads government reports and the newspapers and often initiates investiga-

tions on the basis of inlormalion horn these and simihr iources In addi-

tion, he makes periodic inspecliort lours of jails, hospitals, and other public

facilities, and investigates in detail when he notes undesirable conditions

or practices In all his work he looks not only for cases of failure to follow

the law or to use fair procedures in dealing with employees and citizens,

but also for evidences of inconsistency m the application of the law to

individual cases Finally, as the Ombudsman deems necessary, he suggests

changes in the laws themselves to make them more defensible, and the

three Ombudsmen jointly make a comprehensive annual report to Parlia-

mcnl The press publicizes these repons and corjtribules greatly to the

acceptance of the Ombudsmen's recommendations and advice

The Ombudsman in Denmj^tk

In Denmark the Ombudsman as elected by the legislature (Folketing)

at the time of each general election His jurisdiction covers both civil and

miCitary administration, and extends to the municipalities, although, as in

Sweden, the municipal councils in their colleclive capacities are generally

excluded from his control Administrative tribunals, but not the courts, are

under his competence
If he believes that an official has committed a criminal offense, he

can order a criminal prosecution, and if he believes that a civil servant

should be disciplined, he may require the "competent administrative au-

thorities to start Such proceedings '*• Actually, he has never used either

power, he has found it sufficient to state his views on a case and indicate

the action he believes should be taken by the proper authority In cases

of major mistakes and acts of negligence, he also makes a report to the

appropriate minister and to the Folketing

As in Sweden, the legislature refrains from subjecting him to any

partisan pressures He investigates cases both upon receipt of complaints

and on his own initiative Officials under his jurisdiction are required to

provide him with the information and the documents he requests, and he

IS often given access to internal minutes of the administrative authorities

The wide range of his functions is seen in the legal requirement that he

"keep himself informed as to whether any person under his jurisdiction

pursues uniawrui'enas, makes arbitrary or unreasonable abcisions or other-

wise commits mistakes or acts of negligence in the discharge of his du-

ties
' ’

' With this authority he criticizes officials for failure to be consistent

n their rulings on similar cases, for bias m their decisions, failure to inform

Citizens of their rights, undue delays, and anything else he believes should

be corrected
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Results Achieved by Ombudsmen

In Sweden, Denmark, and the other countries having 3 full-fledged Om-

budsman, the record of accomplishments has been good His recommen-

dations are accepted in most cases, and he exerts a constructive influence

m improving the public service In most cases he finds the complaints

unjustified, which provides support for conscientious officials, and he

reduces the workload of the government offices by investigating com-

plaints for them By distributing his reports widely, he calls attention to

errors made in some departments that can be avoided in others Naturally,

his reports sometimes are resented, but in the main his function is accepted

within the bureaucracy

As to the Citizen, he is protected from illegal, arbitrary, and other-

wise undesirable acts Although many of the errors the Ombudsman cor-

rects can be classified as relatively minor, suH these are matters that disturb

and alienate the public and might continue if there were no Ombudsman
He persuades officials to change iheir decisions and conduct, in a relation-

ship that does not menace but rather leads them toward the common goal

of better service to the public

Frank Stacey, m hts evaluation of the first 4 years of the British

Parliamentary Com,missioner for Administration tPCAl, states that, despite

his limited scope, the PCA has had a salutary effect upon the departments

Even in those cases where he has not found maladministration, his investi

gallons have sometimes caused the departments to provide redress any-

way

Possibilities of Adopting the Ombudsman in the United States

All the countries with Ombudsmen are much smaller in physical area and

population than the United States, which is why doubt has been expressed

that a single Ombudsman could cope with the much larger number of

cases to be anticipated in the huge federal government of the United

States, or in the larger state and local governments While the Ombudsmen
have some staff, it is relatively small, furthermore, much of their effective-

ness derives from their personally dealing with many of the cases They
have succeeded largely because of their personal prestige and human
appeal as contrasted with the facdess bureaucracy To give an Ombuds-
man a very large staff is to bureaucratize his function and thus possibly to

defeat the purpose of his office

To answer this objection, federal regional Ombudsmen have been
suggested, but an Ombudsman working out of Denver or Philadelphia or

Chicago would have a hard time putting himself on the same basis as the

Ombudsman m a small country

Denmark $ beavtes* populauon density centers around a metropolitan

region containing 2S perceni of the total population of the country The
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existence and effectiveness of a national press under these conditions and

a national audience for the announcements of the Ombudsman are therefore

assured The competition faang an American Ombudsman for publicity

in our diffuse nev/s system may well prove to be an overwhelming disadvan

tage

As we have seen, the Ombudsmen m Scandinavia function on a

strictly nonpartisan basis It is concovable, but not likely, that American

legislators would eschew partisan political considerations in their views of

the Ombudsman's role and in their relations with him All other countries

now with Ombudsmen have the parliamentary form of government, char

actenzed by fusion of legislative and administrative powers, as contrasted

with our system of separation of powers The long-standing rivalry be-

tween the executive and legislative branches in the United States raises

doubts that the Ombudsman could function as effectively in his relations

with administrative officials We saw in Chapter 1 1 how much resistance

there IS in the executive branch to releasing information to congressmen

and the general public To give the Ombudsman access to all government

flies, including secret ones, as in Sweden and Denmark, would require a

great change in present attitudes and practices If the President can, as he

sometimes does, deny information to the General Accounting Office under

the doctrine of executive pnvilege, he is not likely to make exceptions for

an Ombudsman
Many legislators themselves are anxious to keep their "casework

and fear that an Ombudsman would make their constituents less depend-

ent upon them for favors Congressman Reuss has introduced bills to

establish a Congressional Ombudsman, to be appointed jointly by the

Speaker of the House and the Senate President pro tempore without regard

to political considerations, he would investigate complaints only at the

request of a congressman and would report back his findings and recom

mendations to that same congressman This would permit the congress-

man to protect his casework as he saw fit, would presumably keep man-

ageable the workload of the Congressional Ombudsman, and would also

centralize under him and his staff much of the complaint investigating by

the Congress Under traditional casework by congressmen, while redress

IS obtained for many individual complaints, there is no one focus for

effectively calling attention to the conditions and practices that make the

complaints necessary and are therefore in need of correction It is hoped

that, to some extent at least, the Congressional Ombudsman could fill that

role **

Experimentation through pilot projects has also been recom-

mended Former Senator Long of Missoun proposed a 2-year pilot project

for a Regional Ombudsman who was to be based in Missouri and investi-

gate complaints about federal agenaes by residents of that state only, ut
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no action was taken on Long's bill ®* A fec«it bill sponsored by Senator

Javils provides for an Administrative Ombudsman to be authonzed for a

3-year period to condua demonstration projects in three geographic

areas, one to be the District of Columbia He also would be appointed

jointly by the House Speaker and Senate President pro tempore, but he

would investigate written complaints made by any person of erroneous or

improper administrative action His junsdiction would be limited to four

agencies, HEW, HUD, Labor, and 0£0, and an American Ombudsman

Foundation would be created to carry out studies and evaluate the applica-

tion of the Ombudsman idea to federal, state, and local governments **

Some people believe that an Ombudsman is more feasible for state

and local governments, they further argue that it is more needed at these

levels than in the federal government where standards of administration

are higher despite the complications of size HdWaii created the office of

Ombudsman in 1967 and filled it in 1969 The position is that of a bona

fide Ombudsman, since he is elected by the slate legislature and can be

removed only by a two thirds vote of the legislature, m joint session, for

neglect of duty, misconduct, or dishonesty His jurisdiction covers all

agencies of state and county governments, w iih only a few exceptions, and

he has extensive powers of investigation Oregon, Iowa, Nebraska, and

South Carolina also have officials called Ombudsmen, but the position is

financed with state funds only in Oregon, where the governor, not the

legislature, appoints the Ombudsman In (he other three states, the posi-

tion 1$ financed with funds from the federal 0£0,’* but only m Iowa and

Nebraska has the position been created and filled by the legislature In

local government, Nassau County, New York, has since lune 1966, had

an Ombudsman designated by the County Executive, and recently Om-
budsmen responsible to theiegisJative arm of the iocal governments have

been appointed for Seatlle-King Coomy, Dayton-Montgomery County,

and Newark Executive complaint offices have been created in numerous
public jurisdictions and individual agenaes, as well as in educational and
other institutions, and been labeled "Ombudsman" devices, but this is a

misuse of the term, a result of its popularization Even though only a few
true Ombudsman positions have been created (in Hawaii, Nebraska, Iowa,

Seattle-King, Dayton-Montgomery, and Newark by the end of 1972), the

great interest in the Ombudsman concept has been largely responsible for

the spawning of these other executive complaint offices many of which
are contributing to making administration more responsible

In any event, thepersistenceofinterest in the Ombudsman discloses
the discontent with the existingmeans for enforcing administrative respon
sibility As Nader states, "The development of the administrative state has
undermined deeply the effectiveness of the old institutions of check em-
bodied in the principle of separate powers "*• The effort to discover, test,

and refine new means for making adimmsuation responsive to public and
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individual citizen needs will undoubtedly continue Here again the oppor
tunity for creativity and innovation is great
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chapter 23
international administration

In this chapter our concern is with overseas public service—not only with

international agencies, but also with the missions and other offices abroad

of the United States government Many persons, both young and old, have

long been attracted to overseas employment This attraction still continues,

despite the disillusionment with the Vietnam War and with American

commitments abroad ' Citizens are increasingly aware that there is no real

dividing line between domestic and foreign affairs and that international

cooperation is vital in a world far more interdependent than ever before

Far from being on the periphery of public administration, overseas service

IS at the center of many of Us most important aspects

Multmation agencies are by no means new They are, however,

much more numerous today because of a baste change that has taken

place in the methods of diplomacy

Traditional diplomacy with its conventions and accepted practices,

assumed that relations between slates wrouW normally be carried out on a

bilateral basis Today account must also be taken of a complex of interna-

tional and regional machinery, most of it created since World War II In

addition to the United Nations itself there are many permanent international

organizations operating m such specialized fields as agriculture, health,

banking investment, communications, ar>d labor Beyond these are a variety

of regional organizations such as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, the

433
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Soulheast Asia Treaty Organization, the Organization of American Stales,

the Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration, and others, and

there are countless other mululaiefal arrangements of one or another type

—temporary, ad hoc, periodic Indeed, part of the challenge of diplomacy

today lies in the invention of new forms and structures of international

relations to meet emerging problems *

Whereas the Secretarial of ihe League of Nations never exceeded

760 persons, and that of the Inlernalional Labor Organization never more

than 421 m the years before 1939, international organizations now employ

mote than 35,000 (not counting military personnel), drawn from over 1 25

nationalities * When the United Nations was created m 1945, it had 30

member states, it now has 132, many admitted in recent years

The new nations have also increased the membership of the agencies

that work closely with the United Nations, such as the World Health

Organization, the Food and Agriculture Organization, the International

Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the International Monetary

Fund, and the International Civil Aviation Agency Pressures of the devel-

oping nations have ted to the creation of new international machinery such

as the U N Conference on Trade and Development, a forum where the

poorer nations can argue their case for special trade concessions With the

increased importance of the underdeveloped world, new regional interna-

tional machinery has been created, such as additional U N regional eco-

nomic commissions, while at the same lime the movement for European

integration has produced three now well-established European Communi-
ties (the Common Market, the Coal and Steel Community, and the Atomic

Energy Community), merged since July 1 967, into a single body with a civil

service of i^out 8,000 employees

Prior to World War II, only a small number of U S federal employees

were stationed abroad, most of them under the State Department More
than 58,000 now serve abroad 'in a far broader range of professions and
occupations under the direction of twenty nine federal agencies "* Macy
writes During this quarter cemury of accelerated change, the American
civil servant has taken up residence, usually for a short period of time, in

virtually every country on the globe to perform the overseas tasks of the

United Slates Government '*

PROBLEMS OF OVERSEAS PERSONNEL
Many persons serving abroad expenence problems that are much the
same, whether they are employed by international organizations or the
foreign services of their own countries Employees of private companies,
representatives of missionary groups, and persons working abroad for

numerous voluntary agencies are also exposed to the same problems This
IS why the word overseasmanship has come into our vocabulary It means
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the ability to be effective in relations with the nationals of the country in

which one is stationed Since people-to people contacts are so important

in international relations today, a gerteral discussion of overseasmanship
IS in order At the same lime, it is recognized that employees of interna-

tional agencies such as the United Nations do have certain peculiar prob-

lems Working for an international agency, as will be elaborated, is never

completely the same as being an employee of the government of one's

Own country

Many factors make the problem of adjustment difficult Before we
discuss some of the more important factors, however, let ii be clear that

to many people the satisfactions in overseas employment far outweigh the

disadvantages The sense of accomplishment after achieving even limited

success in a foreign program is a great satisfaction to persons highly moti-

vated to make a contribution in this kind of work Furthermore, as we shall

See, some of the adjustment problems can be solved, at least in part The

challenge in international service, after all, is that it is difficult and different

If everything were cozy, chechaHenge, and consequently the interest in the

|ob, would be far less

Social Isolation

In his book published in 1956, Sir Alexander Loveday. an Englishman with

20 years of service in the Secretariat of the League of Nations, mentioned

first the unhappy circumstance of socnl isolation No matter how well

received he is by the local population, the international civil servant always

remains a guest

Whatever the country the iniernaiional official must remain exter-

nal to the society in which he lives He IS not a working partner he can play

no part in either municipal or national politics He must accept the social

organization for better or worse as he finds it The international official

finds himself therefore with his home, school and college roots cut and

prevented from striking new tap roots At best he may live as a houseleek

lives He is in consequence forced to join with his colleagues in forming a

distinct social group—a quasi independent and quite artificial community ‘

Writing in 1 971, Van Wagenen, an official of the World Bank, found

the social isolation somewhat reduced "Staff members and families both

share the increase in electronic communication that has come to every

developed country where headquarters are focated, and the staff member

himssif travels m additjon Also^ with increased rontarf, "popular atu

tudes towards foreigners' have notably changed in some countries, espe-

cially in the U S "• However, "it is only in a small city or town that a large

group of expatriates can manage both a social life among themselves and

resistance to absorption "*

Members of national foreign services face the same difficulties, so far

as integration with local societies rs concerned, as do international officials
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In fact, their situation is worse if they happen to be representatives of

countries disliked or viewed with distrust by the local population Ameri-

cans are in a somewhat disadvantageous position from this standpoint In

terms of per capita income, the American has an abnormally high standard

of living Desperately poor people are not noted for feelings of friendship

toward the extremely wealthy Americans have given much foreign aid,

but this does not make us liked any the more in some countries

In some parts of the world, htstoncal (actors also contribute to resent-

ments Latin America remembers the "big stick diplomacy" of the United

States in the early part of the century No matter how much concrete

evidence we have given that we have mended our ways, the stereotypes

of' dollar diplomacy" and of Yankee conceptions of superiority still domi-

nate the thinking of millions of Latin Americans

The United States is not by any means the only nation plagued by

errors and circumstances of the past The formerly dependent areas of

Africa and Asia have no love for rtationals of the powers that once ruled

them Extreme nationalist sentiment in some countries produces animosi-

ties toward small neighboring stales deeper on occasion than the antipathy

toward the United Stales and other big powers Of course, the countries

that are disliked are represented in international organizations also Being

a staff member of such organizations does rtot immunize the official from

being the object of prejudice because of his nationality Nonetheless, there

are sometimes distinct advantages in being the representative of a multina-

tional agency rather than of a foreign governmem Those serving m United

States technical assistance programs quickly become aware that in some

countries aid from the United Nations is preferred No nation likes to put

Itself in any position that can in the slightest be interpreted to mean that

It has become the "satellite ' of another power To accept help from an

international organization of which the country is a member and to which

It contributes financial support is respectable There are no strings attached

to aid on a multilateral basis Accepting help from a government that seems

to be making the offer in order to gam "fnends" in competition with a rival

power offends many countries

Foreign officials, whether employed by national or international

agencies, generally are forced to live apart from the local population

Sometimes they do this to the point of forming ‘ national compounds

"

This IS a familiar criticism of the Amencan communities abroad of service-

men, diplomats, and technicians of different kinds Mottram Torre makes
the following interesting observation

This kind of segregation has been criticized by those who believe that

American policy is best advanced by maximum personal contact which

serves as a bridge for mutual understanding and sympathy However, com-
pound living has Its advanta^sfw Amencans who are overwhelmed by a
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foreign environment and can make only marginal adjustments Their con

tacts with the ' outside" population are painful and unsuccessful and do not

contnbute to good public retalioos They are much happier when sur

rounded by fellow-employees and located close to post exchanges, central

mess hall, and other Arrtencan amenities '®

This should not be interpreted to mean dial Torre favors the idea of

compound living It is a much more satisfactory situation if (he Americans

can make some cordial contacts with the local residents rather than sealing

themselves off almost completely from them He points out that the flexi-

ble American, even if he lives in a compound, will have many contacts

"outside the walls" and can contribute to good public relations In many
countries, the Peace Corpspromotedamuchbetter image of the American

because its members did not live in compounds and were not marked by

evidences of affluence ’

'

Climate and Physical Location

A second problem of adjustment has to do with climate and physical

location It IS sometimes said that the person who cannot make a satisfac-

tory adjustment to his work and other environment is quick to convince

himself that the cause is something outside his control rather than his own
inability to maintain an internal personal equilibrium While this is un-

doubtedly true in some cases, (here 's ample evidence that some of the

most balanced personality types find it difficult to maintain their health and

vitality in certain climates For those who have lived all their lives in

tropical climates, assignmerrt to such places as United Nations headquar-

ters in New York City may produce health problems, in addition to general

discomfort New York does not pose a health hazard in terms of the

sanitation and disease problems found m tropical areas, yet it can prove

to be an unhealthy place to live for someone who comes from the tropics

The element of personal danger m certain locations also cannot be

denied This is obvious in battle areas such as South Vietnam, but it is not

limited to them The overseas employee (and his family) sometimes must

reside or travel in areas where bandits and guerrillas are a menace, and

some employees, including a U S Ambassador to Guatemala, have been

murdered Nor is this problem limited to remote places only, as the prob-

lem of crime m New York Oty iHustraies very well

Inadequate Housing Facilities

Inadequate housing facilities contribute to the health problem, from both

physical and psychological standpoints Much has been written and said

about the luxurious quarters of Americans and some other foreign officials

stationed abroad Americans in some posts do live in houses they could

not afford to rent or buy at home, in many foreign locations, however, the
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in domestic service, but there are some special difficulties. The principle

IS applied in the United Nations by making most of the appointments in

the Secretariat permanent ones, butm recent years the percentage of posts

filled on a fixed-term basis has increased so much that by 1970 it was 35
percent rather than the 25'percent limit considered desirable by former
Secretary General Thant

It was recognized from the very beginning of the United Nations that

some use of secondment, that is, appointing officials of member states for

limited periods of time, was desirable to introduce "a certain amount of

freshness" of point of view “ However, there is growing concern that the

pressures of the new states on the one hand, and of the Soviet Union on
the other, may in the end make U N career service the exception rather

than the rule The new states want to be represented equitably in the

Secretariat without undue delay, by limiting the term of appointments,

more jobs are made available The Soviet Union has long been against

permanent appointments, a position it reiterated when its representative

came out for appointments of not more than 10 years, on grounds that

persons with permanent contracts may "come to do mediocre or even bad
work All along it has taken the position that limited term appointments

are necessary to assure adequate representation of "varying political ten-

dencies and social systems," which some observers interpret to mean that

It wants an intergovsrnmertlal service, rather than an independent, inter-

national service ’*

While granting that complete security of iwrure can lead to "compla-
cency, lack of exertion, and immobility m senior positions," an English

scholar evaluates the U N experience as tending to "demonstrate that the

disadvantages of |ob security are more than compensated for by the ad-

vantages "«9 Job security permits officials to "take an independent line ',

furthermore, while in some cases a short-term official may feel pressure

to work harder, a "sense of impermanence" is not "conducive to good

work Another authority bluntly states that the Soviet representatives

basically believe that "nobody can—and, above alt, should—be indepen-

dent of his government

In 1 967, the International Civil Service Advisory Board (ICSAB) asked

the organizations in the U N Common System to provide information on

their use of fixed-term appointments In its July 1970, report, the ICSAB,

after noting the advantages of "cross-fertilization" resulting from move-
ments between national and Internationa service while preserving a "sub-

stantial Core of permanent staff," staled that this was not "an area in which

there can be any bard and fast rules for the common system as a whole

Organizations like the International Atomic Energy Agency and the World

Health Organization find a high rate of turnover essential because of the

rapidity of technical changes in their fields of activity Others stress long

tenure Besides the United Nations, the International Atomic Energy
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Agency, and the World Health Organization, the Common System in-

cludes the International Labour Orgamzalion, the food and Agricultural

Organization, the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Or

ganizaiion, the International Civil Aviation Organization, the International

Telecommunication Union, the Uiuversal Postal Union, the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the World Meteorological Organization,

and the Intergovernmental Manlime Consultative Organization Bilateral

agreements between the United Nations and these organizations provide

for the development of common personnel standards The ICSAB, whose

role is advisory, consists of 1 1 members, representing varied geographical

regions, named by the U N Secretary General, with the approval of the

Administrative Committee on Coordination (ACC) The ACC is made up

of the executive heads of the membership organizations

Uncertainties of Technical Assistance Programs

In the technical assistance programs of the United Nations and its

specialized agencies, career service has not been a practical objective,

since these programs are firunced on a short term basis Most appoint-

ments are made for a 1-year period, but some continuity is achieved

through the frequent reemployment of the same experts on the same or

new projects without break m service The case is even cited of a port-

planning expert sent out on his first field assignment in 1952 who was still

with the United Nations on a similar mission m another country in 1961

What actually happens in the case of many projects is that the short

term contracts of on the job experts are if possible renewed, or new experts

have to be engaged, or both In propomon as new personnel is introduced

into a going project at frequent intervals, lost motion and lack of continuity

in project direction may result To be sure the infusion of some fresh blood

into a project team may be desirable but unless substantial overlap m the

membership of a pioject mission can be assured the chance of successful

implemenlacion may be prejudiced oc, at best unduly delayed Thepoinns

relevant to one man projects as vvell—aJI the more because few foreign

experts are able to orient ihems^ves effectively in the local, cultural, politi

cal or administrative environment short of several weeks or even months,

particularly if they have no previous transcullural experience

If the expect received definite advice about the renewal of his con
tract well in advance, the situation would be improved Unfortunately, the

matter often remains in doubt until near the end of the contract expiration

date Budgetary uncertainties are not the only reason for this, sometimes
the host government is slow m deading whether or not to retain the

services of the expert Often it is friain ' bureaucratic slowness" on the part

of both the international agency and the host country that keeps the issue
in doubt Whatever the explanation, it has sometimes happened that in the

absence of a definite word as to Oieir retention, experts have decided to
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go ahead and wind up their affairs in the particular country After selling

their automobiles and household effects and getting everything in order to

leave, they suddenly receive an offer cff a contract renewal Officials at

international agency headquarters are well aware of this problem and its

disastrous impact on the morale of the experts They would like to give

earlier assurances of contract renewal—indeed, to put more of the ap-

pointments on a long-term basis Unfortunatdy, up to now this has been

impossible **

Employment and other uncertainties have also plagued the adminis-

tration of United States tech/trcal assrstance programs About the Agency
for International Development (AID), Macy writes

Without a doubt, this agency has suffered the most battering person-

nel history o/any federal agency ft has been rapidly expanded, precipKacely

Cut back, periodically evaluated and then reorganized, chronically attacked

for everything from malfeasance to overstaffing regularly berated by Con

gressional committees, and virtually unloved by its own government and the

governments it was created to assist

Most of AID'S professional overseas personnel have held appoint-

ments made for the duration of its operations, quite a few have served for

many years, despite the uncertainties

Lack of a Unified U $ Career Foreign Service

Many tensions and other problems have been created m the United

States because of the lack of a unified, flexible career foreign service In

1962, the Secretary of State's Committee on Foreign Affairs Personnel

proposed a family of career services for AID, the United States Information

Agency (USIA), and the State Department's Foreign Service Congress

did not accept this recommendation, but m 1966 it did pass legislation

establishing a career service for foreign information officers of the USIA

Within Che State Department, a dual personnel system has existed

the civil service system, under which large numbers of specialists recruited

after World War II have been employed, and the foreign service, which

has functioned as a separate elite corps Not only have there been prob-

lems in determining how to use both kinds of personnel in Washington

when foreign service officers are there on headquarters assignments, but

existence of the two systems has created jealousies and friction Congress

did not approve legislation proposed by President Johnson for a single

forefgft affairs personne) system, tomcfudeaU agencies engaged in foreign

affairs,^® however, the State Department acc^ted and has been imple-

menting a plan to bring all officer-levd positions in the Department, both

domestic and overseas, into a single personnel system This plan, proposed

by the internal task forces which madethar reports in 1970, provides for

the creation of Foreign Affairs Speciafists (FAS), to parallel the Foreign

Service Officer (FSO) corps *<> The FAS conversion plan was to be com-
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pleted by December 31,1 973. ihe FAS to include all officer level positions

in the Department outside the fSO The duties of each such position were

analyzed and a determination was made as to whether it belonged in the

FAS or the FSO Conversion is on a voluntary basis, a few interested FSO's

are applying for conversion to FAS, and some civil service and other

eligible personnel, for FAS or FSO

Conflicts Between Nationality Croups

Since the problem of understanding the culture of the country in which one

is station^ was explored m Chapter 3, there is no need to say much more

on this subject, however, a few words on the special problems of the staff

members of international agencies are tn order ** During every workday

these men must adjust to the ways and points of view of colleagues who
represent many different nationalities In bilaleral programs the cultural

problem, difficult as it is, is appreciably less complicated than man interna-

tional agency It takes a high order of leadership to weld the members of

these different nationality groups into a real team The big danger is that

the staff will form national blocs—that is, jom together with other em-

ployees from their own country or part of the world

There are, however, common interests that do tend to unite the

members of the different nationality groups In specialized agencies such

as the Food and Agriculture Organization, the World Health Organization,

the International Civil Aviation Organization, and the World Meteorologi*

cal Organization, scientists and other specialists genetally work together

quite well Note the following statement

The technical expens of the Mekong project go fight on as ' lechni

Cians" in spite of the fact that a shooting war goes on literally next door

among the
'
political ' representatives of the very same nations that these

technicians are also from, these technicians are committed, mamly, to their

professional loyalties, while their fighting co-nationals hold, shall we say,

nontechnical loyalties, toyallies that make consensus difficult on them be-

cause of the very complex nature of questions that these loyalties raise ”

However, "where the organizatiott has many facets professional

interests tend rather to divide the whole soaety into separate groups than
to unite it"2« Of course, this is also true in national governments Where
programs of international agerKies irrvolve value judgments in decision
making, and consequently a large area in which national biases can color
the thinking of the different staff members, then cooperation is even more
difficult to achieve

Social and economic pcogranss of different kinds are a good example
An English meteorologist may find it relatively easy to get along with a
Spanish or Latin American meteorolo^st, yet he may find it difficult to
understand the ideas of Spaniards and Latin Americans as to how national
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Civil services should be organized Furthermore, the more political the

implications of the problem under discussion, the more likely it is that

national biases will influence the thinking of the participants

Counteracting these divisive forties is the keen realization of the

consequences of failure in the missions of the international agencies High

morale and great enthusiasm can be sensed' in meetings ot' internationaf

agency personnel, responding to the appeals of their directors, |ust as it can

be in similar meetings in national agencies Certainly it would be erroneous

to present a picture of the international agency as one paralyzed by the

internal bickerings of its staff members Indeed, Van Wagenen suggests

that some behavior that would be resented in national services is over-

looked in international agencies, being ascribed to the different ways of

someone of another natioruliiy Bureaucratic rivalries m national gov-

ernments sometimes create power blocs that do more damage to total

program objectives than any national blocs do in international organiza-

tions

The Language Problem

The language barrier is another serious proWem. in fact, some persons

Serving abroad have said that this is their pnncipal problem The basic

reason is that most adults have great difficult mastering a foreign language

This IS true of anyone, from any country, it is not a special characteristic

of Americans The only occasion on which the writer beard any apprecia-

ble number of adult Americans speak Spanish perfectly, with all the right

intonations and not the slightest trace of accent, was during a party held

in the home of an executive of an American company that has operated

in Latin America for many years These Americans had been reared and

largely educated m Latin American countries Some of the sons had fol-

lowed their fathers into the service of (he company The net result was that

there was no language difficulty at all But, of course, a would be impossi-

ble for (he government to duplicate such conditions

In the great majority of cases, those recruited for American overseas

posts are bom in the Lymted States and have had no opportunity to gain

perfect command of a foreign language Of course, such perfection is not

necessary, except in the case of rnterpreters and translators Foreign ac-

cents may jar the sensibilities of some people in any country, but effective

communication can take place even if the foreigner speaks with an accent

What counts is his feeling for the language and the national psychology it

represents, and his consequent ability to put across his ideas If the neces-

sary effort IS made, and if the employing agency gives encouragement and

help, a fair proportion of adults can achieve a very acceptable control of

the local language

In some parts of the world many government officials, as well as the

educated groups m general, have a good command of English This, of
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course, largely eliminates the language barrier French was thought to be

decreasing in importance, but suddenly a whole new group of African

nations in which that language is spoken have become part of the interna

tional scene In overseas programs the individual who combines profes-

sional competence with language proficiency is rare Frustration over ina

bility to communicate in the local language is sometimes the chief cause

of psychological difficulties of overseas personnel They find themselves

profoundly disliking both themselves and the people of the country con

cerned If language deficiency can create such feelings, it is worth careful

remedial action, just as in the case of the other major adjustment prob-

lems

Although the State Department s Task Force on Personnel Training

found the Department's language and area training efforts generally suc-

cessful, It noted ' disturbing signs of a reduced priority for this program in

recent years ”
It urged a new determination of language essential positions

(LEPs) based on the following, more rigorous criteria "positions, or a

percentage of positions in a section, in which language knowledge is

essential to effective conduct of the specific job, or where in order to

advance overall U S diplomatic interests tn the country, one or more

officers in a mission should have a competence in the principal language

and possibly in related dialects as well " It recommended that such a

language inventory be made for all consular, administrative, political, and

economic positions, and that they be filled wtih officers with demonstrated

special ability in the languages It also proposed that, wherever possible,

language training, particularly of the more advanced type, be provided in

a country where the language »s used, and that wives be given opportuni-

ties for such training on a regular basis ** In 1971 the Department started

a pilot project in which a few officers are sent early to their foreign posts

to receive structured language training. The Foreign Service loslilute has

also expanded its language training programs
Ideally, every staff member in international agencies should have

adequate command of one of the official languages of the organization Yet

because as many member nations as possible must be represented on the

secretariats, some persons must be appointed who do not have a satisfac-

tory knowledge of any of the official languages They must try to learn one
on the job The services of translators and interpreters are available, but
in the committee meetings where so much of the work of international

agencies is conducted, "a perfect command of one of the official lan-

guages IS of real advantage, and those who possess it are likely to advance
more rapidly than those who do not

Many United Nations experts have been just as ineffective as Ameri-
cans in trying to communicate with local populations, despite the advan
lage enjoyed by the United Nations that its experts come from many
countries, and thus from cultures or regions in which a particular language
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fluency or potential can be found Even the United Nations is frequently

desperate in its efforts to find experts with the requisite language ability

On the other hand, to appoint someone with a meagre technical back-
ground Simply because of his language fluency may be worse than sending
a well-qualified person who does not know the language The fluent but
otherwise poorly qualified "expert" may do more harm than good, for he
may teach the wrong things Even though his effectiveness is limited by
having to communicate through interpreters, the individual who is

thoroughly competent in his field may at least get some of the desired aims
accomplished

In 1968, the U N General Assembly approved a plan for accelerat-

ing within-grade salary increases for thoseawarded proficiency certificates

for competence in a secottd of its official languages The plan was not

implemented because of opposition by the ICSAB, which did not see why
such bonuses should be given for linguistic qualifications (hat the Common
System members normally require as a matter of course m recruitment

The ICSAB believes that almost all the member organizations have in

recent years made substantial progress with language training **

PROBLEMS OF PERSONNEL POLICY
In the process of describing these adjustment problems of overseas person

nel. It has been necessary to refer from lime to time to questions of

personnel policy, such as tenure The remainder of this chapter will be

devoted to various other personnel matters that have an important bearing

on the morale of Persons serving abroad

Geographical Distribution of Positions

The principle of geographical representation in making appointments to

the staffs of the international agencies has already been mentioned The

United Nations and its specialized agencies fellow this policy, as does the

European Community,*® but it is not new, the precedent already had been

firmly established fay the League of Nations Article tOT, Paragraph J, of

the United Nations Charter reads

The paramount consideralion in the employment of the staff and the

determination of the conditions of service shall be the necessity of securing

the highest standards of efficietKy, competence, and integrity Due regard

shall be paid to the importance of recruiting die staff on as wide a geographic

basis as possible

Most employees in the lower salary brackets—such as messengers,

guards, and clerks

—

are recruited locally from among nationals of the

country where the international agency has its offices This excludes these

positions from geographical representation, the ICSAB's explanation being
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that "the experience of every international organization has shown that it

IS not feasible to go beyond the local area for the recruitment of substantial

numbers of staff members in the tower levels " Local recruitment is the

more practical policy for lower-level positions, because ' financial consid-

erations such as cost of transportation, various allowances, home leave,

etc weigh heavily," The ICSA8 was expressing a generally accepted opin-

ion when It stated that "the value to the organization of geographical

distribution in these levels does ivol outweigh the difficulties
"** As Tien-

Cheng Young comrnents, it is not necessary to make messenger posts

subject to worldwide recruitmcitt m order to give the agency secretariat

a ' truly international character

As to positions for which a cortatn language qualihcalion is indispens-

able, recruitment must be limited almost entirely to the countries in which

that language is the mother tongue This, therefore, removes these posi-

tions, too, from allocation on a geographical basis With these exclusions,

the number of positions in the international agencies subject to geograph-

ical allocation becomes quite small compared with (he total worV force

It consists principally of posts of a professional or administralivc character

Since these positions are relatively few, they are highly coveted, conse-

quently the pressures from the numerous member states to place m them

as many oi their nationals as possible are intense

Originally, as developed by Trygve Lie. the first Secretary Genera),

the United Nations made "financial contribution the basic consideration

for the number of nationals from each member state in the Secretariat
' **

The precedent was also established of avoiding an inflexible formula for

the allocation of the positions, the device of "permissible ranges," giving

much leeway, was adopted By 1960 the admission of many new but poor

states had led to strong dissatisfaction with the financial contribution crite-

rion, and in 1962 the General Assembly, by resolution, instructed the

Secretary General to take into account population as well As a result, the

proportion of positions assigned to African, Asian, Latin American, and
Eastern European nations has tncreased substantially, with a corresponding
decline for Western Europe and North Amenca The percentage increase

from 1 948 to 1968 for Africa was 0 8, the decrease in the same years for

North America, 14 9 percent **

By 1969 the United Stales, long dissatisfied with its representation,

was openly complaining that its nationals were being ihghled while other
countries such as India, the United Arab Republic, and Czechoslovakia
were already overrepresented One of the U S representatives suggested
that the United Nations consider cutting off recruitment for a year in the
case of countries already seriously overrepresented, he warned that many
young persons interested in careers with the United Nations would despair
and look for jobs elsewhere A U N panel of seven experts, themselves
selected on a geographic basis, said m their report that there was "a need
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for greater discipline and stricter application of the policy of not recruiting

from countries which are over the upper limit of their desirable range, save

in truly exceptional cases and with the Secretary-General's special authori-

zation in each such case " However, "nothing should be done to compro-
mise the earliest achievement of the desired equitable geographical distri-

bution

In recent congressional hearings, a State Department representative

agreed that the United States was "grossly-underrepresented" in the

United Nations and its specialized agencies He attributed much of this

to difficulties in interesting U S nationafs in positions in these organiza-

tions Salary inducements have been insufficient, and the appointment

procedures of the organizations have been too slow and cumbersome The
State Department hasasmallstaff under the Assistant Secretary for Interna-

tional Organization Affairs, which ines to fill recruitment opportunities for

Americans *•

Impact on Efficiency

Although they agree that an international agency must practice geo-

graphical distribution to be viable, many people are now convinced that

the increase m fixed-term appointments and the continued emphasis on

the geographic principle have caused a marked deterioration in the effi-

ciency of the U N secretarial ** One authority writes

The result has been a flood of ill equipped or unequipped individuals

scattered like sand through the machinery The not unexpected conse-

quence IS that many of these individuals are walled off as much as possible

and carried as supernumeraries This is of no benefit to the staff member,

the secretariat, or the developing nations, and positively harmful to relations

between the secretariat at>d ihe governments

In 1950 the ICSAB bad suggested that a "proper balance between

competence and geography" might in time be achieved if young people

from the underrepresented countneswpte recruited on the basis of general

aptitude and then trained in the skills and knowledges required for satisfac-

tory performance and for advancement The Board was sanguine that

training programs could correct the "inevitable flaws" in geographic re-

cruitment In Its 1970 report, the Board stated that in the majority of

organizations the only satisfactory staff development areas were orienta-

tion and language training In the major organizations, allocations for staff

training, study leave, and related programs amounted to only 0 4 percent

of total expenditures and 0 6 percent of total staff costs Obviously,

training efforts have been insuffiaent furthermore, the most that can be

expected of training is to reduce the mar^n of incompetence in some

cases and eliminate it in some others It must be concluded that geograph-

ical recruitment is a political rwcessity in international organizations, which

makes strict adherence to merit pnnciples impossible
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Selection Methods

What methods should be used in sdecling persons for overseas service?
Taking the international agencies first, the "desirability of selection of
international staff by competitive examination" has been recognized since
1921, when a League of Nations report recommended that, with very few
ex^nons,^ staff be employed in the future on the basis of "competitive
selections The Preparatory Commission of the United Nations was of the
same opinion, and the General Assembly, at its sixth session, recom-
mended selection of suit through competitive examination wherever pos-

exam^7'“
Pol'TY- l«>wever, the use of competitive

laminations in international organizations has been limited principally to

£ they ™ « based largely on the contention
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Of course, die international agencies do have personnel offices Iha.
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evaluate the qualifications of the applicants and seek to obtain the emplov-
ment of only those most qualified They do not have to follow the same
procedures, however, and in general it can be stated that the principle of

merit is followed only to the extent that the Personnel Office is successful

m insisting on it For this reason it has been suggested that an International

Civil Service Commission be created with junsdiction over the United
Nations and all the specialized mternalionaJ agencies Tien-Cbeng Young
favors the establishment of such a commission, not only because it would
enforce common personnel policies, but also because he believes it would
eliminate political pressures in appointments The members of such a

commission, he suggests, should be e/ecferfforfixedterms by the member
states **

In Its 1971 report, the ICSAB, whose opinion on the establishment

of an International Civil Service Commission had been sought, saw merit

in considering the possibility of creating such a body, which it believed

should, "subject to the CeneraJ Assembly," be independent, with execu-

tive authority The General Assemblyand the legislative bodies of the other

organizations would retain all present powers, but would by legislative

action transfer to th® new entity significant powers m such areas as salaries,

benefits, grading of posts, recruitment standards, and some aspects of

training Perhaps those who have been pessimistic about the possibilities

of creating such a commission will prove wrong

U.S. foreign Affairs Personnel

In the selection of staff for United States government posts abroad, the

State Department has usually given an examination each year aimed at

aitracCmg young cal/ege gradbates, wrth luntor officer appomtmen^ irt

recent years accouritmg for most of the Department's foreign service ap

pointmems AID concentrates on recruiting persons from both inside and

outside the government who already have the experience to qualify for

positions in Che middle and top grades USIA has followed a policy that

"falls in between," making more appointments by lateral entry to the

middle and top posts than does State, but having "a positive junior profes-

sional recruitment program similar to that of the Stale Department

Since 1969 it has been recruiting for junior positions in its new career

foreign service information corps

The Secretary of State's Committee on Foreign Affairs Personnel

(1962) not only recommended a single wntten examination, with appro-

priate options for all three agencies, but also the establishment of ajoint

Board of Examiners, jo replace ibe Slate Department’s Board of Examiners

for the Foreign Service The function of the proposed joint Board, on which

the Civil Service Commission was also to be represented, would be to

develop "standards and precejTls to govern the examinations for career

appointments in the family of foreign affairs services, including written.
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oral, and other examinations at all levels of entry As previously noted,

Congress did not create the family of services Several years ago the

American Foreign Service Association proposed a joint recruitment pro-

gram for all three agencies, and a joint foreign affairs career examination

to result m a single eligible register for use by all three agencies It urged

deemphasis of the written examination, the expansion of university con-

tacts, and special recruitment programs for individuals from minority

groups The State Department and the USJA recently resumed giving a

joint junior officer examination

The assumption ofthe State Department's Task Force on Recruitment

and Employment was that because of changes m the world environment,

the Department, instead of recruiting primarily from among young general-

ists, would be seeking "older recruits in their late twenties and thirties,

many of whom will be equipped with specialist skills, such as advanced

degrees, management experience, and special language and regional train-

ing Accordingly, it recommended greater emphasis upon recruiting

from graduate schools, law schools, professional associatiorrs, and among

women and minority groups It considered the written examination in

use "more of an academic hurdle than a device for identifying the best

possible candidates for the State Department and the U51A," and thought

that Its emphasis should be changed to measure aptitude for a foreign

service career rather than academic achievement ** Moreover, provision

should be made m both the written and oral examinations to test for

creativity The Department approved these recommendaoons and imple-

mented them in 1971

As to lateral entry, the Secretary of Stale's Committee (1962) had

believed it essentia! that all three agencies make systematic provision for

the appointment of competent persons "to meet specialized needs that are

not satisfied through appointments at the bottom levels U recom
mended that each agency review its personnel needs at least once a year

and decide how many career officers it needed at each level Naturally the

number of persons needed by lateral appointment would depend upon the

intake of junior officers, and this would vary from agency to agency and
from year to year Whatever the number of lateral appointments, the

Committee was adamant that tntd<areer entry standards be "exacting."

and that no one should be apomied who was not highly qualified for the

work in question Instead of the essentially noncompetitive examinations
being generally used as the basis for making lateral appointments, ' the

examining process should be competitive " Besides a "searching" analysis
of the candidates’ previous backgrounds, a "thorough oral examination"
should be used In some cases consideration should be given to the use
of vsntten tests arwj the "review of other evidence indicating the can-
didate s ability to apply his knowledge to problem solving situations, and
his ability to write cffectivefy ‘ **
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The Stale Department's Task Force on Recruitment and Employment
reported that in the previous 4 years less than 50 officers had been ac-

cepted for lateral entry into the Foreign Service, primarily because of the

fear that "admission of people from the outside into higher grades of the

Service would unfairly prejudice the promotion opportunities of officers

who WDuSd begin at the bottom Jf heJ/ei'ed fbaJ this problem could be
solved by recruiting a small number of highly qualified men and women
for mid-career and higher levels, announcing the exact number so that

those entering the service at the bottom would know that ample promo-
tional opportunities were being reserved for them Candidates for lateral

entry would "be subjected to rigorous competitive screening through oral

examination as well as review of ihetr dossiers ** The Department ac-

cepted and began implementing these recommendations in 1971, it being

indicated that eventually lateral entry appointments could range between

S and 10 percent of the anticipated vacancies, with 90 to 95 percent

available for mterridl promoiees **

Salary Problems

just as in domestic employment, the salary problem is a difficult one m
recruiting for overseas personnel The Federal Pay Comparability Act of

1970 (see pp 281-28S) includes foreign affairs personnel in its coverage,

so the salary incentives are better

International agencies have cerum unique salary problems Salaries

paid by national governments vary greatly They are much higher in the

developed than m the developing nations and substantially higher in the

United States than m many other "prosperous" nations Since all member

states are entitled to representation m the secretariats of the international

agencies, on what basis should the salary scales be developed?

The United Nations follows the same principle as did the League of

Nations, namely, to pay "salaries based on amounts received by the

highest paid home civil service of any member state, with adjustment for

expatriation This is frequently called the Noblemaire principle, be-

cause It was first stated in the Noblemaire Report of 1 92 1 The same salary

IS paid for comparable work, regardless of the individual's nationality To

pay less than the rates of the best-paying country would be unrealistic

because the best available talent must be drawn from all the member
states While this does mean that an employee from a low-paying national

service is paid much more by the international agency than he would

receive at home, he is entitled to receive what others gel for the same

work A system ofa'lh'erenliat sabry rates basedon nafionafity would have

a disastrous effect on staff morale Dunng part of its existence, the United

Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration used such a differential

scale Salaries were set sufficiently high to attract qualified staff, but they

varied at the same work location For the same kind of job, an American
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might get $1000 a year more than a Frenchman, and the Frenchman
$1000 more than someone from India The only equality was that all

received the same costKif living allowance Theinequitiesinsucha system
are obvious

The ICSAB recently explored the possibility of basing salaries on
comparisons with '•global" rates for comparable positions in the interna-
tional employment market The international agencies do compete for
certain skills with private and other employers all over the world, and there
have been numerous problems in applying the Noblemaire principle ”
However, the organizations were unable to make the precise comparisons
oKessary between their jobs and those of other private and public em-
p oyers, the organizations themselves have not developed a common

£veir ' ‘e ><=

me ?he N
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and exercise of judgment and restraint in all expressions of view whether

public or private, any expressions «vhich could be construed as biased or

intolerant, particularly in respect of national interests or political issues with

which the organization is confronted nwrsf be scrupulously avo ded

This IS no easy order, for 'There is nothing so difficult as transforming

one's outlook, uprooting preiudices, replacing feelings and emotions, dic-

tated by egoism, in favor of feelings which may lead to the love of one's

neighbor and to living irt harmony with peoples of other cultures, lan-

guages, and races No matter how stern the statements in the Charter

and (he staff regulations about (he obligation to maintain international

loyally, the individual staff member can easily rationalize that he is "right"

in his opinions and not evidencing any national prejudices He expects

others in the secretarial to behave as his fellow countrymen do m his home
government This to him is correct behavior, any other comportment is

wrong Such an official has failed to acquire the quality of mternational-

mindedness In the opinion of the ICSAB, every "true international civil

servant" must develop this quality, not only in his work contacts with the

other members of the secretariat but also m his social relations with

them

Political Activities of International Officials

What about the political activities of international officials’ One of the

United Nations' regulations states that "staff members may exercise the

right to vote but shall not engage in any political activity which is inconsist-

ent with or might reflect upon the independence and impartiality required

by their status as international officials It is up to the Secretary General

to decide when a staff member has exceeded permissible bounds in his

political activities

The United Nations has no elaborate set of regulations such as those

developed by the United States Civil Service Commission under the Hatch

Acts In general, the guiding policy IS as stated by the ICSAB The interna-

tional official is not expected to be a political eunuch In fact, the Board

encourages him to "take a lively interest »n the important public questions

of the day " However, such activities as the foUowing are considered

improper candidature for public office of a political character and the

holding of such office, public support of a political party by speeches,

statements to the press, or written articles, the holding of political party

office, membership on any political campaign committee, acceptance or

solicitation of any financial contributions for political purposes, and initia

tion or signature of petitions involving political candidates or political

issues

The Board did not think it was possible to lay down a fixed rule on

membership in a political party However, rt did say that it was 'inadmissi-
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ble for the staff member 10 belong to a patty that was illegal in his country,
and It ruled out "membership m any group, whether political or not, which
imposes on the staff member an obligauon to action incompatible with his
oath of office and responsibilities as an international civil servant

Whs, iih
'oo'nbership in illegal parties is not a simple oneWha If the party, although legal when the staff member joined the interna-

lonal organization, is outlaweri because of a change in regimes at home!Under such circumstances it is not fair to dismiss the staff member, but it
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proposed, 22&-229
Oevetand. Grover, 343
Oevefaisd, Harlan, on decision mak

•ng, 177-178
on leadership. 239
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507-308

Codes of ethics, 408
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making. 186-187
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theory, 103-105
Collier. John, 61
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tion theory, 1 1 4. 1 2

1
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Commission on Government Procure-
m«it recommerKiations of, 390
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the American Future. 27, 30

Committee on Administrative Maruge-
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live intent
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443
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425
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Oubin Robert on motivation 241

Eaton Dorman B 264-265
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339 389
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Headquarters f eld (Continued)
in Chicago Park District 131-135

Herzberg Frederick 242-243
Hierarchical approach to decision

making 35&-3S3
H II Robert 0 on black Family’ struc

lure 68
Hilsman Roger 179
Hoover Commissons recommenda

tions of 284
on accounting and auditing 383-

38S
on budgeting 346 385
on finance function 339
on purchase and supply 339 389

390
on service ratings 303-306

House Foreign Operations and Govern
ment Information Subcommittee
Pentagon Papers beanngs of 327
228

Housing and Urban Development Act
of 1965 151

Human personalty 5ee a/so Motiva
lion

and decision making >83-184
effect of assembly line ort 245-246
and Theory X and Theory Y val

ues 83-84
Human relations approach to organi

zation theory 20 101 107 269
270

tmige of the Federal Serves Tfie 278
Immigrat on patterns of 27-28
Impoundment, 375-376
Incrementalism in budgeting 352

in decis on making 192 193-194

India SI 52 53 54 55 60
Indvidualsm social philosophy of 41-

43 99
Informal organizat on 98 211-212

Inner check 409-410

Institute for Court Management 8
Intergovernmental Cooperaton Acts of

1968 and 1971 147 389

Intergovernmental Personnel Act of

1970 267 277 299

Intergovernmental relations ACIR

statement on 141

coordination of 147 143

grants in-ad 141 144 146-147

interstate compact 150-151

metro problems 151-153
regional commissions 149 150
revenue sharing 145-146
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ation (ICMA) survey on decenical

ization 139-140
Infematonal Civil Service Advisory
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on get^raph c representation 445-
447

on global salary comparabiliy
452
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on tra nmg 447

International Civil Service Commission
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Internships 30f>-301
Interpersonal relations in Inda56-

57 60
•n Latin America 58
<n Phllipines 57 58

Interstate compacts 150-151

Inveshgaiions legislative 418-419
Italy promotion quota system in 304
Item veto 370 373-374

Javits Jacob 16

Job enlargement 101-102 241

Job rouiion 126-127 186

Johnson Lyndon B 356
and legislative veto 4-5

and PPB 349
Joani Comm ttee on the Budget pro

posed 372 373
Joint decision making See Employee

unions

Joint Financial Management Improve
ment Program 385-366

judeal review 6-7 411-412

Katz Daniel and Robert L Kahn on
subsystems 106

Kennedy John F and collective bar

gaming 318-319
and Cuban missile crisis 77 76
1964 budget message 357-358

Kenrtedy Robert F and Cuban m ss le

ensrs 77-78
Kheel Theodore W 13
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267,282,320

Postal strike, 320
Postaudit, 381-382
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J , on legislative inves-
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Power, defined, 178-179
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President's Commission on Budget

Concepts, recommendations of,
3S9, 367-368

Pressure groups, 40, 44-45 78-
79, 159-160, 162-163

Presthus, Robert, on motivation, 243
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theory, 20, 94-96, 99-101
Probationary period, 292
Procedural due process, 400, 411-412
Program Information Act, proposed.
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Public interest, the. 40 1 -402, 412-413
Public Law |No ) 84-330. 321
Public service, efficiency m, 402. 403

413-414
'

pay policies in, 280-283
prestige of, 55-S6, 278-279

Publics, multiple, 12, 216-217

Quantification, 35, 353

Rainwater, Lee, on poverty subcu
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Rand Corporation, 348-349
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aminations. 291-292, 304-305
RaiioMl<omprehensive approach t

decision making, 179-180 IS'
346-356

Reagan. Ronald, 164
Regional commissions, 149-150
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Pnv.W., 229-330
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“ '“O'-

Revenue sharing, 145_14a
Ritwcoff. Abraham, 165-166
Richardson, EIIkm L . 1 69
Richter, Anders, 18}
R<l^>er, Hyman C . on PPB. 352_ie
R'Sht to-suiLe legidaiion. 322-323

Roosevelt, Franklin D, 190, 212, 266-
267. 269

Roser, Foster B , 327
Roth, William, 148
Rowen, Henry S , on PPB, 351
"Rule of three," 291-292

Samoff, Robert W, 401
"SaDsfiers-dissatisfiers” approach to

motivation, 242-243
Saunders, Lyle, on Mexican and Span-

ish Americans, 62-64
Sayles, Leonard R , on organizational

relationships, 108
Sayre, Wallace S , 1

3

Schicl^ Allen, on PPB, 353-354, 354-
355, 3S6-3S7

Schmidt, Benno C , 1 61
Schwartz, Michael, on motivation, 241
Scienufic management, 92-96, 269
Scope of bargaining, 317, 326, 327-

328
Scott William C , 99
Secondment in U N , 439
^recy, in government 226-231, 403
Secretary of State’s Committee on For-

«gn Affairs Personnel, recommen-
dations of, 441, 449-450

Seiznicit Philip, on co-optation, 79
Senate confirmation, of appoint-

ments, 420-421
Senate Subcommittee on Intergovern-

mental Relations, on grant ad-
ministration, 142, 143

Senate Subcommittee on National
Policy Machinery, 16

Senate Subcommittee on Separation of
Powers, on legislative veto, 4-5

Senionty. 302. 327
Shanker, Albert. 322
^ared decision making, 188
Sherman, Harvey, is 12I 128

Frank p , jn o^gan.zal.onal
change, 108

Simon, Herbert A, on communica-
tion, 212

on decision making, 1 78, 1 92

^ P'''|'C'ples" approach. 100
Situabonal approach, to leadership,
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Social environment, and decision mak-
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Social environment (Continued)
effect on worker motivation 245-
246

Social equ ty 21

Social ethic in organization theory 96-
97 98-99

Sociaf planning 10-11

Sovereignly 312-313
Spoils system 263 268
Staats Elmer B on congress onal bud

get review 371
Stacey Frank, 424
Stahl O Glenn on line arsd staff 114
State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of

1972 146
State and local governments collective

bargain ng m 31S 318 326
decentralization in 139-140
finance functon in 337-338 354-

3S6 (PPB) 374-375
and grants in aid, 146-147 148
and interstate compacts 150-151
merit systems in 267 268
metro problems m 151-152
Ornbudsmen in 426
personnel funct on in 287 299 303
and regional commissions 149-150
and revenue sharing 145-146

State Techn cal Services Act of 1965
43

Suboptimization 81-82
Substantive services 1is-lf6
Subsystems 106
Sullivan Harry Stack 243
Sunk costs 182-163

Supersystems 105 106
Supervision University of Iowa expen

ments on 247-250
Unversity of Michgan experiments
on 250

Supervisors and service ratings 306-
307

tram ng of 300
Sweden Ombudsmen in 422-423
Systems analys s 348-349

Taft Hartley Act 39
Tannenbaum Robert and Warren H

Schmidt on leadersh p style 2SI-

255
on value oriental ons S3 84

Taylor Frederick W and scientfic

management 19 92-94
Taylor law (N Y ) 321-322
Technical assistance programs cultural

factors in 54-57

as social invention 41

of UN 440-441

ofUS 441 449
Tedindogy assessment, 36-36

Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) 79

292

Thailand 58
Theory X and Theory Y value sys

terns 83-84
Thompson Laura onHopilndians 61-

62
Torre Mottram on national com

pounds 436-437
Toynbee Arnold 41

Traditional soc eties characteristics

of 59 See s/so Developing na

lions

Trainng academic 127

Tra I approach to leadersh p 238
Truth in Negotiat ons Act 364

Two track budgeting 357
Tyler Cus on union growth 313-314

(J/trs vres acts 7 410
Union shop 326
Unions See Employee unions Labor

unions

Unied Nat ons (U N ) career service

in 438^40
geograph c representation in 445
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pay system of 451-452
policy on political activ ty 453—454
technical assistance programs of

440-441
United Nations Rel ef and Rehabil la

ton Administration (UNRRA)
209 451-452

Upward communication 202 207
Upward mob I ty programs 298-299
Urbanization 29
US Chamber of Cotrutwce 163

and proposed consumer protection

agency 160
US Civ I Service Commission and col

leclive bargaining, 326
estabi shmeni of 264-266
and promotion plans 302-303
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U S Ovil Service (Continued)

and sex discrimination, 286
training responsibilities of, 297-299

U S Department of Defense (DOD),
public relations programs of, 224-
226

U S Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD), 10

US Departmentof Labor, employment
statistics of, 28-29

US Department of Transportation. 32
U S Postal Service, 267, 282, 320
US State Department, decisionmaking

in, 180-181
dual personnel system in. 441—442
language training in, 444
selection methods in, 449-451
task force of, on Stimulation of

Creativity, ' 181, 187

Value conflicts See Coal conflicts

Value orientations, and organization

theory, 82-8S
Value pool, 79-80
Van Wagenen, Richard W , 443

on job security in international agen
cies,438

on social isolation in international

agencies, 435

Veter^s Administration, 136

Volunteers in Service to America (VIS-

TA), 165, 166-167, 168, 169

Wagner Aa, 39
Waldo, Dwight, 3, 19

on machine model, 43
on "principles" approach, 99, 100

Walton, Eugene, on grapevine, 212

Weber, Arnold R 1 68-1 69
Weber, Max, on ideal bureaucratic

type, 96-97
Weinberger, Casper W ,

on impound

menL 375-376
White. Leonard D . 9, 278
Whyte, William f , on human relations

approach, 101

Wilensky, Harold L , 1 82
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Wilson, Woodrow, 8, 414
Wit, Daniel, 58-59
Women, and merit systems, 286
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